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Whymost cassettes
sound better on one side

than the other.

The trouble with most good
quality cassette tapes isn't noise, printthrough, cross-talk or restricted
dynamic range — it's the cassette they
come in.
The cassette shell, to be precise.
Because, however good atape is, it's
only as good as its cassette shell.
If acassette shell's dimensions
aren't accurate enough, laterally and
vertically, it's not going to line the
tape up squarely with the tape heads
of your recording equipment.
When you use acassette like this,
it gives its best performance on one
side only — on the other, you might
just as well be using afar cheaper
tape as far as frequency response and
stereo imagery go.
Which is why at Maxell we put

just as much care and attention into
the construction of our cassette shells
as our cassette tapes.
Our shells are precisely symmetrical to within athousandth of an
inch; likewise our guide pins are
exactly vertical. Stabilizers inside the
shells reinforce traditionally weak
spots, making sure this symmetry
stays spot on.
All critical dimensions are maintained to tolerances of five times greater
than specified by the IEC (International
Electrotechnical Commission).
Completely eliminating problems of
azimuth alignment.
So that when you buy a
Maxell cassette, that's exactly
what you get: acassette —
not half acassette.

maXEILBreak the sound barrier.

Maxell ( UK)Ltd.,1Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex HA13AE Tel : 01 -423 0688.
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For only C149*
Hafier gives you:
"a product which cannot be
improved either in mechanical
design or technical
performance" GRAMOPHONE

"top sound quality for the
lowest possible price"
PRACTICAL HI-FI

avery high quality pre-amp"
HI-FI NEWS

DH101

"one of the finest sounding preamplifiers in the world today"
THE ABSOLUTE SOUND

"quite possibly the most highly
refined pre-amplifier one can
buy' POPULAR ELECTRONICS

DH500

"perfect performance, enough
input and control flexibility for
almost anyone"
STEREO REVIEW

DH110

DH200

Hafler products have enjoyed apre-eminent position in the HiFi world since the arrival of their first
product. Our new lower price structure will now revolutionise ideas of what high end components
should cost. With further savings available for those wishing to build from kit, Hailer pre-amps and
power amps must surely now appear on every audiophile's shopping list.
THE NEW LOWER PRICES
DH101K Pre-amplifier ( Kit)
DH101A Pre-amplifier ( Assembled)
DH110K Pre-amplifier ( Kit)
DH 110A Pre- amplifier ( Assembled)
DH2OOK Power Amplifier. At least 100W per ch ( Kit)

DH200A Power Amplifier. At least 100W per ch
(Assembled)
£320.00
D1-1500K Power Amplifier. At least 255W per ch ( Kit) £455.00
DH500A Power Amplifier. At least 255W per ch
(
Assembled)
£550.00
DH102/112 Head Amplifier
£70.00
DH202/502 Bridging Kits
£20.00

£149.00*
£214.00
£220.00
£285.00
£255.00

ORDER BY PHONE Phone 01-609 0293/5 and quote your Access or Barclaycard No. for immediate despatch. 24hr answering service.
Hatter equipment is available at the following locations:
Howland West Ltd 3-5 Eden Grove London N7 8E0
Analog Audio 849 High Road London N12
Canterbury Hi Fi Centre 21 The Burgate Canterbury Kent
D.J. Electronics Hi Fi 206 Lea Bridge Road London E10
Erricks' of Bradford Fotosanic House Rawson Square Bradford BD1 3JR
C E. Manders 2/4 Edward Street Grimsby
H.A.T.V. 183 Barrack Road Christchurch Dorsetshire
Houlden Hi Fi 27 Morgan Arcade Cardiff
Hughes Hi Fi 7High Steel High Wycombe Bucks
James Kerr & Co Ltd 98/110 Woodlands Road Glasgow G3 6HB
Kirkman 40 The Broadway Crawley Sussex
Midland Hi Fi Studio Royal London Buildings Wulfruna Street Wolverhampton
Paul Green Hi Fi Ltd Kensington Showrooms London Road Bath
Radford Hi Fi Ltd 52-54 Gloucester Road Bristol •
R.E.W. 230 Tottenham Court Road London W1
R.T.T.S. 21 Tamworth Street Litchfield Staffordshire
Tape Recorder Centre ( Halifax) 3-5 King Cross Street Halifax
Telesonic Ltd 92 Tottenham Court Road London W1
The Critics Choice Ltd 64a High Street Lincoln
Unilet Products Compion House 35 High Street New Malden Surrey
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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To: Mail Order Dept.,
Howland West Ltd.,
3-5 Eden Grove,
London, N7 8EGi.
Tel: 01-609 0293/5
I
wish (corder
Please send literature on
I
enclose £
(Please make cheques payable to " Howland West Ltd")
ordeb1myAccessCard No •

HFN 12 (H)

Ba rclaycard No
Name
Address

Signature
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY

CLYDE

LOUDSPEAKER DRIVER
•Film Diaphragm Driver of Electrostatic Quality
•System Power Rating 100 Watt Max
mikbove 400Hz - 20kHz approx
•Dim 590 x 128 mm approx
•Weight 3.3kg
•Tweeter may be used as Mid Range
with Optional Super Tweeter
•Sensitivity 86 dB/Watt Mean. at
1 metre approx
mic1
/
4
s used in the Infinity System
IIIIAs manufactured by
Strathern Audio.

SPEAKER FROM
CASTLE ACOUSTICS LTD
The Castle Cylde has been designed to meet the need
for asensitive small loudspeaker with aperformance
well above average for similar sized systems. It is,
therefore, ideal for use with modestly powered

Typical Frequency Response

amplifiers and receivers, or good quality music
centres rated at between 4and 50 Watts per channel.

R.F.R. DOWLING

7 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn. Tel: 08462 71272

The Castle Clyde is acompact high efficiency twoway true reflex loudspeaker system. Its size makes it
suitable for use on book shelves or wall mountings
either as the main loud speakers for stereo in asmall
room, rear loudspeakers for quadrophony or as
remote loudspeakers in rooms away from the main
equipment. The speaker represents an excellent value
for money product and is finished in genuine
walnut wood veneer.

W1L/ASLOW
L

The firm for Speakers

Bigger and Better
the colourful Wilmslow Audio brochure
—the definitive loudspeaker catalogue!
Everything for the speaker constructor — kits, drive units,
components for HiFi and PA.

"Extracts from Hi Fi Choice Review Dec 81"

50 DIY HiFi speaker designs including the exciting new
dB Total Concept speaker kits, the Kef Constructor range,
Wharfedale Speakercraft, etc.

Once again we find aCastle speaker in the Best Buy category. This

Flatpack cabinet kits for Kef, Wharfedale and many others.

tidy little box packs asurprising "punch" in terms of aclear even

* Lowest prices — Largest stocks *
* Expert staff — Sound advice *
* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort of our *
two listening lounges
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *

and lively sound, offering ahigh sensitivity, easy amplifier load,
high dynamic range and moderate distortion, plus fine finish and
engineering. At the price and size one can hardly quibble with the
lack of deep bass, and the Clyde compares well with some of the best
miniatures ever made at any price.

Castle Acoustics Limited
SHORTBANK ROAD
SKIPTON
NORTH YORKSHIRE
ENGLAND
(
0756) 5333

e

6

Send £ 1.50 for catalogue
(cheque, M. O. or stamps - or phone with yourcredit carcfnumber)
* Access - Visa - American Express accepted *
also HiFi Markets Budget Card.

r
- =
mum
MHO
The firm for Speakers

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

.1111h.

SK9 lAS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!
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this, altqltel• just somebody else's opinion! It is imperative
that you formulatè your own.
petfi we believe in playing you the widest selection of hi fi at prices that will be
music to your ears!
Sé don't be fooled! Drop in at Superfi, because when it comes to buying hi fi the
fundamental rules apply, just listen!

II

O

NOTTINGHAM 15 MARKET STREET 41137/8
LEEDS 34-36 QUEEN VICTORIA ST 449075
DERBY 6 THE STRAND, SADLERGATE 361384

REMEMBER HOW IT
FELT TO SPEND AQUIET HOUR WITH YOUR HEADPHONES ?
From the first moment you put on apair of headphones, the
unhappy truth is that most never let you forget their presence. Be they
too heavy, too tight, over designed or under engineered, every little
annoyance can multiply to become areal irritation, only serving to
distract from the music and to detract from your system. Easy
listening it isn't.
At Beyer Dynamic, we've more than fifty years experience in the
specialised refinement of headphone technology. Consider for
example the DT550, pictured above. With afrequency response range
of 50-20000 Hz the 550, along with its counterparts the DT880, 660
and 330, is of light-weight, semi-open 'design, incorporating an
adjustable suspension strap and soft, circumaural .
earpteces, allowing
for the maximum amount of natural comfort possible.

The slim, light design of the new Beyer Dynamic headphones
encompasses perhaps the most advanced acoustic engineering
available, more than capable of matching the performance
of the very latest in hi-fi developments. Try apair of
Beyer Dynamic headphones, and the chances are that
you'll quickly forget just how good they are. Until,
e
of course, you try on something else.
4\v,o
o„s›
f
e.e
eá

beyerdynamicE0 # e•ce

Beyer Dynamic ( GB) Ltd., 1Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DP.

Tel: ( 0444) 45100 3. .! e.` qe\
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Here's afantastic offer just in time for the Christmas
Season from Hi Fi Markets. Fuji Tape is in our opinion
tie best you can buy. FX-I is ideally suitable for use at
home or in the car. Fuji FX-11 with its superior high
frequency saturation is just right for recording
dynamically rich music such as rock and orchestral

r ' • '' '

performances. And the excellence of Fuji Metal Tape
gained it a ' Hi Fi Grand Prix' award in AudioVideo
International Magazine. At Hi Fi Markets Special
Christmas Offer Prices Fuji Tape represents unbeatable
value for money. So hurry along to your local Hi Fi
Markets and stock up with Fuji Tape for Chirstmas.

2Fuji FX-I C90's £1.99
2Fuji FX-II C90's £2.49
Fuji Metal C90 each £2.49
11111.11I+1 MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi
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NAD 3020 Amplifier

"glue.o the tine amplifiers of
our time, certainly its
'distortion, noise and other
electrical characteristics
could hardly be improved
ilPon"
STEREO REVIEW
Conservatively rated at 20 watts
per channel with stability down
to 2ohms. Distortion less than
0.02%
\

Boston Acoustics P.40 Speakers

NAD 3020 Amplifier

Celestion Ditton 100 Speakers

"It does reach hi-fi
standards... highly
recommended"

"The Boston Acoustics A40
excelled"
WHAT HI- Fl

"The NAD 3020 represents
an outstanding design, hotn
in terms of value for money
as well as its generally high
measured laboratory
achievements. these well
above its price range"

HI-FI FOR PLEASURE
The amazing Ditton 100 offers
performance plus — due largely
to Celestion's unique laser
vibrational research.

Compact 2- way bookshe'f
speaker with 61
2 in acoustic/
suspension woofer and
dome tweeter.

HI- Fl NEWS

NAD 5025 Turntable

value for money
.in the test"

NAD 4020A AM/FM Tuner

WHAT HI-FI
The NAD 5025 is asemi'‘ automatic belt drive turntable
with synchronous motor and a
'solid 5mm rubber mat.
Dual CS505 Turntable

"Offers asound quality in
terms of detail and dynamic
range that few equal, let alone
better!"
POPULAR HI-FI

"The NAD 4020A ... very
best sound quality possible
for under f1.00"

Dual CS505 Turntable

"The Dual CS505 — excellent
value"
WHAT HI-FI

POPULAR HI- Fl

Semi- automatic belt- drive
turntable with vario pulley.

Price

AR 925 Speakers

NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

Boston Acoustics A40 Speakers

"The AR 925 turned in what I
felt an excellent performance"

"The NAD 1020
stands as one of the
best bargains in
audio today"

"The Boston Acoustics A40
deserves arecommendation"

POPULAR HI- Fl

£375 Complete

POPULAR HI-FI

HIGH FIDELITY

NAD 2140 Power
Amplifier

"It is known as the
40 watt amp that
sounds like 150
watt" AUDIO VIDEO

NAD 3020 Amplifier
"I only hope that more

e

manufacturers follow NAD's
example and would
recommend the NAD 3020 to
ar.7.ne"

POPULAR HI-FI

NAD 4020A AM/FM Tuner

"Remarkably just as good as
its amplifier in sound
MUSIC & VIDEO

i

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck

"The flatness of the response
at Dolby level was amongst
the best ever seen for any
recorder at any price"

AUDIO MAGAZINE
An advanced cassette deck
featuring Dolby Cas well as
Dolby Bplus ahost of advanced
features.

Price

£534 Complete

NAD 4020A AM/FM Tuner
/

"The NAD 4020A outclasses
everything else in the review"

Ariston RD80 Turntable

"The RD80 has come cut well
in virtually every -espect"

POPULAR HI-FI
NAD 6150C Cassette Deck

"It offers aperformance and
sound quality not bettered at
the price .. . NAD have done
it again"
HI-FI ANSWERS

HI-FI CHOICE
With Linn Basik Arm including
Cartridge

•Price £1035 Complete

Mil MARKETS,
The place where people care about hi-fi

NAD 6040A Cassette Deck

"Performance comparable
to some decks selling at
much higher prices"
feerr.t

Wer.or 4W%,

7

£119.00

THE AUDIO MAGAZINE

NAD 6150C Cassette Deck

offers aperformance and
sound quality not bettered at
the price... NAD have done it
again"
HI-FI ANSWERS
"It

£199.00

NAD 5025 Turntable

"The NAD 3020 has no competitor
anywhere near the price and can be
strongly recommended"
HI-FI ANSWERS

"The NAD 4020A...the very best
sound quality possible for under
£1.00"

POPULAR HI-FI

"The flatness of the response at
Dolby level was amongst the best
ever seen"

AUDIO MAGAZINE

Latest Development from NAD

NAD 3020 Amplifier

Conservatively rated at 20 watts
per channel with stability down to
2ohms. Distortion less than
0.02%. NAD soft clioping
increases useful output by
eliminating high level harshness.

"Must be accredited with a
strong recommendation"
£59.00

PRACTICAL HI-FI

£98.50

NAD 4020A AM/ FM Tuner
Incorporates latest technology
including adual gata MOSFET
front end tuning system for agood
combination of sensitivity and
resistance to overload.

NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

"The sound quality is
excellent"
POPULAR
£69.00

H1 FI

£98.50

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck
I
ncDrporates ahost of advarced
features including Colby C, Dolby
dlrect loading with click- locked
soft touch buttons and review/cue
functions.

£159.00

NAD 3150 Amplifier
The NAD 3150 integrated
ampl fer is the ideal choice for
the music lover who needs a
more powerful or flexible
amplifier than the world-famous
NAD 3020. It continues the NAD
tradition of combining genuinely
useful innovation with
exceptional price/performance
va ue. The 3150 is twice as

11111 MARKla'S
The place where people care about hi-fi

e
NAD 2140 Power Amplifier

"Represents exceptional
value"
Fl NEWS
£135.00

powerful as the 3020 when
operated in stereo, and six times
as powerful when switched to
the bridged mode and used with
acompanion power amplifier for
stereo. In addition the 3150
contains avariety of circuit
features that contribute to its
outstanding operating flexibility
and highly musical sound quality.

£189.00

HiFi Markets offer personal
attention and expert advice
"The CS505 offers
asound quality in
terms of detail and
dynamic range that
few equal, let alone
better!"
POPULAR HI FI
Dual CS505
Turntable

Semi- automatic belt- driven
with vario pulley. Gimbal
mounted straight pickup
arm. Dynamic balance.

£79.95

Ariston
RECOMMENDED
"The RD80 has
come out well in
virtually every
respect"
HI- Fl CHOICE

Ariston RD80
Turntable

Two speed synchronous
motor. Two piece fully
machined concave platter
with record clamp. Precision
made single point bearing.
With Linn Basik tonearm.

I

sawgriffluitesi

Nakamichi LX- 3
Arming 2- head cassette recorders, the
LX- 3is unsurpassed. A 4- bit
microprocessor controls the transport,
while amaster fader simplifies
recording. 50dB LED peak level
meters, 4- digit LED tape counter.

£299.00
Nakamichi LX- 5

Discrete 3,head system for optimum
performance with independent record,
playback and erase heads and separate

Dolby- NR processors for recording and
playback.

£539.00
Nakamichi ZX-7

Discrete 3- head technology enables
precision azimuth alignment and
optimum performance. Mircoprocessorcontrolled transport and novel master
fader add extra convenience. Treated
chassis and asymmetrical dual-capstan
transport reduce flutter and
modulation noise.

£660.00

£235.00

Marantz
Nakamichi BX-2
One of Nakamichi's latest cassette
decks, the BX-2 is a2- head machine
offering simplified features, functions
and operation while providing
'Nakamich:' performance
reproduction. A new microcomputer
controlled mechanism offers smooth,
gentle tape handling and silent
operation precision. A new
record/playback head has been
specifically designed for this deck
with emphasis on achieving opt num

egaireltar

performance oi both the record and
playback functions without
compromising the performance of
either. The playback equalizer
features aunique loss- compensation
system that ensures perfect EQ
characteristics, ard NakamichiS
Double- NF circuit achieves
exceptionally low distortion in the lowfrequency range. The BX-2 also
features Dolby B and C noise
reduction, memory play and rec mute
functions.

£239.00
SP7 Headphones

PM310 Amplifier

This highly rated slimline
amplifier is now available at Hi Fi
Markets. Power output is 25
watts RMS per channel.
Features include LED power
meters, 6dB/OCT low filter, 41
step detented volume control.

£69.00

Not all of

ST310 AM/FM Tuner
The ST310 is the matching
slimline tuner to the PM310
amplifier. Features include
1.0i.N sensitivity, LED signal
strength indicator, FM muting,
stereo/mono, pilot frequency
rejection circuit.

The SP7 is Nakamichi-designed and
constructed throughout, achieving
exceptionally low distortion and
extended, flat frequency response
through application of new largediameter driver urits and unique
earpads specially designed to minimise
response variations due to changes in
pad pressure. The SP7 is ideal for all
headphone applications from critical
monitoring to relaxed listening.

£69.00
£39.00
the products on this page are available/at all branches. Please check before travelling.

The place where people care about hi-fi

HiFi Markets Present Yamaha
The Total Music Company

,

Yamaha A-460 Amplifier
35 watts per channel with THD less
than 0.015%. Super low noise
phono equalizer, continuously
variable loudness control.

£99.00
Yamaha T-460 AM/FM Tuner
Optical balance tuning, switchable
FM-AM muting/mono, tracking type

Yamaha A-560 Amplifier
The A-560 is an amplifier that goes far
beyond ordinary performance. It
provides adynamic 55 watts per
channel with an extremely low
0.015% THD figure due to an
advanced DC configuration amplifier,
and alow noise phono equalizer gives
ruler flat response as well as clean,
high-definition phono reproduction.
And the A-560 is full of precision
control and convenience features: a
continuously variable loudness
control for precise tonal balancing,
direct MC cartridge input capability, a

pilot canceller, low impedance AM
loop antenna.

£85.00
Yamaha K-300 Cassette Deck

Yamaha A-760 Amplifier
Incorporating Yamaha's Zero

@ )
I

Dolby Band Cnoise reduction, full IC
logic, feather-touch control panel,
automatic tape selection. 2- motor
transport, metal tape compatibility.

Distortion Rule which sets new
standards in audio power
amplification purity by totally
eliminating amplifier- introduced
distortion in the trial power stage.
Impressive 80 watts per channel with
incredibly low 0.01% THD.

£119.00

£199.00

Yamaha T-760 AM/FM Tuner

Auto- search tuning, 10-station preset
tuning, unique "Station Lock" system.

£143.00
Yamaha K-500 Cassette Deck

Dolby Band C noise reduction, low
impedance pure Sendust head, full IC
logic, feáther-touch control panel.

£149.00

rec out selector, centre defeat tone
controls, abuilt-in subsonic filter and
ahigh filter switch that add up to
incredible versatility.

£139.00
Yamaha C-50 Preamplifier

Yamaha M-50 Power Amplifier

Also available is the T-560 AM/FM
Tuner with optical balance tuning,
6- LED dual function meter, recording
calibration signal, switchable FM-AM
muting,/mono mode, low impedance
AM loop antenna.

New linear transfer circuit for
minimal distortion, extended rolloff
equalizer, 4-gang volume control,
independent MC/MM equalizer amps,
direct MC phono input provides pure
phono signal path, disc direct
function.

ZDR power amplification, new linear
transfer bias circuit, " X" power
supply, all direct-coupled circuitry,
L/R speaker level controls for two sets
of speakers, dual range 20- LED peak
power meters with switchable peak
hcid.

£107.00

£49.00

£305.00

Matching Tuner T-560

Yamaha P-200 Turntable
Belt drive turntable. Optimum mass
minimum resonance straight
tonearm, DC servo motor, automatic
return and cut, front panel operation,
VM-type cartridge supplied.

£69.00

"A very
good
standard
of sound"
HI FI
ANSWERS

Yamaha P-300 Turntable
Direct drive turntable. Optimum
mass minimum resonance straight
tonearm, FG servo control, automatic
return and cut, ±- 2.5% pitch ( speed)
control, front panel operation, VMtype cartridge supplied.

£89.00

Yamaha NS- 1000M Speakers
3-way speaker system, beryllium
dame tweeter and midrange drivers,
tangential edge suspension,
midrange and tweeter level controls,
acoustic suspension design, unique
acoustic equalizers.

£620.00 per pair
Yamaha HP Series
Headphones
All HP series headphones employ
Yamaha's Orthodynamic and supraaural design features.
HP- 1
HP-2
HP-3

£37.95
£29.95
£19.95
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NAD 9200

The Tape Counter
TDK

"in our view is the
best cartridge at
this price we have
heard to date"
POPULAR HI-FI

DC 60
DC120
DC180
ADC60
ADC120
ODC60
ODC90
SAC6O
SAXC60
SAXC9Q

UDC 46 £. 79
UDC 60 £0.95
UDC 90 £1.09'
UDC120 £1.79"
UDXLIC 60 £1.29
UDXLIC 90 £1.65
UDXLI1060 £1.35

£19.50

Hunt EDA

Nagaoka
Cartridges

The new high performance Nagaoka MP
Series cartridges use the most up to
date materials including apermalloy
oscillator having ahigh magnetic
permeability and asamarium cobalt
magnet, haying ahigh magnetic energy.

MP10 £ 13.95 MP20 £36.95
MPll £ 15.95 MP30 £45.90
MP15 £31.00 MP50 £73.90

Rolling Cleaners
Aspecial new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft and
slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It is soft
enough to adapt itself to the precise
shape of the groove. As the degree of
'tackiness' is always exactly right, the
finest particles right at the bottom of
the groove are picked up as well as the
surface dust.
From

£7.90

UDXLIIC 90
XLISC 60
XLISC 90
XLIISC 60
xLIISC 90
Met MXC 60
Met MXC 90

£1.49'
£1.39.
£1.79'
£1.55
£1.99'
£2.69
£3.65

Sony
CHE C60 £0.56'
CHF 090 £ I5'
CHF C120 £0.99
BHF C60 £0.69*
BHF C90 £0.85*
BHF C120 £1.12
AHF C60 £0.89

AHF C90
Alpha C60
Alpha C90
FeCr C60
FeCr C9()
UCXS C60
UCXS C90

£1.09
£1.15
£.59
£1.03
£1.35
£.36
£2.14

Mega Cable

HUnt F_Dx
Gtcubcs, Fibre bru it,

£6.95

200 strand Mega Cable from HiFi
Markets is the best speaker cable
available. Providing the best link
between the amplifier and speakers
,neither adding or taking away anything
from the true music.
From

Record Sweep Arm

£7.95

Stylus Balance and
Deck Levelling Aid

£4.50

The NAD Mat is afull 5millimetres thick, has
asmooth lower surface which makes uniform
contact with the entire platter area, and is
made of acarefully selected soft- rubber
compound with optimum density and pliancy
for efficient absorption of most audiofrequency vibrations. With the NAD Mat
installed, the stylus/groove interface comes
much closer to the ideal vibration-free
environment.

£9.95

MET MA60 £ 1.85
MET MA90 £2.69
Demag £8.75
Clean £0.89
DC90 triple pack
£2.46'
ADC90 double pack
£2.28'
SAC90 double pack
£2.98'

Prices shown apply only when 10 or more cassettes are purchased - cash sales only

Carbon Fibre Brush

NAD Mat

£0.69
£ 1.25
£2.99
£0.99
£ 1.79
£ 1.09
£1.55
£1.23
£ 1.45
£1.99'

Maxell

Frequency response: 15Hz -20KHz
±. 2dB. Channel separation: 24dB at
1KHz, 15dB at 10KHz. .0003in. X
.0007in diasa elliptical stylus.

The Carbon Fibre filaments in Hunt EDA
brushes are electrically conductive and
fully discharge the static freeing the
dust 9nd grit particles in the record
grooves. High density Hunt EDA
brushes present up to 1,000 fine
filaments to each groove. The long
filaments flex rapidly and follow
intimately the contours of the grooves,
dislodging and picking up the dust and
grit particles. The brushes cari be easily
and thoroughly cleaned, preventing the
transference of dust to other records.

`Promotion Price while stocks last

70p

per metre

Mayware

HiFi Markets offer the Mayware MkIV
pick-up arm and moving coil cartridge,
acombination which was recently the
subject of an excellent review in
'Gramophone'. The Mayware pick-up

arm is silicone damped with inverted
hardened steel pin pivoting on
jewelled bearing. The cartridge has a
nude low mass super- polished
diamond 'Vital' stylus for low noise and
best high frequency tracking ability.

£148.50 complete

Original Master Recordings
Special pressed recordings of popular, rock,
folk and classical music. 50 titles to choose
from including: 'Abbey Road' The Beatles,
'Darkside of the Moon' Pink Floyd, 'The
Gambler' Kenny Rogers, Ravel ' Bolero' BPO,
'The Planets' LPO, Tchaikovsky ' 1812' LSO,
'Ziggy Stardust' David Bowie.

Single Album £ 14.50
Double Album £22.00

Sennheiser
Our best
selling
headphones
HD4004
HD4C
HD410
HD414
HD420
HD430
HD230

£ 12.99
£ 16.99
£20.99
£33.99
£ 39.99
£53.99
£74.99

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

HiFi Markets offer the widest',
range of leading makes
14 (- 1
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"Deserving of an
aclassic budget
exceptional
enthusiastic
design"
performance at
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avery low price" ation"
HI-FI FOR
1STEREO REVIEW
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"One of the
finest
loudspeakers
produced
anywhere"
PRACTICAL HI-FI

KEF Coda II

Boston
Acoustics
A40

AR18s

Celestion
SL6

The KEF Coda II
is a2-way bookshelf
speaker with lin
soft dome tweeter
and 8in long throw
woofer. A special
low frequency
loading technique
which has been
developed by KEF
results in extended
low frequency
response and
greater power
handling capacity
than one would
expect from a
speaker of this
size.

Hi Fi Markets are
pleased to bring you
the Boston Acoustics
A40, acompact 2-way
bookshelf speaker ,
which has won much
critical acclaim. We
can strongly
recommend this
speaker as one of the
most cost-effective
designs available
anywhere. The A40
which features a
61
/
2in acousticsuspension woofer
and 3
/ in dome
4
tweeter. delivers
exceptional
performance at avery
low price.

The AR18s is a
bookshelf type
acoustic suspension,
2-way speaker with
drive units in a
vertical array. The
important advantage
of the acoustic
suspension principle
is that it packs
exceptional bass
performance and
accuracy into a
relatively small
enclosure — one of
the reasons that
makes the AR18s one
of the most popular
speakers available.

The Celestion SL6
•The Laser 80
has been designed
incorporates a
with acomplete
ferrofluid low
understanding of the
modulus polyamidE
vibration of all the
domed tweeter,
drive units, which
giving excellent
operate with
damping
complementary
characteristics to the
behaviour mounted
treble unit. The
in acabinet
midrange drivers
conceived as part of a feature mineral filled
complete system. The homopolymer cones
resulting accuracy,
as well as the
transparency and
revolutionary laser
resolution is excellent
holography principle.
especially with better
The aluminium voice
recordings.
coil ensures adequate
power handling.
SL6
£269.00
Ditton 100 £75.00 Laser 20
£39.95
Ditton 110 £99.00 Laser 40
£44.95
Ditton130 £ 129.00 Laser 60
£64.95
Ditton150 £ 159.00 Laser 80
£79.95
Ditton200 £209.00 Laser100
£99.95

Coda II
£89.00
Cantor II £ 119.00
Caprice II £ 149.00
Carlton II £239.00

A40

•£99.00

AR 18s
AR 8s
AR 28s
AR 925 ,

£89.00
£69.00
£139.00
£99.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

Wharfedale
Laser 80

.111411111

HiFi Markets Optional
Extended Warranty
Ortofon Cartridges
Do you value your record collection?
If so, then it's important that you invest in aquality hi-fi
cartridge.
It is the cartridge that makes the first and only contact
with the record groove; translating the undulations in the
groove into music.
A poor cartridge, or one which is worn or damaged — can
not only spoil the music, it can also ruin avaluable record
collection.
Ortofon is one of the world's leading manufacturers of hifi cartridges and the only company in the world to also
produce the record cutterheads.
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Choose 5 years
peace of mind at
HiFi Markets
Hi- Fl Markets with 17.0 branches throughout the U.K. is
Britain's largest specialist Hi Fi retailer. Now, in addition to
offering the greatest choice of equipment at very competitive
prices, we give you the option of extending your guarantee to
five years covering parts and labour. For asingle modest
payment you are protected against repair bills and can enjoy
complete peace of mind for five years. Your local Hi Fi Markets
will be pleased to give you full details of this highly beneficial
scheme.
How much will this cover cost?
The table below shows the total, once only, premium payable
depending on the product covered.

Ortofon's advanced
technology and design can be
seen in the Concorde STD
cartridge, an integrated
magnetic cartridge weighing
15 grams. It is designed to
plug into all tone arms with

standard sockets. Like all
Ortofon magnetic cartridges
is uses the famous VMS
(Variable Magnetic Shunt)
principle, and incorporates
an Elliptical diamond.
£19.90

Ortofon TM Series

Ortofon also produce aspecial range of cartridges for
Technics SL turntables with their linear tracking tone arms.
Three magnetic models plus one Moving Coil cartridge are
available.
TM 10

TM 20M

TM 30M

Premium
Product
Televisions
Monochrome
16.50
Colour
31.00
31.00
Teletext
HiFi
RackingSystem
26.00
26.00
Component System*
MusicCentre
25.00
Amplifier
15.50
15.50
Tuner
Turntable
16.50
Tuner/Amplifier
17.50
Tape Deck
16.50

Product

Premium

Pairof Speakers
Radios/Cassettes
Citizens Band Radio
lnCar Entertainment
Clock Radio
Transistor Radio
Radio/Cassette Player
Stereo Rad io Cassette
Videos
Video Recorder
VideoCamera

13.00
15.00
15.00
13.00
13.00
13.00
16.50
80.00
38.00

*Separates bought together
to form acomplete system.

HiFi Markets Instant
Credit Card
Now you can obtain instant
credit at any of the 170 Hi Fi
Market Stores throughout
the UK. Just decide how
much you wish to pay after
deposit each month ( any
amount between £ 5and £ 50) and you can have credit of up to
20 times your monthly repayment. For example, amonthly
repayment of £ 10 will give you acredit limit of £ 200. Interest
of 21
/ % of the balance outstanding will be charged to your
4
account at the end of each month. APR 30.6%. The interest
rate may be varied from time to time. With aHi Fi Market
Instant Credit Card you buy at today's prices, enjoying you hifi while you're paying for it.
Delivery
Any equipment purchased from HiFi Markets can be
delivered. Ring your nearest branch for details.
Guarantee

£55.00

All products sold by Hi Fi Markets are fully guaranteed and
offered with full after sales service.

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Hifi Markets-the largest
specialist hi-fi retailer in the country
LONDON
Manor Park E12
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London E17
4High Road, Walthamstow.
Tel: 01-5204121
London NI
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01-837 4416
London N7
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London N13
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01-882 5888
London NW6 .
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
17 Tottenham Coort Road.
Tel: 01-580 7731
48 Tottenham Coart Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
In-Store at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7383
231 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 3459
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979
48 Wigmore Street Tel: 01-486 8263
London W3
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SEI
No 1Cathedral Street, London Bridge.
Tel: 01-403 2255/2088
23 York Road. Tel: 01-928 6842
London SE
38 Widmore Road. Bromley.
Tel: 01-464 2260
London SE13
68 Lee High Road. Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SEI8
162 Powis Street, Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SE25
79 High Street, South Norwood.
Tel: 01-653 4224
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
13 St. John's Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
56-58 Sycamore Road. Tel: 02403 3819
Aylesbury
146 High Street. Tel: 0296 31020
Barking (Essex)
7Station Parade. Tel: 01-594 3626
Barnsley
40-42 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0226 5549
Bath
11 Southgate. Tel:0225 64120/64371
Birkenhead
11 St. Werburgh Square, Grange Precinct.
Tel: 051-647 5626
Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
Bolton
156/158 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Boston (Lincs)
9Wide Bargate. Tel: 0205 62454
Bournemouth
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Bradford
15-17 North Parade. Tel: 0274 391166
Brighton
57a North Road. Tel: 0273 26629
Brighton & Hove
136-138 Portland Road. Tel: 0273 723399
Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Tel: 0272 428248
Burnley
41 Briercliffe Road. Tel: 0282 22260
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Canterbury
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315 '

Kempston (Beds)
Castleford (Yorks)
64 & 85 Beancroft Road.
76 Bedford Road. Tel: 0234 854133
Tel: 0977 553066
Kettering
Chandlers Ford (Hampshire)
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
8-12 Hursley Road. Tel: 04215 2827
Kingston upon Thames
Chatham (Kent)
3Eden Walk Precinct. Tel: 01-546 8974
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Lancaster
Chelmsford
84 Penny Street. Tel: 0524 39657
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Leeds
Cheltenham
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Tel: 0532 449075
Chesham (Bucks)
10 St. Michaels Road, Headingley.
117 High Street. Tel: 0494 786494
Tel: 0532 789374
Chester
Leicester
24 St. Michaels Square,
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Grosvenor Precinct.
Lincoln
Tel: 0244 21568
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Chesterfield
Liverpool
135 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0246 34923
401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-733 6859
Chichester (Sussex)
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
Loughton (Essex)
Christchurch (Dorset)
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0262 473901
Lowestoft
Cirencester
44 London Road North. Tel: 0502 3742
34 Castle Street. Tel: 0285 4756
Luton
Colchester
49 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27758
14.16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101 Manchester
Congleton
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
64 Lawton Street. Tel: 02602 5649
Tel: 061 747 5181
Coventry
Middlesbrough
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
Tel: 0203 454949
Newbury
Crewe
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
106 Victoria Street. Tel: 0270 211091
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Croydon
33 Handysides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
New Malden
89 London Road. Tel: 01-686 1343
352-354 Lower Addiscombe
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Northampton
Derby
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Norwich
Tel: 0332 380385
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833
Devizes (Wiltshire)
Nottingham
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 6127
120-122 Alf reton Road. Tel: 0602 786919
Dorking (Surrey)
Oxford
23 South Street. Tel: 0306 882897
256 Banbury Road
Dunstable
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
19 Old High Street, Headington.
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750
Eastbourne
Tel: 0865 65961
32 Grove Road. Tel: 0323 27362
Peterborough
East Grinstead
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
27 Long Causeway. Tel: 0733 51007
Edgware (Middlesex)
Plymouth
8High Street. Tel: 01-951 0590
90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
Egham (Surrey)
Poole .
14 Station Road. Tel: 0784 35036
55 North Road, Parkstone.
Enfield (Middlesex)
Tel 0202 742706
191 Chase Side. Tel: 01-363 7981
Portsmouth
Exeter
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
145 Sidwell Street. Tel: 0392 72814
Preston
Gateshead (Tyne & Wear)
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Reading
Gillingham (Dorset)
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Rochdale
Gloucester
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
13-15 Worcester Street.
Romford
Tel: 045223051/20518
38 North Street. Tel: 0708 268403
Grantham
Rotherham
85 Westgate. Tel: 0476 66301
2Westgate. Tel: 0709 70666
Grimsby
St. Helens
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472 43539
54 Bridge Street. Tel: 0744 28417
Harlow, Essex
Salisbury
2Westgate. Tel: 0279 26155
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Harpenden
Sevenoaks (Kent)
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Harrogate
Sheffield (Totley)
8Cheltenham Parade. Tel: 0423 61735
172 Baslow Road. Tel: 0742 360295
Harrow (Middlesex)
Shrewsbury
340 Station Road. Tel: 01-863 8690 .
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Hastings
Slough
3Marine Court, St Leonards on Sea.
5Old Crown Buildings, Windsor Road.
Tel: 0424 442975
Tel 0753 37021
Haywards Heath (Sussex)
Southampton
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
High Wycombe
Southend
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Hitchin
Tel: 0702 79150
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 4537
Stamford
Huddersfield
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668 Stockport
Hull
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-480 4872
7Mill Street, Prospect Centre.
Sunderland
Tel: 0482 29240
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 57578
Ilford
Swindon
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
91-92 Commercial Road.
Tel: 01-5180915
Tel: 0793 28383
Ipswich
Taunton
87 Norwich Road. Tel: 0473 217217
2Crown Walk, High Street. Tel: 0823 51682

Trowbridge (Wiltshire)
18c Bradley Road. Tel: 02214 66441
Tunbridge Wells
67 Grosvenor Road. Tel: 0892 21069
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
Walsall
Tudor House, Bridge Street.
Tel 0922 640456
Warrington
106 Bridge Street. Tel: 0925 36215
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Weston Super Mare
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423
Wilmslow
5Swan Street. Tel: 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931
Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
SOUTIl WALES
Cardiff
13 Kings Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078
Swansea
31 Oxford Street. Tel: 0792 54747
Tredegar
88 Commercial Street,
Tel: 049525 2288/2218
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Ayr
115 High Street, Central Arcade.
Tel: 0292 264124
Edinburgh
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-5587901
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Falkirk
44 Cow-Wynd. Tel: 0324 29011
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-638 8252
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Fountain Centre, College Street.
Tel 0232 241331
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
•
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel: 0001.979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437
55 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel: 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735
1411K1•V(OACI

ISM

mike

Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 15/10/82) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
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ROGERS A100 amplifier What is obvious is that the A100 amplifier
is an absolutely superb performer, and is abargain at £300.
CHRIS FRANKLAND, EDITOR OF POPULAR HI-FI. FEBRUARY 1980

-still £299 + VAT but even more of abargain now that the
MCP100 pre- pre amplifier is included in the price.

...............

....

..... ........ ... -------------

ROGERS 7100 FM digital tuner
What the 1100 did well to achieve, however, was the original
dynamic behind aperformance, allowing an exciting and
entertaining performance to be experienced. This caught the
attention and interest of listeners and led to obvious enjoyment...
There was no doubt that the 1100 was the best of the group
subjectively.
KEITH HOWARD,E0ROR OF HI-FI ANSWERS, FEBRUARY 1982

Other Rogers products available are:LS3/5A loudspeaker • Studio 1loudspeaker • A75 III amplifier
175 FM tuner.

A step closer to perfection

Rogers
BRITISH regg HIGH-FIDELITY

4/14 Barmeston Rd. London SE6 3BN. Telephone .01- 697 8511.
Telex 893980 SWISST

BRITISH ae. HIGH' FIDELITY
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Record care

_music be your mystress—
A11111111111111.1111111111.111111111116.

It is vital to keep records clean and free from dust. There are a
variety of ways of doing this including placing the record on the

floor, and running over it with a vacuum cleaner. This system is
moderately effective but does have atendency to flatten out the
grooves on the record, which in turn, adversely affects the
sound.
A better procedure is to prevent the dust getting on to the
disc in the first place. Dust is attracted by static. The Zerostat
anti- static pistol neutralises static, without contact, in seconds.
Don't be a record sucker, get yourself
aZerostat from your local hi-fi dealer

Ira

marketing

Burrel Road, St. Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4LE
Telephone: St. Ives 104801 62225 Telex: 32303

ZEROSTAT
18

the basic g_ohm system at/382
myst dealers
unilet hi- ti. guildford
0483 571534
the sound organisation sel 01 403 2255
standens of tonbridge
0732 353540
the audio centre. sheffield 0742 737893
midland hifi wolverhampton0902 771774
superf ' delay leeds
0532 449075
superfidelity nottingham 0602 412137

myst Limited

hi fi connections. beckenham
avalon audio advisers
practical hi fi, Lancaster
canterbury hi fi centre
sounds expensive! rugby
steve boxshall.cambridge
studio 99__

01 658 3450
0458 50370
0524 39657
0227 65315
0788 79736
0223 68305
01 624 8855

05445 8811

the old surveyor's office, weobley, hereford,uk
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eoss music 130)4 portable AN\-FN\

stereo -rece

iver,

Frequency response: 40 — 12.000 Hz,
KOSS KSP,
portable stereophone,
Frequency response:
17 — 20.000 Hz,
F.old dove to palze,
Weight: 40 gr.,
Adapters for 1V-sets, radio

Selectivity: 50 dB,
Dimensins'. 150 x70 x19 mrn,
o
Weight:185 gr.
Price: approx. £ 59,90,
e
including KS? portabl
ste reopho ne.

6,90.
Price: approx. £ 1

clocks ,

KOSS U.K. Ltd. U4 Ashley Road, St, Albans, Herts, AL15JR, Tel. St. Albans 69763

THE SCIENCE OF RECORD CARE
This is the first of aseries of informative adverts, designed to reveal some truths about
record care and based on researches both in the UK and America.
Clicks and Pops on records are usually caused by minute particles of grit, impacted
into the vinyl by the stylus itself. These grit particles invariably have aminimum
dimension of between 5and 15 microns, and are invisible to the naked eye.
Cleaners that fail to reach below the stylus tip profile in the groove ( see micrographs)
do more harm than good by brushing these harmful particles back into the grooves.

Carbon Fibre

Carbon fibre was the only material we found that was fine enough to reach below the
tip profile.
The slightest movement of any cleaner across the helically cut grooves of arecord,
can cause microparticles to dislodge from the cleaner.
The secret of our unique MK6 Carbon Fibre brush is that it has been designed to be
"pushed" around the record under its own weight, not " held" in the conventional
manner, see illustration. Used thus, no cross groove movement is induced.
What's more, at last that infuriating line of dust, (that ALL other cleaners leave), can be
removed. The Hunt E.D.A. MK 6incorporates aspeCially treated velvet pad resting
between the two rows of carbon fibre. By pressing down, so that the velvet contacts
the record surface, any remaining dust is statically attracted onto the pad.

Other Fibre

We're so confident in our produce, we are offering an unconditional money back
guarantee. But we know you will be delighted.
Treat your records properly and don't join the "Wets".

unt ID\

154 Clapham Park Road, London SW4 7DF
Telephone: 01-720 7696 / 01-720 5449
Telex Number: 27950 Reference
Number: 3885

rod,cts

THE HI-FI VIDEO SPECIALISTS

Our prices are so unbelievably low that we will
match any genuine advertised price in town.
Call in nowfor personal service and asuperb
choice of quality units.

• Bang & Olufsen, ADC, Revox, Technics,
Pioneer, Sony, B & W, Panasonic, Dual, Mission
Spendor, Hitachi, JVC, Castle, Quad, Nakamichi, Thorens,
Sugden, Wharfedale, Celestion, SME, and many more.

FWO. Bauch Limited
49 Thecbald SVeel. Bore4 1,1111 Wood Herlfoidshire VVD6 4RZ
Tekaphone 01-%3 0091. Telex 27502
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The Ditton 110, like the Diton 100 and all the new Ditton range
is aproduct of Celestion's famous laser interferometry programme. Speakers with an amazing purity of sound.
Speakers that bring out the best in hi-fi.
Celestion International Ltd, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich,, Suffolk England. Tel: 0473 73131

If you can't tell whether it's aGibs(
We don't believe that electric guitars
should sound the same on your speakers,
when they don't in real life.
So we have now developed awhole
armoury of techniques to remove every
trace of distortion. Even the tiny traces that
could mask or blur the distinctive sound of
this Gibson Flying V.
Such attention to accuracy has made us

the leaders in modern loudspeaker design.
By using laser beams to produce dynamic holograms ofaspeaker cone in action.
By using cumulative resonance spectra
which is athree dimensional plotting of
the sounds aspeaker shouldn't be making.
And by evolving these two techniques
into something even more sophisticated,
ascanned laser plot.

or aFender, it isn't aWharfedale.
Not surprisingly, our research calls for
new ways of making speaker components.
So we make most of them ourselves.
The result of our efforts is not only
better sounding speakers, but also better
value than you'll find elsewhere.
Whether you choose from our six
Laser models, our four TSR-2's,or one ofour
Mach series (like the Mach 5shown here).

Each of our Mach series is ten times
as efficient as ordinary speakers.
So both you and your neighbours will
be able to hear the world's most famous
makes of instruments, when you listen to
Britain's most famous make of speakers.
Wharfedale Loudspeakers. Highfield
Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire. Telephone
(0274) 611131.

Only the very best retailers
carry this sign.
The only valid and fair method
of evaluating audio components
involves assessing their
performance in circumstances
which approach adomestic
environment. This implies that
only one pair of loudspeakers
can be in the room at any time.

will significantly degrade the
performance of any audio system.

The presence of any other
transducer, no matter how small,

The best retailers employ only
single-speaker dem-rooms.

The best retailers realise that modern
equipment demands higher
standards of demonstration than
the familiar wall of speakers
on wobbly stands.

[INN
PRODUCTS
' Linn Products Limited
233 Drakemire Drive Castlemilk GLASGOW G45 9SZ
Telephone: 041-634 0371

The Best of Britains Best

II Exclusive balanced double horn system ( pat. app.
for) matched to the incomparable Lowther PM6
twin cone drive unit.
I No power consuming, de- phasing cross-over
circuitry, no positioning problems, no
gimmickry.
Ili Arevelation in dynamic range, resolute bass and
sustained even response over the entire audio
spectrum.
• Bicor 200 ( 72 x33 x25 cm) £268 per pair inc VAT
Cabinets — satin finished walnut
Literature and name and address of your
nearest Lowther stockist on request.

Lowther ( Bromley) Ltd. P.O. Box 28 Bromley,
Kent, England
Telephone 01-460 5225
Distributed throughout Europe, U.S.A. Japan, etc.

InterActive:
a new kind of hifi system that looks
good because it sounds good

In Meridian's unique InterActive hifi
systems, the power amplifiers are
designed as part of the loudspeakers.
The objective: to improve the sound. The
bonus: hifi systems that are remarkably
simple, elegant and compact.

Three systems:
one standard of quality
Meridian make three InterActive Systems.
Each consists of apair of speaker/
amplifiers and acontrol unit. A matching
FM tuner is optional. The M10 System
costs about £2100, the M2 about £ 1000
and the M3, £719.

The technical advantages
By integrating amplifier and loudspeaker
and designing them to work together, bass
response, transient response, and
maximum power level are improved. The
speaker may also be made smaller and
the crossover more sophisticated allowing
directivity to be optimised for stereo.
Although there are other 'active' speakers,
none make full use of the potential
advantages except Meridian InterActive.

o
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The main difference between them is how
loudly they will play, and how large they
are.

What you see
Instead of bulky, complicated electronics
all you see is the simple, compact
Meridian control unit and its matching
FM tuner. Both have aminimum of
controls, so your money is spent on the
highest quality electronics, not on features
you don't need.
The power amplifiers are concealed inside
the speakers, which are themselves a
fraction of the size of conventional
systems. The elegant shape of the
speakers, with their small frontal area, is
directly linked to their stereo imaging. "

What you hear

Ready for the future

'So how do they sound? Well, in aword,
marvellous' said What HiFi, in its review of
the M2 System. HiFi News described the
M10 System as awesome'. High Fidelity
commented of the M2 that its stereo
imaging was 'astonishing.. . intensely
pleasurable: something our auditioners
consistently wanted to return to...`

Meridian components' modular
construction allows simple updating as
new signal sources or improved
technology become available, so you can
be sure your system won't become out of
date. Meridian hifi systems are not*
inexpensive. But you will always be
pleased you made the investment.

Your Meridian Dealer will advise on a
suitable turntable or tape deck from the
many that are available.

Designed for the home,
not for the showroom
Meridian Systems are designed to fit
elegantly and unobtrusively into your
home, not to impress in the showroom.
This is important, because what looks and
sounds most superficially exciting in a
shop, can be disappointing when you get
it home. Foe this reason, Meridian Dealers
offer home trials or demonstrations. If in
doubt, you may wish to make use of this
before making your decision

BOOTHROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN

MERIDIAN DEALER LIST
0224 25713
Holburn Hi Fi
0233 24441
Photocraft Hi Fi
0225 316197
Paul Green Hi Fi
0234 854133
Bedford Audio
0232 681296
Lyric Hi Fi
0482 882696
Simply Hi Fi
0204 31423
Cleartone Hi Fi
02016 70307
Russ Andrews
Hi Fi Consultant
0274 309266
Bradford
Erricks
0273 695776
Brighton
Brighton Hi Fi
0273
609431
Jeffries Hi Fi
0272 428247
Bristol
Radford Hi Fi
0223 60442
Cambridge
Cam Audio
0223 354237
University Audio
0222 28565
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
0977 553066
Castleford
Eric Wiley
04215 65232
Chandlers Ford Hampshire Audio
Cheltenham
0242 583 960
Absolute Sound
01 654 1231
Croydon
Spaldings
0332 38 0385
Derby
Active Audio
0380 2268
Devizes
LJ Rutter
0001 961316
Dublin
Noel Cloney Audio
Consultants
0382 27592
Dundee
Elena Mae
Eastbourne
0323 31336
Jeffries Hi Fi
021 455 0667
Edgbaston
Fiveways Hi Fi
031 225 9535
Edinburgh
Gramophone
031 556 7901
Hi Fi Corner
0784 35036
Egham
Runnymead Hi Fi
Exeter
Gulliford House
0626 863604
0324 29011
Falkirk
Hi Fi Corner
Gants Hill
01 518 0915
A. T. Labs
0632 774167
Gateshead
Lintone Audio
041 221 2527
The Music Room
Glasgow
Guildford
Unilet Hi Fi
0483 575134
0782 265 010
Hanley
P.urkiss Hi Fidelity
01 863 8690
Harrow
KJLeisure Sound
Huddersfield
Huddersfield Hi Fi
0484 44668
Hull
Simply Hi Fi
0482 29240
Huntingdon
Stephenson Audio
0480 59910
0463 220440
Inverness
Nairn Music
0449 721398
Ipswich
Rayleigh Hi Fi
Lincoln
0522 38718
Critic's Choice
Liverpool
W.A.Brady & Sons
051 733 6859
London NW6
Audio T
01 794 7848
01 318 5755
SE1 3
Billy Vea
N1
Grahams Electrical 01 837 4412
W1
KJLeisure Sound
01 486 8263
W1
REW Video Products 01 637 2624
SE1
Sound Organisation 01 403 3088
NW1
Subjective Audio
01 387 8281
NW6
Studio 99
01 624 8855
SW7
Unilet Hi Fi
01 589 2586
Loughborough Sound Advice
0509 2.
18254
Lymm
Chris Brooks
092575 2311
Manchester
Eulipion Audio
061 225 4448
New Malden
Unilet Hi Fi
01 942 9567/8
Newquay
Kernow Audio
063 73 6380
Northampton
Listen- Inn
0604 37871
Norwich
Martins Electronic
0603 27010
Nottingham
Nick Dakin
0602 783862
Oxford
Absolute Sound
0865 65961
Horns of Oxford
0865 511241
Westwood & Mason 0865 47783
Sound Sense
0733 41755
Peterborough
Radlett
Radlett Audio
09276 6497
Rayleigh
Rayleigh Hi Fi
0268 779762
Salisbury
Salisbury Hi Fi
0722 29438
Sheffield
Audio Centre
0742 737893
Swindon
Absolute Sound
0793 38222
Tonbridge
Tonbridge Hi Fi
0732 366767
Uxbridge
KJLeisure Sound
0895 33474
Walsall
Ray Charles Audio
0922 612382
Watford
K.J.Leisure Sound
0923 45250
Windsor
Radford Hi Fi
07535 56931
Wolverhampton Midland Hi Fi
0902 771774

Aberdeen
Ashford
Bath
Bedford
Belfast
Beverley
Bolton
Bournemouth

HFN 12/82
For more information about Meridian InterActive
Systems, visit your Meridian Dealer, or post the
coupon to:
Boothroyd Stuart Limited, 13 Clifton Road,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 7EJ England

DEGREES OF EXCELLENCE

LINN SONDEK LP12
LINN ITTOK LVII
LINN ASAK
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ROGERS T100 FM digital tuner
did well to achieve.

however was the original dynamic

S.

£833.75

behind aperformance, allowing an
exciting and entertaining. perf ormance
to be experienced. This caught the attention and interest of listeners and led to obvious

enjoyment .There was no doubt that the T100 was the best of the group subjectively.
KEITH HOWARD, EDITOR OF Ht nANSWERS. FEBRUARY 1982

Other Rogers products available through us are:- 1S3/5A loudspeaker Studio 1loudspeaker
LS1 loudspeaker MOO amplifier A75111 amplifier T75 tuner

DAIS ( HEAVY)
ZETA
MISSION 774SM

Rogers
BRITISH :=;1.7 Hire FIDELITY

4/14 Barmeston Rd. London SE6 3BN.
Telephone:01- 697 8511.
Telex: 893980 SWISS T.

£1203.00

MICHELL GYRODEC
SUMIKO MDC800
MR. BRIER

Make Saving Money
Sound Better With

Litiuri,411,fin

£2058.00
Three examples of Superlative Deck/Arm/
Cartridge combinations that in our experience
would be very difficult to better at their
respective price levels.
Decks, Arms and Cartridges from the following also stocked
and recommended:
A & R. ARISTON. DUAL. FIDELITY RESEARCH. GOLDRING.
GLANZ.
GRADO.
GRACE.
KOETSU.
KISEKI.
LOGIC.
MISSION. REGA RESEARCH. SME. SYSTEMDEK. WALKER.
etc, etc.

SPEAKER UNITS
Used by the B.B.C., installed in major British cathedrals and
exported world-wide.
A Full Range of Treble, Mid-Range & Bass Speakers
including complete D.I.Y. Kits.
um am ma aim

BM

Richard Allan Radio Ltd.
Bradford Rd, Gomersal, Cleckheaton B1319 4AZ.
Tel. (
0274) 872442. Telex 51311 Relays-G.
Please send more information on:—
SPEAKER UNITS Eli

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS, RGI.IDN. TELE (0734) 585463

D.I.Y. KITS

n

Please Tick

Name
Address

MONSAT: 9.30am to 5.30pm. ( LUNCH: 2to 3prn, EXCEPT SAT.)
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!

I.

MN IBM

NM Min IBM
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Introducing the new
Bose 201 Direct/Reflecting'
Loudspeaker.

High- density polystyrene
enclosure.
Contoured vent surface reduces
low-frequency distortion by up
to 20 dB over conventional
designs.
Direct Energy Control.
Adjusts radiation pattern of
outward-firing tweeter above
2.kHz.
Powerful 6-Inch woof«
Long-excursion design assures
tight, detailed bass response.
Dual Frequency"' crossover
network.
Allows woofer and tweeter to
operate simultaneously over
nearly afull octave.

r

enew Bose 201 System is the most compact and economical
way to enjoy the legendary spatial realism of Direct/Reflecting®
loudspeakers. Its unique array of two high-performance drivers
creates abalance of reflected and direct sound energy that is similar to what you would hear in alive concert environment You get an
astonishingly wide and spacious stereo effect from virtually every
seat in the room, with none of the harshness or "glare" of ordinary
bookshelf speakers.
A Direct Energy Control lets you adjust the stereo image of
each 201 speaker to fit almost any type of music or room. No conventional speaker gives you this kind of control over the spatial
properties of your music. And Bose's exclusive Dual FrequencyTM
crossover network provides outstanding tonal accuracy with lifelike
midrange openness and definition.
Ask you authorized Bose dealer for aside-by-side comparison of the 201 Direct/Reflecting® Loudspeaker with any other
speaker in its class. For more information, write Bose (UK) Limited,
Trinity Trading Estate, Sittingboume, Kent, ME10 2PD.
Telephone: (0795) 75341.

Bose 201 Loudspeakers radiate anaturalsounding balance of reflected and direct
sound energy.

Better sound through research.

Ahead of our time.
The KEF Reference Series.
Unchallenged. Unequalled.
Speaker systems to match the
highest demands of digital
techniques.
Models 101, 103.2, 105.2 and 105.4.
Great speakers of our time.
Hear them.
••>,

Ifyou're serious about sound

KEF Electronics Limited, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP. Telephone: Maidstori:
k ( 0622) 672261.

hi-fi
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
D EGIJ LA R

READERS will see from the in particular, and pervades the record reviews,
II-masthead on this page that, from this in general.
The expanded coverage of recorded music
issue, there is a new name at the helm. The
previous Editor, John Crabbe, only the maga- has been an important feature since Audio &
zine's second since its foundation in 1956, has Record Review was absorbed in 1970. The
taken up acareer as afreelance writer, although integrity of the record reviewing team since
his new position of Consulting Editor will then has led to ahealthy, if wary, respect for
mean that his considerable experience and their reviews, and this policy of honesty above
expertise will still contribute greatly to the all else, a strength of John Crabbe's Editorauthority of HFNIRR. John has given the ship, is as relevant to the reviewing of equipmagazine an almost unparalleled consistency ment. 18 years ago it was stated in an Editorial
of approach since he took over from Miles Leader, that ' reviewers have a mandate to
Henslow in April 1965, a factor not uncon- write what they think, even if some feelings are
nected with its success, but it is worth examin- hurt', and this still applies. However, the goal
ing the ways in which the world of high fidelity of hi-fi reproduction was perhaps clearer then;
the intervening years have brought not only
has changed since then.
The sixties were very much the era of the tremendous progress in every field of hi-fi
enthusiastic hobbyist. Scornful of the ' radio- related technology, but also a serious fraggram brigade', he was not afraid of ' rolling his mentation. In 1965, a consensus existed
own' equipment, be it microphone, unipivot amongst manufacturers, dealers, and enthuspickup arm or valve amplifier, and home- iasts. In 1982, it seems that adesire to get the
constructed speaker enclosures— remember maximum fidelity from records is no longer
Rex Baldock's ' Paraline' — were the rule rather sufficient in itself — striking the ' right' polithan the exception. The general philosophy tical stance appears to be as important.
To some extent, alittle diversity of opinion is
appeared to be not so much concerned with
maximum fidelity — the stereo LP was yet to not a bad thing — any consensus ultimately
break into the mass market despite being well implies sterility — but when that diversity
established amongst true enthusiasts, and crystallises as a set- piece confrontation betstereo FM broadcasting was an American fad ween polarised attitudes, then the outcome
the BBC were hoping would discreetly disap- can only be destructive. There is agreat deal of
pear — but rather one of getting the best comment these days concerning the public's
performance from components that often had lack of interest in hi-fi, compared with the great
considerable
performance
limitations. boom days of the early ' 70s. Obviously,
Serving the needs of the readers were asmall competing interests and the general recesgroup of mainly British manufacturers ( Trio sion are major contributing factors, but is it not
tuners and valve amps, and ahandful of Sony also relevant that when customers are denied
and Akai open- reel recorders were the only freedom of choice, their interest diminishes
Japanese gear to be seen) and such was the rapidly? If the at present introspective hi-fi
size of the market then that it was possible for industry is compared with one who's star is
the magazine to review virtually every hi-fi rising, home computing, the difference maniproduct. A far cry from these profligate days fests itself in the sheer choice given to the
when even to list the specifications of all the customer. Whatever his particular binary
gear on sale would require more space needs and desires, there is at least one product
than was available in the 1965 magazine. In offering what he wants. Although it would be
1982, as a small part of the giant consumer simplistic to say that the ability for an enthusielectronics industry, hi-fi is the preserve ast to express his individuality via his chosen
of the consumer rather than the hobbyist and equipment is of paramount importance, there
has to compete with video, home computers, is no doubt that it fuels his involvement nicely.
For someone who wants to get the best out
and TV games for what remains of his disposable income. Nowadays, without the resources of his record collection to be told that his partiof not just the Japanese companies, but even cular choice of performance balance is irreleof the surviving UK manufacturers, it is vant, or even ' wrong', is nothing more than
very hard for the enthusiast to design and intellectual totalitarianism. That is for him to
make equipment which stands uo to, let alone decide. The sad fact is that the state of hi-fi
development is such that it seems impossible
exceeds the ready made product.
It hasn't all changed, though. In 1965 the AR to obtain anything approaching perfection,
turntable had set the style for effective turn- and several aspects, at present, even seem to
table design through the ' 70s and into the ' 80s; be mutually exclusive. There are systems
the original Quad ESL was in its 9th year of capable of low coloration, low distortion,
production and its successor had already been accurate presentation of stereo imagery,
conceived; the radiogram may have gone the impressive resolving power, and dynamics
way of all flesh, but the preferences of the indistinguishable from real life. However, I
mass market still appear to have little rele- have yet to hear asystem without at least one
vance to 'true' high fidelity; the then newly major deficiency from that list, so it would
installed assisted resonance scheme in the seem naïve, at this stage of the game, to strike
Festival Hall was probably the first example of any definitive posture concerning the
additional pairs of speakers in the room affect- hardware. HFNIRR, in its third age, will
ing the sound; the continuing debate as to continue with its policy of non-alignment, to
whether dealers should offer discounts or ser- recognise that ' different folks need different
vice/experience/home demonstrations had strokes', and with its new Editorial team rebeen set in motion by the abolition of resale presenting as wide arange of opinion— rather
price maintenance; and the serious discus- than dogma— that can be found, its pages will
sion of recorded sound quality in the contain argument, not confrontation, and
magazine's ' Recommended Stereo Record- considered criticism, not repetitive cant.
John Atkinson
ings' column continues as 'Quality Monitor',
READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor, and
must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking
advice on technical or equipment -matters (with SAE) should
be marked for the attention of 'crossover', who will reply in
due course. We reserve the right to print such letters later in
our Readers'Problems feature, unless otherwise instructed.

BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each covered by
two binders (January-June and July- December, while 1983

will require one binder. Price £3.50. each ( post paid). For
earlier years, please ask for aquotation.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFNIRR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
MicrofilmsInternational. North American applications to: 300
N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA; UK and rest
of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in
HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index.
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B&O Pickups
Since the introduction of their
well- respected
MMC2OCL
moving- iron cartridge some years
back, B&O have been deeply
involved in aresearch programme
which attempted to provide some
degree of correlation between
repeatable subjective conclusions
and objective measurements ( an
area where, despite what the
Establishment would have you
believe, there is alack of hard data).
B&O started by carrying out very
carefully controlled double-blind
listening tests on awide range of
cartridges, the models chosen on
the basis that someone, somewhere, had picked them out as
being recommendable on sound
quality grounds. Using both their
own engineers and ateam of experienced UK listeners, these tests
revealed that audible differences
could be consistently identified
subjectively, but interestingly,
that there was no particular bias
towards one generator type,
moving-coil, iron or magnet. The
next stage was to measure every
possible physical parameter so that
any consistent factor among the
better received models would be
revealed. To aid in this somewhat
daunting task, B&O cut a special
test dics, the recorded signal
consisting of a repetitive pulse
waveform — one pulse every
25ms — with the pulse shape
following araised cosine function.
For the non-technical, this doesn't
have the sharp corners of a
rectangular or square wave, but
rises and falls rather more
sedately to give a rounded top.
This pulse-train has a spectrum
with a fundamental frequency of
40Hz ( equivalent to 1s+25ms),
and has a regular series of components extending to 50kHz. If the
output of apickup cartridge tracing
this signal is fed to aFast Fourier
Transform ( FFT) analyser, then
both the amplitude and phase
response of the pickup between
40Hz and 50kHz can be measured.
As a magnetic cartridge is a
velocity device — its output is
proportional to stylus velocity — it
will differentiate the raised cosine
pulse to give, ideally, asingle sinewave pulse, and by repeatedly
moving
the
FFT 'window'
stepwise through time — one of
the neat tricks that digital techniques make possible — and then
performing analysis on that pulse,
the way in which the signal decays
can be seen, revealing, amongst
other things, delayed resonances.
KEF and Wharfedale pioneered
this diagnostic technique for use
with loudspeakers, but we believe
that the B&O work is the first largescale
application
to
pickup
cartridge development.
The methodology may be
interesting, but more important is
what it revealed. It appeared that
one common factor amongst cartridges that were consistently liked
was aphase response that was no
more than 45° adrift by 20kHz.
Apart from a small number with
mechanical problems, all the cartridges examined were ' minimum
phase' le, their actual phase
responses were identical to the
theoretical ones derived from their
amplitude responses by apiece of
mathematical jiggery-pokery cal1-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

led the Hilbert Transform. Any
deviation, however, from minimum phase behaviour of more
than 45° at high frequencies was
found to lower the chance of the
model auditioning well.
The old maxim of holding the
frequency response flat to 20kHz,
the notional hearing upper limit, is
thus insufficient, as a severe
departure from flatness in the
octave or so above that frequency
will result in audible phase aberrations below it.
Having determined a design
goal is one thing; realising it as a
product
is
a much
stiffer
proposition, and it is here that the •
black art of pickup design comes
into its own. B&O's approach
involved agreat deal of computer
time working with electrical
analogue
modelling
of
the
mechanical and magnetic circuits,
but it always helps to have adose
of inspiration. The results of this
programme are now available,
and comprise a range of five
moving- iron
cartridges
very
similar in appearance to the B&O
m-cprototype which so impressed
anumber of British writers earlier
in the year. All five have amass of
just 1.6gm in their plug-in form or
4.5gm with the standard % in.
mounting adaptor. By lowering
the cartridge mass, B&O have
been able to use stiffer, but more
massy materials intheirtonearms,
but have been careful still to keep
the
LF
mass/compliance
resonance tuned to the 'safe' 1015Hz window between warp
signals and musical information.
Generator
system
is
B&O's
patented ' moving micro-cross':
the cantilever being attached to
the centre of an X-shaped
permeable armature, giving a
symmetrical mechanical structure
which should optimise distortion
performance. A samarium/cobalt
ring magnet is used, so that less
coil turns are required forthe same
output as before, lessening the
effect of preamp loading.
Cantilever used on the top
models, the MMC 1and 2, is ashort
sapphire tube to keep break-up
modes well out of the audio band
—
an idea both B&O and
Dynavector pioneered — with the
MMC 2 having aslightly massier
line-contact diamond. The less
expensive MMC 3 and 4 use a
tapered
aluminium
tube
cantilever, while the 5 has a
conventional aluminium tube.
Bottom
three
models
have
elliptical styli. Due to the careful
fine tuning and damping of the
system resonances to give the
required phase response, B&O
have been able to dispense with
much of the rubber damping
behind the armature, which should
make the new range less susceptible to changes of both response
and trackability with temperature.
A very • brief audition left no
doubt that the MMC 1is afine cartridge,
having
an
audible
connection with the previous
generation of MMC pickups, but
offering
even
better
stereo
separation and ageneral improvement in the ability to resolve fine
detail. Details on the MMC range
and B&O's latest turntables, which
also appear to be worth auditioning, from Bang & Olufsen UK Ltd,
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4
7DE. Tel: 0452 21591
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Price rise
Although we have had great
success in the last year in reducing
the number of advertising pages
which obscure HFNIRR's editorial
content, it has proved difficult to
eliminate them entirely. In order
that readers obtain the maximum
value for money from their
purchase of the magazine, it has
been agreed that from the current
issue the cover price be raised to
80 pence so that the diminished
appeal to readers this entails will
act as a disincentive to those
manufacturers of hi-fi equipment
who are still attempting to dilute
the purity of the magazine with
their emotive and
irrational
appeals to you to part with still
further cash. We hope that readers
will support us in our objectives as
they most steadfastly have done in
the past. We shall continue to
review matters in the months to
come in order that we can take the
necessary
appropriate
action
accordingly.

New dbx

Noise reduction people dbx have
introduced acomplete new range
of expanders, visually styled to
match their existing Model 222
and 224 tape noise reduction
systems. The 1BX11,3BXII dynamic
range of expanders appear to be
identical in operation to their
previous versions, whilst the 228
incorporates both double dbx
noise reduction (for use with
three- head machines) and a 1BX
expander.
The
Boombox
subharmonic synthesiser is reincarnated as the Model 120, but
probably the most immediately
useful member of the new range is
the Model 200. This is a purely
passive switch box, again styled to
match the 222/224, which enables
up to three signal processors and
three tape recorders to be patched
in via asingle tape loop. Obviously
the ideal Christmas present for

those with a digital recorder as
well as a dbx-equipped Revox, a
cassette deck and a graphic
equaliser in apear tree, full details
can be obtained from BSR Ltd, (
see
ADC note, p.35, for address).

Mark Levinson
As you can read elsewhere in this
issue ( p.43), American guru Mark
Levinson was in the UK recently to
help promote the launch of his
cost- no-object range of pre and
power amps. In the ' if you need to
ask the price, you can't afford it'
class, the products are immaculately
constructed
with
components used according to
their quality, not their cost (though
of course this is not necessarily an
automatic guarantee of audio
excellence). The top power amp,
the 25 watts mono class-A ML-2,
has gained a reputation for
impressive sound quality anc has
two transformers that wouldn't
seem out of place in an electricity
sub-station. These are intended to
be used in pairs with two ML-6A
mono preimps. Each channel has
aseparate psu, with just an input
selector switch and volume
control. Other models include the
200 watts stereo ML-3, and the ML7stereo preamp at the expensive
no- limits end of the range, whilst
for a somewhat lower cost, the
impecunious —
relatively
speaking— can buy the 100 watts
stereo ML-9 with its matching
preamp, the ML- 10, or the 50 watts
ML- 11 stereo power amp, which
incorporates the power supply for
the ML- 12 preamp. So, if your
reason for so far steering clear of a
triamped Isobarik system is the
consequent look of disdain on
your bank manager's face, details
on the ML gear can be obtained
from Harman UK Ltd, Mill Street,
'
Slough, Berks. Tel: 0753 76911.

into 8ohm loads, and can be used
in bridged form with a second
similar rated power amp (
eg, the
Probably troubled in the past by 2140) to generate six times the
the fact thei rup- rated 3140 version 3020's power. NAD's soft clipping
of the NAD 3020 amplifier has feature is incorporated, as is their
equalisation
feature
been less well received sonically speaker
than the 3020, NAD have brought which boosts LF signals in an
out a new amp which offers a attempt to compensate for the
similar power advantage over bass roll-off of smaller and/or
their current apple in every re- 'budget' speakers. Comprehenviewer's eye. As it comes in also at sive facilities are available for
the former price of the 3140 it ef- connecting and using a broad
fectively marks its replacement, variety of sources simultaneously,
comprising essentially what's left and the common A, B, A+ B
switching
is
also
of the recently introduced 7150 speaker
receiver when you take away the included.
Price of the NAD 3150 is £ 189
Schotz circuit 4150 tuner.
The NAD 3150 shares with the inc VAT and it is available only
Fi Markets retailers. In7150 receiver a newly designed through Hi preamplifier stage which uses cidentally, it appears stocks of the
matched low noise FETs at the NAD 3140 remain at a reduced
input stage, together with switch- selling price of £159 inc. Details of
able capacitance for correctly the new models from NAD Sales,
matching
moving- magnet Cousteau House, Greycaine Road,
cartridges. The NAD 3150 offers Watford, Herts WD2 4SB. Tel:
>lice the output power of the 3020 0923 27737.

New NAD amplifier
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New Mayware
Proac mods
Stuart Tyler's well- respected £975
ProAc Studio loudspeaker has
been improved somewhat by the
addition of black anodised aluminium rings to the front baffle,
enabling the drive- units to be
bolted in even tighter!! Crossover
components have also been uprated to give both higher efficiency and power handling. Three
ProAc models, the Studio, EBS,
and Tablette, are now available in
active form. Although supplied
with passive crossovers, the new
versions have drive-unit terminals accessible. The active Tablette
should be available for around
£260. Details from ProAc, 130-132
Thirsk
Road,
Borehamwood,
Herts.

SL6 stands

The SL6 stand — by Celestion —
purpose-designed for the SL6
loudspeaker, has finally arrived.
Essentially a pillar and platform
arrangement, the centre column is
hollow to allow for in-filling with
sand, or perhaps fine aggregate or
lead shot if these are easier to
come by. Rubber friction pads
support the speaker cabinet on the

Crimson 600 series
Crimson Electrik's 500 series
amplifiers have built up areputation in the last few years among
the cost-minded for a quality of
reproduction that belies their
somewhat tacky cosmetics. Unashamedly,
Crimson's
catchphrase has been ' real British hi-fi
that doesn't cost the earth!' (
sine
qua non exclamation mark). They
continue broadly the same policy
with their newly released 600
series, which takes over from the
500 while maintaining similar cost
effectiveness. The new range
incorporates technological developments and improved production techniques, and also features
more elegant and solid cases,
albeit the size and format of the
amplifiers remaining the same.
They make apoint of there being
no ICs in the signal electronics.
The 610 preamplifier has facilities
for disc/tape/tuner and a tape
monitor
and
is
separately
powered by either batteries or an
optional rechargeable power pack
which is available. The 620 power
amplifier is a stereo 40+40watt
into 8ohms design, while the 630 is
a mono power amp nominally
rated at 80watts into 8ohms, two of
which will be required for stereo.
All these models are the same size
physically, and all also retail forthe
34

platform, while four hard plastic
feet provide stability when used
on carpetted floors. The intention
is that the centre column provides
the correct degree of mass
loading, and that acoustic feedback to the base of the stand is
damped by the carpet. Additionally,
the speaker enclosure is also
supported in such away that the
mounting does not interfere with
the operation of the speaker/box
system.
The SL6 stand is available in two
finishes, black and natural walnut
veneer, and price is £35 inc VAT.

same price of £ 135 Inc VAT — a
stereo 630 will of course cost £270.
A variety of cartridge loading
cards are available, their substitution enabling the use of a wide
range of m-m and m-c cartridge
types. Also, the guarantee period
for these new amps has been
extended to three years.
Crimson indicate that 500 series
preamps can be converted to 610
specification for amodest charge.
Apply to Crimson Electrik, 9
Claymill Road, Leicester LE4 7JJ.
Tel: 0533 761920.

DecemberAES
This month's AES lecture is being
given by cartridge manufacturers
Clrtofon and involves a demonstration of their P400 and TC310
dedicated computers for the
automatic testing of hi-fi components during manufacture. The
availability of very cheap microprocessor chips has revolutionised
the field of electronic test equipment, and this talk should amply
illustrate how far things have
progressed
since
the
only
universal test set-up was an
Avometer. Date and time are 6.30
for 7pm, Tuesday 7th December
and the venue, as usual, is the IEE,
Savoy
Place,
London
WC2.
Members
and
guests
are
welcome.

Joining the ranks of the exotica,
cartridge-wise, comes a new
model from Mayware,of tonearm
fame. Modestly called 'The Cartridge' and priced somewhat lower
than its immediate competition at
£138 inc. VAT, its most noticeable
feature is a top mounting plate
made from synthetic sapphire for
optimum coupling to the head
shell. Other features include a
tapered duralloy cantilever and a
polished low-mass Ogura Vital
stylus. Generator system is, as
might be expected, moving-coil,
but we wouldn't go quite as far as
Mayware in their statement that
'only the moving-coil conveys the
full natural and emotional experience of the live experience
demanded by experienced and
perfectionist audiophiles' as it
begs so many questions as to be
somewhat lacking in meaning.
Details from Mayware Ltd, PO Box
58, Edgware, Middx. Tel: 01-958
9421.

components are treated to form an
in- phase energy loop the results
arespectacular. Theoretical considerations, which include area
besides those of the specific
acoustical impedance of the
materials used, suggest that any
measured difference would be
small. It is difficult, too, to see from
their illustration how the principle
could actually work as it introduces a further set of interfaces
(eg, brass to aluminium arm tube)
over and above the interfaces the
effects of which it sets out to

PWB Electronics have also
attacked the problem of playback
vibration in the record and come
Research by Peter Belt of PWB up with aproduct called the ' Black
Electronics into turntables, arm Hole'. This comprises aring of felt
and cartridge structures has and two rosettes made of felt and
revealed, he feels, deficiencies wire mesh of asize appropriate to
both in the design of current hi-fi straining tea, one of which is
equipment and in the methods of attached to aknob adjustable for
overcoming them. Results are different turntable spindles. The
claimed to constitute 'worthwhile felt ring goes on top of existing felt,
improvements'. The principles rubber, or glass turntable mats,
involved are the subject of patent and one of the rosettes is placed
'applications, but MB Electronics over the spindle so that the mesh
would welcome discussion of contacts the record label. The
ways of incorporating the ideas other rosette and knob is pushed
within commercial designs.
over the spindle to make contact
A central concept of their with the other side of the record.
research is that of 'multiple energy No clamping is involved, and as
phase shift distortion'. According the apparatus in its entirety
to Peter Belt, when the stylus weighs under 2oz, ' no adjustment
traces the record sympathetic to any turntable suspension is
mechanical vibrations attempt to necessary'.
travel through the cartridge/arm/
The Black Hole is explained to
record playing structure. Because work as follows: vibrations travelthe structure is invariably com- ling through the record plastic are
posed of different materials, collected by the spring wire
energy is conducted only poorly, meshes on each side of the record.
and
the
interface
between The lower meshes conduct the
different materials causes major energy to the inside of the turnenergy reflections.A record player table assembly where it is harmtypically
comprises
multiple lessly dissipated. The interior of
potential energy paths, which the upper energy collector knob is
means that energy is returned to fitted with a series of vibrational
the source (
le, the cartridge) in a springs attached to energy disdelayed and phase-shifted form. It sipating material — actually sand.
is claimed that this produces sonic Retail price of the MS Black Hole
colorations.
is £26 VAT extra. An improvised
The solution in principle involves trial on aLinn LP12 with Ittok arm
'controlling and correcting the and Asak cartridge resulted in a
energy flows so as to achieve an barely perceptible change; there
in-phase energy loop from both was no apparent reduction in
sides of the record'. PWB advocate levels of coloration. Far larger difa technique of 'energy shunts' ferences in sound can be brought
which in essence entails attaching about in the Linn player by substithin brass wires to the separate tuting a rubber mat for the felt
mechanical components, thereby one.
'bridging' the energy reflecting
PWB Electronics have also deinterfaces. As an illustration they veloped an energy absorbing
show a turntable with skeins of material they call ' Enersorb'.
brass wire linking cartridge and Looking not radically different
fixing brackets, shunting the from Blutak, PWB recommend its
complete length of the arm tube, use in several areas of the record
loosely bridging the arm bearings, player and loudspeakers (where
and also joining the arm pillar and the diaphragm surround is fixed to
the chassis, wrapped arou nd tonethe platter bearing housing.
PWB Electronics state that arm pillars and turntable main
previous designs of turntable bearings) and claim that 'a proassemblies have virtually ignored found effect upon the musical
these energy flow problems, and clarity' can be experienced from its
that phase-correcting this energy use. Details and prices from PWB.
'produces worthwhile improve- Electronics, 1 Norfolk Gardens,
ments'. When a large number of Leeds LS7 4PP. Tel: Leeds 682550.

PWB
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ADC
Idly perusing ADC's cartridge
literature recently we chanced
upon ahitherto unsuspected and
most improbable little beastie. A
cartridge admittedly, but decidedly
unique in it potential for manifold
tracking adjustment in situ when
mounted in the tonearm. The
Integra ST series is based on the
evergreen XLM model but with
three different stylus tip configuretions available, and is built on a
carbon fibre bodywhich plugs into
(and only into) straight arms with
an ADC-type connector such as the
one on their ALT- 1. Rather than
launch into an indigestible description of every conceivable way
in which it can be manipulated for
optimisation of tracing distortion,
we thought we'd leave it to the
pictures to do the talking.
One is at aslight loss whether to
regard it as a curiosity or as the
Final Solution to disctracing prob1Overhang dimension adjustment
2Offset angle adjustment
3Vertical hacking angle adjustment

B&O — Dolby deal
In Angus McKenzie's reviews of
the B&O 8002 and 9000 cassette
decks (
HFN/RR Sept. '81), April
'82), he commented on the elegance of B&O's evolutionary development of Dolby-HX, which
B&O
have
termed ' HXProfessional'. Not a noise reduction
circuit,
HX-professional
dynamically adjusts the level of
bias or ' record' tocompensate for
the self- biasing effect of the signal, and thus minimises tape
saturation at high frequencies. To
show their approval of B&O's
design, Dolby have signed an
agreement
to
market
HXProfessional worldwide, which
should lead to it being incorporated in many different kinds of
recorder. Since the process is
record-only, the improved sound
quality from tapes made with it
will be apparent on any player,
whether hi-fi system, ICE system
or Walkman. Looking suitable
pleased with the deal in the photo
are ( l-r): B&O engineer Jergen
Selmer, inventor of the system,
B&O MD Vagn Andersen, and
Subir Pramanik who carriedout the
negotiations with Dolby. Incidentally, the top B&O deck, the 9000,
has so impressed Californian re-

New Sennheiser

Perhaps on the basis of if you
can't beat them, join them — sorry,
Sennheiser, we didn't mean it —
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cord company Delos Records —
remember that superb Susan
McDonald Harp record — that
they've installed 20 of them to
duplicate pre-recorded cassettes
in real time from their digital
master tapes.

New Surrey Dealer

Spectrum turntable

Not an attachment for storing
data from your new Sinclair comTwo Surrey dealers Runnymede puter on an analogue record, but a
Hi Fi and Surrey Audio Consul- new LP player from Royce Audio
tants, have got together to form a Engineering. A floating subnew company, South East Audio, chassis design expected to sell for
who can be found at 14 Station around £240 inc. VAT, the SpecRoad, Egham, Surrey. Tel: 0784 trum uses a substantial main
35036. Products on dom. — in a bearing assembly with ' polymer
single speaker room — include alloy' sleeve bearings and a
models from Linn, Elite rQuad, Pink 'polished hardened steel ball runTriangle, Meridian, Nytech and ning on adiamond polished tungMordaunt Short, and they are sten carbide seat'. Speed change
willing to carry out home demons- is by manually shifting the belt— a
ground flat belt — from one size
trations.
motor pulley to another, but anice
wrinkle is that the belt runs on a

Blackpool Show

lems, including any neuroses
brought on by in-depth considerations of the factors involved. On
the one hand logic dictatesthatthe
possibility of adjustment
in
various ways would imply a
propensity, albeit ever so slight,
for ( bits of) it to move under the
mechanical forces of groove
tracing; so having correctly set it.
up in the arm perhaps the best
thing might be to apply liberally
with Araldite. On the other, it is
acknowledged that despite the
existence of a standard disc
cutting angle and replay VTA, variations do exist between discs; so
alternatively the ultra-fastidious
audiophile now has an instrument
to get the best from every record of
his or her collection. Perhaps it's
both. Anyway, if this cartridge
sounds like it could be for you, you
can obtain more details from ADC,
BSR Ltd, Powke Lane, Cradley
Heath, Warley, W. Midlands B64
5QH. Tel: 0384 65191.

different size subplatter hub at 45
rpm, thus keeping the belt tension
the same for both speeds. The
three-point suspension is tuned to
4Hz and the platter itself is made
from a dense acoustically inert
resin- based material developed in
conjuction with Cranfield Institute
of Technology. (This is presumably similar to the ' Granitan' used
by Max Townshend for his ' Rock'
turntable.) The plinth is made
from solid mahogany and the top
plate, like that of the Linn, is made
from stainless steel. Details from
Royce Audio Engineering Ltd, 66
Oldfield Road, Wheelock, Sandbach, Cheshire CW11 9LX. Tel:
Sandbach 7029.

The only show we've been
informed of taking place this
month is being held in Blackpool.
Promoted by Benfell's, venue is
the Imperial Hotel, and opening
times are 5pm — 8prn, Friday 3rd,
10am — 8pm, Saturday 4th, and
10am-6pm, Sunday 5th December.
the German headphone company
has introduced a new ultra- lightweight model very much styled in
the Japanese tradition ie, lots of
brushed aluminium rather than
unobtrusive black plastic. The
miniStar MS100 — who thinks of
these names? — will cost £ 28 inc.
VAT and comes in two versions;
the 'W', which has an impedance
of 42 ohms and a 1.25m lead
terminated in a3.5mm stereo jack
for use with Walkmans, and the
'13', which has an impedance of
600 ohms and is for use with
conventional hi-fi systems, having astandard 1
/ in stereo jack.
4
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Level Meter pcbs

CROSSWORD SOLUTION

We still have a supply of the
printed circuit boards available for
John Atkinson's Sound Level
Meter
project,
published
in
HFN1RR October 1981. The set of
three fibre-glass boards — mike
headamp, weighting/rectification,
and dB-scaled LED voltmeter— all
predrilled and roller tinned, costs
£4 plus,50p postage and packing
and can be obta ined from HFN/RR,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon,
Surrey
CR9
2TA.
Cheques to Link House Magazines
Ltd, please. Photocopies of the
article are available for 50p.
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THE
BARE
ESSENTIALS
Exposure VII
(Single type) Stereo Pre-amplifier. Moving coil and magnetic pick-up inputs. Eq. RIAA passive
—Tuner and tape inputs. Tape output
Exposure VIII
Stereo power amplifier. Built. in regulated power supply for
Exposure VII. 50 x 50 watts, transient power in excess of 150 watts.

i
-icharcison Road Hove Sussex England bN3 5R

Tel 0273 777912

DISTRIBUTORS OF EXPOSURE PRODUCTS
Focus Audio Products Limited
Suite 1111, 65 Wynford Heights
Crescent, Don Mills, Ontario,
CANADA M3C 1L7

R J Isaac Agencies Limited
308-100 West Pender Street.
Vancouver B.C.. CANADA V6B 1R8

British Sound
Via Confolonien 13, Placenza, ITALY

Esoteric Electronics
(Dave Norman)
P.O. Box 1961. Edenvale 1610.
SOUTH AFRICA
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Some amplifiers do
sound different

S

TRONG EVIDENCE for the fact that audible differences between amplifiers appeared to be non-existent has come in the past
from double-blind testing. Carefully controlled listening tests, as carried out by the curiously named ' South Michigan Woofer
and Tweeter Marching Society', where ostensibly all the variables apart from the device- under-test have been eliminated, have
come up with null results. And yet in the UK, recent testwork has shown statistically significant differences to be audible, as can
be seen from HFAURR's present policy on amplifier reviewing. The following article, reprinted with permission from the Autumn
1982 issue of The Audio Amateur, charts the progress of acareful double-blind test where not only was an audible difference
found, but investigation revealed apossible — and unsuspected — reason.

David Carlstrom Amy Krueger Larry Greenhill

B

ENCH TESTING and controlled listening
comparisons of two amplifiers have
convinced us that one of the amplifiers had
an audible defect which was not readily
apparent from the instrument
measurements. The listening tests were
done double blind leaving no room for
skeptics to say we imaged the difference. We
include the details of the listening test to
illustrate how the results and proof were
obtained.
The bench tests showed the amplifiers to
be reasonably good performers, but not
contenders in any specifications race. They
had the same power. Amplifier Ccould drive
150W into 8ohms while amplifier D ran 120W
(less than a1dB difference). Into 4ohms their
powers just below clipping were 225W and
200W respectively (0.5dB difference). Their
audio range frequency response was flat.
Their distortion was below 0.4% at all audio
frequencies. Their noise level was low,
although amplifier C had some hum. Slew
rate was far beyond Baxandall or Otala
criteria but not up to Jung's. In other words
the performances were good enough that
'meter readers' would not expect to hear a
difference.
We set up the listening comparisons of the
two amplifiers using an ABX Double Blind
Comparator system which switched both
inputs and outputs. We matched levels to
within 0.1dB and confirmed the frequency
response matched in the A/B set up.
A Janus cartridge in aMagnepan Unitrac
arm on aLinn Sondek LP12 turntable fed an
MX10a Audio Standards headamp driving a
CM Labs CM901a preamp. This preamp was
connected to the power amps by the ABX
RM 2prototype relay module. Double blind
randomization was by an ABX Double Blind
Comparator. The selected power amp drove
apair of Acoustat MK121-2 full range
electrostatics. These speakers have an
essentially flat impedance curve of about
5ohms and low efficiency. They required
running the amplifiers with occasional
clipping to achieve alistening level of 90dB.
An oscilloscope was used to confirm that
clipping did occur about 1% of the time on
each amplifier.
There seemed to be adifference in sound
on the first record wè played, Sheffield's
Dave Grusin (
Sheffield LAB 8). Amplifier C
was clean, while amplifier D buzzed at some
points. On the second record, Mobile
Fidelity's Gordon Lightfoot Sundown
remake ( MFSL1-018), differences were less
apparent with only atendency to blurring on
amplifier D, but we continued to fill in the
double blind test forms. A symphonic direct
disc didn't prove useful in hearing any
difference so we skipped to aconventional
pop recording, The Eagles' The Long Run
(Asylum 5E-508). Here the difference seemed
clear. The kick drum in ' Sad Cafe' sounded
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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fine on amplifier C but consistently buzzed
on amplifier D.
We scored our double blind responses and
proved our impressions were correct. We
were always right ( 15 out of 15) on Dave
Grusin, random ( 5/9) on Gordon Lightfoot,
and excellent ( 19/21) on The Eagles', for an
overall 87% correct with less than a0.5%
chance we could have done as well by
guessing ( this is written by statisticians as
p<0.05%).
We wondered if the slight, 0.5dB,
measured difference in power between the
two amplifiers was involved in what we
heard. To test this we reduced the AC line
voltage to the better sounding, more
powerful amplifier Cwith ahefty 25A variac
until the two amps clipped at the same level.
We played our critical song, 'Sad Cafe'
repeatedly. With amplifier C handicapped to
amplifier D's clip level we heard the same
difference and got 90% correct on the double
blind test ( p<0.05%).
What caused the buzzing we'd proven
audible?
TABLE 1
Test One
Trial

Group
Score

Listener
1
2
3

GRUSIN
1
•
•
•
/
2
•
•
•
/
3
•
•
•
4
•
•
•
/
5
•
•
•
3
/
3
Score
/
/
' /IS = 100%
<.0005
LIGHTFOOT
6
93
7
•
•
/
2/
3
8
•
•
9
Score
0
/
3/
3
5
/g = 56%
.5
EAGLES
2/
10
•
/
11
2/
•
12
•
•
/
13
•
•
/
14
•
•
/
15
•
/
•
16
7/7
/ 1=
<.0005
/
Score
/
Total
Score
n
/5
4
3
5,
n3h. 32/4s = 87%
.018 <.0005 .004
<.0005
3 3

3 3

On the other hand, there was one glitch
noted in the bench testing of amplifier D.
When driven into clipping while driving a
4ohms load, the amplifier would oscillate
briefly each time the sine wave left the
negative clipped region. There was no such
oscillation in the THD residual before
clipping, so no common measurement was
affected by it.
TABLE 2
Test Two
Trial

1

Listener
2

EAGLES — Sad Cafe
•
•
1
•
•
2
•
•
3
•
•
4
•
•
5
•
•
6
•
7
•
•
8
•
•
9
•
•
10
e
•
11
•
•
12
•
•
13
•
•
14
15
•
•
16
Total
Score

Group •
Score
3/
3
3/
3
3/
3
3/
3

3/
3
3/
3
2/
3
3/
3
3/
3
3/
3
3/
3
3/
3

2/3

3/
3

shs
4
4 s 96%
/
3
,
<.0005 <.0005 <.0005 <.0005

3 3

5 5

4
3

5

2 3

2 3

3

3 3
3

3 3

3 3

3 3

3 3

7 7

5 7

15 2

Table 1: In these test data, listener response was well above
random guessing for the Grusin and Eagles records, but was
statistically random for the Lightfoot example. Correct
responses are shown by a • Unknown 9
was invalid becausea
fuse blew.
The manufacturer of amplifier Cis quite
concerned with overload performance, so
amplifier C has asoft clipping feature. In
bench testing, however, this feature seemed
very mild, not looking much different from
most amplifiers on the 'scope.

Table 2: Listeners responded more accurately and more con
sistentlywithcarefullychosen musical material Again, afuse
blew, making comparison 15 invalid.
In .previous tests we've found clipping 1%
of the time to be inaudible with most
amplifiers, so we tend to think of amplifier
D's brief oscillation as the cause of the
audible difference, rather than amplifier C's
soft clipping as being superior. The obvious
conclusion is that we didn't want amplifier D
in our systems. It was ironic that amplifier D
was the highly priced ($2200) Audio
Research D120 ( now out of production) while
amplifier Cwas the 'cost effective' ($599) CM
Labs CM914a. Our most important finding is
the indisputable confirmation that amplifiers
can sound different.
While we firmly believe in this result, we
still suspect that many of the sonic effects
arising in the open tests done by the
'underground' publications are artifacts of
their unscientific test procedures, however
our results confirm that, with care, such as
we've taken here, afew of their beliefs may
be confirmed*
•The Audio Amateur is published 5times ayear. Subscription rate outside the US is $21 for 5issues, $88 for 10 inc.
postage: details from TAA, Leazings, Leafield, Oxford OX8
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V-95RX

The V-95RX and V- 90R are made to be left alone. Tell them
what they're required to do. Then ignore them and concentrate
on your music.
These TEACs are bi-directional. They reverse automatically at
the end of a side, so fast that you'll never notice. They're programmable, so you can hear exactly what you want to hear, as
many times as you like. If you do have to interrupt these decks,
you can do it from your easy chair by remote control.
There is, however, something about these decks you can't
ignore. Superb sound.
That's because they're built by the same people who build fine
recording equipment for studios and professionals around the
world — people who really know about music reproduction.
The TEAC V-95RX and V- 90R: just pure musical pleasure.

V-90R

Features: • Real- Time Reverse • Positouch Transport Controls • Block Repeat
*Touch Fader Control System • Built-in dbe ( V-95RX only) • Computomatic
Program Search ( V-95RX only) * Three Heads * Three Motors . RC- 95 Positouch
Remote Control ( optional)
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Where Art and Technology Meet

•"dbx" is atrademark of dbx incorporated.
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READERS LETTERS
... about music and Quality Monitor
From: Peter Turner, Stroud, Gloucs.
Dear Sir, In his article 'One Man's Meat ...'
(HFNI RR November p.34), Ivor Humphreys
raises apoint which has often exercised my
mind. Ihad better reveal that, like his anonymous friend, Ialso favour the Isobariks, when
driven by asuitable system — which tends to
mean just one! However, Ido not in the least
disparage the ESL-63s or other fine speakers.
What does concern me is IH's remark, ' I'm
on the HFNI RR QM panel and need ( and
indeed prefer) to hear just how a recording
was put together'. Preference apart, does he? In
particular, does he need to hear for review
purposes? I
take leave to doubt it.
As one who tries to take his responsibilities
as areviewer seriously, Ihave often agonised
about the kind of equipment Iought to use.
Should it be a good, middle-of-the-road
system of the kind likely to be owned by the
majority of those who may buy the record and
read HFNI RR; or should it be asuperfi system
of astandard unlikely to be possessed by all
but the audiophile who is prepared to make
the sacrifices necessary to acquire it? By the
same token, am Iunder an obligation to keep
my system up to the latest mods and models,
which learned reviewers assure me are better
than the version Ihave? Does the kind of
revelation of techniques of recording to which
IH refers bear any relation to what the general
reader is going to hear when he/she plays the
record? If IH condemns arecording for faults
which the general user will never hear, is he
being fair to it or them? And if those faults
become audible only when played through a
particular loudspeaker ( at £ 1,000 a pair) are
they generally significant anyway?
Yours faithfully
... more

about tunes

From: John P. Maslen, Henbury, Bristol
Dear Sir, It really will not do! Ivor Tiefenbrun
may well have given you and your readers,
including myself, food for thought, but his
assertion that one's inability to distinguish
accurately ' inner voices' (
eg, Alto and Tenor
lines in Choral Music) is the consequence of
faults in the reproduction chain is, well,...! I
would have frankly more impressed if there
was any evidence that the 'Tune Trick' had
been tried on live music (you know, the stuff
without turntables etc.). When I
was at school,
and also studying the organ privately, one of
the aural tests that we had to do ( I
forget which
exam it was for) wasto hum the middle note of
atriad. It was extraordinarily difficult, far more
so than Ihad thought. If one is presented,
therefore, with a set, not of triads, but of
chords and is told to 'follow thetenor line', it is
even more complicated. Turn that into 'sing
along with the violas' and it becomes very
difficult. The reason, obviously, is not faults in
the replay equipment as there isn't any! If you
cannot follow the line, the reason is because
you don't know it. How could you? You've
never played it, heard it in isolation, probably
never seen the music.
IT's ' primary characteristics of music' also
seem to me to be somewhat questionable.
Music is an art form, the aim of which is ( or
should be) Aural Beauty. Rhythm, Melody,
and Harmony combine to create the Beauty
and the degree to which a piece of music
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'succeeds' depends on the skill of the
composer and the performer. Butto attemptto
place an order of importance on these or any
other characteristic is afoolish exercise. And
to state arrogantly that most hi-fi systems
'only reproduce the beat' is arrant nonsense.
I've had my system for 15 years or so and
presumably qualify forthe title of 'stick-in-themud'. But, Mr.T, I
can '
hear tunes' very nicely,
thank you!
Yours faithfully
... more

about telephones

From: David Anderson, South Shields, Tyne
& Wear
Dear Sir, I
note with interest and some amusement the comments regarding the way in
which atelephone receiver may degrade the
sound of many replay systems (
HFNIRR Sept
'82 p.41). Mr. Tiefenbrun may like to know that
during most orchestral recording sessions
there is atelephone link between the producer
and conductor. It is also quite common to
position acrossed pair of microphones afew
feet above the conductor's chair. Any
comments Ivor?
Yours faithfully

... about poor paper quality
From: B. Curran, Kingspark, Glasgow
Dear Sir, Surely not? Irefer to the change to
matt paper from glossy in the September
1982 edition of HFN/ RR. Whilst I may
commend your intention regarding additions/
extensions to the record review section, the
change of paper type is a retrograde step
which I, for one, find totally unacceptable. I
look forward to a reversal of this decision,
even if it does mean an increase in the
purchase price of the magazine, and Iam sure
many readers will concur with this sentiment.
Yours faithfully
Unfortunately the recession has as much
effect in the field of magazine publishing as it
does elsewhere. The decision to use an uncoated, and hence less expensive, paper for
the record reviews in order to release greater
resources for expansion of the coverage, was
made on the basis that readers would prefer a
better service. HFNI RR probably publishes
more editorial matter now than it ever has
done in its history, but unfortunately, even
with such savings as outlined above, it has still
been found necessary to raise the cover price
this month ( see p.33) — Ed.

... about aprofound condition of
cachexia
From: Dr. Henaman, Prefetsd'Elysee, London
E2
Dear Sir, What, oh what, has become of Hi Fi
News? It was once such an excellent
magazine, lively and informative, with lots of
splendid editorial material such as ' Looking
Back' by Peter Gammond. Today this once
revered publication appears to have lapsed
into astate of profound cachexia. It is currently
full of trite interviews with the most boring
people of whom noone has ever heard; dull
unintelligible
equipment
reviews,
and
advertisements
which,
coincidentally,
happen to be just about the best part of the
publication nowadays. Even the Record

Review section, formerly so reliable and
authoritative, hassuffered amarked decline in
factual and technical accuracy and looks as
though it is currently contrived by abunch of
amateurs.
One realises that in thesetimes of recession,
financial cuts have to be implemented and it is
no doubt afact of life that the most expensive
contributions — which are likely to be the best
ones— may haveto be axed fi rst, but is this not
a case of being penny-wise and poundfoolish?
Yours faithfully
Was it? Has it? Is it? Has it? Does it? Have they
been? Is that in fact the case? Comments
please — Ed.

... about irritating fragments
From: M.G. Jenkins, Welling, Kent
Dear Sir, Ihave been resisting the temptation
to write to you, but the urge has become too
great. Iam, Iguess by HFN/RR standards, a
new reader, having only subscribed regularly
for the two years, and Iswitched from a
competing magazine mainly for the record
reviews. These, after all, are what it's all about
and Imust say that Ihave not been disappointed. The classical recordings recommended
can always be bought with confidence, and
Ken Hyder in the Jazz section finds some gems
which I'm sure would otherwise be passed
over and forgotten.
However, Iam digressing from my real
reason for writing, which was to complain
about the layout of articles. Somehow, they
never quite manage to finish on the same
page, even to the point of leaving one or two
paragraphs to be completed elsewhere. It
really is most irritating, and Iam sure that it
would not be beyond your editorial powers to
reduce or stop this practice.
Yours faithfully

... about who's responsible for
damage
From: C. Mackenzie, Managing Director, Hi -Fi
Corner, Edinburgh, Scotland
Dear Sir, John Taylor's recent experience of a
faulty amplifier damaging aloudspeaker and
the dealer léftto pay the bill, is in ourexperience
something which fortunately does not happen
often, but when it does puts the retailer in an
awkward position with his suppliers. Like
many specialist dealers we have to accept this
as ' part of the service' and absorb the costs. I
think it is quite correct that the dealer should
be responsible to the consumer and equally
the manufacturer whose equipment damages
another should be responsible to the dealer.
Mr Taylor suggested that a recognised
procedure for problems of this kind should be
established.
Unfortunately
I believe
that
the
manufacturers think that this is one of the
expenses aretailer should legitimately incur.
Some of the better organised manufacturers
operate an under-guarantee repair subsidy.
This is to help the dealer recover aproportion
of their service costs and is al I
above board and
open to everyone selling these particular
brands ( Iwould like to know what the Editor
meant by 'often results in morally dubious
situations'). To claim your subsidy you must
complete aform giving details of the repair.
Can you imagine a manufacturer putting a
column on this form entitled 'Value of damage
41
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FUJI
SONY

SONY High Grade

1125
1250
1370
1250
1500
1750
1830
1.500HG
L7SONG

VHS

FUJI
FUJI Super HG
MAXELL
TDK

E180
E240
E120HG
E180HG
E120
E180
E60
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Et 80
E240

V2000

PHILIPS

VCC240
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FeCr
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1.99

C60
C90

1.85
2.75

0.56*
0.75*
0.99
0.69*
0.85*
1.12
0.85
1.05*
1.03
1.35

UCX

C60
C90

1:15
1.45

SA

UCX-S

C60
C90

1.56
2.09

SA- X

Micro
(3 pack) MC60

2.99

MA-R

AHF

•

AD

OD
AD-X

C46
C60
C90
C120
C46
C60
C90
C120
C90
C60
C90
C60
C90
C60
C90
C90

0.65
0.69
0.82*
1.25
0.89
0.99
1.09*
1.79
1.09
1.15
1.59
1.23
1.49*
1.45
1.99
4.29

•
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C60
C90
C120
C60
C90
C120
C60
C90
C60
C90

per set 611.45

MAIL ORDER

TDK

Sciny

UL

MX

For making copies the professional way
STANDARD SETS State make and model
number of both m achines (not
Philips)
per set £4.45
UNIV ERSAL SET Complete with adaptors
to suit all VHS and Beta machines

2.25
12.90
4.75
12.90
4.75
12.90
7.95
0.89
0.90
0.90
3.45

Audio cassette head cleaner
BETA head cleaner
Replacement cartridge
VHS head cleaner
Replacement cartridge
ORBITRAC record cleaner
Cassette head demagnetiser
Cassette head cleaner
Cassette index cards
Cassette labels
Cleaning kit

ALLSOP 3

*Promotion prices whilst stocks last.

UD 35-90
UD 35-180
UD 25-120
UD 18-180
Back Coated
XLI 35-9013
XLI 35-180B
EE Position
XLII 35 180

1800'
3600'
2400'
3600'

UP
UP
D/P
TIP

10W NAB
7"
7"

3.50
9.75
4.95
5.95

1800'
3600'

UP
UP

10 1
2 " NAB
/

4.50
12.75

3600'

UP

10 1
2 " NAB
/

14.75

LONDON
N16 Martin's
123 Stoke Newington High Street
NW6 Audio T 190 West End Lane
NW6 Field Electronics 81 SalusburyiRodd, Queens Park
SW11 Off Records 58 Battersea Rise, Clapham Junction
W1 Playback Studio 41 Windmill St, Tottenham Court Rd.
BARNSLEY Barnsley HiFi Centre 40 Sheffield Road
BATH Paul Green HiFi
Harpers Furnishing, London Road
BEDFORD Tavistock VideoCentre 23 Tavistock Street
BELFAST 1Gramophone Shop
16 Donegall Square North
BELFAST 7Knights Records 33 Botanic Avenue
BOURNEMOUTH Suttons
10 Genes Place
BRADFORD Erricks Fotosonic House. Rawson Square
BRIGHTON Jeffries HiFi
69 London Road
BRISTOL 7Radford Hi Fi 52 Gloucester Road
BRISTOL 8Absolute Sound& Video 25QueensRoad.Clifton
CAMBRIDGE CVS 112 Regent Street
CARDIFF Audio Excellence
13 Kings Road. Canton
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound & Video 42 Albion Street
CHESTER Video Vaults
116 Northgate Street
CROYDON KJ Leisuresound 89 London Road
EASTBOURNE Jeffries Hi Fi 4Albert Parade, Green Street
EDGWARE Planet 88 High Street
EDINBURGH Audio Aids 52 George Street
EGHAM Recordwise
172 High Street
ENFIELD AT Labs
191 Chase Side
GLASGOW Music Room 221 St Vincent Street
GRIMSBY Grimsby Hi Fi 71 Cartergate
GUILDFORD PJEquipment 3Bridge Street
HARROGATE Discount Sales 81 Station Parade
HARROW The Tape Shop 27 Springfield Road
ILFORD AT Labs 442 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill
LEICESTER Soni ( Leicester)
135 Belgrave Road
LINCOLN Lincoln Hi Fi 271A High Street
LIVERPOOL CBS Audio Visual
126 St. John's Precinct
LIVERPOOL Tape 56 VVhitechaoel
MANCHESTER 14 Shadoos
162 Wilmslow Road
MIDDLESBROUGH Boro Electronics
118 Borough Road
NEWCASTLE-on-TYNE HiFi Opportunitiesi33 Handyside Arc
NEW MALDEN Surrey Cameras 31 High Street
NOTTINGHAM Nottingham HiFi 120 Alfreton Road
OXFORD Absolute Sound
19 Old High St. Headington
PONTEFRACT AGJ Shell Garage Knottingley Road
PORTSMOUTH TV & Video 33 Povverscourt Rd. North End
RAMSGATE EJ. Rogers 10 Grange Road
SHREWSBURY Avon Hi Fi
12 Barker Street
SOUTHAMPTON Suttons 421 Shirley Road
STEVENAGE Anglia Sound
23 Queensway
STOCKPORT EW Hewitt
104 Princes Street
SWINDON Absolute Sound & Video 60 Fleet Street
TONBRIDGE Tonbridge Hi Fi
19 Quarry Hill Road
WATFORD Baileys
131 The Parade, High Street
WESTON-s-MAREBurnham Audio Visual 152 High St.VVorle .
WEYMOUTH Dorset Radio
29 Walpole Street
WOKING Aerco 11 The Broadway
WORCESTER Johnsons Sound 43 Friar Street
WORTHING Phase 3HiFi 53 Brighton Road
YEOVIL Yeovil Audio 3Princes Street

Hi-Fi in Somerset and The West

GULLIFORD HOUSE LTD

AVALON III-F11
STUDIO

A&R, ARC, EAR, LINN,
HEYBROOK, NAIM, QUAD
MERIDIAN, REGA, NYTECH
British Hi Fi For Devon
Telephone Dawlish ( 0626)
For aDemonstration 863604

PHONE GLASTONBURY
(0458) 50370
PERSONAL DEMONSTRATIONS IN OUR STUDIO
AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED
WITH PLEASURE
IMMEDIATE

FREE

DELIVERY,

INSTALLATION AND ADVICE
ACCESS,

VISA AND PART EXCHANGE FACILITIES

LARGE SELECTION OF HALF-SPEED
DISCS AND ACCESSORIES
*ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAPH * ALBARRY * ALPHASON *
* CLEARWATER* CRIMSON * DIESIS* HEYBROOK * FIDELITY
RESEARCH * KISEKI BLUE * LENTEK * LOGIC * MYST *
* PINK TRIANGLE* SYSTEMDEK * ZENN * TRESHAM *
* AND OTHER FINE EQUIPMENT *

The Advertising
Standards Authority.
If an advertisement is wrong,
we're here to put it right.
ASA Ltd., Brook House, Torrington Place,
London WC1E 7HN.

MON to SAT 10am-6pm. LATE NIGHTS THURS & FRI.
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Blumlein vs Omni
Barry Fox re-examines the Blumlein patent following
a recent demonstration of spaced omni recording by
Mark Levinson
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lead back to Alan Blumlein. This was apoint
which came into mind following the UK launch
of the new range of Mark Levinson superfi
equipment. A small classical group — violin,
soprano, viola da gamba and harpsichord —
was recorded with two widely spaced omnidirectional B & K microphones and replayed
through Mark Levinson equipment and JBL
speakers. The microphone sound was
uncoloured but the image swam like afish.

As Mr Levinson ( above) had expounded
at length on his theory that the press should
make recordings of real live sound to help
them judge reproduction equipment, it was inevitable that a debate on the accuracy of
recording techniques should follow. By the
end of it all I, for one, hadn't aclue whether
Mark Levinson has agood understanding of
sound localisation theory and stereo reproduction practice, but is very poorat expressing
himself, or whether his grip on the subject is
naive and superficial. Eitherway, alook back at
what Alan Blumlein patented exactly 50 years
ago this November is invaluable. Although
plenty of pundits will talk vaguely about

e to other manufacturer's equipment?'

Maybe I'm cynical? Well then manufacturers,
if you would give me asympathetic ear ( and
purse) if your equipment damaged that from
another ma nufactu rerthrough you rown fault,
then why not put yourself on record by writing
to HFAIIRR?
Yours faithfully

... about new engines and old
machines
From: G.R. Clarke, Northampton, Northants
Dear Sir, Itoo, have misgivings about the
sound obtained from digitally mastered LP
records but, being reluctant to condemn the
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Blumlein's theories, there's no substitute for
reading acopy of hisoriginal British patent no.
394 325. It's still in print, acopy costs only a
couple of pounds, and it answers many of the
questions that went unanswered at the Mark
Levinson conference.
Levinson used very widely spaced B & K
omnidirectional microphones; he said he
eschewed the use of acrossed pair of coincident cardiods because they are more
coloured and can produce only mono in the
low frequency range (see also p.59). At the
time when Blumlein filed his patent application
the only good microphones available were
omnis. The then already-traditional way of
obtaining stereo was by binaural or dummy
head recording, with the pair of omni mikes
spaced one head's width apart and the sound
replayed through headphones. If the headphone signal is replayed through spaced
loudspeakers, the left and right channels mix
in the room to confuse the stereo image. It
can't be said too often ( because even now
pitifully few people recognise the fact) that
Blumlein's stroke of genius was in joining this
acoustic mix effect, rather than fighting it. He
abandoned the idea of trying to recreate phase
differences from loudspeakers and concentrated instead on reproducing equivalent
intensity or amplitude differences. This fools
our ears and brain into thinking that we are
getting afull dose of phase and intensity information, so we hear aphantom stereo spread
between the loudspeakers. A crossed pair of
coincident bi-directional, or figure-of-eight,
microphones achieves this by design. But
because Blumlein didn't have good directional
microphones available, he built a simple
electrical circuit which produced a crossed
coincident directional pair effect from apair of
omnis.
Blumlein called this technique ' shuffling'.

Two om nis were placed close together and the
output from one microphone subtracted from
the other after equalization ( bass boost and
treble cut). The resulting difference signal is
equivalent to that obtained from asideways
facing figure-of-eight microphone. This
difference signal is now subtracted from the
mono sum of the omni signal to give the equivalent of two cardioid response patterns. So,
hey presto, you have the output of acoincident
pair of directional microphones, from apair of
omnis!
As the quality of directional microphones
improved there was no longer any need for
Blumlein shuffling circuits. So the use of a
crossed coincident pair as proposed and
patented by Blumlein in BP 394 325, became
the norm. Then coincident pairing fell out of
favour with pan potted close mikes becoming
more popular. Later some sectors of the
recording world started to rediscover crossed
coincident pairs, and now the Mark Levinsons
of the audio world are rejecting crossed pairs
because they object to the coloured sound of
cardioids. So isthetime ripe now fora return to
shuffling? It would be topical, if nothing else,
because the full description of shuffling was
filed by Alan Blumlein at the British Patent
Office on November 10th. 1932, exactly 50
years ago.
For the record, areturn to shuffling wouldn't
be anew idea. Michael Gerzon wrote an article
for the October 1970 issue of Studio Sound
magazine in which he discussed the 'theory of
high quality obtained by means of an almost
forgotten 40 year-old technique invented by
Alan Blumlein'. Ten years on, Blumlein's technique is still forgotten, and sofor that matter is
Gerzon's article. Mark Levinson would surely
find both of them a rewarding read. They
might help him achieve an uncoloured sound
AND afirm stereo image •

digitisation/recording process out of hand,
have been wondering if the problem might
arise elsewhere. Leaving aside the question of
sharp cut-off filters at the high frequency end, I
have read that musicianswho have listened to
playbacks of digital recordings of their performances have been impressed by the quality,
so something must be going wrong after the
tape stage. Perhaps it is acase of the powerful
new eng ine shaking the old machine to pieces.
If the digital tape recorder possess does
possess the 90dB dynamic range claimed for
it, I wonder if the existing analogue
technology can cope with it. Surely the cutting
lathes, pressing technology, and domestic
replay equipment has been designed to cope

with signals from analogue tape of only, say,
65-70dB dynamic range. If this equipment is
pressed ( sorry!) to cope with adynamic range
of 90dB, then surely distortion will arise in the
analogue LP manufacturing process?
Yours faithfully

... about Tannoys and dome tweeters
From: Derek West, Product Manager, Tannoy
Ltd, West Norwood, London
Dear Sir, In your September edition you
carried an announcement of our new ' Planet'
series of loudspeakers and reference was
made to the fact that it is believed this is the
first system Tannoy have made not using
some form of horn loading for the tweeter.
I
thought it may be of interest to you to know
that back in the 60's we were, in fact, making
two-way IB systems using astandard form of
dome tweeter. The Audiometric of 1966, for
example, combined a12in. Woofer with a1in.
dome tweeter. We also know of many still in
use and only last month supplied anew le unit
to agentleman in New Zealand.
Yours faithfully
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NEW PRODUCTS from A&R
THESE
Cambridge have been long in the pipeline.

In an unusually brave step for such asmall
company, they have invested in moulding
tooling for the front panels and also the
casework of the preamplifier. Their aim was
to achieve close tolerances, and considerable
effort has been expended in achieving agood
fit of parts, particularly for the array of
controls on the preamplifier.
While the two products are clearly intended
to go together, and indeed, with only aminor
degradation in hum, the preamp may be
stacked below the power amplifier secured
by optional large side panels, they may also
be considered as separate entities. Sensibly,
their designer has made them self contained
and of more or less universal compatibility.
A&R's deserved reputation comes from
their first amplifier, the integrated A60 model,
which has enjoyed consistent support in its
modest price and performance category. The
'200' series marks the company's entry into
the upmarket equipment arena, with a
complete system price of around £600 ( just
under three times higher than that of the
A60), the separates retailing individually for
£293.25 ( preamp — two disc inputs) and £299
(power amp).

SA200 power amplifier
A substantial and weighty component
weighing 10kg and measuring 46.4cm wide,
9.5cm high and 35cm deep, the SA200 is of
starkly simple appearance with adark
charcoal grey fascia flanked by light wood
side panels. The controls comprise one push
button on/off switch with an adjacent green
LED indicator to confirm power on/off. This
LED is atwo colour type, acolour change to
red signifying overload. If either or both
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lkaramp.
e
11
channels overloads or clips, even momentarily, alatching circuit holds the red LED 'on'
long enough for the overload to be visually
noticeable.
The specification describes a20dBW
(100W) stereo unit, with 4-8 ohm speakers
provided for, plus an indication that load
impedance dips to as low as 2ohms would be
tolerated on music program. The input
impedance is 20k ohms, alower valuathan
usual, but not low enough to bother any
modern preamplifier that Ican think of.
CCIR/ARM weighted signal/noise ratio is
claimed to be better than 100dB referred to
100W, 8ohms, and since the IHF standard
relates to 1W this would read better than

80dB IHF. The power rating is specified for a
20Hz to 20kHz bandwidth, with adistortion
figure of below 0.08% for 8ohm loads, both
channels driven. A supplementary figure
suggests that midband distortion is typically
—74dB, for 4ohm. loading up.to a160W
output. The both-channels-driven
supplementary power rating forA ohms is
190W per channe hinting at large power
reserves, aclaim which was to be fully
confirmed on test
An overall frequency response of 10Hz to
20kHz, + 0, —0.5dB, is quoted together with a
recommendation that the accompanying
preamp treble response should be curtailed
below 50kHz to reduce the entry of unwanted
ultrasonic signals into the power amplifier.
The rear panel carries two deep finned, cast
alloy heat sinks, speaker connection is via
close mounted ( US coupled plug standard)
4mm sockets, with screwdown terminals. No
headphone socket is fitted, this the
responsibility of the preamplifier. Signal
input is via a5pin DIN socket whose
connections are clearly indicated on an
adjacent label, with mains feed an IEC type
socket ( non barred.)
Protection fuses are fitted inside the
amplifier and removal of three cross- head
screws allows the top cover to be detacheo
(power disconnected) giving easy access to
the interior. In aspacious roomy layout all
parts may be easily reached. Mains wiring is
well shrouded for safety, the construction in
good conformity with the BEAB
recommendations. The interior showed a
high standard of construction using fine
quality components. In adominant position
lies the massive power supply toroidal
transformer which has aseparate secondary
winding for each power amplifier. The
rectification and smoothing reservoir
systems are entirely independent for left and
right channels.
These latter supply components are, in fact,
integral with the power amplifier assemblies
and for service can be removed as complete
modules, less heat sinks. Output transistors
are paralleled pairs for each channel,
comprising four high current devices —
selected MJ5003s in aquasi-complementary, e
48
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Genesis rehearsing for
their forthcoming tour
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Music is something Yamaha
know alot about.
We have been making
musical instruments for almost
one hundred years.
World famous musicians
such as Tony Banks of Genesis
use them to bring pleasure to
music lovers all over the world.
And when it comes to
listening to tapes or records
Tony Banks again turns
naturally to Yamaha.

He says " Ineed to have
HiFi that is completely faithful
to the original performance,
accurately reproducing the
tonal quality and feel of the
music. Yamaha HiFi gives me
all this".
Yamaha make afull range
of audio components, all
reflecting our complete
dedication to Yamaha's music
tradition. It means you get pure,
natural sound reproduction
that only music specialists can
provide.
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45 edirect-coupled, push-pull class A/B
configuration.
A quick- blow fuse, nominally rated at 3.15
amps is present for loudspeaker protection,
both the fuse and fuseholder contacts heavily
silver plated. In addition, ( as shown by
Meridian and Mission) the small but
significant injurious non-linearities of the
fuse may be largely negated by ensuring that
the negative feedback loop is taken from the
output terminal, after the fuse rather than, as
is usually done, before it. The fuse is thus
included within the loop and is subject to the
linearising effect of the amplifier's negative
feedback.
In addition to amains line fuse, separate
3.15A quick- blow fuses are present in each
supply line. Reservoir capacity totals 8x
10,000pf in the shape of special quality, high
peak current electrolytics.
The overload indicator is worth anote.
Based in an idea previously used by both
B&O and Lentek, acircuit monitors the input
and output signals for both amplifiers,
checking for errors. Once adeviation is
detected, overload has occurred, no matter
how momentary. The indicator is fitted with a
delaying hold. Whatever the loading
conditions, the amps are allowed to work
right to the limit before the indicator
illuminates. Such afeature is useful with the
SA200 since it intentionally does not carry the
usual current or current voltage protection
limiters which can often degrade sound
quality. Within the peak capacity limits of the
passive fuses the SA200 should be happy to
tackle virtually any loudspeaker load, but
conversely this very feature would make it
impractical in professional applications,
where afuse failure during aperformance
would be disastrous.
Sound quality
The sonic performance of this design was
undeniably impressive. Presenting ahigh
standard on uncomplicated loading ( KEF
R105.4, Spendor Bd), it provided ahigh
degree of stereo separation with fine clarity,
transparency and depth, the latter particularly good for amodel in this price range. The
bass seemed well extended as well as tight
and powerful, demonstrating good 'attack'.
The midrange was essentially neutral with
perhaps with amere hint of 'coldness' or
lightness, while high frequencies were also
very good, with clear sibilants and apleasant
differentiation of the harmonic timbre of
treble based instruments.
In terms of dynamic range it is undoubtedly
a ' big' amplifier, easily delivering 100W plus
with little tonal, differentiation at full power
and agraceful, quick recovery from clipping.
However, it really came into its own on more
difficult loads. A pair of the new AR98LS
speakers were tried and sounded dismal with
the TAN901 power amp ( asmaller Sony
Esprit, although to do the 901 justice we later
found out that it was an 8ohm preferred
model). Not only was the sound with the 901
second-rate, there also seemed to be little
available power. Substituting the SA200
wreaked atransformation. The AR98LS came
to life, with power, dynamic range and depth
seemingly impossible with the small Esprit.
By the time the red overload had come on, the
sound levels were shaking the room.
Subjectively judged, then, the SA200 is an
48

effortless performer with awide dynamic
range.
On the debit side, I
was mildly worried by a
very slight mains hum from the speakers,
audible notably with the more sensitive
types, while some transformer mechanical
hum, especially in the evenings, was also
observable; the latter could not be entirely
removed by placing the unit in acupboard.
Lab report
It proved necessary to uprate some of the
internal fuses in order to proceed with certain
of the more arduous lab tests. For example,
while the speaker fuse is rated at about 5amp
peak ( more for short term signals) the 2ohm
dynamic power test indicated that the SA200
was capable of around 17 amps peak into
such aload; however, the standard fuses
were sufficient only to allow heavy drive just
into clip on 4ohm speakers using music
program.
The manufacturers have clearly been
conservative in their ratings and on programrelated signal into normal 8ohm loads the
amplifier so could offer over 2dB more than
its steady state 20dBW ( 100W) spec. With a
power bandwidth well maintained over 20Hz
to 20kHz, and typically just 0.5dB down at the
frequency extremes, it could throw
substantial levels into 4ohm loads,
equivalent to 4ohm rated powers of
approximately 250W per channel.
Some anticipated level diminution
occurred into 2ohm loading, this amore
exploratory than serious test. Over 300W
were possible into 2ohms ( 18.5dBW ref 8
ohms). A high 19.7dBW level was achieved
into the awkward 8ohm + 2,0, 20kHz
condition and not only was the specification
handsomely bettered but the results show
the amplifier to be very load tolerant with fine
power supply regulation. The generous
capacity of the shared transformer was
illustrated by the small reduction under
simultaneous dual channel drive.
The design demonstrated arapid recovery
from transient overload, suggestive of well
behaved clipping while the IHF slew factor
considerably exceeded the test limit of .6
'units'. Output impedance was very low at
around one thirtieth of an ohm at low and mid
frequencies but, as aconsequence of the
output stabilising inductor, rose slightly to a
moderate 0.12 ohms at 20kHz. These values
are quite negligible when compared with
even the best speaker cabling.
Comfortably meeting specification,
harmonic distortion results over the whole
power and frequency range were most
satisfactory. Typically —80dB, 8ohms
(0.01%), the worst figure was recorded at full
power, 4ohms, 20kHz, where-67dB or
0.04% was recorded. Distortion residuals
showed only mild switching residuals
(mainly third harmonic), and distortion
reduced progressively with decreasing
power.
Full power high frequency intermodulation
was very good at —83dB, further improving
with reducing power. Pretty good results
were also obtained on the noise octave
intermodulation tests, these rather better
than usual.
A wide frequency range was noted, with
—3dB rolloffs points at 3Hz and 55kHz, but at
20kHz the response was sightly rounded by

an 0.6dB loss, and despite my earlier
comments of slight hum, the output noise
including hum actually measured 86dB
below one watt, or 106dB below full power, a
pretty good result. CCIR ARM weighted noise
read —90db IHF, input impedance measured
22k ohms at 1kHz and 9k ohms at 100Hz, (the
latter subject to confirmation.) DC offsets
were satisfactorily low at 22/11mV left/right
while channel balance bettered 0.1dB.
Channel separation was found to
deteriorate progressively with increasing
frequency measuring 90dB at 20Hz, down to a
satisfactory 52dB at 20kHz; considering the
largely separated supplies this is something
of amystery.
A one volt input gave 20dBW, with 1.25V
input forfull power output— compatible with
all good preamplifiers.
A&R have noted in the specification the
availability of abridging module to provide
around 25dBW into 8ohm loads, and unlike
many other unitswhich also offer this facility,
the preceding tests indicate that this amplifier
will perform well in bridged mode, where two
SA200s would provide 2x400W per channel
for 8ohm loading. Its 2ohm dynamic
capability is particularly relevant here,
indicating that the SA200 would tolerate even
some of the more difficult 8ohm speaker
loads in bridged mode.
Conclusion
The SA200 demonstrated agenerous power
capacity and exceptional load tolerance, plus
wide frequency response and alow incidence
of distortion. An equally good result was
obtained from the listening tests, and in its
price category (£300+ level) this would
appear to be one of the best British designed
and built power amps to have appeared for
some years now— awarm recommendation
is in order here. Its nearest performance
relative is probably the Hafler DH-200, another
fine design.

C200 preamplifier

Simultaneously released with the SA200, the
C200 physically is alow profile unit which
may be tucked beneath the power amplifier
when the latter is fitted with the optional
larger side panels.
Many facilities are provided and A&R are
clearly been aware of the need for an optional
'straight line' mode; accordingly the tone
controls may be bypassed. Interestingly, the
designer also realised that many of the
subjective criticisms of poor tone control
systems concerned their audibility when
switched in, and while speculation
concerning the change in sound quality due
to the accompanying circuitry is sometimes
justified, equally often the audible changes
may be due to aphase inversion, achange in
gain, or anon-flat frequency response at the
indicated zero positions, or acombination of
any — or all — of these factors. Both by
design and by specific calibration on the final
test, the C200 tone controls are adjusted so
that these effects are avoided; in
consequence, anychange is negligible when
the tone control circuitry is engaged.
As supplied, with facilities for moving-coil
and moving- magnet cartridges, the C200
costs around £300., with areduction of £50 or
so for deletion of one or other of the two
cartridge inputs, their plug-in space then
occupied by apassive auxiliary input board.
Alternatively, both may be ' line' level, or
moving-coil or moving-magnet types.
Before describing the input options the
output possibilities need covering. As
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standard, apassive so-called output board is
fitted carrying the multiple tape socketry and
the main output. This board may be detached
on removal of the moulded exterior casing,
and an active crossover board substituted.
A&R have notable experience in the
electronics for active speaker systems this
gained with various combinations of the A60
series, and while the CA200 is obviously a
passive partner for the C200, in the context of
an active system, the sub-amplifiers might
logically comprise aC200 with apair of A6OX
crossover amps capable of typically 50W
program per output into 8ohms loads. With
one cartridge output, such abi-amped
system would cost around £600 and possess
a200W total capacity, but using an SA200 the
corresponding output would be 500W total,
setting one back around £900 and
representing avery powerful system indeed.
Surveying the C200's front panel, allows a
rundown of the facilities. The group qf three
vertical buttons on the left comprise the
selector section — disc/aux and tuner, the
'aux' doubling as asecond disc when suitably
adapted. The input options possess
considerable versatility and will match
virtually any known cartridge; furthermore,
the selection offered will give the owner
some opportunity to 'fine tune' his own
cartridge sound, particularly where movingmagnet types are involved.
The next switches comprise Tape Dub, 1to
2and 2to 1, followed by arotary tape monitor
control. Centrally located, the volume and
balance controls are concentric and are
followed by bass and treble with zero detents

but uncalibrated scales. Unmistakable clock
settings are used instead, these specified as
1dB increments of lift and cut in five steps.
The points of action are specified at the 20Hz
and 20kHz frequency extremes and hence e
offer rather subtle tonal correction. The
remaining buttons are responsible for tone
defeat or cancel; filter, arather high
frequency ' rumble' operative at 30Hz with a
12dB/octave slope; ' mono'; and finally
power on/off. Nearby is the headphone
socket; engagement of aphone jack
automatically mutes the connected power
amplifier.
Table 1: A & R Cambridge
C200 Input Matching
Moving-coil cartridges
Input resistance
10, 30, 100 or 300 ohms
Input capacitance
1or 100re
Input sensitivity
60p.V or 1600/ ( at 1kHz)
Moving-magnet cartridges
Input resistance
8k, 30k and 47k-ohms
Input capacitance 50, 150,270 and 370 pF
Input sensitivity
1.5mV and 3mV

The rear panel carries the IEC mains socket,
with two complementary IEC outlets. All the
socketry is DIN, with the exception of the disc
inputs which are duplicated in phono. Tape
replay gain may be adjusted to match the
system properly via two slotted- head
potentiometers, while the disc options are
actuated via miniature DIL switches
accessible on the underside of the unit. Clear
information is printed on the bottom cover
regarding settings, connections, plug wiring
and matching levels.

Table 2: A & R Cambridge SA200 lab results
Power output (
dB); OcIBW ref 8ohms 0.5% max dist OdBW= 1W 8ohms
for loading
20Hz
2kHz
8ohms single ( both)
21.3(21)
21.8(21.4)
4ohms single (both)
20.7(20.31
21.3(21)
8ohms + 2µF
Dynamic power lkHz )d8W peak)
for loading 2ohms
4ohms
8ohms
Transient overload recovery

Table 3: A Si R Cambridge C200 lab results
Distortion (
dB) OdB reference = 0,5V IHF
20kHz
21.2(21)
20.8(19.9)
19.7

PU m-c

- 85
>98

2kHz
-90dB
-90
>-75

20kHz
> - 82dB
-80
>-75

- 66
- 69

—41

-44

In termodulation 19/20kHz (2mV peak input 0.5V out)
m-cinput

Slew factor

»6
2kHz
0.036

20kHz
0.12

-78

-79
-70
—84

-79.
-67
-79
-75

-68
-80
<-80

<-8a

>

- 75dB

Pickup overload RIAA wtd (dB) (dB rel. 5mV and 0.5mV)

20Hz
0.032

Intermodulation distortion (
dB) 19/20kHz at peak rated power
at 8ohms
-83
ai -20d8 8ohms
>85
at - 20dB 8ohms + 2i4F
N/A
blows fuses
at peak 8ohms + 2µF
N/A
(dB) 11kHz to 22kHz pink noise intermodulation
at peak 8ohms
-42
at peak 1- 10d8 8ohms
N/A blows fuses
at peak 8ohms + 2i‘F
-33
at peak - 10dB + 214,F
-37
at peak - 10d8 8ohms
>-75

pu m-m ( ref SmV
27mV1+35d8) 270mV(35d8) 2.3V(34dB)
*pu m-c ( ref 0.5mV IHF)
0.16mV(10d8) 1.5mV(10dB) 15mV(10)
•3mV sensitivity m- m, 160kcV sensitivity m-c
S/N ratio (dB) CC1R ARM wtd ref OdB
aux
pu mm
pu mc

>98c113
-79dB
-77dB

Frequency response

HF Rolloff

pumm 20Hz to 20kHz + 0, - 0.5dB
pu mc 10f-In to 10kHz +0. - 0.5dB
aux 18Hz to 18kHz +0, - 0.3dB
pu 50kHz, -3dB
aux 27kHz; - 3dB
'filter' 25Hz, - 3dB

Input impedance
pu mm
see specification
pu mc
see specification
aux = 20k ohms
tape --. 10k ohms

Frequency response:

<20Hz to 20kHz + 0 - 0.6dB - 3dB at 31-1z, 55kHz

Noise ref OdBW, A wtd and linear
ref full power
Input impedance

Sensitivity
(
mV)
for IHF input
for full SA200 power

-90, 86 dB
-110, - 106 d8

mm
1.5
3.0

mc
800/
160gV

aux
150
300

5kHz

20kHz
+0.8
+/-1.5
+/-2,6
+/-4.2
+/ - 4.9

22k ohms at 1kHz
Output impedance (
ohms)

DC offsets A/B

22mV/11mV
90

Channel separation (dB)

Channel balance

2014z
>-87c113
>-80

aux

virtually instantaneous

Harmonic distortion (
dB)
at rated power 8ohms
4ohms
at 1W8 ohms
at 100mW 8ohms

aux
PU m-m
PU m-c
Crosstalk ( dB)

18.5 cl8W
21.6 d8W
22.2 d8W

Output impedance (
ohms)

Circuit information was not made
available, and the following had to be
gleaned from an internal inspection. Fed from
asmall toroidal transformer located in a
separate screened box, the circuits would
appear to employ two power rails, these
individually stabilised by IC regulators for
each channel. Passive RC filtering is used
thereafter in the power feed to each circuit
board.
Discrete transistors are used throughout
except for the tone control stage and the headphone amplifier. The latter comprises a
separate plug-in board to produce the high
quality drive to the headphones, and this is
separate from the normal output amplifier.
The overall circuit revolves around the
selector switching, these involving equalised
input signals, whether from the m-m/m-c
disc cards or from other surces— tuner or
tape. These are fed, without buffering, to a
20k-ohm volume control — this arather low
value since it is responsible for the preamp's
total line level input resistance. Normally
input impedances are in the region of 100kohms and it is just possible that some older
(valve?) equipment will be affected; however,
most modern sources should happily drive a
20k ohms input. The variable level tape
sockets, though are lower still at 10k ohms.
The disc boards are complete entities: for
example, the moving-coil includes both
headamp and full RIAA equalisation.
A buffer amplifier follows the volume
control feeding the non- inverting feedbacktype tone control, which may easily be
bypassed. The mono switch and balance

< 201-It to 20kHz +/- 0.08dB

Sensitivity for OdBW
for 8ohms full power

110mV
1.25V

some crossover switching distortion at higher levels.
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DC offset
6/
Tone controls
dB correction

main 330;
tape etc 2k ohms
0/0mV (
AC occupied)

20Hz
+1+1-0.4
+/-4.4
+/-5

200Hz

+/-2

+/- 2

4(1

Provides everything
that the serious music
listener needs to obtain
maximum enjoyment from disc,
radio, tape and compact disc
at the standard of quality
for which QUAD has been
famous for more than
thirty years.

QUAD*
for the closest approach
to the original sound

For further details and the name and address of your nearest Quad dealer write or telephone
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB Telephone: ( 0480) 52561

SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

W

ITH September's weather fresh in the
mind, the garden contentedly going into
hibernation ' neath asea of mud, and the commercials for Channel 4plumbing new depths
of anticipatory torpor, this may well notturn out
to be such abad season for the hi-fi business
after all: if the number of regional dealerbased shows is any indication, records are
going to be shattered ( unlikely)! There are
now too many of these for the industry to cope
with, as they do take their toll in the form of
seven day working weeks and missing weekends, and, of course some venues work better
than others. But there is no doubt that the
shows play a useful role in enabling the
uncommitted to get some idea of whether hi-fi
is of any interest without the implied obligations of an appointment demonstration.
They also provide some opportunity for our
somewhat
introverted
hobby/interest/
industry to show itself off at a grass- roots
level. The boom time of gimmick and fashion
appeal has faded now, so the onus is on the
industryto showthe uninitiated that hi-fi really
does have something to offer beyond its
abilities to impress or baffle neighbours.
The benefit for a magazine in getting
involved in shows is perhaps even more vital,
in terms of feedback from readers and nonreaders. Only a small ( if treasured) minority
actually write in to magazines, and even the
excellent
response
to
our
recent
questionnaire only provides part of the
picture. The opportunity to meet and engage
in dialogue with our customers and potential
customers in recent weeks has been most
stimulating, if not a little exhausting. It arose
because the editorial team ( the John & Ivor
Roadshow) have changed their presentation
from lecture to forum/seminar format, with a
looser framework, and invited me along to
spread the load alittle.
The two September shows, Billy Vee and
Superfi, tried to offer a ' neutral- ground'
comparison of analogue and digital, an
exercise which has probably raised more
questions that it has answered. The comparisons atthe shows were interesting as much for
the lack of consensus amongst ourselves as
for the comments solicited from visitors. Our
opinions ( mine for sure) about overall preference for one or other medium fluctuated
frequently from one to the other. Certainly, I
finished the shows with arather more positive
attitude to digital than hitherto, whilst
carefully adjusting my cap to a slightly
sceptical rake.
To be more specific, at the shows we were
demonstrating
a number
of different
comparisons: a 15in/s half-track Revox
recording compared to one on the Sony SL- F1/
PCM-F1 digital combination both taken from
the same low noise stereo microphone
preamplifier; a disc played from Oracle/
Sumiko/Koetsu ' Silver', either direct or via the
PCM-F1 encode/decode chain; acomparison
between the disc player and a prototype
Marantz CD player. Amplifiers used included
Hafler DH- 110 pre-/Marantz MA 5power, and
A&R C200/SA200, while the speakers, with
transportability as well as sound quality firmly
in mind, were Celestion SL6 and Linn Sara.
Perhaps the biggest surprise for me was
how nearly undetectable the PCM-F1 digital
processor proved to be ( used A-to- D and D-toA without any intermediate storage medium).
Icertainly wouldn't have liked totry and guess
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this comparison blind, and even the die-hard
anti-digitals amongst the visitors seemed
suitably impressed.
The other two comparisons showed greater
differences, and opinions varied quite
considerably. The digital sources appeared to
be cleaner, Ifelt, at high and low frequencies,
with less compression on transients. Some,
including myself, still found the sound overly
'clinical', almost ' anaemic' or ' sterile': to what
extent this was down to the fidelity ( warts and
all) of the systems is impossible to guess;
certainly for some, the analOgue was the more
pleasant listening experience ( for others viceversa). Overall, as a guesstimate, and under
the conditions of the comparisons ( sonically
somewhat less than ideal), I
would say that the
dig itals came out ahead by afraction.
A number of specific observations are also
pertinent. The lack of transient compression
with Compact Disc seems to require significantly higher output voltage capability from
the power amplifier, and it proved impossible
to match levelswith analogue LP by relying on
peak meter readings: doing this, the volume
from the digital source, as it has alower mean
level, was audibly lower. Compact Disc's
freedom from surface/vinyl noise was a
refreshing, if somewhat eerie experience. The
tonal frequency balance of the 0/S/K
combination came remarkably close to the
(presumed flat) CD player; the analogue was
'scrappier' sounding at high frequencies and
less smooth in the bass, but to my ears, nevertheless, had an attractive ' richness' and
'fullness' absent with the CD player.
Spending an evening at home in familiar
surroundings with aCD player gave rather a
different personal finding, which for the
present leaves me reasonably content with
my analogue system ( apart from the set-up
problems alluded to elsewhere). It must be
said that the CD player was very much a
prototype, and is still being developed.
Furthermore, afriend described this model as
'not the best sounding' of several that he had
sampled. And a further big problem at this
stage surrounds the limited availability of
worthwhile CD software, and hence the likelihood of being able to carry out comparisons
with music of one's choice.
In the event, the strengths of digital were
again in evidence— the lack of high frequency
distortion and surface noise, and the smooth
low frequencies and stable stereo were all
convincingly apparent.. But the lack of
'warmth', ' weight' and ' richness' was both
more obvious and more distracting. A couple
of classical pieces, of admittedly highly
dubious original recording quality, sounded
distinctly ' small', almost ' boxy', like changing
to a smaller speaker system. One specific
observation came from comparing the Rolling
Stones' classic Sympathy for the Devil: on
the CD version I
found it much more difficult to
distinguish and follow Nicky Hopkins' piano
line, which seemed to get confused with the
bass line; as something of acorollary, the bass
line itself seemed somewhat clearer on the CD
player.
Ithink the thing that worries me most at
present about CD is that the musical ' events'
do not seem to be rooted soundly in an overall
musical continuum; the context somehow
seems to have gone missing. Searching for
some sort of analogy, Imust apologise for the
cloying sentimentality of the following visual

images! Imagine a city street at dawn: mist
shrouds street level in mystery, but above that
the buildings are sharply etched in the clear air
by the rising sun ( that's the digital one). In
contrast the haze and smog of an analogue
mid- afternoon leaves everything a little
smudged, but below the buildings the street
itself is ahive of activity, providing acontext
and foundation for the buildings rising above
it. ( That should bring in afew letters, eh Ed?)
Although it is still much too premature to
be definite or dogmatic about our future
digital prospects, indications are that CD
should start about par with the more
expensive analogue players, though its
comparative strengths and weaknesses
would be sufficient difference to cause fierce
controversy
amongst
enthusiastic
cognoscenti. The success of CDwi I
I
depend on
many considerations outside the scope of this
column. Speculating, Iam inclined to think
that the enthusiast will turn to it as an extra
signal source with its own merits, while the
rack system consumer ( once the price has
dropped) will welcome the convenience and
improvement offered over the ' junk' turntable
he is probably using.
Balancing the pyramid upon its apex.
Ihave been accused of dwelling overly and
uncritically upon the doings of Linn Products.
In fact, judging by the contents of the letters
pages, my recent reticence is probably a
mistake, while Ipropose to redress the latter
accusation forthwith.
Despite Linn's efforts over the years, the
Sondek remains very set-up conscious, while
improvements in other parts of the system
(mechanically improved arms, cartridges and
loudspeakers) have served to increase the
vibrational stresses within the system and
provide more effective tools for assessing
when something is slightly ' off'.
I
am reminded of some ofthose hi-fi axioms I
learnt at Spencer Hughes' elbow, down the
pub Friday lunchtimes many years ago. One of
these was that the ' Q' curve used to describe
the characteristics of resonance also gave a
surprisingly good picture of the situation
relating to the ' Quality' of a component. To
explain this alittle more fully, if one examines
the ' family' of resonance Q curves, the low Qs
show a corresponding low rise but across a
broad spectrum with gently sloping sides,
while the high Qs go very much higher, with
very steepsides which actually drop below the
low- Q curves either side of the main peak.
The analogy is that the high quality product
can only deliver the goods if it is properly
'tuned' in the first place, with tight control of
tolerances; these only have to be a little ' off'
forthe qualityto start plunging down the steep
sides
and
achieve
only
mediocre
performance. The key problem for any ' highend' manufacturer is to make products which
are finely tuned to a high Q level, and which
stay there with use. It is in the latter area that
Linn are in danger of revealing what lies under
that kilt, and Iam atrifle concerned that the
exciting Aloi Records project may have
diverted their attention and resources from
the key problem of ' idiot- proofing' the
turntable.
Iam further reminded of another important
perspective inherited from Spendor days: that
it is more important to be able to replicate
production to an agreed reference standard
than to spend one's time chasing the chimera
of improvements. One might modify Newton
himself ( after Murphy), to postulate that
'every action has at least one more opposite
reaction than you had contemplated, so you
had better watch your back!'
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mplifiers A .
/accuracy 'I'
adesigner strikes back
Jim Lesurf, designer of the Armstrong 700 series
discusses amplifier design and testing

\

HAT MAKES agood amplifier? We've all
read alot over the last few years about
'amplifier sound' and seen countless reviews
which try to assess how ' musical' one amplifier
or another might be. But what do these terms
mean? What value can be placed on assessments of this kind? Both as an amplifier
designer and as someone who enjoys live
music and hi-fi Ihave akeen interest in these
questions and — having spent quite a long
time listening to live and reproduced music,
developing amplifier designs, and gaining
general experience of the hi-fi game — I've
formed some opinions.
I
think these opinions are rational, sensible,
and correct ( but then I
would, wouldn't ID and
hence, when some one else disagrees with
me, Inaturally want some evidence before I'll
N

To answer this question we must consider
the procedure employed to form such ratings.
In each case the sound produced using the
amplifier under review is compared with that
produced using others which are regarded as
reference standards and the listeners attempt
to identify any changes in sound that seem to
correlate with the choice of amplifier. In the
best of such reviews those taking part go to
great lengths to exclude extraneous factors
from the comparison. For example, it is well
known that a small change in level is easily
confused with a change in sound quality.
Hence care is taken to compare systems at the
same level. But no matter how careful the
arrangements all such procedures are subject
to the same weaknesses:
a) The process is one of comparison with

described in conflicting terms or hearing no
difference at all. Now it seems reasonable to
me to conclude that when such an apparent
change is neither repeatable nor consistent
amongst different listeners that the cause is
psychological rather than present in objective
reality. Perceptions of this kind are interesting
to designers, reviewers, and users of audio
equipment solely because they indicate how
easily one may be misled by subjective
impressions. Ultimately, however, they are
the province of the psychologist. ( Although I
wouldn't go so far as to say that anyone
hearing such unrepeatable effects should
have their head examined — if only because
I've experienced it and Ithink I'm sane!)
Sometimes, though, adifference in sound
quality is repeatable and is manifest to a

The recently introduced Armstrong combination embodies Jim Lesurfs attitudes to amplifier design as expressed in this
article.

change my mind. This lies ticking like atimebomb in the foundations of reviews which try
to assess musicality: the problem of
subjectivity.
Clearly no amplifier can be taken seriously
unless it is accurate. Specifically, it must have
a flat frequency and phase response over a
wide bandwidth and possess low — ideally
zero— levels of noise and distortion underthe
conditions of use. Astereo amplifier must also
have a high degree of channel isolation to
prevent injection of distortions from one
channel to the other. We can therefore assume
that any amplifier designed for use in agood
audio system will satisfy the above criteria.
Why, then, should different models end up
being rated differently when judged on a
subjective basis?
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another amplifier which may well possess its
own subtle imperfections.
b) The signal source must be in recorded
form in order to avoid apparent differences
being produced by changes in the source
material.
Each of the above divorces the process of
assessment from a comparison with the
original sound of live music- making.
Given these weaknesses, what val ue should
be placed upon subjective comparisons? In
my experience there is often asubtle change in
sound quality when one amplifier is
exchanged for another. Sometimes this
change is truly subjeCtive and failsto manifest
itself in arepeatable way. Different listeners in
such cases may also fail to hear the same
change, either hearing an alteration which is

number of independent listeners. In such a
case it would seem reasonable to search for
the causes inside the audio system ratherthan
between the ears! We may expect there to be a
reason for the difference in objective reality.
However, Ihave yet to encounter acase of
this kind where, upon subsequent investigation, the difference in sound could not be
attributed to adifference in level, frequency/
phase response, channel balance, or some
other quantifiable parameter or performance.
Of course, the customary specifications
quoted in the spec. sheets are often an inadequate guide to the actual ability of the
amplifier
to
reproduce
music.
This
recognition of the inherent complexity of
musical signals is the main reason for
believing in subjective assessment.
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Where adifference in sound quality can be
identified with a measured difference in
performance parameters it is possible to
conclude which amplifier's sound is affected
by adefect. Oncethis is donethe amplifiermay
be reasonably . criticised. Where such a
difference cannot be identified with a
measurable parameter the situation is quite
different. In the absence of an objective
standard asubtle difference in sound quality
cannot of itself be used to argue that one sound
is correct whilst another is incorrect.
By definition, high fidelity equipment must
be accurate, but in the absence of reliable
objective standards, how is th is accu racy to be
judged?
To illustrate this problem Ican give the
following example. Some months ago Iwas
visiting afriend who is aprofessional percussionist and we were listening to the sounds of
various instruments in his living room. In
particular, we were playing the notes on a
vibraphone, exploring the variations in tonecolour that could be produced by the use of
different hammers or by striking notes at
varying positions along their length. (To make
comparisons easier the fin motor was off and
all the listening was done with the resonators
open. This removes the cyclic modulation
normally associated with the instrument.)
Although the sound was always recognisable as that of avibraphone, the actual sound
quality could be altered over awide range. At
one point we were able to produce asound
that could have easily been mistaken for a
xylophone (which has wooden bars rather than
metal ones) by using a particular grade of
hammer and striking in aparticular way.
Having been through this process of experimentation asimple question arises: what is
the 'sound' of that vibraphone? The alterations
in sound qualitywere much greaterthan those
generally apparent in high fidelity amplifier
'comparisons. If, then, such acomparison was
made using arecording of avibraphone, how
are we to identify which of the two resultant
sounds is amore faithful reproduction of the
originals? This process is further complicated
by the room acoustic, the choice of
microphone and its placement, etc.
It is one thing to identify the sound quality
with the choice of amplifier; it is then quite
another to state which amplifier is more
accurate.
The process by which adifference in sound
quality is often transformed into ajudgement
upon an amplifier's musical performance is
usually as follows: the reviewer (or reviewing
team) perceives adifference in sound quality
when comparing amplifiers. This difference is
then transformed, via a ' preference' for one
sound over another, into an assessment of the
musical performance of the amplifier under
review. Unfortunately, this judgement by
preference is flawed as it takes place in
circumstances
far
removed
from
a
comparison with an equivalent live musical
performance. This flaw springs from the two
weaknesses of the subjective method
mentioned earlier and is embodied in the
choice of a ' reference standard'.
Over aperiod of time areviewer ( or group of
reviewers) will collect an ensemble of equipment and recordings for use as a standard
against which new equipment— or recordings
— may be compared. Even granting the
assumption that the resultant sound is
accurate it is inevitable that this accumulation
is to some extent self-supporting as aclosed
set. That is, the recordings are chosen because
they are felt to produce an excellent sound on
the equipment, and the equipment is chosen
because of the sound produced when it is used
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to reproduce the recordings. This is all well
and good — but what if the recordings contain
some subtle imperfection which is counteracted by another imperfection in the reproducing equipment?
As an example, it is well known that the
overall frequency response of an amplifier/
loudspeaker combination is affected by the
choice of connecting cable, the output
impedance of the amplifier, and the input
impedance of the loudspeaker. A change in
the amplifier may affect the overall frequency
response of the system.
In such circumstances it is possible that the
reference recordings are preferred because
they sound most pleasing when heard via a
system having precisely the departures from
flatness which arise in the reference system.
Changing the amplifier may then lead to a
degradation in the perceived frequency
balance precisely because the new amplifier
has aflatter frequency response when in use!
Of course, acompetent reviewer is unlikely
to miss achange in the frequency response,
but a similar form of problem may well be
taking place in amore subtle area of performance. Hence, in the absence of acomparison
with live music, it becomes possible for an
amplifier to be criticised for exposing defects
which otherwise are masked by the reference
system. This in itself is bad enough, but worse
is to come!
Living as Ido in London Iam fortunate
enough to be close to a number of concert
halls and am able to attend regularly live
musical events. My interest in audio equipment springs from one simple personal
consideratión: Iwish, at home, to be able to
enjoy music just as I
would if I
went out to alive
concert. It follows from this that my main
requirement for an amplifier is also stated
quite simply— it must be accurate! For me the
perfect amplifier is, as stated by Peter Walker,
'a piece of wi re with gain' (for stereo, of course,
two pieces of wire with gain!). Once this ideal
has been attained, I
should be able to connect
it up to a perfect tuner, perfect speakers, sit
back and listen. Under such Utopian
conditions, the only way I
should be able to tell
that I'm listening to alive relay from the Royal
Festival Hall, rather than actually being there,
is that my chair at home is more comfortable
than the ones at the RFH!
Now, along with many others, I've served
my time at audio shows — finding out what
kinds of music people like, what equipment
they have, and discovering what they think of
it— and one thing I
find remarkable is just how
few of those keen on high fidelity actually goto
live musical events. This raises the question
that when someone who never goes to live
concerts listens to audio equipment, what are
they listening for? How are they able to judge
which equipment sounds best?
When Iask people this question Iget a
variety of replies, but the most common form of
answer is to refer to asearch for aparticular
kind of sound quality. This might be described
by some as ' inner clarity' or ' detail' or ' musicality' by some and as ' impact' or ' punch' by
others.
These replies lead directly into the fundamental problem of subjective reviews by
comparison. In the absence of an objective
standard how are we to know whether we
prefer aparticular piece of audio equipment
precisely because it sounds different to an
actual live performance? And if this is the case,
what point is there in seeking high fidelity?
This is the point at which each of us must
make a clear decision regarding the basic
nature of the audio system we require. Which
do we want — a ' high fidelity' system, or what

might be described as a ' music box'? Is the
object of the exercise to attain asystem which
will accurately reproduce an original sound?
Or is it to provide an exciting sound with a
specific quality, be it ' detail' or ' punch' or
whatever?
The answer should be quite straightforward.
The audio systems in our homes should be
ca pable of accurate reproduction of th esou rce
material. It remains for the musicians and the
balancing engineers to provide the desired
quality of original sound. ' Musicality' should
remain the province of the musician.
What, then, of the measurement techniques
available to assess that accuracy? I'll start
again from the deceptively simple question:
what makes agood amplifier?
There are anumber of performance specifications which are generally quoted, but none
of them on their own seem very useful as a
gu ide to the abi lity of an amplifierto accurately
reproduce music. None of them seem to
correlate well with the sound of an amplifier.
Why is this?
To try to find an answer, consider what are
probably the three most popular quoted
specifications of power amplifiers; the
frequency response, maximum continuous
power delivery, and total harmonic distortion
into rated output loads. Two common features
are immediately apparent:
a) Each test is made using a continuous
sinewave as the test signal.
b) Each test is normally made into asimple
resistive output load.
Ten or twenty years ago the results of such
tests were taken more seriously than they are
now. Then, all else being roughly equal, an
amplifier with — say — alow distortion figure
would be expected to sound better than its
fellows. Now, we wouldn't usually expect this
to be the case. The main reason forthis change
is, I
think, that good modern amplifiers tend to
be somewhat better than those of twenty
years ago. Then, many ampl ifiers introduced a
number of gross distortions into the signal,
masking the more subtle imperfections with
which we are concerned today. It was these
•gross effects which then produced acorrelation between the performance measured with
continuous si newaves and the musical performance. Furthermore, anyone with experience
of loudspeakers is aware how little they have
in common with a resistive load. The
impedance of most loudspeakers is complex
(ie, it has aphase angle as well as amodulus),
varies with the signal frequency, and often
varies with the signal level too.
With the above in mind it seems reasonable
to conclude that the lack of a correlation
between the basic parameters mentioned
earlier and the musical performance is due in
large part to the use of continuous sinewaves
and simple resistive loads. In an attempt to
overcome this problem amplifier designers
and reviewers have widened their repertoire
of test signals and now make use of avariety
of test loads. An early alternative to the sinewave was the squarewave. This waveform
was quite popular for atime and does have a
number of uses. For example, squarewaves
are valuable in checking for signs of slew- rate
limiting. Unfortunately, squarewaves are
even less like musicthan sinewaves and hence
are of limited use when musical performance
is the goal.
At least two other forms of test waveform
are often currently employed to examine
amplifier performance. The first of these
consists of two simultaneous sinewaves and
is used to determine the intermodulation
distortions generated by the amplifier.
Latterly, this technique has been to an extent
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Direct drive is good enough for some decks.
But not for ours.
Just imagine, if you can, arecord deck that has the
best of everything — arm, pick-up, speed accuracy,
suspension etc. — but no motor. Imagine that the turntable
is moved by some mystical means that involves neither
heavy bearings, moving parts, nor any physical contact
with the platter. How would this affect performance?
You would get no motor noise for astart. No motor
vibration. No age-related deterioration. No problems with
the hum fields every electric motor produces. Overall, an
excellent net loss!
Now dismiss your dream and face reality. A close
second to this ideal deck actually exists, with acontactfree drive system that is fact, not fantasy.
The system — called tangential drive — uses the
elementary law of physics that says any current-carrying
object placed in amagnetic field will experience aforce

that will cause it to move. Like the wheel of an ordinary
electricity meter (which works by the same law) the platter
rotates, silently and accurately, for as long as the magnetic
field is maintained by current passing through two
adjacent coils.
Tangential drive is only one of several unique features
built into the Beogram 8002. Microcomputer technology
adds machine intelligence that makes operation quick,
easy and foolproof. A patented suspension system
eliminates interference from external knocks and
vibration. Ultimate tracking precision is ensured by the
servo-controlled tangential tone arm, made of hard-drawn
brass, carrying the latest MMC 2pick-up with its
unframed contact-line diamond and miniaturised design
(see detail pic. below) which allows atotal cartridge
weight of only 1.6 grams.

Computerised control system
allows ore-touch automatic
operation with pause and multirepeat functiore. Actual speed
registers on digital readout. Fast
and slow arm scan for inner track
play. Manual over-rides for nonstandard disc speed/size and
record cleaning.

Rumble > 75dB DIN weighted.
Wow/flutter <± 0.02° WRMS.
Speed deviation <0.03%. Pitch
control gives ± 3% speed
‘mriability. Vertical tracking error
<0.04°. Channel separation
>25dB/IkHz. Frequency
response 20-20,000 Hz ± I.5dB.
TM 0.3 mg.

See and hear the Beogram 8002 in action by visiting your local Bang & Olufsen dealer (he's listed in Yellow Pages under
Television and Radio Shops) or write for free Design Story to us, Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept HN3, Eastbrook Road,
Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone (0452) 21591.

Bang &Olufsen

displaced by the use of band- limited noise to
investigate distortion. These approaches are
somewhat better than the use of a single
continuous sinewave but they still do not
provide a good analogue for all aspects of
musical program material. This is principally
because music is generally dynamic in nature,
whereas the above waveforms are not. ( It is
also true that the signal dynamics may differ in
detail between the two channels of astereo
system, producing dynamic forms of crosstalk distortion.) Conventional test signals are
thus of little use in assessing an amplifier's
ability to accurately reproduce the transient,
dynamic waveforms which are avital part of
music.
Fortunately the latest generations of
synthesiser/generators are well able to
produce awide range of these complex waveforms in a controllable, repeatable way. By
using such asynthesiser it becomes possible
to explore the dynamic behaviour of an
amplifier over awide range of conditions. But
the ability to produce such waveforms is not,
in itself, enough. We must also have asatisfactory way of monitoring waveform imperfections produced by passage through the
amplifier.
In most modern examinations of amplifier
distortion the output waveform is examined
using a spectrum analyser. This is a good
method for many purposes but it is difficult to
use with a dynamic waveform, particularly
one which is transient in nature. The majority
of spectrum analysers function by sweeping a
narrow-band filter slowly across the audio
frequency range and hence are of no use for
examining transient waveforms. A better
technique exists in the form of Fast Fourier
Transform analysis. Analysers of this type are
better suited to use with transient waveforms
and are also able to provide phase information
which is lost in conventional spectrum
analysers. Alas, the current generations of
FFTs are not ideal for such work, Ifeel, for a
number of reasons. Put simply, they tend to a
combination of being either too slow or too
inaccurate for use in the analysis of the low
levels of distortion a good amplifier will
produce when driven with dynamic signals.
(No doubt this will change in the near future.)
High-quality FFTs are also fiendishly expensive and the interpretation of their output can
be difficult when the input waveform is
complicated.

BOOK

REVIEWS

THE OPERATIC GUIZBOOK by James Cramner,
125 pages. Hard Covers. 17 pages of fascimile illustrations. Price 5.95. Published by Robson Books Ltd.
Bolsover House. 5/6 Clipstone St., London W1P7EB.
This is a small but entertaining volume,
containing a series of questions concerning
opera composers, operatic artists and opera
houses. There are five main sections: ' Superstar Trivia'; ' Opera Houses and Cities'; 'The
Composers and their Operas'; ' Light Opera
and Operetta'; and'Curtain Call'; at the end of
each section the answers are given.
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There is another approach to the signal
monitoring which has been advocated by Peter
Walker of Quad for anumber of years: we can
compare the signal waveforms at the input
and the output of the ampl ifier. In principlethis
can be done by taking asignal feed from the
output, counteracting the amplifier gain with a
potential divider, and taking the difference
between the result and the signal present at
the amplifier input. This difference signal may
then be amplified and its behaviour studied as
afunction of the input signal, output loading,
etc. Given a perfect amplifier, no difference
would bé detectable under any circumstances;
Murphy's Law being what it is, this will, of
course, never be the case.
Now in order to provide a limited signal
bandwidth, most power amplifiers contain
passive networks to reduce the overall gain at
frequencies well outside the audio range. The
effects of awide, but finite bandwidth upon an
audio signal are modest but will still tend to be
much larger than those produced by the
distortion
mechanisms
under
most
conditions. For this reason it is customary to
include an equivalent passive network
between the signal input and the difference
sensor to reduce this effect in order that the
signal distortions may be studied without
confusion.
Given atest system of this sort we may use
the amplifier to reproduce music or synthesised waveforms, driving either loudspeakers or
test loads, and use the difference signal output
to watch for the production of distortions
under dynamic conditions.
A similar technique may be used to provide
amonitor for the performance of production
amplifiers in domestic use. An example of this
is the dynamic monitor Iemployed in the
Armstrong 732 power amplifier. Here the
circuit monitors the voltages at two points
inside the amplifier's feedback loop. These
points are chosen so that, when the unit is
encountering no difficulty in accurately
driving an amplified version of the input signal
into the attached loads, the two voltages are
essentially identical. Under these conditions
the response of the unit is determined by
passive networks and the signal distortions
are consequently very low. If, however, the
amplifier finds itself unable to provide the
output signal required to match accurately
that present at its input, the difference voltage
between the monitored points becomes large

whilst the unit tries to correct the error. Hence
the difference in voltages atthe monitor points
can be used to provide amonitor of the level of
inaccuracy under the actual dynamic, musical
conditions of use. In the case of the 732 any
significant increase in dynamic distortion
lasting more than 20 microseconds is used to
trigger amonostable circuit which then lights
awarning LEDfor around half asecond. Hence
even the fastest musical transients cannot be
distorted without aclear warning being given.
This technique cannot, of course, react to all
of the factors which are involved in the sound
quality. For example, it will not indicate the
changes in frequency response due to the
complex match between amplifier, cable, and
loudspeaker. ltwill, however, serveto monitor
voltage clipping, slew rate limiting, current
limiting, or any other effects which might
produce a decrease in accuracy under
dynamic conditions of use.
So, having arrived, what conclusions can be
drawn?
The main conclusion, I
feel, is thatwe should
not confuse a perceived difference with a
judgement upon an amplifier's actual ability
to reproduce musical signals accurately.
Subjective comparisons of the sounds of
various amplifiers are most valuable in establishing that something may have been missed
when performing aparticular set of measurements. Alone, however, they should not be
used to judge which amplifier is ' better'. This
point is particularly important because the
preference for one sound over another will
vary quite markedly with the choice of loudspeakers, room acoustic, etc. It is also quite
probable that you will disagree with agiven
reviewer over which sound is to be preferred.
For these reasons, reports of subjective
reactions should be regarded with suspicion
unless they are supported by clearevidence of
a measurable ( or at least rationally quantifiable) reason for the preference, Ifeel.
Finally, it should be borne in mind that the
differences between the sounds of various
amplifiers I
think are much smaller than those
produced by achange of loudspeakers or disc
replay equipment, smaller even than those
produced by moving the loudspeakers or
yourself around the listening room •

The book, written by an American author,
has a very strong American slant. For
example, in the chapter on Opera Houses and
Cities there are 71 questions concerning
American Opera Houses, including 47 on the
'Met' alone, while La Scala is limited to 6and
Covent Garden to 4! Most of the information
required is of rather superficial interest, and
perhaps James Cranmer sums it up bestwhen
he refers to his ' incredible store of opera
trivia.'
However, Iam sure he does not intend the
book to do more than amuse and entertain,
and it will certainly come in useful at musical
parties where a light hearted 'Quiz' helps to
enliven the proceedings.
John Freestone

comprising 44 photographs. 319 pages, six appendices,
index. Price £5.95. Published by Faber & Faber, 3 Queen
Square, London WC1N 3AU.

Also Received
DIALOGUES by Igor Stravinsky & Robert Craft. Paperback
version of the book published in 1968 as Dialogues and a
Diary, being the fourth volume in the series of Stravinsky/
Craft conversation books — issued here without the original
final Diary section. 152 pages, seven half-tones. Price £3.95.
Published by Faber & Faber, 3Queen Square, London WC1M
3AU.
PERCY GRAINGER by John Bird. Paperback version of the
book reviewed by Hugh °limey in our February 1977 issue,
but now augmented by 24 pages of half-tone reproductions

MUSICAL THOUGHTS AND AFTERTHOUGHTS by Alfred
Brendel. Paperback version of the book reviewed by Christopher Breunig in our December 1976 issue. A stimulating
collection of essays on the piano music of Beethoven.
Schubert, Liszt and Busoni, plus alot else. 168 pages, some
musical illustrations from score. Price £3.95. Published by
Robson Books, Bolsover House, 5-6 Clipstone Street,
London W1P 7EB.
CASSETTE DECKS & TAPES, being HiFi Choice booklet
No.29 compiled by Angus McKenzie, edited by Steven
Harris. Detailed reports and measurements on ' 46
cassette decks, 8reel-to-reel decks, 3digital systems, 62
cassette tapes, 26 reel-to-reel tapes. Soft covers, 232
pages, numerous graphical and other illustrations. Price
£2.00. Published by Sponscene Publishers Ltd, 14
Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE.
THE COMPLETE GUITAR GUIDE by David Lawrenson.
Said to be 'the first comprehensive analysis of the
leading guitar equipment available', this book 'looks in
detail at over 120 instruments currently available on the
market'. There's alot else besides, including ahistory of
the instrument, practical advice on purchase and
maintenance, an introduction to the elements of playing,
and biographical notes on 20 leading guitarists. Soh
covers, large format ( 11 3
/ x81
4
/ in.), 199 pages, numer4
ous illustrations. Price £4.95. Published by Virgin Books
Ltd, 61/63 Portobello Road, London W11 3DD.
ARTURO TOSCANINI by Denis Matthews, with selected
discography by Ray Burford, A life of the Italian
conductor that 'not only traces Toscanini's remarkable
career but also assesses the immeasurable impact of his
performances and recordings'. Hard covers, 176 pages,
numerous half-tone illustrations. Price £9.50 ($17.95
USA). Published by Midas Books, 12 Dene Way,
Speldhurst, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN3 ONX. ( USA:
Hippocrene Books Inc., NY).
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Records the
Same Way They Are Cut.
Microprocessor-Controlled
For Zero Tracking Error.
Tandy's finest-ever turntable, the direct-drive
Realistic LAB-2000, uses a tiny, built-in
computer to monitor and control its low- mass
tonearm. This means the stylus is always
tracking at the correct angle, so you get
superior sound and reduced wear for longer
record life. The microprocessor also gives you
simple, error-proof operation. You simply
press soft-touch buttons to move the arm - at
slow or fast speed- to any point on the disc.
Select totally automatic play or continuous
repeat of one disc. We the LAB- 2000, you
never touch the tonearm. Out-front LEDs
indicate operating modes at a glance. An
electronic pitch control and countersunk neon
strobe make it easy to get absolutely accurate
33 1/
3 and 45 RPM speeds. It all adds up to
sonic precision and preservation of your
valuable records. But don't take our word for it.

Bring your most demanding disc and test- play
the LAB- 2000 today. We know you'll be
impressed, especially when you consider that
the state-of-the-art LAB-2000 comes ready to
use with a hinged dust cover and a Realisiic/
Audio Technica dual- magnet cartrdge. Only
£169.95.
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A matter
of coincidence
Alan Moseley argues that purist mike techniques are not
necessarily the most accurate.

IT SEEMS asad fact of life in the hi-fi world
Ithat where dogmatic opinions can be held,
they will be. Often the proponents of such
views claim the supportof scientific 'evidence'
or ' infallible' logic. Thus, for the pro-digital
brigade, claims of the system's superiority
over analogue are supported by wonderful
measurements,while for recording ' purists', a
coincident pair of microphones is the most
logical and accurate way of capturing sound
(leaving aside the more complicated question
of Ambisonics). Regrettably the evidence
given for such claims is frequently less than
conclusive. Whether this is due to deliberately
ignoring
inconvenient or contradictory
material or to intellectual complacency is not
for me to speculate. But one clear example of
such ' half-baked' dogma is that surrounding
coincident microphone technique.

between the speakers. A sound source to the
left of centre produces ahigher output from the
LH microphone than the RH microphone
(since by definition the sensitivity of adirectional microphone decreases off-axis).
• At the other end of the chain there is
similarly a higher sound level from the LH
loudspeaker than the RH, and the image
appears to be situated at the appropriate
point, left of centre. Our brain uses the differences in intensity between thetwo channels to
reassemble an apparent image between the
speakers. The system works because it uses
the same principle as the ear ( or rather,ears)to
localize sounds. If, for example, we hear a
sound coming from our right, the sound
intensity is greater at the right earthan the left,
because the left ear is shielded by the head.
The degree of shielding varies as the sound

source moves, the shielding obviously
decreasing as the sound comes 'on- axis' to the
appropriate ear. The effect is much the same
as that produced by the polar responses of our
coincident microphones.
There the argument might rest, were it not
for one inconvenient fact. The ' shielding' only
works effectively for sounds of wavelength
shorter than the distance between the ears. At
greater wavelengths, our head does not really
present an acoustic obstacle, and there is little
difference in intensity between the ears. The
end result is that intensity differences start to
become useful for localization only above
1kHz. Below this frequency a different
mechanism
is
used,
embracing
time
differences. Look at fig. 2a. A transient sound
from source X arrives at the LH ear before the
RH. Our brain uses this difference to compute
the angle of the source. For continuous tones,
lacking obvious transients (to give us a
definite point of comparison), our brain uses
the phase difference between the ears. Once

FIG
For as long as Ican remember, people who
produce ' natural-sounding' recordings have
espoused coincident pairs, whether the
microphones be bi-directional ( figure-ofeight), cardioid, hypercardioid, angled at 90°
110:or
whatever.
. The principle underlying the
arrangement is simple enough, and I'm sure
that most readers will be familiar with it. Two
bi-directional microphones are mounted with
their capsules vertically coincident, usually
angled at 90° to each other ( fig. 1). A sound
from a centrally located source produces
equal outputs from both microphones. At the
other end of the reproduction chain, the loudspeakers produce equal sound levels and the
image appears to be situated midway
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2b

The interaural distance around
the head gives atime delay
equivalenttoaphasedifference
for continuous low frequency
signals.

phase differences approach 180° ie, half a
cycle, it becomes difficult for the brain to
decide which ear is ' ahead' of which. And the
closer the wavefronts ( the higher the
frequency) the greater the phase difference,
and the more likely thatthe 180'difference will
be approached. The mechanism thus begins
tolose its effectiveness with continuous tones
above about 1kHz, although time difference
produced by transient sounds remain useful
over the entire range.
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Fig 3e: Two Schoeps directional mikes
in acrossed coincident layout.
The ear uses acombination of mechanisms
for
locating
sounds;
coincident- pair
microphone
technique
does
not.
By
definition,
coincident
microphones
are
effectively at the same point in space, and are
therefore incapable of registering the time
differences. All time information that might be
used for localizing sounds is irretrievably lost.
In other words, as far as our ears are
concerned, a coincident pair appears to be
effectively mono below 1kHz. Whilst it is
arguable that sound is generally nondirectional below approximately 100Hz, noone in their right mind would label it so all the
way up to 1kHz!
Some purists have argued that this lack of
time discrimination does not particularly
matter, invoking a process known as time/
intensity trading. If alistener is presented with
a sound from two speakers, and the levels
from the speakers are equal, the sound
appears to come from acentral position. If the
level from the RH speaker is increased, the
apparent image shifts to the right. If a time
delay is now introduced, with the sound from
the LH speaker arriving fractionally beforethat
from the RH one, the image moves back to the
centre. The unit of measurement used to
express this relationship between time and
intensity is ts/dB, ie, the length of time delay
(in microsounds) needed to counterbalance
an intensity difference ( in decibels) and vice
versa. So, to return to our coincident pair of bidirectional mikes, it is argued that this
apparent interchangeability of time and
intensity means that the intensity differences
produced by the microphones below lkHz are
just as good as time differences.
What undoes this line of reasoning isthe use
of microphones with a different response
pattern. Look at fig. 3b. A sound coming from
45° to the left of the coincident pair would be
on- axis for the LH microphone, but 90°off-axis
to the RH microphone. In atypical pair of high
quality cardioid microphones — although
coincident miking will only give accurate
imagery if figure- of- eight models are used, as
Blumlein originally intended, many engineers
mistakenly use cardioids — this would result
in a 6dB lower signal from the RH one. This
difference would apply whatever the frequency
of the sound ( it being amatter of pride among
microphone manufacturers to get polar
responses as even as possible at all frequencies),
and whatever the nature of the sound. For a
person at the same position as the microphones, the sound would arrive at the LH ear
about 295 iLs before the RH, assuming the ears
to be approximately 6inches apart.
If we accept the microphones' intensity difference as equivalent to this time difference in
perceived effect, for cardioid mikes we arrive

at atime/intensity ration of 49s/dB ( from 295
= 6dB) which is consistent over a wide
range of frequencies and types of sound. But
alas, our ears do not respond in quitethe same
way. Reported values of the time/intensity

FIG.3 bRESPONSE

PATTERN OF TWO
COINCIDENT CARDIOID
MIKES AT 90 °
ratio vary, but range from 1.7µs/dB for pure
tones to 25s/dB for clicks ( low-pass filtered
from 1500Hz). With our 295
s time
differences,
the ' equivalent'
intensity
differences needed to achieve the same effect
range from 12 dB to 173 dB! There is clearly no
way that our coincident pair can simulate such
arange of differences, and the argument that
the intensity difference produced by the
microphones effectively compensates for the
time difference must be regarded as wishful
thinking in this case.
From apsychoacoustical point of view, the
theory of coincident pairs if directional mikes
are used is thus seriously flawed. But the
weakness can be remedied quite easily by
spacing the microphones about 6inches apart
(the width of an average head) while maintaining their ang ling, ala ORTF. Th is preserves
not only the L/R intensity differences, but also
the vital time differences. In practice, this
technique gives adefinite feeling of space in
large buildings, which Ifeel coincident pairs
seem to lose. Also the ORTF technique should
potentially be more useful in over- reverberant
or difficult acoustics, since it gives our
auditory system more information to work on.
Having shown purists that theory of the coincident- pair is fundamentally flawed unlessthe
correct microphones are used, perhaps more
of them might be persuaded to give the ORTF
technique atry*
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WC want you to
hear the undistorted
truth from their
turntables, tuners
and cassette decks...

so they've invented
Dynamic Super-A
amplification.

Two years ago JVC made amajor
breakthrough in amplifier design when
they invented Super A amplification.
Super A avoids switching — and so
switching distortion — just like an A-class
amp yet its efficiency is of the same order
as aclass Bamp. Crossover, harmonic,
intermodulation, transient intermodulation (TIM) and other distortion parameters are also significantly improved.
The result? Pure sound that's entirely

free from the harsh metallic aberrations
some ordinary amps can produce.
It sounds expensive but it doesn't
have to be. JVC make three pure Super A
amps and the cheapest will cost you less
than £100.
Super A amplification is hard to beat.
So hard, in fact, it took JVC to do it.
They have just taken another great
leap forward with Dynamic Super A.
It gives better transfer accuracy than

ever before because it combats the forms
of distortion that originate outside the
amplifier from the loudspeakers and
connecting leads.
Dynamic Super A does this without
resorting to the extra pair of cables
other amps use to protect themselves
from the influence of loudspeakers. The
protection is actually built into the amp's
circuitry. That means the unparalleled
clarity of Dynamic Super A is yours

TA?E-3
L—REC — R

L— PLAY — R

The A- X77 Dynamic Super A stereo integraed amplifier.

YOUR GUIDE 10

111E

BEST AMPS

/l1-X77 A-X55 A•X50 A.X40 A.X30
100W 83W

Power Output (20Hz to 20kHz)

•

Dynamic Super A

75W

60W

50W

•

•

•

•

Super A
Triple Power Protection
Two amp construction
SEA Graphic Equaliser
Low impedance Direct Power Supply •
Dual Cartridge Capacity (MC/MM)

!

•

•

•

•

music go no further than your local
regardless of the make or design of
JVC
dealer. You'll like what you hear!
your
speaker
systems.
A.K2C AKIO
Dynamic
Super
A
is
impervious
35W 39W
• , to load impedance variations and so
gives low distortion performance
throughout the audible range. Everything you want to hear, you'll hear
better with Dynamic Super A.
So if you're looking for amplifiers
JVC is the trademark of the Victor Company of Japan.
that are designed to bring new levels
your guide to the best in hi-fi.
of clarity, depth and realism to your

A versatile synthesised
tone control
John Bingham* elaborates on his tilt control

M

ANY AMPLIFIERS in use today employ a
derivative of the ' Baxandall' circuit for
'bass' and ' treble' control, while others boast a
graphic equaliser giving greater control over
the sound ( but not necessarily greaterfidelity!).
Unfortunately all active circuits in the signal
path of an audio system tend to degrade the
sound to agreater or lesser extent by adding
their own contribution of noise and distortion,
however small, and tone controls are frequently poor performers in this respect.
In a recent article (
HFNI RR January 1982) I
described a low distortion single knob tone
control which used frequency division of the
audio spectrum to give a ' tilt' effect. As aresult
of several enquiries following this Ihave
extended the concept to give a new tone
control circuit which can be connected to
make a one, two or three knob control
according to taste!
As in the original design the three frequency
bands, ' bass', ' middle' and 'treble', are
derived by synthesis of band-pass and highpass filters from basic low-pass circuits. This
ensures that the sum of the three outputs is an
exact copy of the input signal irrespective of
the values of the capacitors used or of their
tolerances. The only factor governing the
overall ' flatness' of the response with the
controls central is the accuracy of the resistors
used in the circuit.
In operation the circuit exhibits constant
high input impedance and low output
impedance for all control settings and so
should be suitable for any preamp/power
amp combination. The output is in phase with
the input, and when using the suggested
component values the overall gain is unity,
although this can be easily changed to givegain

fll

from the input signal to derive its high-pass
'treble' output, and after passing through the
gain setting networks the three signals are
recombined by op-amp 4to give the required
tone shape.
Several types of tone control may be built
around this basic circuit depending on your
own requirements ( and front panel space!).
Fig.2 shows the gain setting network and its
characteristic with the suggested values for
the components. Each control has the same

.6
.3
GAIN 0
(dB)
3

GAIN SETTING COMPONENTS
ALL CONTROLS IDENTICAL
R1= R3 = 33k
R2= 100k LIN
R4 ( FIG.1) = 150k

6
MIN

V2

O
r/2
CONTROL SETTING

Department of physics. University of Salford.

FIG.2 GAIN SETTING CIRCUIT AND CHARACTERISTIC
or attenuation without affecting thefrequency
or phase characteristics.
Each channel is built around aTL074 quad
op- amp and the circuit is shown in fig.l. Opamp 1forms alow-pass filter to give the ' bass'
output with its — 3dB point set by Rand Cl only.
Op- amp 2subtracts this signal from the input
and is itself a low-pass filter with its — 3dB
point set by R and C2. This results in abandpass ' middle' output. The second C2 capacitor
between op- amps 1and 2is to ensure correct
subtraction of these signals, but because of the
circuit design there is no need to match these
two capacitors critically. In fact if this second
capacitor is omitted the main difference to the
performance of the circuit is a slight loss of
symmetry in the response curves at extreme
settings of the controls; the response of the
circuit at ' flat' is unchanged.
Op- amp 3subtracts both ' bass' and ' middle'
64

'
BASS

MAX

characteristic whichever version of the tone
control is built. Fig.3a shows the circuit
connections for a full ' bass', ' middle' and
'treble' control which gives the response
characteristics shown in fig.4. Because of the
way in which the three signals are derived this
circuit is unusual in that with all three controls
set to thesame position aflat gain results with
no phase shift. All the other tone controls
derive from this basic configuration.
A ' bass' and 'treble' only control can be

constructed by replacing the ' middle' control
and its associated R1 and R3 resistors by a
single resistor of value R4 between " middle"
and " X" in fig.l.
Two further configurations are possible
with this circuit which are closely related to the
original 'tilt' control. If the ' bass' and 'treble'
outputs are combined into one control as
shown in fig.3b the result is a ' tilt' effect where
an increase in ' bass' output is matched by a
corresponding decrease in ' treble' and vice
versa, still following the characteristic of fig.2.
The ' middle' control operates normally.
Finally the ' middle' control can be omitted
as in the ' bass' and 'treble' only circuit and
replaced by asingle resistor of value R4. This
TREBLE
BASS

MIDDLE

MIDDLE
10o
25v

TREBLE
10,Li
25v

MIDDLE
GNU

(
b) TILT AND MIDDLE CONTROL

4

GNU
(a) FULL BASS,MIDDLE AND TREBLE CONTROL

FIG 3CONNECTION OF THE TONE CONTROLS

R3 = /
2 x
1

gives asingle knob 'tilt' control with asomewhatwidercharacteristic than my origina I 'tilt'
circuit.
The turnover points for the circuit using the
components shown are at 322Hz and 3.22kHz.

VR1(R1 + R2)

Ft4 = R1 + R2/2 + 2R3

although this value is nottoo critical and asuitable near value standard resistor can be used.
For unity gain at 'flat':

10
MAX BASS

MIX
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MAX TREBLE

GAIN
(dB)
...........

.

In

o
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I
1k0

100

10k

FRED VE NCV ihz)
(NOTE EXPANDEO VERTICAL SCALE )

F10.4 FREQUENCY RESPONSE
There is no reason, however, why these va lues
should not be changed to give different
characteristics if required. For example:
changing C1 to 2200pF would give a bass/
middle turnover of 219Hz and changing C2 to
220pF would set the m iddle/treble turnover to
2.19kHz. As long as both C2 capacitors are
changed together ( close matching is not
needed) the two turnover frequencies are
independent and are given by:

Bass/middle turnover =
Middle/treble turnover =

1
27,-RC1

Hz

1 Hz
27rRC2

All the gain setting circuits are identical and
the gain range of each control is given by:
Gain range = 20 xlog (1 + R2/R1) dB
In practice the range of the ' middle' control
will be slightly less than this with the other
controls central as the frequency characteristics overlap in the mid frequency band.
For equal maximum cut and lift at the
frequency extremes:
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100k

and this is the value which must be used if
replacing the ' middle' control by a single
resistor even if the output resistor is changed
to give other than unity overall gain.
With the values shown the range of the
controls is just over ± 6dB which should be
sufficient for most purposes ( total shift across
the audio spectrum is 12.1dB). Other gain
ranges may be realised by using the above
equations..
Those of you with calculators handy may
note that with my suggested values R4 should
really be 149kil and not 150kff as given, but
this use.of astandard value resistor gives rise
to an error of only 0.058dB which should be
acceptable to most people! The most likely
source of any gain error would be from the
100k11 potentiometers, and even a 10%
inaccuracy here would give rise to less than
0.3dB gain error with the controls central.
A suitable printed circuit board layout is
shown in fig.5. All the components, with the
exception of the potentiometers, are mounted

COMPONENTS LIST FOR ONE CHANNEL
(for full ' bass', ' middle' and 'treble' control)
Resistors ( 2% Metal Oxide)
9x33 Id/
1x150 kO,
12 x330 kO.
Op-amp
1xTL074 quad low-noise
low distortion

Capacitors
2x150 pF polystyrene
1x1500 pF polystyrene
1x0.22 iLF polyester
2x10 p,F/25v electrolytic
1x22 p,F/25v electrolytic

Miscellaneous
100 kl"/ 1linear potentiometers to suit controls required
(dual gang for stereo)

TONE CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
Input impedance: 110 k1.
1resistive
Output impedance: primarily due to output capacitor;
falling to e. 10 a at HF
Frequency response: see fig. 4
Overload capability: typically 5v RMS at 20v supply
(4v RMS into 600 fil
Power supply requirements: single rail 10-30v DC ( 20v nominal)
at = 7mA quiescent for each channel
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SANSUI DOLBY C

COPYRIGHT Your attention is drawn to the fact that recording oie-recordei casse,tes
or other published or broadcast material may infrmge copyright laws.

Nobody's got it
more buttoned up
If ever acassette deck was
able to think for itself, then this
is the one. Or to be precise,
two. Sansui's new D-370 and
D-570. Sansui have married
microcomputers with areal
time/tape counter and
advanced tape transports to
produce the ultimate in hi-fi
convenience. Simply press a
button and order an entire
range of automatic functions.
Sound accuracy and fidelity
is true 'state-of-the-art. All
ca.ssette decks feature a
coreless FGservo
Direct-drive motor for high
speed accuracy and low wow
and flutter of only 0.03%

(WRMS). And with :he Dolby C
noise reduction system, hiss
and noise are virtually
undetectable. (Noise reduced
by up to 20dB against 10dB
common to Dolby B. But don't
worry, each deck also has
Dolby Bfor your older tapes.)

Music Location
buttoned up
The Automatic Music
Programme Search button
helps you to find the beginning
of any song on tape. When
used with other controls, you
can scoot up and down atape
at will. Hear any song or the
whole tape over and over
again. The computer control
button automatically seeks out
the music you want to hear.

Dolby is the registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Fine tuning

buttoned up
The D-570 has the added
refinement of Fine Bias Tuning.
Arrow shaped LEDs light up
when you've found the bes:
bias for the particular tape
you're using. When recording
you can depend on the flattest
response and the lowest
possible distortion.

Taping records
buttoned up

the Sansui PM7 turntable. It
edits up to 7selections
automatically -and in any
order - as you dub from record
to tape.
Both decks are available in
silver or the special Sansui
black to match the AUD22 or
AUD33.
Button up your listening
once and for all at your Sansui
Dealer.

The D-570 has 3heads:
separate record and play
heads, and erase head. Both
decks offer Sansui's ingenious
'Compu Edit' when used with

Relax.You know you've chosen right

TURN of the year, I'm peering into
ATtheTHEaudio
future, but for the moment I
shall just lift the curtain at the corner. Some of
the developments Isee are virtually with us
already — the Compact Disc for example,
which protagonists think will eventually
make the long familiar disc obsolete or even
extinct. Note the emphasis: Iwouldn't discard my existing disc record collection for any
new system, whatever its advantages.
Several of the big Japanese companies
have already designed audio preamps, and
power amp with Class-A, quasi-class-A,
Class- H and various derivatives, complete
with all the fancy jargon descriptions beloved
of the advertising fraternity: feedforward
circuits, 'clipping' relaxers, low NFB designs,
'non- mechanical function switching', ' minimum negative feedback', ' audio circuitry with
no ICs'. Power MOSFETs are used in the
output stages to deliver high power, substantially free from distortion, into low impedance
loads; 'super- linear' circuitry tackles the
problem of crossover distortion; and from
the same stable ( Sansui) as the 'Super
Feedforward System' we have, what has
been christened, the 'Compu-Equalizer SE-9'
to produce 'customized sound' which copes
with listening room equalization. This device
incorporates a pink- noise generator, spectrum analyser and standard precision microphone and automatically compensates for
deficiencies in room acoustics, memorizing
four equalisation settings which are then
instantly available at the touch of a button.
For the tired or lazy, remote control hi-fi
systems are here. For example, Hitachi have a
hand-held, infra- red beam emitter unit, which
will radiate signals to a command unit
controlling turntable, amplifier, radio tuner
and tape deck.
We already have radial-tracking pickup
arms frbm such companies as Technics and
Studer-Revox. The latter's B791 also offers
speed adjustment in calibrated increments of
0.1 per cent. Another record playing innovation was the vertical disc player, with separate arms for each side. An Optonica version
of this, RP-114VL, is now available under the
parent company's name of Sharp in the UK.
Both sides are played automatically without
attention or record turnover.
Stereo sound with television is another
fruitful area for experiment. We are already
accustomed to stereo discs and tapes, stereo
radio and multi-track sound in the cinema, so
what's the position with ' stereo audio for
video'? Is there any demand for it, and with
the present size of TV equipment, is it
worthwhile transmitting stereo information
on the sound signal when the picture width is
so limited, and the loudspeakers are normally
less than a couple of metres apart? Many
engineers are investigating the difficulties.
For instance, Christopher Daubney ( Head of
the Quality Control Section of the IBA) is
investigating the ways in which the brain
copes with the disparity of information between vision and sound. Perhaps with the
coming of wide-screen television there will
be a reasonable chance that the sound and
vision perspectives will match.
What can be done in this respect was
illustrated at this year's CES in. Chicago.
Using a new 19in. video monitor, twenty
minutes from The Empire Strikes Back on
0.75in. videotape, with the sound taken off a
Dolby surround-sound master and reproduced from an array of small loudspeakers,
gripped the listeners as effectively as did the
sound heard in properly equipped cinemas
here and in the USA. Of course, this type of
film benefits from superb audio. Video casHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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settes with stereo sound-tracks, incorporating Dolby noise reduction, and the CBS-CX
system of NR for videodiscs are now becoming available.
-Probing more deeply into the question of a
second sound signal in the TV transmission
bands, it has to be remembered that this
additional channel need not be for stereo, but
could be employed for a second language
channel or some other purpose. Of course, TV
stereo sound is only one way of getting a
really high-quality sound: the BBC's stereo
simulcasts are currently transmitted by sharing the radio VHF service.
Despite its apparent period of quiescence,
'Ambisonics', as a technology for surround
sound reproduction, has been pursuing its
development steadily to such good purpose
that the present phase of research is more or
less finished. If you want to know more about
the theory and the equipment, consult Trevor
Attewell's article in HFN/RR back in September. Afew firms are maintaining an interest in
Ambisonics. Such record companies as Nimbus, Unicorn-Kanchana and Hyperion have
marketed discs Ambisonic-encoded for surround-sound reproduction.
No mention of Ambisonics can pass without a reference to Professor Peter Fellgett
(Head of Department of Cybernetics, at the
University of Reading), who has directed the
team responsible for much of the work on this
technology. Prof. Fellgett tells me that this
research has thrown up alot of questions of
more general interest, which they hope to
investigate. In particular, the relationships
between signal processing and audible
perception are relevant to distortion in amplifiers and error masking in digital audio, as
well as the recovery of material from historic
and archival cylinder and early disc recordings.
Closing our first peep under the curtain, we
see the growth of interest in ' microcassettes',
which have expanded from their initial use in
business and education, to tackling the hurdle of recording music for the audiophile. The
requirements for hi-fi sound are much more
stringent of course, and tape decks for such

mobile applications as ' in-car' or ' personal
stereo' units will have to incorporate tape
equalization for ' metal'. These units are now
available ( Panasonic, Jensen, etc) offering
metal EQ, • plus Dolby C or dbx and even
B&O's HX Professional NR circuit.
Apart from the new tape formulations, I'd
like to see standardization of microcassette
formats, although perhaps this has already
happened? So-called ' micro-portables' from
Sony, Hitachi, Aiwa, Sanyo, have been produced. Olympus' SR11 model even has a
built-in stereo FM radio. My grouse arises
from an excellent Sankyo ' Micro- Mini' pocket
unit Ibought on which no other available
microcassette will play. It seems that the term
'microcassette' is applied to the capstandriven tape format developed by Olympus
Optical from the rim-driven Philips ' minicassette' method and doesn't imply astandard
cassette format. This latter system is unlikely
to be acceptable for wow-free music recording.
Finally, a few words about Glenn Gould
who sadly died in October ( see Gramophile).
Apart from his preference for a cut-down
chair, instead of the conventional piano
stool, Glenn Gould's approach to recording
was certainly different from many of his
colleagues, not only in interpretation but in
his acceptance of certain recording and
reproduction techniques. His preference for
recording studios, radio and TV performances, rather than the concert platform, has
been well documented since his last performance in public back in 1964. Perhaps not so
well-known is his own statement that the
listener should be free to 'adjust' the replay
by use of tone controls on the equipment, or
even modify playback speeds as he or she felt
the music demanded under their conditions.
In the concert hall, the listener has to accept a
compromised perspective, according to
where he or she is sitting or standing. He
would accept a so-called 'wound- up piano'
effect, in which the lower notes of apiano are
recorded at half speed, so that on playback a
novel but pleasing effect is created. Gould
wanted the consumer to become aparticipant
in the aural results!
He is quoted ( during a conversation with
Menuhin about quadraphony) as saying in
response to acomment that the ideal listening point at home would be one spot in the
middle of the room, that this was an absurd
idea because when you think about it, in
Germany the father will have the optimum
seat, in America, it will be the mother, and in
France, the mistress! We shall miss Glenn
Gould

on the board. For each control the centre
connection is taken to the wiper of the
potentiometer. With so many connections to
make it is agood idea to use ribbon cable for
this purpose ( it also looks neater!), but
because of the high circuit impedances
involved it is best to keep these connections
reasonably short, preferably less than 25cm.
There is no danger of instability but the intercable capacitance could cause slight gain
errors at HF with long cable runs.
If longer cables are essential then the
resistors R1 to R4 can be scaled down
accordingly to offer lower circuit impedances,
but as this presents agreater load to op-amps
1to 3it may be found better to remove the R1
and R3 resistors from the board and mount
them adjacent to the controls instead. In this
way the cables are all connected to low
impedance parts of the circuit.
If a 'flat' gain of other than unity is required

then this can be simply adjusted by changing
the R4 feedback resistor around op-amp 4. For
example: with this resistor set to 75kft the
overall gain is — 6dB (x1
/ )and with avalue of
2
300kflthe gain is + 6dB (x2). The resistor could
even be replaced by asuitable log, potentiometer to give an active volume or balance
control with its advantages of low output
impedance at all levels and system noise
decreasing with volume setting.
All the versions of thiscircuit have been built
and tested over the last few months and the
overall aural impression is of an unobtrusive
but useful effect with anicely limited range. All
exhibit commendably square square-waves
at 'flat' with smooth response curves and low
phase-shift even at extreme control settings.
Ihope that the equations and hints given
above are sufficient for any further experimentation, but if not Iwould be happy to
answer any queries relating to the circuit. •

SOUNDINGS
Donald Aldous
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Xstatie £ 9.71
Humid Mop Kit £ 2.73
Parastat* Wash Brush ( Replacement Brush
for Manual Parastat) £2.55
Packs containing replacement parts are
readily available

New Formula ParostatiO
Antistatic Fluid
'oz 46p loz 63p

PARASTAT WASH kJ ,

Manual Parastate
£8.77

Distilled
Water
Dispenser
54p

Parostatike
Disc Preenere £ 1.74

Hi- Fi Parastat® £6.81

Dust Bug®
£2.97

ev;eg
RECORD CLEANERS OF
RELIABILITY AND DISTINCTION
ote'seeto

As the undisputed leader in record
maintenance equipment our family of record
care products has maintained its reputation
for efficiency over 28 years. Improvements
made by research and development have
insured the continuity of our high standard.
As amatter of interest we still rereive
requests for parts to fit our original Dust Bugs
manufactured in the mid-50's. Replacement
parts are available for all our items. Penny for

penny Watts provide unbeatable value.
Our unique range is designed to be used in a
humid condition in conjunction with New
Formula Parostatik Fluid. This relaxes any
static on the record and ensures the efficient
removal of dirt and microparticles of dust from
the grooves and surface. Used as directed it
cannot leave any kind of film or deposit in the
record groove other than amolecular trace of
no physical significance.

Cecil EWatts Ltd., Darby House,
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury-on-Thames 83252 or Chertsey 61465
Telex: 21879 or 25247 (Attention " WATTS")

All prices include 15% VAT. Available from all good hi-fi
stores and record shops or in case of difficulty order direct
adding 10% to cover postage and packing (minimum P&P 35p)
UK only.

Please send me the following items.

Name
Address

L
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CJ illustrated leaflet and full price list.

Ienclose cheque PO value
(please do not senckpostage stamps).

HFN 12/82
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0 SINGER has aroused so much conI troversy. In her life time she was the
centre of rows, publicity and scandal. Since
her death in 1977, each successive article
about her has added to the debate.
Yet it is time now to be dispassionate. All
that we have left is the singing as recorded,
but mercifully it is representative: very little
remains entirely unrepresented, and the
first objective fact that emerges is the size
and range of her repertoire; not only Verdi,
Puccini, Bellini, Donizetti and Rossini, but
Mozart, Gluck, French opera and Wagner.
Even so, there is nothing earlier than Gluck
and
nothing
later
than
Turandot.
Schwarzkopf, los Angeles, Janet Baker,
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau could all make
Callas' repertoire appear comparatively
narrow. The technical and stylistic feats of
moving from say, Donizetti's Lucia to
Puccini's Tosca (
only in the early years did
she move as far as Wagner) is great, but not
perhaps as great as
Callas herself claimed: any good singer
of
Traviata
covers
almost as wide a
range
with
one
role, and the movements of Schwarzkopf
from Bach to Verdi to

Strauss, or of Janet
Baker
from
Monteverdi
to
Donizetti to Britten, seem
to me at least as remarkable. In Callas'
own day it was, of
course, more unusual
— few singers now
could afford to be as
narrow
in
their
musical interests as
Tebaldi
apparently
was in the 50$ — but
posterity, while acknowledging her versatility, is unlikely to regard it as akey factor
;n her claim to fame.
Similarly, her coloratura technique, dazzling enough in an age that had all but forgotten the art of bel canto, is less remarkable when set against the more recent
achievements of Sutherland or Caballé (who
would be the first to acknowledge their debt
to Callas) or against the 'golden age'
standards of Tetrazzini or Melba. Not that it
should be underestimated. Listening to her
performances
of Lucia's
Mad
Scene,
Rosina's ' Una Voce' or Violette's ' Sempra
libera', we are aware of an accuracy, a skill
and an athleticism that make all but the
most formidable of rivals seem sketchy and

clumsy. Yet in the end we cherish these performances for other reasons: her coloratura
technique is to be admired, but it rarely
dazzles and delights. Where it is the main
raison d'etre for a piece, as in Lakme's ' Bell
Song', Cenerntola's ' Non più mesta' or
Meyerbeer's ' Shadow Song', Ishould look
to someone other than Callas for real
pleasure.
And if the coloratura lacked sheer aural
brilliance, it was because the vocal emission
itself was flawed. Even her most fanatical
devotees must acknowledge that she never
fully mastered an even scale throughout her
wide compass. There was an uncomfortable
'break' in the voice between the low and
middle registers, and a change of tone as
the voice went above the stave, making it
increasingly thin and wiry, penetrating but
not truly resonant. Although the voice
extended to ahigh E, one often regretted its
use above the mezzo limits of A, while it

Maria Callas
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hear the same voice — at least in its middle
region — as uniquely beautiful, smoky,
plangent and delicate, a finely responsive
musical instrument in its own right. Such
judgments must be subjective, but Iwould
defy anyone to listen objectively to her 'Qui
la voce' (whether in the earlier recital on
GVC16 or the later complete set SLS5140),
to her 'Tacea la flotte' in Trovatore (
SLS869)
or to the final scene from Anna Bolena on
the recital disc (ASD 3801) and find no
beauty — just as they will assuredly be
aware of moments of tonal ugliness.
Even so, it would appear to be an extraordinarily flawed talent on the evidence
offered so far. And yet, how little has been
touched upon. To have said so much of
almost any other singer would be to dismiss
them. But with Callas, voice and technique
are but apart of the phenomenon. Iknow of
no other great singer about whom so many
negative qualities
could be listed. But it
is surely amark of her
genius that she transcends
such
faults,
even turning them to
positive advantage.
For Callas, even on
record, is not a voice,
but a singer — a
human
being
of

extraordinary
sensitivity,
capable of
recreating a complete
range of emotions
and characterisations
through
entirely
musical means. As
Violetta, Medea, Norma,
Tosca,
Lucia,
Rosina,
Carmen,
Butterfly, she covers
an immense and infinitely varied range
of
emotions
from
loyous contentment to outraged dignity to
agonized suffering, yet each emotion seems
spontaneously experienced from within, not
painted on as an artificial colouring of the
tone. And each character in turn is fully
lived. Operatic heroines are much given to
suffering, but how different she makes the
suffering of each of these characters. Even
their voices, while recognizably all Callas,
are quite different: veiled tone for Norma,
an open sound for Lucia, round mezzo
quality for Santuzza, a frail girlish voice for
Butterfly, and in Traviata the whole growth
not only of character but of voice from hard
edged
glitter,
through
full-voiced
outpouring, to the final tenuous thread of
tone as Violetta's illness triumphs.

by M FElphee

could wobble dangerously on sustained
notes even on the stave. All these characteristics can be heard most obviously in her
second recordings of Lucia (
SLS5166) and
Norma (
SLS5515). Neither, except in the
early years, was it a voice of great power.
Studio recordings rather flatter her in this
respect and the live performances, such as
the Lisbon Traviata, show the true scale of
her voice in relation to the orchestra —
adequate, but not imposing.
So far viewpoints more or less concur. But
on the question of whether or not it was a
beautiful voice they divide more irreconcilably. To some it is always an ugly
sound — harsh, strident, thin, squally,
curdled, rasping and hollow by turns. Others
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She does not act with the voice, she acts
through it. She does not use music to
project drama, the music is the drama —
characterization and emotion are totally
absorbed into a single mode of expression.
That is where the true Callas greatness lies.
Other singers have sung dramatically,
especially in imitation of her; but that alone
is not enough. Callas absorbs the drama
into a consummate musicianship, as keen
as that we might demand of any instrumentalist. Her impeccable sense of rhythm and
rubato, her mastery of melodic line, her
shaping of phrases, call to mind not so
much other singers as the greatest instrumentalists and conductors, while her
dramatic powers send us to the greatest
stage actors for comparison. To combine
those talents in a single person as a single
art is a phenomenon indeed.
Those very characteristics which at first
appear to be flaws in the voice are part of
that phenomenon. Like all great artists, she
projected herself as an indivisible whole.
Listen to the piercing top notes of Lucia's
Mad Scene. Do they not convey better than
Sutherland's more rounded sound the
sense of a snapped mental tight- rope? The
wobble at the end of ' Senza Mamma'; does
it not suggest a girl clutching at a straw of
hope, even in the act of breaking down? No
clear, steady, pure note, however ' beautiful',
could convey that. Listen to the rasping,
cutting cough in the voice in Medea's final
scene, or the veiled ' ah' sound in the tra-lalas of Carmen's taunting dance, or the
hollow backward production and curdled
climaxes of Lady Macbeth's Sleepwalking
Scene, or the little scream on the top note of
the cascading sequence of runs in 'Vien
diletto'. All of these are 'faults' by the
standards of Melba or a Caballé, but how
indispensable they are to the fully developed character of Callas' singing.
Which, then, are her greatest records? I
think she is best heard in complete sets,
where the development of character within
a total music drama is of paramount
importance, rather than in recital, where the
emphasis of the listener is easily misplaced
on superficial features. Even so, among her
recitals the Puccini disc (ALP 3799) and the
Mad Scenes from Anna Bolena, II Pirata and
Hamlet (
ASD3801) seem indispensable, the
Verdi recital (ASD3817) scarcely less so.
Among the complete opera sets we hear
distinction and magnetism in all that she
70

did, yet it must be acknowledged that some
roles suited her better than others; her
Nedda in / Pagliacci is almost too subtly
sung for the music, too intelligent for the
character; her Turandot lacks the sheer size
and splendour that no amount of psychological penetration can make up for ( yet
what a splendid Liu she might have been is
shown in the Puccini recital disc); her Gilda,
while exciting, revealing and deeply felt,
misses the sheer inexperienced naivety of
the girl — a quality she finds to perfection
for Butterfly; the middle period Verdi operas
— Forza, Bailo, Aida — reveal, as in Turandot,
a want of true size and power, such as we
have since heard from Leontyne Price,
though she remains tantalisingly unforgettable in all these works.
For the rest she is unsurpassed, debatably
so in Lucia (
where Sutherland is her very
different equal), Carmen (
where the voice is
at its most frayed, yet the interpretative
detail remains more convincing than with
anyone else) or Barbiere (
where she reveals
the sharp-edged, calculating viper in Rosina,
while it is left to los Angeles to convey the
vulnerable
kitten
within);
surprisingly
supreme in &Metre (
where her musical
detail invigorates a role that has no room
for the traditional notion of Callas as bloodcurdling tigress or suffering tragedienne)
and Trovatore, (
where dramatic qualities are
of limited importance but where Callas rises
more effective,/ than anyone to the purely
musical challenge of the role).
Yet it is to Norma, Medea, Traviata and
Tosca that we turn for the essential Callas:
four clearly differentiated and infinitely
varied
characterisations,
united
by a
grandeur of vision, asimplicity and integrity
of projection, an intensity and sensitivity of
utterance that raise them all to the level of
Greek tragedy. When others sing 'Casta
Diva' it is a beautiful melodic contour; with
Callas it is the voice of suffering mankind
appealing to unsuffering nature. 'Visse
d'arte', even for the most committed singers,
remain
a sentimental,
self-indulgent,
personal complaint; with Callas it becomes
a richly experienced statement in the
relationship between art and life. It is this
capacity to make the personal and temporal
universal and timeless that marks the nature
of great art of all kinds, and among singers
it is Callas who has most fully and consistently brought this ideal into reality and,
thanks to the recording studio, eternity •
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THE HARMAN/KARDON TU615 DIGITAL- SYNTH QUARTZ LOCK TUNER
harrnan/kardon TU615
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THE HARMAN/KARDON PM660 HI- CURRENT CAPABILITY AMPLIFIER

TU615

PM660

FM USABLE SENSITIVITY ( Mono): 1.03 dBf

POWER OUTPUT: 80 watts at less than 0.03% THD

ALTERNATE CHANNEL SELECTIVITY: 70 dB

(RMS, per channel minimum. Both channels into 8ohms

SEPARATION: 50 dB

from 20 Hz - 20,000 Hz)
POWER BAND WIDTH ( Half rated output into 8ohms):
10 Hz - 100,000 Hz
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: (+ 0, - 3dB) 4Hz - 140,000 Hz

HARMAN/KARDON : THE DATUM
SERIES

harman/kardon 600

The Hollywood
Quartet
by Tully Potter
E OR the British, the name Holly! wood has associations of
glamour, glitter and superficiality. We tend to forget that this
adjunct of Los Angeles has
produced some of the most
serious and profound films...and
musically, that men like Heifetz,
Walter, Rubinstein, Klemperer
and Giulini have done some of
their finest work on the West
Coast of America.
In little more than a dozen
seasons
of
existence,
the
Hollywood
String
Quartet
displayed all the glamorous
tone, high professionalism and
polished ensemble which might
be expected from a group with
such a title. Yet the polish was
the kind which brings out the
true grain of the music, showing
it in higher relief rather than
burying it under a veneer. No
wonder the battered old Capitol
LPs
made
by
the
quartet
between 1948 and 1956 have
been changing hands at £25 a
copy. But the bottom has now
fallen out of that market for EMI
eventually bowed to collectors'
requests and released four of the
Hollywood recordings earlier this
year: Schubert's C major string
quintet, from 1950; Brahms'
piano
quintet
and
Dvorak's
'American' quartet from 1954;
and Smetana's quartet ' From My
Life' from 1955 ( HMV RLS 765,
reviewed March '82). Released
this month is a new four- record
set
of the
late
Beethoven
quartets.
By
a happy
chance the
reissues include all seven of the
musicians most closely associated with the quartet's career:
Leader Felix Slatkin ( 1915-1963);
second violinist Paul
Shure
(born 1921); violist Paul Robyn
72

(1908-1970) and his replacement
Alvin Dinkin ( 1912-1970); cellist
Eleanor
Aller ( born
1917);
frequent guest cellist Kurt Reher
(1913-1976); and pianist Victor
Aller ( 1907-1978). Also to be
heard are some famous instruments: Slatkin's 1784 Guadagnini;
Shure's
1691
Andrea
Guarneri, later stolen and never
recovered;
Robyn's
1756
Landolfi; Dinkin's 1711 Albani;
Aller's 1689 Andrea Guarneri;
and Reher's 1780 Guadagnini.
Founded in 1946 by Slatkin
and Aller, who were husband
and wife, the Hollywood was the
first great American quartet to be
home grown. Indeed all the
players were products of two
great music colleges — Robyn,
and Aller from Juillard; Slatkin,
Shure and Dinkin from Curtis.
'We had a quartet before the
war' explains Mrs Slatkin ' but it
was very shortlived because my
husband was inducted into the
Army.' The title of the ensemble
was chosen because all the
members held principal chairs in
major
Hollywood
studio
orchestras. ' I objected to the
name at the time' says Paul
Robyn's widow Frances ' because
I thought it wasn't dignified
enough for a string quartet. But
it never held them back.' She
also gives a plausible reason for
the
group's •
beginnings.
'Working in the studios was
frankly not too gratifying. They
began to play quartets because
they enjoyed it and they missed
the good music.'
That enjoyment spilled over
into three concerts, promoted by
the players themselves in the
1946-47 season and given for
more-or- less invited audiences.
From the start Slatkin, Shure,

Robyn and Aller combined with Dinkin were at 20th Century Fox,
an apparent ease which hid a while Robyn and Aller were at
fanatical zest for preparation and Warner Brothers. Mrs Slatkin,
rehearsal. Their first recordings, who played the cello concerto in
made in 1948, were typically the movie Deception, now leads
enterprising: Walton's A minor the section in her husband's old
quartet and Villa-Lobos' Sixth. orchestra — though nowadays
These proved that the players the work is all freelance, the
could turn on the full intensity of great film orchestras having
their musicianship in front of the been disbanded.
'We didn't tour a lot' says
microphone — a rare gift. 'We
knew more about recording than Shure, 'and when we did it was
most, because we did it every only for afew weeks. The rest of
day' admitted Mrs Slatkin, when the time we did single engageIsuggested that working in the ments and, of course, recordmovie studios gave them an ings. It has been said that you
advantage. ' My husband's know- cannot have a great quartet
ledge was immense. We used without a great leader, and
just one microphone — and once Shure says of Felix Slatkin ' I
the sound was to our liking, the thought he was wonderful. We
engineers did nothing but stop had a great deal of mutual
respect and a lot of rapport.' The
and start the machine.'
They were lucky enough to sole change in personnel came
come in at the start of the tape about because Paul Robyn had
era, though as Paul Shure points acquired some grandchildren
out, 'Techniques were not as re- and did not want to tour any
fined then as they are today. I more after 1954. His departure—
came
between
the
can remember having the tape which
strung right along the floor of Brahms and Dvorak recordings
the hall, trying to find a lost — was perfectly amicable.
Fortunately, finding a replacepiece for an edit.' First-rate
engineering by Capitol was a ment was no problem. ' Felix had
feature of Hollywood Quartet known Al Dinkin from Curtis and
recordings, however — the Villa- the St Louis Symphony and
Lobos was captured with all their thought very highly of him' says
kaleidoscopic changes of tone Mrs Slatkin. Since 1946 Dinkin
colour intact — and Shure's only had been Slatkin's colleague at
regret is that they just missed 20th Century Fox and he had
the stereo era. The Walton already joined the quartet in
recording brought appreciative their celebrated recording of
letters from the composer, who Schoenberg's sextet Veriderte
That was the recording
had been consulted on details of Nacht '
interpretation —
a typical that really set us off' Mrs Slatkin
Hollywood Quartet initiative.
recalls,
though
the
group's
One of the great quartet request for the composer to
cellists, Eleanor Aller Slatkin write the sleeve notes let them in
comes across today with the for a considerable ordeal.
same intensity and vitality which
'To get Schoenberg to do the
she brought to those far-away liner notes, we had to go and
performances. 'We were very play the sextet for him. He
serious
and
dedicated.
We insisted that we should come to
toured only about twice a year his house. It was a beastly day,
but we rehearsed every day and about 104 degrees, and the
we were constantly playing and house was completely sealed —
recording.' Since their main live- every window closed, no air
lihood was their movie work, conditioning.
Schoenberg
they had a heavy schedule; but walked in, bundled up in a scarf
the quartet was obviously the and a coat. We had only played a
living embodiment of the old few bars when he stopped us
saying that a change is as good and started to criticise. My
as a rest.
husband asked if we could play
'It was avery congenial group' the work through first, and then
recalls the charming, gentle Paul if Schoenberg had any criticisms,
Shure, who in his day was the he could tell us afterwards. So
ideal second fiddle — he later fell we played it — and by the end
from that state of grace, to lead there were literally six pools of
the Oberlin Quartet; and he now perspiration
on
the
floor.
leads not only the Los Angeles Schoenberg didn't say anything
Chamber Orchestra and the at first — he just looked at us —
Pasadena Symphony, but also and then he said: " It was good,
the Los Angeles Quartet — in all very good...in fact Ihave nothing
of which his violinist wife Bonnie to say. You will have your liner
Douglas
is
his
second
in notes in the post on Monday
command. ' It was the very morning." And they did arrive,
antithesis of those stories you just as he said. It was the only
hear, about the Budapest Quartet time he ever wrote notes for a
all sitting on the same station record.'
platform, not talking to eaCh
The extra cellist on that ocother. I have very pleasant casion was an old friend of the
memories of it. We did a great Slatkin's from before the war
deal of rehearsing because we and an occasional colleague of
were all working here in the Felix's at the studios — Kurt
studios.' Slatkin, Shure and Reher, principal of the Los 17E
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Simply Sanyo. That's the only
Domestic Appliances, Hi- Fi, Video and
Office Equipment you can see and buy
at the Sanyo Centre in
Regent Street.
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MAGNIFICENT NEW

If Sanyo

SUPERSTORE 'N) make it, the
Sanyo Centre
can get it for you if it's not already in
stock. Prices are competitive too and you
get the benefit of Sanyo After-Sales Service
if this is ever needed ( plus a5year guarantee
optional).
For technology at your fingertips —
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TV •HiFi Equipment • Music Centres
•Video • In-Car Equipment •Microwave
Ovens * Shavers * Stereo Accessories
•Ni
Cad Batteries

CREDIT FACILITIES
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All items are guaranteed for 12
months, parts and labour, and are
serviced on the premises by our own
expert engineers. Special Export
arrangements for overseas visitors.
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HEYBROOK
A lively new performer joins the range. Easily driven by
budget amplifiers, yet possessing an open dynamic
quality capable of reproducing musical subtleties
revealed by the very best systems.
£119
plus stands, per pair
hear them... with the classic HB2, the exciting HB3, the informative TT2

Made for music by

MECOM (ACOUSTICS) LTD.
Knighton Hill, Wembury, Plymouth, Devon. Phone (0752) 863188

hear them at • • •
Aberdeen Holburn Hi Fi
Ashford Photocraft Hi Fi
Bangor ( NI.) LP Hi Fi
Bath Paul Green
Birmingham Fiveways Hi Fi
Bolton Cleartone Hi Fi
Bradford Erricks
Brighton Brighton Hi Fi Centre
Brighton Jeffries Hi Fi
Bristol Radford Hi Fi
Cambridge University Audio
Cardiff Audio Excellence
Castleford Eric Wiley
Chandlers Ford Hampshire Audio

Cheltenham Robbs
Chester New Dawn Hi Fi
Colwyn Bay Electrotrader
Crewe Hightown Audio
Croydon KJ Leisuresound
Croydon Spaldings
Darlington Gilson Audio
Derby Graham Natty
Eastbourne,Jeffries Hi Fi
Eastwood Peter Ellis Audio
Edinburgh Hi Fi Corner
Edinburgh Russ Andrews
Exeter Gullrford House
Falkirk Hi Fi Corner
Gateshead Lintone Audio
Glasgow Maeto Musik

Glasgow The Music Room
Glastonbury Avalon Audio
Gloucester Robbs
Guildford Unilet
Harrow KJ Leisuresound
Huddersfield Huddersfield Hi Fi
Ilford AT Labs
Lancaster Practical HiFi
Leeds Audio Projects
Leicester Audition HiFi Studio
Liverpool W. A. Brady E. Son
London S.E. Billy Vee Sound Systems
London N. Grahams Electrical
London N. Subjective Audio
London N.W. Audio T
London KJ Leisuresound

London Unilet
London The Sound Organisation
Loughborough Sound Advice
Luton Technosound
Lymm Chris Brooks
Middlesbrough Gilson Audio
Milton Keynes Technosound
Newark Peter Ellis
Newbury Donnington Audio
Newquay Kernow Audio
Northampton Listen Inn
Norwich Basically Sound
Norwich The Audio File
Nottingham Nick Dakin
Oxford Westwood & Mason
Peterborough Sound Sense

Plymouth Peter Russell
Portadown (
NJ) Reggie Smyth
Preston Norman Audio
Radlett Radlett Audio
Rotherham Maorgate Acoustics
Salisbury Salisbury Hi Fi
Sheffield The Audio Centre
Stoke Purkiss Fe Fi
Stockport Bespoke Audio
Toisbridge Standens
Tonbridge Tonbndge Hs Ft Consultants
Uxbridge KJ Leisuresound
Walsall Ray Charles Audio
Watford KJ Leisuresound
Worcester West Midlands Audio
Windsor Radford Hi Fi

Introducing

FIDELIO
— the faithful one
At our MUSIC IN THE HOME studio, the needs of true musk- lovers rather than mere
HiFi buffs have always been our first priority Even those who want the best, regardless of
expense, can safely consult us because we will advise them frankly and honestly, making
sure that they do not waste their money on needless frippesies or unproductive gimmicks.
An installation based on the Pink Triangle turntable with eilE arm, airequality cassette
deck, the QUAD 44/405 amplifier system with F1414 tuner and apair of QUAD ESL 63
loudspeakers will not leave you much change out of £3,000. but you will end upwith as tine a
music system as money can buy.
Nevertheless, we know only too well that most music-levers have to think in terms of an
outlay of no more than £500, and for over 25 yearsour unique combination of experience,
technical expertise and musical knowledge has been specially directed towardsmeeting the
requirements of such people, providing them with installations which will fit easily into
their homes and give lasting musical satisfaction in the years to come. It is on this level,
especially, that the importance of choosing the right loudspeakers cannotbe exaggerated
and, having spent several years vainly searching for amore economical alternative to the
magnificent, BBC-designed LS3/5A compact monitor, we tinallrdecided to produce such
amodel specifically for our clients.
Since we only choose the name "FIDELIO" when ow design — based on KEF
components and our own, specially designed, 12 1
/ x7½ x8in enclosure— had reached its
2
definitive stage, we cannot pretend that earlier prototypes were identified by us as Lecmore
1,2 and 3, but when you hear our new speaker (which costs.£150, incl. VAT, per pair) you
will surely agree that it was aptly named: not only does it produce the kind of sweet and true
sound musical ears find it easy to live with, but its very neatness cannot but contribute to
domestic harmony. With these speakers, areally superb system can be installed for less
than £ 50, while the addition of asub-woofer produces results which carronly be described
as sensational.

Yes its true, anew speaker cable
from QED with half the insertion
loss of even QED 79 strand.
We wish to make it quite clear
that C38 does NOT replace
QED 79 strand, but merely
provides for the lowest possible
insertion loss. This is particularly
important where the speaker
cable lengths are in excess of
8 metres/channel.

C38 TERMINATION
ACCESSORIES
4mm Plugs ( pack of four)
Cable Terminators ( pair)
D.I.N. Adaptors ( Pair)

We are open daily from 9.30-5.30 (Thursdays 9.30-1.00; Fridays 9.30 7.00)

£3.20
£2.85
£3.50

Actual size:
22.5mm x 4mm
Price: £ l.48/metre
(colour: BROWN only)

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel : Ashford 46236

Credit facilities available with Lombard Triaty Finance. Please ask for details.
APR 34.2%.

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone 01-229 2077

polish and refine afairly constant
reading, Gould saw many possibilities.
I recall
a television
documentary where he described
how a sonata recording might
There were reports of work in a evolve like acollage, edited from
sweltering studio, the air condi- takes of widely divergent view
tioning deliberately turned off, an points. (You can hear in the Beetassortment of medicines to hand hoven Bagatelles, CBS 76424,
by the piano. Those early cap and changes in the piano tone, shifts in
muffler
stories
established balances between movements.)
Toronto-born Glenn Gould as an He had astonishing facility: has the
eccentric. He had amorbid fear of first movement of Beethoven's
draughts, air-carried germs, then Op.15 been so articulated at such
of air travel. On 3rd October he speed
elsewhere? ( Odyssey
suffered aheart attack, and did not Y.30491.) But the end results have
recover.
always
frustrated
unreserved
If his behaviour in the studios acclaim. Every reviewer will recall
was extreme, so too were the
some
me,
disconcerting
specifically encounter
the Brahms
records: a ' prepared' instrument, for

Glenn Gould
(1932-1982)

on tour this season — The
Beggar's Opera in Britain's realisation, Handel's Agrippina and
Figaro.
November/December
venues are: Poole, Cambridge, Ply mouth, Eastbourne, Dartford.

Sir Clifford Curzon
(1907-1982)

a constant crooning countermelody from Gould himself.
Cadenzas for Beethoven's First
Piano
Concerto were wryly
described as ' Regerish counterpoint' — Gould explained ' In any
event, Ihave not yet requested the
orchestra to file to the balcony
while for three glorious minutes
the piano is hung decorously from
the chandelier'. He had a great
sense, and love, of humour.
Records were a major musical
influence,
notably Schnabel's
Beethoven ' .(
though
Gould
outshone Schnabel in realising a
joyous exuberance, eg. the finale
of the Sonata in E, Op.14, or the
Allegretto, the late Bagatelle
Op.126/5). And, although he found
public performances an increasing
strain, he genuinely believed that
records would make the concert
hall extinct. He withdrew in 1964,
to devote himself to the gramophone as well as writing, and the
preparation of CBC television
programmes dedicated to music.
Ironically, the Gould discography
is modest, compared with, say,
Ashkenazy's. The Silver Jubilee
Album, CBS 76983, hints at the
range of interests.
Unlike many pianists, who

Kent Opera's 'autumn' season this
year includes anew production of
Fidelio by Jonathan Miller —
possibly his last following his
recently stated decision to leave
both' opera and theatre direction
and
concentrate
on
other
interests. The conductor is Roger
Norrington and the designer
Bernard Culshaw. This team has
worked together in all six of
Miller's
previous
Kent
productions, a fruitful collaboration which began with Cos/back in
1974. Fidelio is the second production to be sponsored by Sainsburys, part of athree-yearfinancial
commitment to the work of the
company. Three other operas are

The death of Sir Clifford Curzon in
September has deprived the
British musical scene of one of its
greatest concert pianists. Born in
London in May 1907, he entered
the Royal Academy of Music in
1910 under Charles Reddle. While
there he won many prizes,
including the McFarren Gold
Medal. Subsequent to the RAM he
continued
his
studies
with
Katherine Goodson. His first
public appearance, at the age of
16, was with Sir Henry Wood at the
Queen's Hall. In 1926 he returned
to the RAM as ateacher, interrupting this two years later to study
with Schnabel in Berlin. Later still
Landowska and Boulanger were
notable influences. He resigned
his teaching post in 1932 to pursue
his career as aconcert soloist.
Curzon's integrity, his perfectionism and retiring nature earned
him universal respect among
colleagues and audiences alike,
his Mozart performances in particular sètting standards which
none could surpass and few could
equal. His fastidious approach ( he
nearly always played from the
score) and his highly self-critical
manner meant, unfortunately,
that recordings were very small in
number. He refused to accept that
any one performance was in any
sense definitive, and even when

Angeles
Philharmonic for a
quarter of a century and a pupil
of Emanuel Feuermann. ' He was
one of the outstanding cellists in
the country' says his brother-inlaw and former co- principal
Joseph di Tullio. ' He could have
been the New York first, or the
Philadelphia first, but he liked
living in Los Angeles.' Reher's
quality can be heard in the
quartet's best-selling recording
of the Schubert cello quintet. For
recordings featuring the piano,
the friendly family atmosphere
was intensified by the presence
of Mrs Slatkin's brother Victor
Aller, a pupil of Josef Lhevinne
at Juillard. A real chamber music
feeling of give and take resulted,
even in the clinical environment
of the studio.
The string players produced
much more colourful tone than
we are used to hearing from
American chamber ensembles;
but this aspect of their playing
was matched by some of their

contemporaries,
like
the
Stuyvesant Quartet. What set the
Hollywood apart from even the
New Music Quartet ( of blessed
memory) was their ability to
combine warmth, colour and
intensity with intellectual rigour,
firm rhythm and intuitive grasp
of the music's architecture. Their
control over long spans of slow
music was in the Busch Quartet's
class,
which
brings
us
to
another similarity with
that
legendary ensemble, their use of
portamento. ' But you won't hear
it in Beethoven' said Mrs Slatkin
— and she was right, Icould not
hear any on my treasured old
disc of the Beethoven C-sharp
minor quartet, Op. 131. 'We
discussed that sort of thing
before we recorded it — nothing
was done without thought, Ican
tell you. It was dependent on
who the composer was, and the
musical content; and of course
most of the music we recorded
was from the Romantic period.' I

assured her that I loved the
portamento and felt it was
inauthentic to omit it from
Romantic music, as so many
modern ensembles do — which
drew the comment: 'To me, just
to play the notes is not making
music.'
Sadly the Hollywood Quartet
came to Europe only once,
causing asensation at Edinburgh
in 1957 with their playing of late
Beethoven. 'We were the first
American quartet to be invited to
the Edinburgh Festival' remembers Paul Shure proudly. The
previous year they had recorded
all the late Beethoven quartets.
At the end of the 1958-59 season,
Shure resigned as a second
violin. (' It had nothing to do with
the quartet. I just wanted to
move in a different direction,
musically.') He was replaced by
Joseph Stephansky for a tour of
New Zealand but that was the
end of the Hollywood Quartet.
Felix Slatkin was in any case
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Intermezzi. On the other hand ...
take Gould's interpretation of the
Beethoven Bagatelle Op.126:1. It is
marked Andante con moto, but
Gould sings and plays the Ninth
Adagio; the dissonances four bars
from the end, where most performances suggest the snapping of a
terrier, reflect the composer in
sombre thought preoccupation. To
the end, frozen staccato quavers
fall like thawed drops into snow.
C.B.

Kent Opera
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persuaded to enter the studio
would spend hour after hour
worrying over the tiniest subtleties. An exclusive Decca artist from
1941, he made no less than three
unreleased recordings of the last
Mozart concerto ( K595) and had
plans to make yet another with
Bernard Haitink. Decca plan to
release the version he made at
Snape with Britten and the ECO in
1970 as a memorial tribute. In
recent years his concert performances were affectd by small lapses
of memory which must have
disturbed him greatly, although
his audienceswere rarely less than
enthralled by thequality of hisplaying. The delicacy of touch and the
integrity of ' his readings, the
beauty of tone and sense of inner
calm remained unique and are
uniquely memorable.

A Priori
Priory Records is a two-man
band hailing from Hertfordshire—
Tring, to be precise. They special ise
in organ and choral music at
present, with six titles on sale and
another
expected
around
Christmas. The latter features St.
Albans Abbey choir in works by
Elgar and Lennox Berkely, of
whom the latter celebrates his
eightieth birthday in 1983. Like
most of the specialist companies,
Priory prefer the simple, purist
approach wherever practicable.
A number of record shops do
handle the Priory label, but a list
and the records can be obtained
from Priory Records, 24 Verney
Close, Tring, Herts. prices are
£5.00 for organ and £5.50 for
choral productions.
T.A.
becoming preoccupied with his
second career as conductor and
arranger, a career cut short by
his untimely death. His son
Leonard is rapidly making a
name as a conductor, however,
while his second son also carries
on the family name as a cellist.
Luckily the recordings remain.
Besides those already mentioned,
they include all the Brahms
piano
quartets,
Ravel's
Introduction and Allegro and
quartets by Kodaly, Dohnanyi,
Borodin, Tchaikovsky, Turina,
Wolf and Creston. Asked to pick
out his favourites, Paul Shure
opted for the Schubert quintet,
Verklárte Nacht and some of the
Beethoven, especially Op. 131.
Eleanor Slatkin also chose VerkMee
Nacht,
adding
the
Shostakovich
piano
quintet,
Hindemith's third quartet, Prokofiev's second and Beethoven's
Opp. 132 and 135 and stressing:
'We didn't record anything that
we didn't like.' •
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TOPS THE BUDGET!

is not a telephone number but the matrix number of
a cassette which should be part of your collection.
Prepared from selected masters and transfered onto
cassette in "REAL TIME":
our superb presentation

Zt Concert for » ou
will delight you with its varier programme of organ,
piano, vocal and orchestral works.
Furthermore, it
can act as a demonstration tape to show off your

own Super Hi -Fi!
and would be invaluable when the time comes for you
to replace partsof your system.
With organ works
by Bach and Franck, piano works by Dussek,Field&

LINN SONDEK LP12 Valhalla
Yes, at long last it being realised that the turntable has
priority in a budget system. The Linn Sondek and Rega
Planar represent the finest value, each in their price class.

Reubke, together with the rich ambience of an excerpt
from the Faure Requiem; this cassette is a " must"
for all music lovers and Hi -Fi enthusiasts alike.
PRICE £ 5-49 p&p free ( surface mail)

from

EPSILON

We specialise in choral, keyboard and organ recordings.
Our disc releases are cut and pressed for us
by NIMBUS, while most cassettes ( EST series)
are
duplicated for us in " REAL TIME" by Gemini Sound.
CLIFTON CATHEDRAL
Rieger organ - Bach,

( disc only)
ESR 4510
Buxtehude, Cernohorsky etc.

PASTICHES BY EDWARD FRY(disc only)
Willis & Walker organs - Mendelssohn &
LITURGICAL MUSIC ..( cassette only)
FOR THE PARISH - All Saints, Clifton,

ESR 4514
Langlais.
EST 4515
Bristol.

HISTORIC PIANOS ...( cassette only)
EST 4506
Genuine instruments, 18th.century temperament.
SEND SAE
FOR OUR
LIST
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TRADE
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10 Elmdale Road, Bristol BS8 1SL

INVITED

REGA PLANAR 3

AND ON THE SUBJECT OF
BUDGET....
Budget system incorporating, Dual, NAD/Sansui, Kef Coder,
M- S20, AR 18S, Ditton 110, Mission 70, from only£259

More than meets
the eye!
joins Nytech — Nairn/Meridian
offering high quality sound at a reasonable price.

A & R C200 /SA200
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— Albarry
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INSTANT CREDIT
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URING OUR conversation in
London last August, Ruggiero
Ricci leaned forward conspiratorially. ' Iremember Milstein going
to Genoa to play Paganini's violin,
which you have to apply to play,
and coming back and looking at
me, eyes wide, and whispering
"That Dstring ishaunted! It hasthe
devil in it!".' The story is told with a
twinkle in the eye, the accent an
intriguing mixture of James
Cagney and melancholic Russian,
but you believe in the haunting
nevertheless. For there is, perhaps,
no other violinist in the world more
closely associated with Paganini
than Ruggiero Ricci, who celebrates not only the composer's bicentenary, but also the 50th
anniversary of his own first European tour, with unaccompanied
Paganini and Bach at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall in London on
November 25 and 26.
He regards the 'specialist' tag
with reservation, but amusement.
Recording all 24 Caprices for television recently in the resonating
spaces of Glasgow's Henry Wood
Hall, he agreed to the use of ablack
backdrop to help tame the reverberation, and to sharpen visual
definition (' I'd also been asked to
speak, which terrified me more
than the playing !'). The result was
striking, not to say Mephistophelean: the vigorous downbows of
Caprice No. 1 sent an evocative
cloud of resin into the air, white
against the black background.
Retakes
were
discouraged,
talks to Andrew Keener
however. As his unedited Unicorn
recordings of unaccompanied contentment in wartime when, Somehow he managed to buy an there was also a pre-war group
Paganini and Bach bear witness as a United States Air Force instrument and teach himself, of Electrola discs of Paganini and
(see reviews), Ricci is nowadays a 'Entertainment Specialist', he was and get into an Army band. That Sarasate released here by HMV,
'straight-through man because I frequently obliged to play solo, was it. He started each of his the first issues in a recording
don't always trust the repair man'. without an accompanist. His inter- children — seven of us — on an career which has since topped
Clearly, the tensions which result est in unaccompanied violin reper- instrument. [The process conti- the
five
hundred
mark.
from such a set-up are for him tory can be accurately dated from nues: each of Ricci's five children Casualties of the war itself, those
productive ones. 'There's always these years, and Ricci's earliest by aprevious marriage has acar- 78 rpm matrices no longer exist,
the danger if you do it the normal versions of the Paganini Caprices eer connected with music.] There conferring a special rarity value
way that as much work will have (recorded for Vox) was the first was atrumpet for one of my sis- on the limited number of comgone into the editing as into the to appear on disc. Nowadays, ters, till my father felt sorry for her mercial
pressings.
Persinger
performance, and that's all wrong. more often than not, a Ricci and bought her aflute instead ( she was playing on a Bechstein
It's arare thing to find an editor/pro- recital offers as many minutes of was ruining her teeth with the which made a lovely sound on
ducer you can trust, who takes an unaccompanied repertory as it trumpet!). Then he started me on the discs — Istill prefer the best
overall view. Then the conductor, does of duo sonatas: a recent the fiddle ( I wanted to be a 1938 piano recordings to most of
if there is one, steps in. He wants recital at a Wigmore Hall well- pianist, but they bribed me with today's! Once in a while Istill
the takes where the soloist is populated with fascinated violin- fiddles. I'd wake up one morning come across somebody who has
exactly with him. So if the soloist ists and students set Brahm's D and there'd be another one), and one of those records. I well
has abetter take where maybe he minor
Sonata
alongside my younger brother, who's a remember the sessions. Ihad to
works
by cellist now, on drums.'
played more freely but it's not unaccompanied
record
the
Paganini
Moses
exactly together, the conductor Hindemith, Ysaye, Ernst and
It was in San Francisco that a Fantasie for the G string. The
will object to it being used. That's Bach. ' Butsthatnottheonly music- family friend introduced the violin Ihad was aborrowed Strad,
two people to please. I've seen a making I
did in theArmy. I
also play- eight year-old Ruggiero to Louis and Ifound that it sounded even
conductor run up a whole list, ed with an orchestra there. Marvel- Persinger, already guiding the better if Ihad two G strings on it,
pages long, of what went wrong in lous experience— I'd never done it career of another prodigy four so
one
could
vibrate
in
this or that take, and then Iknow before. We played the whole rot years Ricci's senior — Yehudi sympathy. So Itook off the other
that they'll be cutting into my —
jazz,
commercial
music, Menuhin (the two violinists strings, and after the test recordplaying for the sake of other classical, everything. That was a remain friends: ' I'm the opposite ing they said that's fine Mr Ricci,
things! And you don't play the real eye-opener.'
from
Yehudi.
He
practises now could you try something out
same thing twice in the same,way.
Perhaps; but the Ricci family aesthetic things like Yoga, but I on the upper strings? Isaid I'm
So you end up playing for safety, background hints at wide hori- do push-ups, muscular things!'). sorry— Idon't have any! So that
losing the spontaneity of Take zons from the outset. He des- A pianist as well as aviolin peda- was that for the moment — they
One. That's how it is for me, any- cribes his father, a trombonist gogue (and sometime concert- had to have the Moses!'
way, especially with the freedom and bandmaster who raised the master of the San Francisco
To begin with, though, Persinger
of unaccompanied music, which family in San Francisco, as Symphony Orchestral, Persinger sent the eight year-old youngster
has always fascinated me.'
'some kind of musical maniac. I was in later years to accompany to his assistant, 'who supervised
There, evidently, speak the don't know what got him started Ricci on his entry into the post- my practice for five hours aday,
voices of experience and an on music. He came from Italy war Decca catalogue. A Paganini writing down anything Persinger
independent spirit. One can alone as a boy and went to a recital remains available ro this said in the lessons Idid have with
more readily understand his coalmining town in Colorado. day ( Eclipse
ECS 535), and him, and making sure Igot them

Ruggiero Ricci
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AKROYD 71
A bookshelf loudspeaker for those who prefer hi-fi
equipment to be unobtrusive. Size 12 x 8 x 7in.

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

MRI I
The superb A60 amplifier still continues as the
best buy in its class. Now you can have that
excellent sonic performance with some extra
toot 100 Watts per channel from the
C200ISA200 pm/power combination. Come and
listen!

MERIDIAN

There's absolutely no interest charges to pay
when you buy from aselected range of brands,
which includes most of those featured in this
advertisement, provided that the total purchase
value is for BOO or more and that aminimum
deposit of ihrd is paid at time of purchase. The
remaining balance can then be paid in 10 equal
monthly instalments.

SYSTEMDEK
The new Systemdek 2offers an inexpensive
solution to the enthusiast who
prefers to select his own
arm and cartridge
combination.
Excellent
performance for
just £115
(excluding arm).

Atouch of class- yes all the
Meridian range have that extra
something that's kept them at
the top for many years. Probably
the most successful range of
active speaker systems currently
available. Don't take our word
for it- give them alisten.

irAl•NOY

We've researched away to improve the performance of the Dual CS505 turntable. After many
painstaking hours of testing and listening to the
effect of different types of mat materials we've
at last found aformulation that gives asignificant
improvement in performance. Mats are now
made from this material and supplied by KJ for
just f5 extra when ordering the turntable or £6
post free as aseparate item.
Price with special mat and FREE
Ortofon cartridge
f74.90
Price with FREE Ortofon cartridge only £
19.90
(Alternative cartridges supplied with FREE
universal fitting kit: A & RC77 £ 14.95; Grado ST
Super £14.95; NAD 9200 £ 19.50; Nagaoka MP11
£15.95).
Carriage Et Insurance £5.00 per order.

NAD

C

SPEC AL PACKAGES:
All supplied with Dual CS505 turntable plus our
special turntable mat FREE of CHARGE.
NAD 30201AR1OS or KEF Coda
f249
NAD 3020/Mission 700S or Tannoy Mercury £79
NAD 7020IAR18S or KEF Coda
f339
NAD 7020/Mission 700S or Tannoy Mercury f369
Additions to above packages:
f 98
4020A Tuner
£I59
4150 Tuner
£119
6040A Cassette Deck
£19
6050C Cassette Deck
Carriage & Insurance f5 per system.

F11

LNakamichug

promemmann

Ferrari is to red as Nak' is to black. Most
enthusiasts aspire to own one so here's your
chance. The new BX1 and 8X2 (includes Dolby Cl
are at aprice everyone can afford. Get the
benefit of Nakamichi performance from £189.

Ahousehold name for many
decades the latest range of
Tannoy speakers is really
impressive. Come and listen
-they start from just over
£100 to just under f300we know you'll be
impressed!

ECTROFIIC1

The new range is now in
stock including the
improved 700 (now 700S);
the low priced 70 at 09.50;
anew mid-price model the
737 at around £200 and a
new 770 at around f300.
Other brands stocked include:
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH; AIWA; AUDIO TECHNICA;
AUREX; CELESTION; ELITE; GRADO; HARBETH;
HEYBROOK; KEF; INPUT DESIGNS; LINN;
MAY WARE; NAGAOKA; ONKYO; ORTOFON;
PIONEER; QUAD; REVOX; REGA; RCL; ROGERS;
SANSUI; SPENDOR; SONY; TEAC; TECHNICS;
THORENS; WALKER; YORKSHIRE HI-Fl.

rag

The Sound Approoch to Hifi

DIGITAL RECORDING
We are now stocking the new Sony
PCM-Fl unit which used in conjunction
with avideo recorder will enable you to
experience this new dimension in live
recording techniques. Astunning
experience!

MUM.»

Tel
•CROYDON
89 London Rd.
Tel:
•HARROW
340 Station Rd.
•LONDON, WI 48 Wigmore St. Tel
Tel:
•UXBRIDGE
278 High St
•wATFORD
101 St. Albans Rd. Tel;

OPEN MONDAY- SATURDAY 930 530 LATE NIGHT THURS ( Wigmore St
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.

We are full range stockists of home units,
portables, cameras and accessories- all at the
most competitive prices. Brands stocked are:
.NC, MITSUBISHI, SANYO, SONY and TOSHIBA.

All offers subject to availability and prices may be subject to
variation — please check before travelling.

AKROYD 141
A compact loudspeaker for use in the home with
amplifiers or rack systems rated from 10 watts per
channel up to 80 watts per channel. Bass reproduction extends down to 45 Hz.
"A combination of the Akroyds with NAD3020 ( or JVC
AX1) amp and Rega 2 ( or B&O or Dual) turntable gives
remarkably good hi-fi for £ 300". Paul Messenger April
'82.

AKROYD 251
The new member of the family. A three speaker
cabinet system of moderate size with a big performance. This model again uses our unique development of bass reflex loading to dynamically
damp and stiffen the cabinet. For use with
amplifiers or rack systems rated from 10 watts per
channel up to 150 watts per channel.

Royd Loudspeaker Co. Ltd.

I115110r1

VI I) E0

"There will be similarly priced models offering colouration and better stereo, but for sheer convenience in
use and overall performance, Iam very impressed by
the 7L and regard it as something of a latter day
Minimax" Paul Messenger July'82.

01-686 1343
01-863 8690
01-486 8263
Uxbridge 33474
Watford 45250

UNTIL. IPM

Unit A6, Stafford Park 15, Telford, Shropshire TF3 3BB.
Telephone: Telford (09521617511.

BUY
THE
FLAG
We stock—Ariston * A.R.*Ackroyd * Creek * Crimson
Datum* Dean * Elite * Exposure * Goldring * Harbeth
Heybrook * Hunt EDA * Logic * Mordaunt Short *
Myst * Michell Focus * Pink Triangle * Q.E.D. * Quad
Quantum * Questar * Rogers * S.M.E. * Sugden *
Syrinx * Tannoy * Wharfedale
If you believe, as we do, that British is Best, our agencies
speak for themselves. We have on display, and on
demonstration, what we consider to be the finest BRITISH
Audio Equipment currently available
Demonstrations either in store (no appointment needed) or
in our " Single Speaker" DEM Studio By Appointment only
(m idweek) or Saturdays (
No appointment needed)

Hi-Fi
con

51 BECKENHAM ROAD
BECKENHAM, KENT
TEL: 01-658 3450

INTEREST FREE
CREDIT AVAILABLE
ON SELECTED ITEMS
PLEASE PHONE
FOR DETAILS

HOURS 10am.to bpm Tuesda yto Saturday
CLOSED Monday • Lunch 1.30-2.15.
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Ricci aged about nine

right as Ipractised'. That, in the
event, seems to have taken practically no time at all. Just ayear later,
Ricci remembers coming out on to
the stage of New York's Mecca
Temple to play the Mendelssohn
Concerto, dressed in ablack velvet
Lord Fauntleroy suite ('with knee
pants; I
was areal sissy to the other
kids in the block' — the accent
engagingly conjures up images of
countless local- boy-makes-good
Hollywood success stories). Critical comment was, to say the least,
extravagant. 'Some uninhibited
critic called me the greatest violinist playing. If Ihad 'child prodigy'
traumas, it was that kind of
comment that triggered them off.
At nine, where do you go from
being the greatest violin player? I
look back at those notices
occasionally and think "what was I
doing that was so marvellous that
I'm not doing nowl, though one
of the pleasures of my present
career is simply not being judged
against myself as achild."
The concerto accompaniment in
New York was played on the piano,
a familiar way of doing things at
the time: Ricci remembers Kreisler
playing the Tchaikovsky Concerto
as part of a recital programme in
the 30s. In November 1932, however ('when Iwas 14 — they'd
stopped 'fixing' my age by then —
you know that Jimmy Walker,
mayor of New York, once
cancelled one of my Carnegie Hall
concerts after charges of "juvenile
exploitation"), Ricci played the
Mendelssohn in the Queen's Hall,
London, with the full orchestral
colours of the LSO. It was his
London debut, Hamilton Harty
conducted — ' now tell me, where
can Iget hold of his Violin Concerto?' — and the critic of The Strad
wrote circumspectly of this latest
boy violinist' that ' 1am told his
technique is perfect'. The characteristic Ricci encores were also
well served by. Harty: moving to
London at the turn of the century,
he had made his living fora while as a
much sought-after society pianist,
and, exchanging the Queen's Hall
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

differences is that Iplayed it on a small cutswhich areto be found on
fiddle which suits those pieces the earlier three. Like many artists,
better than my more brilliant he
remembers Sargent, the
Guarneri — much darker. Also I conductor on the first two
said that Iwanted to do it in a versions, as an uncommonly
church. Bach is religious music, skilled and sympathetic accompaand Ican get an atmosphere in a nist. ' Igot on fine with him; we
church
which
would
be had to stop and talk abit about the
impossible to get in aroom likethis first movement coda when we
— Idon't care if they add echo or recorded it for the second time, I
not. To do that is false and the remember— I
wanted it quite abit
results are unconvincing anyway: faster than he did — but apart from
if you play in achurch, you leave that, those were some of the most
more light between big chords to relaxed sessions I've done.'
allow for the echo than you would
And what of those Decca
in aroom, so if they put echo on the
Paganini
records
as
yet
way you play in asmall space, it
unremade: the sonatas with guitar
gives amisleading picture of how
and the first two concertos? 'Oh
and why you're playing as you do.
yes, absolutely. But the concertos
Like the editing business, honesty
would have to be done with a
comes into the matter again.'
conductor who respects the score
Pressed on the subject of tenhighly enough not to treat the
sions introduced by the demand
tuttis casually, or to cut them, but
for long takes, he concedes apoint
to prepare them as thoroughly as
which will arouse the sympathies
he would the Brahms or Beetof
all
record
producers
who
have
rostrum for the piano stool, he
hoven. And not to cut that Finale
accompanied the young violinist worked in acoustically beautiful middle section of no. 1, but to
in pieces by Kreisler and Sarasate. surroundings, but who have been make it something expressive and
Then, on Kreisler's recommen- hampered by the most unreason- beautiful. Like Rossini — incidendation, came aperiod of studywith able distraction of all. 'Traffic tally isn't it a pity Paganini never
Kulenkampff in Germany; the noise! It was very hard to get a commissioned a concerto from
lessons themselves were, says quiet patch, so we ended up Rossini? The image of Paganini as
Ricci, illuminating if perplexing. ' He recording at six in the morning or awild player is partly to blame, I
spoke no English and Ispoke no late at night ... no, we didn't sleep
always think. Fiddle players still
German. He'd fix mewith his stare, in the day! But it was either that or
play the concertos in awild way
get
dispirited
by
scrapping
a
pick up his violin and say "You ...
which conductors find hard to
play... so! You shouldplay ... so!r% whole lot of complete takes interaccompany. I'm sure Paganini
And it worked, as he was a fine rupted by an automobile horn in
couldn't have played like that!
musician and I
had apair of ears to the last bars! It wasn't easy! And
He'd turn up at rehearsal, put the
another thing
about
hear. Then, within afew years, the there's
music on his stand and take it away
The slightly dank
war came, and, as Isay, that was churches.
at the end. They had such little
the watershed for my present atmosphere seems to make the rehearsal time that he couldn't
violin more prone to whistle— you
career.'
have played so wildly that the
Indeed. After a few months know the sound you get on Heifetz
orchestra were unable to follow
spent with NBC in New York play- records now and again where he
and still make the effect with the
ing weekly recitals on the air CI hits aquick note on the string and it
concertos that he did. People nowrememberthat Earl Wild, who was just comes out as awhistle ( odd
adays wonder whether Paganini
being encouraged by Toscanini, thing is, you tell aplayer to play an
was as great a player as he was
and Iplayed the Dohnanyi Sonata open Eand make it whistle, and he
cracked up to be. He had to be,
at seven in the morning!'), Ricci can't!). But it's stillall worth it, and
because there's no way of bluffing
organised aconcert of unaccom- much better than playing in atiny
some of the things he wrote. You
panied violin music. Mischa studio as Isometimes used to for
can't bluff a double harmonic.
Elman, he remembers, told him many of those records Imade in
Technically his God save the
that he was crazy, yet the success the fifties.'
Queen variations [ one of the most
Mention of these, especially the
of the recital surprised even. Ricci
often- requested
of
Ricci's
himself. Then, as now, he held welter of issues from Decca, set
encores] are often even harder
direct contact with his listeners as Ricci reflecting on works he would
than the caprices. He must have
a primary consideration. Rarely like to re-record. A particular
been in terrific shape just to play
has he played from acopy on the favourite of mine has always been
those — which he most certainly
music stand. ' Iwas trained that a1956 recording of the second and
did. If Istop playing them and just
way when Iwas akid. Ilearnt the third sonatas by Brahms with
concentrate on the ordinary
standard concertos very quickly at Julius Katchen ( Decca LXT 5270) in
repertory my technique soon
that age, and memorised them'. which long, light bows at the
stops
being
tip-top.
Superb
Unaccompanied Bach has been in opening of the D-minor Scherzo
pieces! There's no cheap music,
the pictu re for scarcely fewer yea rs produce an unusual, plangent
only cheap players. If you're a
('I happen to think Iplay better quality, almost as if the strings
good interpreter you can take a
Bach than Paganini — but they were pegged at half tension
piece and make it sound like a
keep telling me I'm a Paganini (uncannily, it was exactlythe same
million dollars. But if you're a
which
caught
the
specialist!').
Ricci
has twice sonority
cheap prayer, you can make a
recorded the sonatas and partitas: imagination aquarter of acentury
masterpiece sound cheap.'
for MCA some 15 years ago and in later in his Wigmore Hall account
London earlier this year during last July); yes, he would like to do
Not for the first time, Ricci's
sessions of unedited takes for those sonatas again. 'Then there's Wigmore Hall performance of
Unicorn. ' Ialso did arecord of the the Brahms Concerto. I've done Ernst's insolently difficult The Last
Tchaikovskys
and
no Rose ofSummerreturned to mind.
A- minor Sonata for Vox in the late three
days of 78, and worked really hard Brahms! You see how much lies in As in the other 'showpieces' in the
on it; Ireally think it was one of the the
hands
of
the
record programme, nothing was for a
best records Iever made, and I'm companies. Iwas going to do the moment sent up, so that when we
not sure whether or not my new Beethoven in Vienna but instead I laughed — as we did quite often—
one is better. But otherwise, I
think did the Tchaikovsky!'
it was with simple delight at the
I'm more aware of the text now— I
In the event of being asked to lively imagination of both music
slur about less in the Romantic record a fourth Tchaikovsky, he and interpreter. 'A million dollars'
way than 1did. And one of the big would, he feels, now open out the indeed •
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front ends don't come any better

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

42 Parkside, London SW19.
Tel. 01-947 5047

TURN YOUR HEAD
WITH THIS SPECIAL OFFER

* Superb Galaxie"17" Fringe Array:
Top performance all transmitters
U.K. and Continental
* Channelmaster automatic rotor
and control
* 12' x 12" ( Maximum) mast, on
double chimney kit or Wall
brackets up to 21" clearance
* Up to 30 metres Low Loss
airspaced cable
* Fitted by professional installers
with 17 years of experience in this
field behind them
* Price including Labour, Parts, and
Journey up to 50 miles from
LUTON

ONLY £199.00 inc V.A.T.
Galaxie Circular 17 Element Stereo
Gain 15.9db F. to B. 33.7dB. L. 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* Aerial range TV 10 to 136 Elements. FM. 4to 23 Element with Circular
dipole
* Not imported, flimsy, and flashily packaged. British, rugged, and
designed to work and stand up to our weather conditions for a
guaranteed five years.
* D.I.Y. Interested, advice without obligation; complete range of
masts, brackets, cable and rotors. Mail order service, writelor
details, SAE appreciated.
* Your budget sets the limit of our range of services.
* Installation by professionals who own their own rotor systems, are
fully conversant with their use, and will fit your system within a50
mile radius of LUTON. Pre-surveys can be arranged, phone or write
for details.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL

RON SMITH

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day— Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from MI Motorway. Turnoff No.11
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SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR FOR: Audio Research,
The ARM, Audiophile
Koetsu,

Etude,

111

Products,

Oracle,

OLN,

RG

DCM ( Time Windows),
Dynamics,

Threshold.

Constructor Series Speakers

IT'S
SO
EASY

Have fun, save
money, building
aKef design
with a
Wilmslow Audio
CS Total kit.
No electronic or
woodworking
knowledge
necessary and
the end result is
aproven topquality design
that you'll be proud of.
Each kit contains all cabinet components, accurately machined for easy
assembly, speaker drive units, crossovers, wadding, grille fabric,
terminals, nuts, bolts, etc.
The cabinets can be painted or stained or finished with iron-on veneer or
self adhesivewoodgrain vinyl.
Easy foolproof assembly instructions supplied. Set of constructor leaflets
sent free on receipt of large SAE.
Prices: CS1 (As 1011

E1 10 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. E 5.50

CS1A (simplified LS3/5A1 £103 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins.
5.50
CS3 (as 103.21 £ 129 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 10.00
CS5

fas Carlton 111

CS7 ( es Cantata)

£192 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 15.00
£250 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 18.00

WILMSLOW
The firm tor Speakers

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

SK9 lAS

1982 Catalogue — ( 1.50 post free
Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!
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I AST month Icommented favourably on
the Sony PCM Fl/SLF1 UB digital audio/
video recorder. This machine has aTV video
and sound tuner to match, model TTF1 UB
which has a TV aerial input and an output
for connecting to atelevision set or monitor.
The tuner section automatically stores on a
command sequence up to 12 TV stations.
The TTFI UB has also BNC sockets for video
input and output enabling inter-connection
with video cameras. But it is also capable of
giving an audio output feed on phono
sockets of 1V for full FM deviation of 50kHz,
so allowing the tuner to be a TV sound
tuner. And since all TV sound is FM, it can
justly be included in this column!
A pen chart taken of the audio frequency
response was seen to be very flat indeed from
20Hz to 20kHz, the chart being taken at 5kHz
deviation. The response was actually + 1dB at
20Hz, and — 0.25dB at 20kHz reference lkHz.
Harmonic distortion was briefly checked at full
deviation of 1kHz audio frequency, and 2nd
harmonic measured 0.08%, whilst 3rd was
0.75%, just a little high, but it became significantly better at lower levels. This is quite a
contrast to the average TV set whose audio
amplifier I believe averages several %
distortion and then feeds an incredibly
grotty loudspeaker which usually has an
appalling frequency response.
The IHF sensitivity of the TTF1 UB for
30dB of audio channel in the presence of a
video signal is equivalent to that which
would be obtained at 1.5µV into a normal
FM tuner, although the video carrier has to
be at a minimum level of around 20µV to
achieve this — an extremely weak video
carrier incidentally. The Sony tuner therefore, although not really intended to be just
a sound tuner, reproduces the best TV
sound quality that Ihave yet heard at home.
Video breakthrough is virtually inaudible,
thus allowing the tuner to be warmly
recommended, particularly if you require its
other facilities in connection with the Fl
video deck.
In monitoring TV sound with the TTF1 UB
from ITV, and BBC1 and BBC2, Iwas struck
by the fact that sound quality, in the last few
years has if anything actually got worse.
Many broadcasts seem rather muffled and
yet very sibilent between 6kHz and 12kHz,
whilst others have an unnatural presence
lift. Signal/noise ratios were extremely
good
on
this tuner
incidentally,
as
evidenced by the very quiet background
when TV continuity faded down the audio
before fading up another studio.
It is not possible for the average
consumer of bráadcasting to gain any real
impression of exactly what quality losses
are involved in the audio transmission.
Recently Ihad the opportunity of comparing
a high quality tape recording made off-air
on my Studer B67 with a digital recording
made at the hall. Let it be said that the basic
differences to many listeners would be fairly
marginal, but hi-fi buffs would soon become
well aware of important changes in the
sound in a direct comparison.
In the quietest passages the hiss of the
stereo multiplex system is clearly a limiting
factor. Indeed, a small proportion of what I
previously thought to be almost entirely
microphone hiss on quiet passages which
had been brought in level slightly at the hall
is in fact due to the stereo multiplex system.
When microphone levels are brought up a
lot though, hiss is clearly evident on the
BBC desk output, which confirms the points
about mike hiss that I introduced last
month.
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so I must continue to review broadcast
quality as Ihear it at home.
Typical BBC limiter ducking was very
evident on timpani at the beginning of Beethoven's Missa Solemnis on the penultimate
Prom night. Matters became a bit worse on
some of the louder choral entries, when
masses of high frequency energy — particularly from the sopranos— cause continual
compressor action, presumably in the
BBC's pre-emphasis limiter. I do not remember quite so much compression being
evident a few years ago. I also noticed
a lack of any real clarity on the cellos,
despite Beethoven's magnificent cello lines
in the score. This muffled cello sound has
been heard all too frequently at this year's
Proms, which again is rather a mystery.
The relay of the National Youth Orchestra's Prom on Saturday 21st August was
particularly fascinating in that not only was
What is perhaps more important to many
the stereo positioning much clearer than
is that an openness and transparency at HF
usual, but the cello tone was far clearer and
is missing on the reproduction from even
luscious despite the musicians being teenthe best stereo tuner cómpared to the
agers. The orchestra is of course a very
output of the control desk. The frequency
large one, but professional musicians
response of the BBC transmission system is
usually can produce a far warmer string
extremely flat up to 14kHz, and then falls
tone from violins to basses than can even
around — 6dB at 15kHz, but in no way do I the finest young amateurs. Whether some
attribute the loss of transparency to the
of the BBC balancers are adding too much
15kHz cut off. Isuspect that part of the
gallery reverberation, or backward facing
problem may be in the lines from, for
cardiod injection has been excessive, I
example, the Royal Albert Hall to Broadcannot tell.
casting House. The BBC have been recordCello tone was also certainly not absent in
ing all the Proms at the Albert Hall on digital
the glorious sound from the Philadelphia
equipment and it is highly possible that if
Orchestra's Prom conducted by Muti on 8th
these are chosen to be replayed for the inSeptember. The magnificent cello parts in
evitable Prom repeats in several months
Schumann's 4th Symphony reproduced so
time, the reproduced sound may actually be
warmly — surely an important part of cello
noticeably better, although Ido not know
tone is the harmonics produced by the bow
the characteristics of the Royal Albert Hall/
on the strings, as well as the fundamentà1
Broadcasting House stereo land lines.
by the cello body. Of course the PhiladelAnother very evident difference is in the
phia Orchestra is one of the finest in the
energy present on high frequency transients,
world, but there is no getting away from it:
cymbal clashes or brass fortissimae being
some BBC studio managers are perhaps
very clearly limited in the broadcasting
obsessed by requiring to make everything
chain to avoid over-deviation at the transsound 'wet', rather than reproducing the
mitter. It is easy to suggest that peak
orchestra as it is heard in the Hall. It is
modulation levels should be taken down by
surprising incidentally that the RAH is not
6dB or so to accommodate transients more
quite as 'wet' as one would imagine it to be,
faithfully, but then background hiss would
although the reverberation time is still quite
become far more noticeable, so one is
long, but about right since the flying
caught between the devil of HF limiting and
saucers were installed to get rid of the
the deep blue sea of noise.
'double the music for your money' acoustic
Another difference that seemed evident
syndrome of the old days.
between the received broadcast sound and
A typical prom with an acoustic like a
the BBC desk output is that the very lowest
swimming bath, with muddy sounding
frequencies seemed to be attenuated somecellos and timpani that rolled around
what, yet the region between 50Hz and
everywhere, was the BBC Welsh Orchestra's
around 125Hz seemed to be slightly more
one conducted by Bryden Thomson on 3rd
boomy. Iwonder if this might be due to
September which including Nielsen's 4th
group delay problems in landlines in which
Symphony. Ireally cannot believe that the
the arrival times of different frequencies at
Royal Albert Hall's acoustics even approach
the end of a line can vary by quite a few
those broadcast, so probably the relay was
milliseconds. Matters are better now of
one in which the dreaded electronic
course since the installation of PCM links to
reverberation appliance was used. It should
Wrotham, but the old Post Office lines over
not be necessary to add anything to an
ten years ago were dreadful in this respect,
appropriate sound balance of an orchestra
with phase imbalance as well as bad group
performing in what Iconsider to be one of
time delay characteristics.
the finest and most enjoyable concert halls
In listening to the comparisons Iwas also
in Europe.
struck by the very slightly improved stereo
Please, dear Auntie, can we not get back
positioning of the original source as
to realism and reproduce a concert as a
opposed to the transmission. To be absoreasonably seated or standing member of •
lutely fair though, Iemphasise again that if
the audience would hear it. This does not
one discounts what seemed to be limiting
mean somebody seated at the back of the
effects, the transmitted sound can be of
hall, or in the corridor outside at the back
very high quality and to most listeners not
with the door open as asound engineer would
that much inferior compared with the sound
be, but in a position which is a sensible
leaving the control desk. It must also be
compromise and in which the listener can
remembered that one cannot make a hear magnificent cello tone balanced by
comparison of desk output versus received
violin warmth, and clarity of woodwind and
transmission unless one is within the BBC,
percussion positioning •

Angus McKenzie
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HE EQUIPMENT used is not meant to represent the ' ultimate' in sound qu alit y; rather, good systems that have been found to
work synergistically and are not of the reach of readers desiring good sound quality.
John Atkinson: Koetsu ' Black', Linn lttok, Linn Sondek; Meridian 1016 preamp, Marantz Ma- 5class-A or MLR Cambridge SA200
power amps; Celestion SL6 loudspeakers.
John Crabbe: Shure V15/V, SME 3009 III, Thorens TD125; Quad 34/405 amp; KEF 105:2 loudspeakers.
Ivor Humphreys: Dynavector DV17D, Linn Ittok, Logic DM101; Quad 34 preamp, Hafler DH- 200 power amp ( modified, see Nov.82
p.48); Quad ESL- 63 loudspeakers.
Adrian Orlowski: Linn Asak, Linn lttok, Linn Sondek; Naim 32/250 amp; Linn Sara DMS loudspeakers.

W

ITH THE IMMINENT launch of Compact
Disc throwing into sharp relief the fact
that ahi-fi system is only as good as the signal
with which it is fed, this quarter's QM feature
takes on an added piquancy. As well as areexamination of the records given aA* rating
by our review team over the last three months
or so, we also include alook by J.A. at some of
the latest Mobile Fidelity recuts, as well as a
rock record auditioned both via LP and Compact Disc versions.
So, with the overture out of the way, we start
with Heinz Holliger's stylish recording of
various Vivaldi concertos with Thunemann
(bsn) and IMusic, Philips 6514167, which was
favourably received by R.B. in October, his
split rating given as aresult of the slight ( but
wholly understandable!) emphasis given tothe
oboe. Otherwise, ' a recording with a clarity
which does ample justice to Vivaldi's scoring'
it certainly is. We would, however, add amild
caveat regarding the so-called ' digital' edge
which affects, as usual, the upper strings. No
doubt an effect exaggerated by the proximity
of the relevant microphones, this emphasis is
relatively mild anyway, and is certainly
tempered by selecting the replay level with a
little more care than usual: ashade too high
and the edge obtrudes; take it down a notch
and it falls back into perspective. The relatively
high level of the soloist, while not obscuring
the ' background' detail, does make him seem
alittle largerthan life and the strings smaller in
number than they probably are. ( How many
cellos can you hear!) Very good in most
respects, but the split rating is appropriate,
almost generous.
October saw A.K. waxing enthusiastic about
the late Kirill Kondrashin's ' live' ( 1980) recording of the Franck D- minor Symphony ( Philips
6514 119). The Bavarian Radio recording of
their own orchestra is a fine one, not unlike
some of the Beeb's better Prom relays in its
warm spread of sound, its impact and solidity.
'Opulent' it certainly . is, but on the negative
side it also has a slightly veiled quality. A
somewhat tubby balance, thick-textured in
the lower midrange, tends to obscure some of
the details, but as so often with recordings of
orchestral music, the quieter moments fare
better in this respect; in other words, the
coloration is somewhat level dependent ( be it
the acoustic itself or the electronics involved).
But we will happily trade that for the sensation
of a real concert exerience conveyed here;
rather have that than anote- perfect, tape-andscissors effort, any day. Split rating agreed.
Dvorak's New World symphony must have
been through the catalogues in hundreds of
versions, but the LPO's performance under
Enrique Batiz on Nimbus 45202 is at present
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unique, for not only was it digitally mastered,
but it is cut at 45rpm. If digital at its best does
have the edge on analogue, then a higher
speed for the latter should place less barriers
between the listener and that potential
improvement. Of course, afaster disc ought to
be . better anyway, so without a direct
comparison one really can't be sure precisely
why this version sounds so good. But it is very
impressive and generally justifies the star
granted by K.D. in September. Recorded by
Brian Culverhouse in Watford Town Hall, the
general impression is of a fairly clear and
perhaps slightly over- bright balance, with
excellent brass and very clear woodwind; but
anot especially full or rounded sound from the
upper strings. The acoustic is convincing, as
are dynamics; but, like K.D. we were worried
by occasional clicks, and there is a touch of
pre-echo before some fortissimos. Perhaps
A*/A would be fairer overall, but it's certainly a
splendid record.
Also recorded in Watford Town Hall was
Royal Military Spectacular,
a digitally
mastered Ambisonic UHJ recording of
massiye brass and military- band forces,
captured most impressively by asingle Calrec
'Soundfield' microphone and pressed on
Unicorn-Kanchana DKM 6002. Starred by D.A.
in his AugusePopular column, this collection
of pieces by Laurie Johnson really does offer
some quite splendid sounds. Bernard Miles'
commentary in 'The Battle of Waterloo' which
occupies Side 1is an object- lesson in how to
keep asolo speaking voice in correct proportion
to massed instrumentalists: when the volume
is set for climaxes to blast you out of your seat,
Lord Miles just chats quietly away between
espisodes. From the mixture of pieces on the
other side we would especially suggest
'Chocolate Dancing', a21
/2m i
nute gem ofjazzy
light music shatteringly well recorded. A real
dem piece, this, from a record that must be
heard. Star enthusiastically confirmed.
'A feather on the breath of God' was the title
given to aHyperion digital recording of hymns
and sequences by the Abbess Hildegard of
Bingen ( A66039),
starred
with
some
enthusiasm by P.T. in July. Made by Tony
Faulkner in the Church of St Jude-on-the- Hill,
Hampstead, and featuring Gothic Voices with
Emma Kirkby directed by Christopher Page,
this fine recording of some beautiful and
strangely moving musicfrom the 12th century
is an excellent example of how to place small
vocal forces ( mostly solo) in a convincing
church acoustic. As PT. so aptly said, 'there is
no ' digital' effect, just luminous clarity, tonal
purity, precise detail: the sound the servant of
the music'. And our copy had absolutely silent
surfaces as abonus.

Ravel's child-fantasy opera L'Enfant et les
Sortileges, performed by a lively cast of
singers and the LSO under Previn on ASD
4167, attracted a star rating from A.K. in
August. This EMI digital issue is certainly a
beauty, featuring a delicately transparent
sound to match what A.K. calls Ravel's
'pinpoint textures', yet with plenty of space
and depth around both voices and orchestra,
plus some striking dynamic contracts when
the scoring demands. Voices seem just alittle
forward of the orchestra, with excellent
presence; yet, as the review said, ' with no
audible hint of spurious technical assistance'.
This is very much astudio production, for no
theatre could be so reverberant yet so clear in
both vocal and instrumental impact. But the
overall effect is very fine, and if all the
pressings are as quiet as our QM sample this
should do very well with hi-fi conscious
I
istenerswho care for Ravel at his least serious
and most French.
Recording dates are stated as 1978 and
1982, and the record label bears the legends
'stereo digital/mock digital' and ' mock stereo';
and D.H. split rated it in October — and that
about sums up the Polish ChamberOrchestra/
Maksymiuk EMI recording ( ESOVV 717) of
Rossini's Six String Sonatas — its recording
quality is inconsistent over the four sides.
Sonatas 2-5 are digital remixes of 1978
analogue masters, and they show a patchy
microphone technique: either the violins have
too little body and are set too far back in the
stereo image; or the cellos and basses have
too much body and are miked too closely.
Whichever way you look at it, the stereo is
decidedly not coherent. Sonatas 1and 6 are
1982 digital recordings characterised by a
different balance ( one which is mid- recessed).
Peculiarly, it's the filler of four operatic
overtures which has the most natural ( though
different again) sound balance and stereo, and
only here does the record approach its review
rating. Nevertheless the PCO play these works
with an attractive, seemingly Tchaikovskian
lilt which imbues the performances with a
unique charm. But sonically an A for the filler,
and adowngrading to C for the Sonatas.
Devotees of von Karajan will be interested in
the recital that his protegee mezzo-soprano
Agnes Baltsa has recently recorded on EMI
(ASD 4279) with the Munich Radio Orchestra
under Heinz VVallberg. This received a star
rating from J.F. in October. Ms Baltsa's voice
is technically skilled and pleasing in quality,
but her characterisation has some limitations
(compared for example with Beverley Sills'
singing of ' Una voce poco fa' from // Barb/ere
de Siviglia under James Levine). Perhaps it is
because the recording microphone is fairly 1/
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close, though it has helped to ensure that
sonically there is a wealth of detail in her
articulation. The balance between voice and
orchestra is good, but the sound as awhole
seems somewhat two- dimensionally ' papery
and lacking in ambience to merit astar rating.
Indeed it rather shows the signs of being a
studio concoction — by no means poor, but
not really any better than ' good'. A B rather
would be amore accurate reflection.
D.H. double-starred the EMI/Toulouse/
Plasson version of Offenbach's La Perichole in
October ( SLS 5276), finding the recording's
'heavy
presence'
and
the ' enclosed
atmosphere' appropriate to the demands of
the score. While we take that point, we cannot
in all honesty concur with the rating. Heavy
presence is apt indeed, for the soloists are
splendidly caught and they certainly are
present ( after all, if you've paid to use
Berganza and Carreras you want to be sure of
hearing every anatomical twitch), and the
chorus, too, generate avery tangible image.
The trouble is the orchestral sound which is a
nonsense. An enclosed atmosphere it
certainly is, but the image is weird. Listen to
the overture; there's virtually no stereo spread
and the sound has a disturbing, tunnel- like,
almost out-of- phase character. Once the
singers begin one is beguiled by a very
tangible presence, but no orchestral pit is
going to impart so recessed and artificial an
image, however veiled. We feel acompromise
has been made and therefore submit asimilar
split between D.H's star and our own C.
October found S.D. wishing for ' a little
subjective piquancy' in the performance of
Frescobaldi's Keyboard Works ( D261D2) by
Christopher Hogwood. One is inclined to
agree, though the Oiseau Lyre recording,
which was said to be one of the best dig itals
and one of the best harpsichord, could make it
adesirable acquisition. The recording is clean
and clear, free from both analogue ' smearing'
and high frequency ' squash', and digital
'glare' alike — apparently perfectly produced.
On deeper scrutiny, though, the instrumental
sound lacks ' air', being very dry, and there's
some tendency for notes to pop up unexpectedly misplaced in the stereo image. In fact
stereo localisation is something of aproblem
as ambience information is largely absent, it
being difficult to ' place' the instruments at a
specific point in the depth image. There being
nothing to suggest the recording was actually
made in an anechoic chamber, adowngrading
to from A* to A would seem to be in order.
Another harpsichord record given a
recording star this quarter was the Elizabeth
de la Porte recording of the 6J.S. Bach Partitas
(Hyperion A66041-3, September). This set has
noticeable ' body' to the sound after the Frescobaldi and the instrument, amodern copy of
the Goermans-Taskin in Edinburgh has both
great bass weight and abeautiful clarity. S.D.
did comment that the recording is so good that
it almost fools one into th inking thatthe instrument is actually in the room. The stereo image
is certainly solid and stable, but overall the
sound is perhaps too close for most tastes,
without sufficient ' room' captured to tame the
instrument's
power.
As
with
many
harpsichord recordings, what ambience does
exist is ' killed' simultaneously with the
player's fingers leaving the keyboard, an aural
phenomenon akin to both performer and
instrument suddenly being sucked into an
anechoic black hole, which can be off-putting,
to say the least. A*/A is nearer to the mark,
therefore, but a fine set, nevertheless, and
worth seeking out at its special price of £ 10.97
(which holds until New Year's Day). Although
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it was not stated in the booklet, the discs had
the characteristic ' mottled' finish attributable
to Direct Metal Mastering and the innergroove
sound was certainly excellent, though background hiss level diçi vary from side to side.
Again Hyperion, again A*, again reviewed
in September by S.D., again aDMM release,
the Parley of Instruments recording of five
Sonate a 5 by Purcell contemporary
George Muffat ( A66032) has been featured
extensively in digital mastertape form by
Celestion in their show demonstrations this
summer. Recorded in St Jude's, Hampstead
by Tony Faulkner,theastringenttimbresofthe
'original' instruments used — violins, violas,
cello, violone, with, variously, harpsichord,
theorbo and organ continuo — are immaculatedly captured and the players are set within
a clearly defined lateral image possessing
good depth. Some background ' ambience' —
traffic or central heating it's hard to say — is
audible, but that must be unavoidable with
an ensembleof quiet instrumentssounding as
they did before three centuries of ' improvement' made them both more powerful and
more ' romantic'. The latter point should be
borne in mind by those sceptical of music by
numbers: the early violin does exaggerate the
bitter-sweet dichotomy characteristic of reallife string sound; that acid texture should not
be attributed by the lay listener to digital techniques per se, no matter how much he or she
would prefer the ' Mantovani' knob to be turned
up. This disc certainly deserves its star: aredletter record to put beside the digital Emma
Kirkby Monteverdi record from the same
company and ensemble ( A66021).
Upon listening to the disc of bleeding
chunks of Wagner — Meistersinger overture
and the good bits from Parsifal, Tristan and
lsolde, and Lohengrin — arranged with his
usual subtlety by Liszt and starred with his
usual restraint by DGP in October ( Philips 9500
970), we were occasionally worried by a
curious distortion. This affected the sound at
arbitrary intervals and, strangely, was not
level dependent. Fortunately it became
apparent that this ' chiffing' was not anew form
of pickup mistracking, but the pianist, Zoltan
Kocsis, breathing somewhat heavily ( most
noticeable, appropriately, at the climax of
lsolde's Liebestod). Emotion aside, we have
no option but to agree with DGP's opinion
concerning the bass weight and transient
impact captured. End-of- sides could perhaps
cause distress to cartridges not particularly
disposed to high levels of Liberace-esque
midrange energy superimposed on Lisztian
bass power chords, but our main criticism of
the sound concerns the lack of acoustic
surrounding the instrument, rendering the
sound somewhat sterile, much as with the
Elizabeth de la Porte recording mentioned
earlier. Again a qualification of the rating to
A*/A must be due to this reservation
concerning basic recording'philosophy, but it
must be admitted that recordings such as this
are probably more robust when it comes to
playback via inexpensive turntable combinations
and
amplifiers/loudspeakers with
more than their fair share of life's problem:
Back in June, E.S. gave aqualified starto the
Decca digital recording of Stravinsky's
Symphony in C / Symphony in Three Movements from the Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande under Charles Dutoit ( SXDL 7543).
Dutoit's previous Decca recordings with the
Montreal orchestra (
Daphnis and Chloe, for
example) have been well received, sonically,
butwedofeel in this casethat E.S.'s enthusiasm
for the superb performance has perhaps
persuaded him to give the recording quality

the benefit of the doubt, for to our ears it
typifies the 'digital' problem. Focus, as was
noted in the review, is razor sharp, but this
ruthless clarity is coupled with a dryish
acoustic and astereo image with excellent —
too excellent? — lateral separation but little
depth. ( Wind instruments, for instance, are
not farther away, merely quieter.) The overall
feeling one is given is of an exaggerated
delineation of instrumental textures, much as,
with ablack and white photograph of ascene
lacking contrast, underexposure of the
negative, coupled with long development in
weak developer solution, will result in
increased contrast at tonal boundaries — an
impressive improvement in definition over
that offered by reality.
Perhaps it is no coincidence that the
producer of this disc is Paul Myers, once of
CBS Masterworks, who has argued eloquently
and intelligently both in this magazine and
elsewhere the case for exploiting the
recording
medium's
potential
for
adding/aiding the natural sound. Arguable
that case may be, but when such ' help' is allied
to a tonal balance which even on speakers
such asQuad ESL-63sorCelestion SL6sthat —
how to put it fairly? — can be a little reticent
above 8kHz, verges on the hysterical side of
'bright', the result is that the famous ' digital
fatigue' sets in. At low playback levels, or if the
HF control is rolled-off more than a little, it's
OK. But surely at low playback levels, there is
less justification for the use of sophisticated
digital ratherthan simple analogue recorders?
And some of us gave up tone controls with
wide- bottom trousers. Down to B (
equivalent
to ' good'), then, for the recording if, like some
of the QM team, you're getting increasingly
intolerant of hyped- up recording, but it has to
be admitted that Stravinsky still conies cutthe
winner!
Not reviewed in HFNI RR due to its previous
non- availability, one of us was much taken at
the Nottingham show in September by adisc
of guitar etudes composed by Beethoven
contemporary Fernando Sor on the French
Pierre Verany label ( PV9812), performed by
Lucien Battaglia. In the past we have had
mixed feelings about Pierre Verany's work
(see QM June 82) but this unexaggerated
guitar recording, if a little on the warm side,
seems to strike just the right balance between
a close perspective ( to get the clarity of line
and an idea of the power of the actual
instrument), and the inclusion of enough
room ambiende to ' place' that perspective in
an acceptable manner. A*: details on avaiiability from Absolute Sounds. Tel: 01-947
5047. ( The Sheffield direct- cut Michael
Newman disc LAB 10, available from Tek
Marketing, still remains our reference guitar
recording for its sheer reality and lack of
analogue tape artefacts.)
Harmonia
Mundi's
now
famous
'Villancicos' ( HM 1025) has been doing J.A.
and I.H. champion service in their hi-fi show
dems for the last year or so, converting
audiences ' at astroke'to the th rills of whatJ.A.
calls 16th century pop music. This is now
joined in the road- box by another Pierre
Verany disc ' Polyphonia Antigua' ( PV 9802 —
distributed by Absolute Sounds), acollection
of ancient French carols, also from the 16th
century, winningly performed by Yves Esqieu
and his band. Close-miked in a generous
acoustic, the reproduced sound maintains the
positive attributes of each to the detriment of
neither: there's great detail and space to
breathe. Perhaps it does place the listener
rather too close — certainly as near to the
ensemble as a conductor would be ( if there
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were one) — but with so many virtues, that
criticism is reduced to the level of mere
carping. Sample the rather fetching (?) bird
imitation which opens side 1 and you'll be
bagged, so to speak. A*/1* suggested.
The new digital Concentus Musicus Wien
recording of the Brandenburgs ( Telefunken
AZ 6.42823 — 1,2,4 — and AZ 6.42840 — 3,5,6)
was starred for recording quality by S.D. in
September. He commented that the set was
'magnificently immediate, realistic, and
consistent', but we must admit to being less
impressed. It would seem that Telefunken
have worked very hard fora natural balance—
any multi- mike fanatic worth his John
McClure Appreciation Society badge would
have brought up the level of the recorder in II,
rather than leave it realistically buried in the
ensemble, apart from the occasions when it
rises above al, where presumably Bach
wanted it heard. The stereo image, particularly
at low levels, has pinpoint lateral definition,
much as you would hear from agood seat at
the QEH, with extremely impressive depth.
The harpsichord solo in V is one of the most
realistic images we have experienced of such
an instrument in a room, particularly when
compared with the de la Porte Hyperion
recording, and in this respect it makes the
excellent RCA Seon set ( RL 30400), one of our
favourites, sound comparatively shallow.
To judge also bythe somewhat dull balance,
Telefunken have opted for distant, probably
coincident, miking, but against this must be
set both an inconsistency in perspective from
concerto to concerto, and a tendency when
the music rises above mf, or when more than
a few instruments are playing, for the sound
to become confused. The inconsistency in
balance is probably inevitable, given the
diversity of J.S.B.'s scoring — after all, one
would expect a closer viewpoint for the
chamber-scaled IV than the more bloated I —
but the muddle introduced at high levels is
disturbing. It is tempting to attribute it to
'digital', as it bears more than a little
resemblance to what has been described as
digital's propensity for minimising the tonal
and melodic differentiation between instrumental lines, or 'tunes', as the technical term
has it. But it is more than likely that the simple
mike technique is revealing the fact that the
recording venue chosen has a reverberant
midrange ' honk' which works against the
efforts of the engineers, and even obliterates
fast semiquaver passage work on lower
pitched instruments. It is hard to give an
overall rating for such a diversely balanced
set, but B, with moments of A* clarity— such
as the largo of V — would be fair and the RCA
Leonhardt above remains our reference.
S.D. also gave arecording star in September
to the Academy of Ancient Music's set of Bach
violin concertos with Jaap Schroeder as
principal soloist and Christopher Hirons
Joining him in the ' double' ( Oiseau Lyre DSDL
702). Also adigital recording, this typifies the
O- Lengineering team's approach to recording.
The sound is clean, and relatively unexaggerated with respect to instrumental tone
colour, if a shade lifted at HF, and has a
powerful bass. 'Vital' was the word one
listener used, and there is apleasing ambient
bloom between and behind the instruments,
which, although not coherent, supports the
music admirably. Not a real record but
certainly a star quality one by HFNIRR
standards, and it provides an interesting
contrast to the first release on Scott Strachan's
Syrinx label, again of Bach violin concertos,
which is reviewed this month ( p.87). The
group featured
is Leonard Friedman's
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Scottish Baroque Ensemble ( see November
p. 71 for the background) and Leonard is
joined by his son Richard in the ' double'. As
far as we know, this is the first UK recording
made with the Mark Levinson modified
Studer 30 in./s two-track machine, and Scott
used aclassic Blumlein pair of crossed figureof- eight mikes. J.A. and 1.H. used the mastertape of this recording at the Radford show in
Bristol last April to demonstrate the natural
perspective and unexaggerated balance that
this technique can give, but it is sad to report
that much of that tape's virtues have become
obscured in the transfer to disc ( even though
the cut was by Nimbus). Depth information is
less clear, and the overall balance will be too
dull on many systems. Confusingly, the exact
degree of dimness appears to be very system
dependent — while probably acceptable to
most people on SL6s driven by the A&R
power amp, it was found to interfere with the
perception of the performance if the ' softer'
Ma rantz class-A amps were substituted, even
though the measured frequency responses
were effectively identical. We were also
disturbed by ahigher level of tape hiss on the
left channel than on the right, which made us
a little sceptical about Scott's assertion last
month that some post- session re- balancing
was possible. This disc does have asonically
appealing lack of hype, however, and in many
respects does give the lie to the philosophy of
multi- mike, multi- mono, ' illustrated score'
recording.
Tek Marketing have sent us anumber of the
latest Mobile Fidelity half- speed mastered
reissues, and although in previous Quality
Monitor columns we have been impressed by
the lack of coloration, the extension of high
frequency bandwidth, and clarity, this latest
batch left us a little unsure, and in two cases
the original was preferred overall. Queen's
Night of the Opera (
MFSL 1-067) typifies the
usage of the 24-track recorder as an essential
creative medium. The way in which leadsinger Freddie Mercury's multi-tracked,
multi- echoed voice is used to weave webs
of interweaving musical threads, set against
a many- layered instrumental tapestry is an
object lesson in how to create art from the
crudest materials. And yet, when everything
is possible via the mixing desk, such
achievement in one direction is often sadly
balanced by deficiencies elsewhere. The
original cut of ' Opera' has a drum sound
reminiscent of atired paper-coned midrange
unit, allied to an anaemic bass guitar and a
tone quality on voices which almost — but
not quite — splits your head open. The MFSL
cut may reveal more depth, or, rather,
differentiate better between the background
'flats', and even make the drums and cymbals
sound equalised rather than 'wrong', but that
extra HF available does now split your head
open after all. A record which should be
owned by students of the recording art, but
stick with the original EMI to enjoy the music.
That later comment also applies to the
Mobile Fidelity recut of the classic Kim Carnes
album Mistaken Identity (
MFSL 1-073), but
not due to any over-exaggeration of existing
problems, more to the quality of the bass
reproduction on the new issue. The original,
with its ' big three' tracks, ' Bette Davis Eyes',
'Mistaken Identity', and ' Turn of the Cards',
was probably the dem record of 1981, with an
exceptional production job revealing what a
superb singer and writer Ms. Carnes is. The
MFSL disc, however, doesn't hang together
in the same way, and after extended comparison and listening, it would appear that the

original has a more extended recorded low
frequency range, as well as a better sense
of integration through the midrange, despite
a worse clarity. Now the idea of half- speed
remastering is to extend the range of
frequencies capable of being cut on the disc
by an octave, from 15 to 30kHz, for example.
However, one is then also raising any VLF
problems or roll-offs by an octave, and
although many engineers will say that the
effects produced will still be below the range
of human hearing, the fact remainsthattoJ.A.'s
ears, the bass quality of the MFSL is both
woolier and less extended. A listen to earlier
MFSL releases, such as Earl Klugh Finger
Paintings or Gordon Lightfoot's Sundown,
didn't reveal anything like the same degradation at low frequencies, so maybe Mobile
Fidelity have changed their technique for the
worse?
It was good to find, however, that the third
disc auditioned, the epoch-making ' Music
from Big Pink', by The Band ( MFSL 1-039), did
offer an improved sound over the original.
Maybe it's because producer John Simon
couldn't afford sophisticated sound destroying
effects boxes back in 1968, or perhaps the
limited lowfrequency bandwidth on the master
doesn't present problems when half-speed
remastered? Either way, Robbie Robertson's
adult rock guitar, Levon Helm's sparse but
complete drum lines, and their exquisite
vocal phrasing are revealed in all their glory
— amust for anyone over 30 and under 50.
The last record to be examined in this
quarter's QM was, as described a few
thousand words back, auditioned both in LP
and in Compact Disc versions. Dire Straits'
Love over gold (
Vertigo 6359 109) is one of
the finest studio rock recordings J.A. has
heard, with intelligent and articulate use of
the multi-track giving a tangible but totally
abstract reality. Instruments are layered back
into the mix, and this disc must be the
ultimate statement from Mark Knopfler, the
first electric guitarist truly to exploit on record
since the late Jimi Hendrix, the range of
dynamics available from an instrument
conventionally dismissed as a mere plank of
wood with wires on it. Although P.M.
disagrees ( see p.53) J.A. felt that the
Compact Disc — paradoxically from this
analogue recording — offered a significant
improvement over LP in clarity and precision
of stereo, but also in the way that instrumental tone colours were both better
differentiated and yet better integrated into a
musical whole. After the disappointment
generally felt upon hearing the first classical
CD samples, this turned out to be the
recording to convince many of the viability of
the digital disc medium. And for those
contemptuous of non-classical music for its
'limited dynamic range', use of the very
accurate peak meter of the Sony PCM-F1
digital recorder to monitor levels revealed
that songs such as ' Private investigations' on
side one of this album have adynamic range
greater than that of many digital classical LPs •
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS

BEST of the MONTH
Bach orchestral suites resonate to perfection
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Liszt's Sonata, Legends and Gondolas from Brendel
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Brahms and Schumann songs, duets and ensembles

95
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Vienna Boys Choir sing folk-songs to perfection
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97

Battles and Laments in 17th century music

98

J.. S. BACH: 4 Ouvertüren ( Suites) for
Orchestra ( BWV 1066-69)
La Petite Bande / Sigisvvalde Ku//ken (yin / dir)
Harmonia Mundi HM 20388/89 (
2 recs)
digital
These are brisk and tidy performances ( far
more so than most on modern instruments,
much more so than any on historic ones) by a
fairly large Petite Bande. They give the
dances real life and character, the overtures
grace and charm, and the famous Air a
performance that — rather surprisingly — is
none too far from that of the Academy of St.
Martin in the Fields. There is some curiously
rushed bassoon playing in the second Sourrée of the fourth overture, which gave occasion for my first- ever laughter atthis splendid
group of players. Ihave often laughed with
them, sighed with them and rejoiced with
them, however, and this set of performances
is certainly otherwise no exception. Another
recording of Bach from Kuijken, Stuurop and
their comrades to warm the heart of the cold
months.
Warmth is also a character of the sound,
which is as realistically unobtrusive as the

best digital recording always seems to be; the
performances, which apparently took place in
aresonant room, bring out the full resonance
of Baroque D- major, and the engineers have
captured the subtle depth of the strings —
which resonate so freely on the period
instruments— to near- perfection. [
A*: 1*/1 ]
Stephen Daw

VIOLIN MUSIC OF BACH VOL. 1: Violin
Concerto in E ( BINV 1042) 111*Trio Sonata
in G ( 1039) E * Concerto for Two Violins
in d ( 1043)
Leonard Friedman (yin) / Richard Friedman (* vIn 2) / Scottish Baroque Ensemble
Syrinx 001 (
TOL)
First we must welcome Syrinx, the new
Scottish label, and possibly the only recent
label to launch itself with Bach. There are
signs of promise and of achievement, and, as
the originators of the venture made clear in
the November HFN/RR (
p.71), much consideration has gone into the first three records.
The results are extremely good in technical
quality: the sound is ideally clear and relax-

INFORMATION

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by: ® ( monophonic) or [1] ( stereo
RECORD RATINGS
transcription).
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics'
CD refers to a UK reissue.
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording ratings should be taken to refer to
Recording
Performance
recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
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1
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2
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3
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D
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4
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Occasionally a record may be worthy of special
mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In
such superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B:1*, A*:2 or
(exceptionally) A* : 1*. c HiFi News & Record
Review.
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ing; one feels the right sense of depth and
breadth; there is none of the over-focused
sensation that spoils many records; and
finally, editing arid production have been
managed to high standards.
The playing of the ensemble is also good,
but not uniformly excellent, and it seems to
me that, in searching for the ' authentic
approach and acoustic', the players have
neglected to consider other essential aspects
of performance. For example, the first soloist,
Leonard Friedman, plays with plentiful use
of the point of the bow, which, even when
pressed into the string, cannot always exert a
controlled influence. On the other hand, the
players of the bass instruments, whilst keeping tight control, use the heel rather too
roughly, making for avery solid and arather
inexpressive contrast. It is all very well to
encourage individuality and some • differentiation between techniques, but Ifelt
that both of these elements were too exaggerated to make the E- major concerto
competitive with the obvious big-company
rivals. On the other hand, the Trio ( usually
played on two flutes, but quite acceptable, as
here, played on two violins) and the ' Double'
are much more integrated as performances,
and the clean recording here helps us to hear
the ensemble's detailed strengths as well as
its detailed weaknesses. Well worth atry for
the Trio alone. [
A:1/2]
Stephen Daw

J. S. BACH: The Six Unaccompanied
Solos for Violin ( BWV 1001-6)
Ruggiero Ricci (yin)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9010/12 (
3 recs)
'Each movement an unedited performance'
declares the sleeve proudly, and the impression of an actual occasion comes across well,
thanks to clear if close recording and the
sheer charisma of the soloist. Ricci inspires us
throughout with confidence in his authority,
and if we are led to quibble and to criticise
detailed points ( like poor bowing and intonation in the Fugue of Sonata 3), this is partly
because the whole performance is outward
and demonstrative.
The obvious comparison in this music is
with Heifetz, whose reprocessed mono sound
from the 1950s is almost as clear, if not quite
as tonally agreeable. Heifetz shares Ricci's
confident approach in the more demanding
movements, yet plays with great tenderness
in the slow ones. Neither virtuoso seems to
me to penetrate to the sound of the music as
well as Novotny did on the old Supraphon, or
even as Pasquier or Luca do in their by no
means faultless reádings; but for many who
have witnessed, and been dazzled by, Ruggiero Ricci's brilliance in live performance,
this set will be a must. It will be especially
welcome for them in that it really does convey
the impression of aperformance as one hears
it — something which all too few records
manage to do, despite the obvious desirability. [
A:1]
Stephen Daw
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 5 in El%
Op.73 ' Emperor'
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli/ VSO / Giulini
DG 2531 385 live recording
You have to have fallen under the spell of a
Michelangeli recital before the records make
much sense. The resoluteness of his Beethoven — the broken chording, the uncompromising sforzandi — no longer suggests
87

disdain, rather the kind of inner compulsion
that drove Schnabel into impossible speeds
for allegros. Michelangeli dissects the music
with the manner of a surgeon, eschewing
delight in his tactile skills. For the first time he
has agreed to acommercial recording of the
'Emperor' ( other labels have carried earlier
concert performances).
There is a powerful, promising orchestral
exposition, although later the conducting
becomes, as it were, more accommodating to
Michelangeli's interpretation. Regrettably,
the effect of the first movement is hectoring,
aggressive, with little of the variety of expression encompassed in the old Curzon/
Knappertsbusch recording. To some extent
this is the fault of the engineers, who fade the
solo instrument into exaggerated prominence. The disc is cut at high level, the end of side
2 presenting tracking problems; audience
applause dwindles at the beginning of side 1,
where the opening chord is heralded by a
rumbling sequence of pre- echoes — perhaps
these will be eliminated in a recut.
The slow movement and rondo have the
same analytical approach, the music illuminated almost perversely. At the same time this
release conveys something out of the ordinary, afar more potent occasion than the LSO
Ravel performance on BBC2 recently. [
A:1]
Christopher Bruenig
Folksongs of the British Isles
BEETHOVEN: Sally in our Alley fi The
Farewell Song D Come, Darby Dear,
Easy, Be Easy! D To the Aeolian Harp D
Cease your Funning LI The Soldier D The
Shepherd's Song LI Sympathy El The
British Light Dragoons / HAYDN: The
Glancing of her Apron D Jockie and
Sandy D 0 Can You Sew Cushions D
Barbara Allen D Up in the Morning Early
LI Lizae Baillie LI Marg'ret's Ghost D Blue
Bonnets D Green Grow the Rushes D Will
ye go to Flanders?
James Griffett (ten) / Franziosef Meier (vin) /
Rudolf Manda/ka (vIc)/ Bradford Tracey (pno)
Harmonie Mundi 069-99 940 (£4.50 until
end of Jan ' 83)
Although the relative merits of British folksong arrangements by Haydn and Beethoven
should be well highlighted by this collection,
the gross differences in performing style and
polish, and recording quality, make a true
comparison difficult. The Haydn pieces are
naturally less interesting than the Beethoven,
as the later composer did not have the same
restrictions imposed upon him by his publisher, George Thompson, as did Haydn by
his, William Napier. Haydn did not have room
for instrumental preludes or postludes and
had to be content with repetition of the same
music for each verse ( or two verses if short);
neither could he supply developed instrumental parts for accompaniment.
The Beethoven side is, then, the more
musically interesting, but it is altogether
more satisfactory in other respects as well:
James Griffett rs in better voice, produces
fewer instances of poor intonation, and is
better placed, slightly to the front of the
instrumental ensemble, where he has to
struggle less to be heard. The 1804 Broadwood used on this side is a delightful
instrument and, like the vocalist and other
instruments, is accurately placed on the
platform and recorded with sparkling clarity.
The Haydn suffers from lack of depth and
definition, and although the harpsichord
used ( Dowd, 1974) may be afine instrument,
its sound is obviously coloured by the record88

ing. In all, Ienjoyed the lively performances of
the Beethoven and the genial recording, but
could not recommend the Haydn. [
A/C:1/
2/3]
Doug Hammond

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 1 in C. Op.21 LI
3 in Eb, Op.55 ' Eroica'I0 4 in Bb, Op.60 LI 5
in c, Op.67 D 6 in F, Op.68 ' Pastoral' 0
Overtures: Coriolan, Op.62 D Egmont,
Op.84
Sydney SO / Van Otterloo
Chandos CBRD4001 (
4 recs)
One of the more disarming pronouncements
in an old ( Nov ' 58) EMG Letter was that Van
Otterloo's Ninth stood ' in a class of its
own .. . far more cogent than any of the other
conductors'. That early Hague Philharmonic
Choral provided a reference point for these
Australian recordings: a projected cycle cut
short in 1978 by the accidental death of the
conductor. The box is priced at £ 15. Ican see
why the readings have been released here,
although far more important Beethoven performances remain out of the catalogue ( the
Philharmonia/Klemperer monos; the underrated Leipzig/Konwitschny cycle — in beautiful stereo — last transferred with repeats
mutilated on 'Wing'). The Chandos records
need fairly high replay levels to sound well,
although this will bring up tape hiss; the
acoustic of the Opera House concert hall is
resonant, and there is some unaccountable
blurring; strings have abright, grainy texture.
One of Van Otterloo's fingerprints in the
Ninth was a rounding- off of phrases, with a
tiny silent pause before continuing the symphonic argument. With this orchestra it works
less well, and the sense of flowing pulse dies.
The Sydney Orchestra does not produce a
'singing line' ( inborn in Leipzig), and some
details of execution have an abrasive
awkwardness, eg, transition into main tempo
in Op.21(i). The playing sounds routine, even
though the musical preparation is evidently
thorough, and you feel the energy flows
wholly from the conductor: the phrasing is
obediently carried out to the letter. Another
odd feature is that the expression is at odds
with Beethoven's classical style; odd excerpts might confuse listeners as to their
identities, and you get Beethoven with a
Mahlerian accent. No recommendation here,
but one respects the effort to ensure Van
Otterloo is remembered not just for the
Berlioz Fantastic Symphony. [
13:2/3]
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Symphony 1 in c, Op.68
LAPO / Giulini
DG 2532 056 digital
This is more or less an updating of Giulini's
Philharmonie Brahms 1, with the addition of
first movement repeat, in sumptuous digital
sound, powerful and extended, whereas I
suspect the 1962 version is not especially well
served in the German- EMI boxed set recut. II
illustrates how orchestras are now seeming
very alike — play the slow movement, and it
does not need much prompting to imagine
the Berlin Philharmonic has invaded the
listening room — and recording engineers
can paper over other differences. Even so, I
was put off by the timbre of the Los Angeles
horn in the finale theme at bar 30; a pity,
when the Opening stringendi are handled in a
masterly way, that the delivery is vibratoladen and bloated, rather than lustrous and
open. But Giulini's very measured, ' Heilige

Sebastien' mannered account of the outer
movements limits the appeal anyway. Ifind
the finale episodic and unconvincing. As the
great Bruno Walter Los Angeles recording
(come on CBS!) demonstrates, such extremes are less illuminating and affecting
than the conventional tempi. An offering of
chocolate-box richness. [
A:2]
Christopher Breunig

CHARPENTIER: Les Antiennes ' 0' de
l'Avent — Noëls Pour les lntruments O In
Nativitatem D.N.J.C. Canticum.
Ensemble Vocal et Instrumental 'Les Arts
Florissants' / Christie
Harmonia Muandi HM 5124 (£4.50 until end
Jan ' 83)
William Christie and Les Arts Florissants
continue their exploration of the by-ways of
Charpentier's choral output: last Christmas
they produced the charmingly naive nativity
Pastorale (
HM 1082, HFN/RR Dec. 1981); April
saw the re- discovery of their namesake, his
illustrious ' idyll in music' Les Arts Florissants
(HM 1083, HFN/RR April 1982); and this
year's seasonal offering, Les Antiennes '0', is
another ingenious mixture of sophisticatedly
simple emotionalism and almost mystic intensity of expression. The '
0' Antiphones —
so termed because of their opening invocations, '
0 Satutaris '0 Emmanuel. . .' etc
— are set in solemn and discreet vocal
counterpoint plus orchestral support, and the
link is made back to the French nation's
association of the nativity with the unrealistically simple and desirable shepherd's life,
through Charpentier's use of instrumental
Noëls based on folk or popular material
between the antiphones. Imentioned in the
review of the Pastorale the vocal ensemble's
admirable ability to catch that special French
blend of sophisticated sentimentalism, and it
is seen here again to excellent effect. The
contrast between the liturgically sombre and
the popular is also reflected in the ln Nativitatem canticles, where three beautifully sung
solo parts keep dialogue with a six- part
chorus of shepherds. There is acharacteristically spacious and reverberant acoustic to
this Harmonie Mundi recording and the
alternate vocal and instrumental sections of
the '
0' Antiphones are balanced convincingly, even though the singers are set a little
closerthan the small orchestra. [
A: 1*]
Roger Bowen

DEBUSSY: Complete works for solo
piano
Werner Hass (pno)
Philips 6770 036 (
5 recs)
The tragically early death of Werner Haas
over six years ago robbed us of agifted artist
whose potential was yet to be fully realised.
His 1972 Monte Carlo recordings of the
Tchaikovsky concertos revealed adeepening
maturity and poetic sense, but none of those
remain in the catalogue. Now, by way of
replacement, come these Debussy performances, issued here for the first time but
roughly contemporary with the Haas Chopin
and Ravel recordings made back in the early
sixties. It saddens me to report that, overall,
they do little service to his memory. The
livelier pieces (
Les Collines d'Anacapri, or
Gollivvog's Cakewalk from Children's Corner)
are often characterised with a likeable deftHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ness and lively impulse ( some unduly hasty
tempi notwithstanding), but elsewhere there
is too much that is missing in terms of tonal
half-light, mystery and rhythmic subtlety. A
single- disc reissue might bring together the
Arabesques and Children's Corner with a
handful of preludes (
Ce qu'a le vent..., Le
Danse de Puck — attractively playful or Feux
d'artifice) or some solo Ravel. On sonic
grounds, however, the issue would have to
be reasonably priced in order to be competitive, for these immaculate new pressings
serve only to reveal the age of the originals,
with their tubby bass, thin, occasionally fluttery treble and tape hiss. A great pity. [
C:3]
Andrew Keener

DVORAK: Symphony 9 in e, Op.98 ' From
the New World'
LPO / Macal
CFP 4382
These ' Classics for Pleasure' issues offer
excellent value for money. They have not
gone digital yet as far as Iknow, nor do they
advertise the most up-to-date advances in
other technology, but on the whole they
present their customers with good quality
recordings of good, and often better than
good performances of the kind of music alot
of people want to hear. This new version of
the New World is just such a case. Macal's
reading is an excellently paced, no-frills
interpretation that is very satisfying. He sets a
good tempo in the first movement Allegro
that he is able to sustain without difficulty,
with a slightly quicker than usual Largo
matched by ajaunty Scherzo and atruly fiery
finale. As with his earlier Dvorak recordings
with the LPO for this label, especially the
Symphonic Variations and Serenade coupling, Macal and the orchestra display a
pleasing unanimity of approach. Some points
of detail could be queried perhaps, but these
are slight and insufficient to question the
value of the performance, while the recording
itself provides a nicely balanced natural
sound. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

HANDEL: 12 Concerti Grossi, Op.6
The English Concert / Pinnock
DG Archiv 2742 002 (
3 recs) digital
Here is an immensely invigorating and enjoyable set of ever- popular ' Twelve Grand Concertos in Seven Pans', as they are entitled in
the first edition of 1740. Handel's invention
positively bubbled during those few weeks of
September and October 1739 when he wrote
the concertos ( in some of them he used
earlier material). There is great variety within
them, as Stanley Sadie points out in an
important and eminently readable note in the
booklet, and Trevor Pinnock and the English
Concert are keenly alive to all the expressive
possibilities within the twelve concertos —
except perhaps that grave dignity which used
to be commonly met with but is now rather
rare. There is weight in plenty, yet no
heaviness of texture, no ponderousness of
movement. The clarity of the part-writing is
extremely welcome, and there is abundant
lightness and exuberance.
At the start of the first side Iwas conscious
of arustling quality, but from the first musical
entry on, Irejoiced in the remarkably direct,
clean sound, with depth of perspective and
great fidelity of detail. Trevor Pinnock and his
excellent players phrase and shape the fas
movements with nervous energy and brightHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ness; the slow movements are crisply articulated and affectingly characterized. Just occasionally atempo struck me as marginally fast
(the Polonaise of No. 3) or slow ( the Menuet
of No. 5 and Larghetto of No. 6); but the
persuasiveness of the musicianship stills
criticism. Embellishments are modest and
impressive, the concertino group is firmly in
focus; only the keyboard continuo is at times
unduly reticent, though also imaginative. I
maintain my affection for the now elderly
Marriner set, but I have no hesitation in
stating apreference for the new Pinnock, both
for the freshness of the playing and the clarity
and depth of the digital sound ( but surfaces
are less than perfect). [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

HANDEL: Four Coronation Athems
Westminster Abbey Choir / English Concert /
Preston
DG Archiv 2534 005 digital
The four anthems which Handel wrote for the
coronation of George Il in 1727 make a
,
stirring and rewarding issue— as readers will
be well aware who have over the years
enjoyed the Willcocks/Ki ng's recording which
appeared little short of twenty years ago. This
new version, made in spacious digital sound
(in Henry Wood Hall) by the successors to the
choir which first sang the music, has an
appealing freshness. There is delicacy too in
the lightly- scored passages of ' My heart is
inditing', and splendour in the numbers
which include a trio of trumpets with kettledrums. The English Concert ( with Trevor
Pinnock at the organ) provide beautifully
neat,
expressive • accompaniments,
and
Simon Preston shapes the works with great
skill, bringing out the contrasts of mood and
scoring, and setting spacious tempos, sustained with airy textures and sprightly articulation. Balance is good, the stereo spread
and depth alike realistic. Bearing in mind the
normal high standard of the DG finished
product Iam inclined not to let the rather
rough quality of my test pressing lower an
otherwise confident evaluation of this fine
record. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: Symphony 102 in Bb E Symphony 103 in Eb ('The Drum Roll')
LPO / Solti
Decca SXDL 7570 digital
This is an unusual but thoughtful coupling:
102, which is just about my favourite Haydn
symphony yet is seriously neglected, is
splendidly partnered by 103 which, doubtless
almost as much because of its convenient
nickname as its intrinsic qualities, is far more
familiar. The performances reveal familiar
Solti characteristics: tingling fast movements, fine balance, affectionate appreciation of the wealth of wind detail. Yet the wbrks
fail to make aconsistent impression — there
is asense of restlessness about the extremes
of tempo Solti favours here, especially in 102
(the Adagio exaggeratedly slow after ascurrying account of the previous Vivace). The
nervous energy of the finale of 103 is
undeniably exciting, yet Haydn requires more
poise than is evident here. The minuets go
well, and the brilliant double variation movement of the ' Drum Roll' shows conductor and
players at their best. The digital recording is
vibrant and well focused, though the base
line is occasionally over- prominent. [
A/B:2]
Peter Branscpmbe

HAYDN: Concerti, Concertini and Divertimenti: Complete
Ton Koopman (hpd) /Amsterdam Baroque
Orchestra / Musica Antigua Amsterdam /
Koopman
Philips 6725 011 (
4 recs)
In the October issue Ipraised Ton Koopman's
two- record set of six Haydn concertos recorded on the organ, and said that his
recordings of the concerto and related works
for harpsichrd were keenly awaited. Here
they are, and very welcome too. What is the
readerto expect, and what is he going to find?
The brief answers are: he can expect all the
works for keyboard and orchestra or small
string ensemble which are either indisputably by Haydn, or probably by Haydn, apart
from the six concertos already available and
played on the organ; and he will find highly
accomplished performances, excellently recorded. He should not look for revelations,
particularly on the first two records, which
contain eleven pieces variously entitled ' Sonate', ' Concertino', ' Divertimento' or even
'Concerto', and which have the accompaniment of two violins, cello and — in the case of
the delightful Eb ' Sonata' — a pair of horns.
These works vary in length from under three
minutes ( Hob. XIV:C 2, which is probably
incomplete in the surviving source) to nearly
fifteen minutes; they are mostly undated but
surely early works. There are impressive
minor- key passages, but for the most part
they are competent, unprofound, and striking
mainly for the vivid and stylish performances
they receive. Several of them are, or recently
have been, available on other recordings.
The third and fourth records in the new
Philips box contain the four larger-scale
concertos, including the familiar D- major one
with the ' Hungarian' rondo, and the Double
Concerto in Ffor violin and keyboard. It is an
austere touch to have omitted the wind parts
in the G- major Concerto ( Hob. XVIII:4), but
Koopman has the backing of the Joseph
Haydn Institute in considering them inauthentic.
Here, then, is ( with the earlier set of organ
concertos) Haydn's surviving corpus of
keyboard concertos, large and small. Not
everyone will agree that all and only the
genuine works have been included, but no
one will doubt the virtues of the undertaking.
The recording is forward, almost aggressive
(the keyboard favoured above the string
bass); Icannot help thinking that the period
instruments used would have benefited from
less prominent highlighting. Ton Ktoopman is
a keen and expressive director, as well as a
lively and imaginative harpsichordist. Monica Huggett plays the violin part beautifully in
the Double Concerto. Phrasing and accentuation are occasionally mannered, but overall
this is asplendid issue. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: ' Harmonie-Messe'
Laki/Soffel/Hopfner/ Tüller / South German
Madrigal Choir Stuttgart / Orchestra of the
Ludwigsburg Festival / Giinnenwein
Harmonie Mundi 067-99 941 digital (£4.00
till end Jan)
For sixteen years now the record-collector
has associated Haydn's last mass with the
splendid performance by St. John's Cambridge and ASMF forces under George Guest.
That Argo recording was for many their first
introduction to Haydn's most elaborately and
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bewitchingly scored mass, and despite the
healthy benefits of some competition, affection and admiration for that 1966 achievement are hardly going to be diminished by
the new rival from Germany. Wolfgang
GOnnenwein is avery good musician, and he
has afine quartet of soloists at his disposal—
and agood chorus and orchestra too. Despite
the legend ' digital' on sleeve and label, the
sound is in fact markedly inferior to that
achieved by Argo's engineers: the acoustics
in the Evangelical Church at Urach are
over- resonant, bringing about aloss of detail
in the middle and lower parts, where there is
much booming at fand above in tuttis, and
also gusting, as of amighty wind. The forces
are set well back, and some of the wind detail
fails to emerge as the work's nickname
requires it to ( Istrained my ears to pick out
organ detail too). Tempi are not always well
chosen — the ' Kyrie' rather fast, the ' Et
incarnatus' slow. The side- split in the ' Credo'
is yet afurther reason for a clear preference
for the Cambridge performance.[B/C:21
Peter Branscombe
LASSUS: Lagrime de San Pietro a 7
Consort of Musicke / Anthony Rooley
Oiseau Lyre DSDL 706 digital
The Florilegium series continues with a
little-known collection of pieces by Lassus in
honour of the St. Peter Martyr. There are 21
'movements', set in the characteristically
pure but complex polyphony which was
Lassus' medium, and the comparative neglect of which is amystery. Happily, this is now
being dissipated, and this lovely recording
will do agreat deal to hasten the process: it is
afeast of beauty in which Ihave revelled. The
performance is outstanding, even by the
standards of the Consort. We have here
ensemble, intonation and sensitivity of arare
order: one listens spellbound. The whole is
sung unaccompanied, save that in the final
piece of aconsort of viols is introduced, with
magical effect. That passage is amongst the
most lively examples of recorded music ever
to come my way in many years of discophilia
— adistillation of the exalted pleasure of the
tradition of classical polyphony. On no
account should you deny it to yourself.
The recording is also outstanding, in most
ways, of admirably clarity and presence, it
allows one, given suitable equipment, to
follow each voice, weaving through the
texture like bells in change- ringing. Regrettably, on my copy, the soprano voices are
rendered with a certain edge ( digital?): a
harsh aura which one has to ' listen through'
to reach the loveliness of the voices themselves. Ijust hope that this is not a fault on
issue- copies, but Ibeg you not to reject the
disc because of it, even should it be: this is
superb music. [ A: 1*]
Peter Turner

LISZT: Sonata in B-minor D '
Legends' E
'La Lugubre Gondola' Nos. 1 & 2
Alfred Brendel
Philips 6514 147 digital
'The performer should, wisely, avoid treating
the piece as abizarre and feverish dream. One
thing has to lead inevitably to the next. Each
note has its place'. A few words there from
Alfred Brendel's immensely detailed, yet
wonderfully lucid, introduction to the Bminor sonata — and how true to the content
of that text this remarkable performance is.
Not for him the heat-of-the- moment spontaneity and occasional dramatic wilfulness of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Barenboim, the theatrical rhetoric of Arrau
(both recordings that Itreasure, let me say
straight away); no, the emotional force here,
the excitment, can for once be said to evolve
through the notes alone. Here is clarity of
musical argument allied to an unerring sense
of the work's organic order and growth. In
Brendel's hands, for instance, the developmental role of that extraordinary fugato is as
sharply defined and gripping as you are ever
likely to hear it, while the climax of the ' slow
movement' middle section does indeed
emerge as the climax of the entire work, as
Brendel suggests in his notes.
After so all- absorbing an experience as
Brendel provides for us to the Sonata, Idoubt
that anyone is likely to be turning over the
disc straight away, but there are further riches
to be found there too. The two Legends, both
impressionistically and in terms of their
'spiritual' poetry, leave nothing to be desired,
while the two grave Gondolas, anticipating as
they do Wagner's death, to say nothing of the
music of our century, are possessed of adark
and tragic nobility.
Philips have matched brightness with
warmth and fullness of tone in the recording.
Even the biggest climaxes of the Sonata are
contained with barely atrace of that all-toofamiliar metallic edge intruding into he middle and upper reaches. It seems to me an
exemplary piano sound. [
A/A*: 1*]
Edward Seckerson

MAHLER: Symphony 4 in G
Margaret Price (sop) ISan Francisco SO / de
Wean'
Phillips 6514 201 digital
Edo de Waart brings the gentle Dutch manner
to San Francisco, where the Philips team has
produced a superbly detailed recording,
wonderfully apt in itsairy acoustic,that should
give anti-digital collectors cause for serious
thought — 1can't think of an analogue Fourth
where the big climax of the slow movement
has comparable impact allied to such translucency of texture.
In 1957 the slow movement, in the NYP/
Walter Philips transfer, was on my Pye Black
Box (!) two or three times aweek. Have Ireally
listenedto the music since? Ibegan to wonder,
experiencing this revelatory and exemplary
performance.
Superficially
resembling
Beethoven's Ninth Adagio it is antithetical in
that Mahler welds quite disparate expressions
of moods into an entity. Then there is the enchanting singing in the finale — Iam not the
only oneto be reminded of Schwarzkopf's EMI
record, but Margaret Price, who also sang
under Horenstein'sforCFP, has abetter suited
timbre. She projects the words as if they had
come straight into her head.
The first movements too are very satisfying; tthought the threads of argument towards
th coda of ( i) were becoming loosened, butthis
may have been my own lapse in concentration.
Good not to have an outsized solo violin for
once. There is in ( i) a Klempererlike determination, for all the gentleness of outer
manners. [
A*:1*]
Christopher Breunig

MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in e,
Op.64 / TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
in D, Op.35
Kyung Wha Chung (yin) / Montreal SO /
Dutoit
Decca SXDL 7558 digital
In the same month that Decca have re- issued

Kyung Wha Chung's 1970 performance of the
Tchaikovsky concerto with LSO/Previn ( see
Deja Vu), they have also released her latest
recording of the work, this time coupled with
the Mendelssohn. It is a fine new performance, the second movement beihg especially
well conceived: it is afine new performance,
the second movement being especially well
conceived: the interplay of soloist and the
woodwind of the Montreal SO is beautifully
balanced and sensitively accomplished,
Kyung Wha Chung's distinctive ' silver-grey'
tone quality mellowing to awarm gold here.
The Mendelssohn concerto begins somewhat disappointingly in that it surveys no
new pastures, but the second movement has
an unusually urgent quality that leads insistently to the finale. At its opening, it becomes
apparent that this vigorous and playful movement is the culmination of all that came
before, the dexterity of both soloist and
orchestra being most striking as the work
cascades to its jubilant close.
The recording venue of St. Eustache in
Montreal lends a rather distant, reverberant
acoustic. It affects the orchestra more than
the soloist, who is set further forward and
comes across loud and clear. However, the
orchestral sound is precise and umuffled for
all this, and while the balance is weighted a
little too much in favour of the soloist for the
Mendelssohn, Ifeel it is just right in the
Tchaikovsky. [
NB: 1]
Barbara Jahn

MENDELSSOHN: String Quartet in Eb
String Quartet in Eh, Op.12 CI String
Quartet in a, Op.13 CI String Quartet in D,
Op.44, No.1 D String Quartet in e, Op.44,
No.2 D String Quartet in Eh, Op.44, No.3
D String Quartet in f, Op. 80 D 4 movements for String Quartet, Op.81, Nos.
1-4
Melos Quartet
DG 2740 267 (
4 recs)
The Melos Quartet spread their ambitious
recording of Mendelssohn's music for string
quartet over a period of five years. Each
interpretation was tried in numerous concerts performances before being committed
to tape, and this ( plus the degree of care taken
in selecting the best sources for the musical
texts) shows in the refinement of this finished
set.
In this genre, Mendelssohn was most
inspired in the earliest pieces, especially
Opp.12, 13, and the Fugue in El, included in
Op.81, and in his final quartet Op.80, completed soon after the death of his sister and
not long before his own demise. The three
quartets of Op.44 have neither the inspired
lightness or fervour of the earlier piece nor
the almost Brahmsian intensity of the last
quartet, but do have moments of clear beauty
and sombre vigour, well worth exploring. The
Melos Quartet perform all the works with
astute conviction. Their characteristic refinement of tone, shapely phrasing and smooth
technique are combined with exact ensemble
and an extremely well-balanced texture, the
inner parts subtly subordinate. These are
well-rounded, considered performances suitable for repeated listening.
The recording quality is superior to that
found on the discs by their main rivals in the
catalogue, the Bartholdy Quartet, on both
Acanta and BASF. The DG sound is clear,
well- placed and blended, sufficiently capable
of conveying the extremes of volume that the
ensemble produces and, except on the first
93

dics, without undue coloration. Iwas less
impressed with the distinct break in ambience between movements, a few off-stage
noises, and the less than impeccable pressings ( by DG standards) of the review set.
However, this is certainly an important,
well- produced issue, amust for many collecA*/A:1*]
Doug Hammond
tions. [

MONTEVERDI: Madrigali Erotici
Emma Kirkby (sop) / Judith Nelson (sop) /
Poppy Holden (sop) / Paul Elliott (ten) /
Andrew King (ten) / Richard Wistreich (bar) /
David Thomas (bass) / The Consort of
Musicke / Rooley
Oiseau Lyre DSDL 703 digital
In the saddeningly dismal and exploitive
times of local- authority- sanctioned Sex
Shops and the top shelf of W. H. Smith
(thankfully well removed from this magazine), Monteverdi's sensitive— and essentially optimistic — setting of so-called erotic
verses by Tasso, Marino, Guarini and others,
will come as a refreshing change to audiophiles of both sexes. In fact most of the
settings performed here are from Monteverdi's Seventh Book of Madrigals, published in 1619 shortly after he was appointed
to the most prestigious of Italian church
posts, Choirmaster to the Basilica of St.
Marks. These madrigals break with earlier
practice, placing increased emphasis on the
instrumental accompaniment supporting the
2, 3or 4solo voices. Tempo la cetra sees the
warlike Mars lulled into passivity by Venus in
a set of variations prefaced by a beautifully
performed string Sinfonia and concluded by
an extended instrumental number.
No disappointments over performances
from singers either; no cheap thrills here, the
whole approach is scholarly and meticulous:
the quarter- of- an- hour long Ogni amante e
guerrier is atour- de-force of sustained singing, particularly from David Thomas as the
armour- clad bass protagonist, and the now
well-tried, pure-toned duet of Emma Kirkby
and Judith Nelson is as successful as ever.
There would have been ample justification
(both from the substance of the music and its
scoring) for asonorous— almost over- blown
— recording, but John Pellow has decided to
turn St. Barnabas, Finchley into adryish, very
distinct surrounding where vocalists contrast
with their instrumental backing. Balance
marginally favours the vocal line and the
plucked instrumental backing fades quickly,
leaving the singer slightly stranded when the
string re-inforcement is absent. The placing
of singers alters between tracks too. [
A/B:11
Roger Bowen

MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 20 in d,
K466 D Piano Concerto No. 12 in A, K414
Rudolf Serkin (pno) / LSO / Abbado
DG 2532 053 digital
This issue launches a new series of the
Mozart piano concertos and the association
of the veteran pianist with a new recording
company. Those long- in-the-tooth will recall
the pleasure given by Serkin and his father-inlaw Adolf Busch in the days before the war.
Since then he has been heard, less beguilingly some feel, in the company of the Marlboro
Festival Orchestra and Alexander Schneider.
He has never adopted the practice of combining his role as soloist with the function of the
conductor, and in this return to the recording
studio he seems content to leave the orches94

tra in other hands, and, indeed, apparently
abandoning the chamber group concept for
the large symphony orchestra, a new development in his recording of Mozart.
At 79 his fingers remain remarkably flexible, his touch firm, his interpretation positive.
He still makes no attempt to add anything to
the published score, not even the now more
or less obligatory ' lead-in'. This keeps him
firmly within the old tradition of Mozart
pianism, but more in line with the style of
Edwin Fischer than of Artur Schnabel, whose
wayward tempos he does foreswear. One
problem for his admirers in recent years has
been his habit of grunting audibly, a habit
tolerable in concert but not on record. Here he
has largely suppressed it, though he can still
be heard in quiet solo passages.
Abbado gives him the kind of support the
interpretation demands, solid and dramatic
in the D- minor, somewhat heavy-handed for
the delicate A- major. The recording gives a
faithful picture of the performances, with well
defined and balanced wind and clean string
tone. One for the admirers of Serkin perhaps,
rather than for the Mozart purist; and marked
accordingly. [ A:1 ]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Religious Music
Renate Franck-Reinecke, Ursula ReinhardtKiss, Mitsuko Shirai, Isabella Navve (sop) /
Anne//es Burmeister, Heidi Riess (con) /
Eberhard Büchner (ten) / Hermann Christian
Polster (bass) / Leipzig Radio Chorus and
Orchestra / Kegel
Philips 6725 015 (
4 recs)
Two of these four records were published in
1978, but Ican find no evidence of their
release here and they have not been reviewed
in these pages, consequently the entire
album may be regarded as new as far as this
magazine is concerned.
The bulk of Mozart's church music was
written before he departed from Salzburg,
and eight sides are insufficient to do justice to
more than a small proportion of it; but this
album makes no claim to being complete.
There are no Masses, though several still
await modern recordings; nor are all the
Vesper settings or many smaller pieces
included. Much of what is here is, however,
poorly represented elsewhere. Five items,
Alma Dei Creator K277, Regina Coeli K276,
Sancta Maria K273, Misercordias Dom/ni
K222 and Veniti Populi K260 are immured in
Philips' complete edition in . different versions, but the Litanies K109 and K125, Dixit
and Magnificat K193, Regina Coeli K127 and
the Te Deum K141 are not otherwise listed.
Although the two male soloists carry all the
weight, the soprano and contralto roles are
shared. Isabella Nawe appears only in K127
and her hard- edged voice is the least attractive of the four. Mitsuko Shirai appears in
K109, 125, 193 and 321 and proves to have a
rich, flexible voice throughout the range and
to be rather more aware of ornamentation
than her colleagues. The remaining pair also
sing well and have agood sense of ensemble.
Franck-Reinecke
is in
K195 and 243,
Reinhardt- Kiss in K276 and 277. Of the two
contraltos, Annelies Burmeister is the better
known and her dark coloured voice blends
well with the other soloists. She is to be heard
in K195, 243, 276 and 277, while Reiss is in
K109, 125 and 321. Both male singers have
light voices, Polster being almost a baritone,
and both acquit themselves well in not too
taxing parts.
As in his operas — and much of this music
aspires to the condition of Neapolitan opera-

tic style — Mozart reserves his most telling
solo passages for the female voces.
None of the soloists is particularly concerned with notions of period style, nor is the
conductor. Kegel directs his forces, which are
considerably arger than Mozart had at his
disposal, in a perfectly straightforward manner. Nevertheless his readings are generally
lively and respond to the gradual changes of
emphasis and intensity that occur in the
music, which ranges in date from 1769 to
1781 ( the Kyrie K341). The choral work and
orchestral playing are both good, though
were alternatives are available — K195 ( Marrifler and Guest), and K341 ( Davis) — the
British performances tend to be more alert
and lightly textured. Kegel nevertheless
offers good value even though his approach
is historically ' impure' and, as has been
observed, most of the music he has recorded
is not over- burdened with alternative recordings.
The level of the two 1978 recordings is
lower than that of the 1982 ones, but is quite
acceptable. All are well balanced considering
the forces engaged, though lighter textures
would have enhanced the wind contributions. The notes are good, so are the surfaces.
No biographical details of the performers are
included, which is a pity since they are
scarcely household names here. If you are a
purist for style, a lower performance rating
should probably be applied. [ A:1 ]
Kenneth Dommett

MUSSORGSKY / RAVEL: Pictures at an
Exhibition / RAVEL: La Valse
LSO / Abbado
DG 2532 057 digital
As the years go by, Abbado's ear for balance,
dynamics and tone-colour seems to grow
more acute, more perceptive. In these terms
we have here an outstanding set of Pictures: I
have rarely heard the Ballet of the chickens in
their Shells despatched with greater delicacy;
then there is the meticulous rhythmic precision of Limoges, the immaculate brass chording and vivid dynamic contracts of Catacombs (
to say nothing of the breathtaking
pianissimo he achieves at the lead into Cum
mortuis in lingua mortua), the unusual clarity
of the lower string syncopations in Baba Yaga, the clea- definition ( for once) of those
string triplets towards the end of the Great
Gate (
spectacularly broad) and the way in
which the leading trumpet line shines out
almost imperceptibely above the final brass
chords. Icould go on — it is aperformance full
of subtle technical nuance.
Why, then, do Iharbour reservations? Well,
'technical nuance' is probably the key phrase
here, because it seemed to me that as I
listened I
was all too conscious of Abbado the
craftsman ' at work', as it were. La Valse struck
me in much the Say way— beautifully played,
texturally most iluminating but, dare Isay it,
over- calculated and strangely uninvolving.
Perhaps Iam being over-sensitive, perhaps
this disc caught me in an unreceptive frame of
mind. Ideally of course you should judge for
yourself, yet Ican only say that on turning
again later to Muti's marvellous Philadelphia
performance of Pictures (
one of EMI's very
best Philadelpnia recordings) and Karajan's
incomparable La Valse Iwas more forceably
struck than ever by their greater spontaneity.
I'm afraid DC's recording is not so stunning
as to sway my opinion, either. It is beautifully
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balanced with excellent internal pinpointing,
natural perspectives and the widest possible
dynamic range. There is, though, very little
warmth about it, and it does tend towards
'digital hardness' under presure. [
B/A:2/1]
Edward Seckerson

PAGANINI: 24 Caprices, Op.1
Shlomo Mintz (yin)
DG 2532 042 digital
Paganini's 24 Caprices for solo violin were
designed to be the most comprehensive
technical and virtuosic compendium of violin
playing of their time. As proof that they
succeeded in this, they still continue to be the
ultimate challenge in the solo performer's
repertoire ( and it is perhaps significant that
Paganini himself never performed them in
public!). But their lasting attraction not only
lies in the challenge of their vituosity, but also
in their inherent musicality. Admittedly they
are not as consistently musical as Chopin's
Études and Liszt's Transcendental Studies,
but they have much to offer. For many
performers the pyrotechnics have got in the
way of the music, but this cannot be said of
the 25-year-old Israeli virtuoso Shlomo Mintz.
It is to his credit that he not only gives one of
the most accurate and ' in tune' readings of
these Caprices, but that he also holds the
attention by highlighting these aspects of the
music rarely heard in other performances.
No. 6with its mysterious opening tremelandi,
the effective drone of No. 20, and the finely
played octaves with lace Nos. 3 and 7 are
particularly good examples. Only in those
Caprices which are full of racing passagework
does the occasional rasp of spiccato bowing
become a little annoying.
The acoustic used is ideal for the limited
range of textures produced by asingle violin.
The slight reverberation helps the soloist
maintain the continuity and fullness of his
performance, with close miking giving an
accurate violin sound with nothing added or
taken away. Altogether this is avery welcome
disc from Mintz — hopefully it will soon be
followed by more of its calibre. [
A: 1*/1
Barbara Jahn

PURCELL:
Songs
and
Harpsichord
Suites
Kevin Smith (c- ten)/ Robert Aldwinckle (hps)
SAGA 5486 (£3.99) ( Harmonia Mundi, Lugtons, HR Taylor)
This issue, in Saga's ' Antigua Series', is the
debut recording of this duo, and the recital
mixes some of Purcell's best known solo
songs — If music be the food of love, Music
for awhile, Not all my torments and others —
with the harpsichord Suites No. 1, No.3, No. 6
and the Sarabatide from Suite No. 4. Kevin
Smith's clear counter-tenor has the transparent quality of many English male singers and
he shows ascruplous regard for the phrasing
and sense of the music, although his intonation does suffer some uncharacteristic
lapses. The choice of just harpsichord as
-accompaniment for the songs does determine much of musical import; for example,
the principle emphasis in Smith and Aldwinckle's account of Music for awhile is clearly on
the vocal line and, beautifully affecting
though it is ( and it is elegantly sung here);it is
only half the story. As can be heard in René
Jacobs' performance with the theorbo and
gamba accompaniment of Konrad Junghánel
and Wieland Kuijken on ACC 7802, the entire
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song, with all its expressive melodic and
harmonic touches, is strictly constructed on a
three- bar chromatic bass ostinato. This passes one by in the present performance
(although the recording itself must accept
some responsibility for this).
However, judged on its own terms there is
some appealingly performed music here, and
the instrumental numbers, distinctively played, provide variety of timbre àrid inflection.
The counter-tenor is very much favoured in
the recording and a number of songs suffer
from an acute imbalance of forces. Even if the
repression of the harpsichord in the songs
was primarily a musical matter, there ought
to have been reparation in the instrumental
solos; but the harpsichord remains at virtually the same volume ( the whole record is cut
very low) and at the same middle-distance
placing. [
B/C:21
Roger Bowen

RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto No. 2
Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini
Martino Tirimo / Philharmonia / Levi
CFP 4383 digital
A brand new digital recording for only £2.25
— amazing, is it not, in these inflationary
times? What is more, if the coupling suits I
don't think you'll do any better at present.
Anyone who has heard, or possesses, Tirimo's excellent recordings of the Brahms
concertos will already know what to expect.
He's a thoroughly romantic stylist in the
grand tradition. The play is openly expresive
forthright; every phrase is filled out and given
its full worth, yet never is there asuggestion
of exaggeration or showmanship for its own
sake. The bravura writing of both works — in
particular the more extravert of the Paganini
variations — is tightly controlled and of a
steely-fingered brilliance.
In the concerto, having come freshly from
Ogdon's reissued performance on HMV Concert classics ( see Déja Vu), Imust say Imissed
the deeper shadings that Ogdon reveals in
the slow movement, while in the outer
movements there is still no substitute, as far
as I am concerned, for Richter's highly
individual brand of panache. By comparison
with these readings even Tirimo is apt to
sound atouch literal at times. But still, we are
talking in terms of excellence and Tirimo's
account can, as Iimplied earlier, hold its own
with the very best.
The orchestral contributions are well integrated in both works under Yoel Levi and, bar
atrace of brashness in the loudest tuttis, the
recording is red-blooded and of ample depth
and spread. [
B/A: 1/2]
Edward Seckerson

RACHMANINOV: Complete Piano Transcriptions
Ian Hobson (
pno)
Classics for Pleasure CFP4386
The bright manner of Bach's Preludio immediately establishes playing of great presence and magnetism, and abargain recording of admirable technical quality. Ian Hobson's debut disc illustrates his musical abilities well ( the enthusiastic sleeve note is his
own too), and any reservations are secondary
reactions. He does not, for instance, have
Garrick Ohlsson's subtle way of suggesting
Schubert in Wohin?, Bizet's orchestration in
the L'Arlesienne Minuet— where Rachmaninov's own RCA performance created the
illusion of a spontaneous transcription of

Bizet's miniature — and in the Mendelssohn
MND Scherzo his approach is marginally too
rushed. Moiseiwitsch alone seemed to capture the ethereal lightness of the piano
version. In the two Kreisler pieces Hobson's
rubato can be likened to being lurched in a
small boat on choppy waters: it is a bit too
indulgent in the pastiche ' fun'. So, not so
arresting as Pogorelich's debut . . . if the artist
had been Istvan Hobschifine one would feel
the same. But recorrímendable when there is
much panache and the programme is so
enjoyable. Great immediacy in the piano
sound, but some pressing distortion on my
own copy. [ A:1*/2] Christopher Bruenig

RAMEAU: Anacreon
Ensemble Vocal et Instrumental 'Les Arts
Flourissant' / Christie
Harmonia Mundi HM 1090 (£4.50 until end
Jan ' 83)
'What happiness, what glory! / Everything
joins to inflame us. / Bacchus does not forbid
loving / And Love allows us to drink!' Even
with the benefit of a Puritanical upbringing
one can see the appeal of the philosophy
embodied in the four closing lines of
Rameau's extremely confused and patchily
constructed comédie ballet, Anacreon, and
the France of 1757 saw in it a classical
justification for the not inconsiderable indulgencies in which that society indulged to a
not inconsiderable degree. The libretto of
such divertissements need provide no more
of course than amore or less logical progression of action with ample opportunity for the
all-important dance, the occasional marvel of
the ' machine', and the vocal display of
whichever singer was in favour that season.
Alone, Rameau's inspiration and the performance of Les Arts Florissants retreive the
situation, with dances of bouyant ( though not
too unbridled) merriment and solos of subtle
rhythmic opposition and syncopation. Agnès
Mellon's responsive soprano makes a very
attractive L'AmoUr and she is matched by the
fruity baritone of René Schirrer as Anacreon.
The chorus and orchestral parts are important ingredients in the spectacle and the
standard of performance here is all that we
have come to expect from this French group.
The stereo stage has the chorus set quite far
back behind the well- projected soloists, with
orchestral support spread across the speakers. This works well for most of the works —
even though the chorus loses alittle punch in
this arrangement — but some large-scale
numbers such as the final chorus of Maenads
can sound confused. [ B:1]
Roger Bowen

SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony 3 in c, Op. 78
'Organ'
Berlin PO / Karajan (Pierre Cochereau, org)
DG 2532 045 digital
The French connection between this newcomer and DG's other Saint-Saëns 3, conducted by Barenboim, lies with the cathedrals
of Notre-Dame and Chartres: in each case the
sound of the organ and its surrounding
acoustic has been grafted on to a master
recording made elsewhere, no doubt with the
intention of matching afine instrument to an
equally distinguished orchestra. Nothing
wrong in that, of course; all that matters is the
credibility of the end product. And yet, as
95

several rival versions show, the less expensive solution of recording everyone in the
same acoustic can produce results which are
at least as impressive, provided that the
resident organ is an appropriate one, well
maintained. Frémaux's midprice HMV version is a case in point, and it is somehow
gratifying to know that precise ensemble
between organ and orchestra was achieved
by good old-fashioned ear- and eye-contact
instead of the stopwatch and multi- channel
tape recorder.
Purism aside, however, the real question is
how well DG's respective ' ghost' organists
match up. Apart from afinal die-away which
points up the four- second discrepancy between the Chicago and Chartres acoustics,
Barenboim's strikes me as notably the more
successful. The gentle hiss of air in pipes,
audible when an organ is not being played,
seems to have worried Karajan's engineers,
and when the music is quiet and the organ
silent they have faded events at Notre Dame
out of the picture completely; all very well,
except that the inevitable fade- up is sometimes more distracting than if we had stayed
in Paris all along. Try the soft cello/bass
pizzicati before the slow movement reprise to
see if the effect worries you.
As one would expect, the new version
offers powerful, sumptuous playing. There is
afine sense of forward movement in the first
movement Allegro, and pp strings are as soft
as silk in the opening bars. The Scherzo is
rapid with, to my ears, some loss of rhythmic
character ( the playing itself is superb), and
the slow movement, though shaped with
evident care and tonal beauty, seems to
plumb fewer depths than Frémaux or Barenboim. Nor was Ienamoured of some of the
string portamenti in the reprise, which rob the
melodic line of the purity which is surely part
of its character. Those who possess the
Barenboim version, then, can rest content,
especially as his account of the Finale is the
most successful of all in shaping and building
the gathering excitement (the Notre- dame
organ on Karajan's version also sounds
unpleasantly harsh at times). Sonically, both
discs have much to commend them, the
Karajan especially so in the width of dynamic
range. Yet even in matters of sound quality I
marginally prefer the analogue Chicago recording, which seems more successfully to
capture the feeling and depth of an orchestra
playing in areal acoustic. [
A/C:2]
Andrew Keener
SAINT-SAËNS : Cello Concerto No. 1in a,
Op.33 / SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto in
a, Op.129
Lynn Harrell (vc1) / Cleveland O. / Marriner
Decca SXDL 7568 digital
By choosing to couple these same two
concertos together some thirteen years ago
(ASD 2498), and playing them for all they
were worth, Jacqueline du Pré revealed even
the most discursive moments as things of
beauty; and now Lynn Harrell, characteristically alert and imaginative, has done the
same. These are consistently absorbing readings full of tonal surprise, commitment and
energy; and by the latter Imean more than
simply full-blooded attack — though there is
also plenty of that, most ardently when the
writing descends to the C string. A vibrant
quality lies at the centre of even the most
withdrawn pianissimo ( the quiet top F and
B-flat in bars 68 and 70 respectively are
wonderfully eloquent), and even when the
solo line is rhythmically and dynamically at

its most unvaried, Harrell's imagination holds
the attention.
The Saint-Saëns is marvellously played,
with at least one broken speed record in the
Finale, and Harrell's supple bowing wrist
sounds especially ear-catching in the double
stopped
diminished
sevenths.
Overall,
however, Icontinue to prefer du Pré in the
first and last movements, if only because she
attacks the opening of each in aless feverish
way than Harrell (though with no less intensity), and because the New Philharmonia
strings sound less heavyweight, marginally
fresher and more varied of tone than they
Cleveland counterparts; this despite arecording that was never among EMI's most spacious. Nor has anyone on disc quite equalled
Barenboim's delicately veiled way with the
Minuet, although Lynn Harrell's first entry in
this movement is breathtakingly beautiful.
Decca's recording offers a close-up solo
image; no bad thing, you may say, with cello
playing of this quality, but some of the
woodwind and brass detail does become lost,
and there seems a considerable distance
between front and back of stage. Iwould
willingly have exchanged a degree of ambience for a better focused rear-orchèstra
quality, though the ear does tune in after a
short while. Most important of all, though, is
that no-one interested in fine cello playing
and persuasive musicianship should miss
this disc. [ 13:1]
Andrew Keener

Voices of the Night: Songs, duets and
ensembles by Schumann and Brahms
SCHUMANN: Singet nicht in Trauertiinen, Op.98a, No.7 CI Kauzlein ,Op.79,
No.10 D Stündchen Op.36, No.2 D Mondnacht, Op.39, No.5 D Tragüdie, Op.64,
No.3 CI Zwei Venetianische Lieder,
Op.25, Nos.17,18 D Mein schüner
Stern!, Op.101, No.4 D Unterm Fenster,
Op.34, No.3 / BRAHMS: Der Abend,
Op.64, No.2 17 Vor
der Tür,
, Op.28, No.2 D
Der Gang zum Liebchen, Op.31, No.3 D
Nüchtens, Op.112, No.2 E Walpurgisnacht, Op.75, No.4 CI Nachtwandler,
Op.86, No.3 D Mondnacht D Wiegenlied,
Op.49, No.4 D Vergebliches Stündchen,
Op.84, No.4 D Abendlied, Op.92, No.3
The Songmakers' Almanac — Felicity Lott
(sop) / Ann Murray (m-sop) / Anthony Rolfe
Johnson (ten) / Richard Jackson (bar) /
Graham Johnson (pno)
Hyperion A66053 (
DMM)
The Songmakers' Almanac ( consisting of
performers individually well-known in their
own right) has since 1976 been delighting
audiences with its cleverly devised programmes of music and verse, centred around
particular themes. This is the group's first
disc, and is a pruned version of one of its
popular recitals. It is a treat of gloriously
controlled singing and playing. Tuning is
immaculate and vocal balance in the ensemble items is consistently ideal; even when, for
example, Ann Murray has some unusual
difficulty with purity of tone in Schumann's
Mondnacht, the emotional force of her performance makes it one I
woud not willingly be
without. Although the programme is easy
listening for a single sitting, honours are so
evenly distributed between the performers
that each item is worthy of individual attention — only in Brahms' Walpurgisnacht duet,
does the cumulative effect of question and
answer fail to butlt up in the way the
composer intended.
The piano is not as well treated by the

recording as are the singers: the acoustic
lends it a slightly stifled tone that rarely
blossoms into the richness that these vocalists could easily balance. There is a little
over- emphasis of the sibilants, already
emphasised by the excellent diction of the
singers, but in other respects the. vocal
ensemble is clearly and accurately reproduced with a good, close, recital- hall presence. In all, this is a delicious first taste of
what, Ihope, will be afeast of recordings from
The Songmakers' Almanac. [
A:1*]
Doug Hammond
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2 in D, Op.43
SNO / Gibson
Chandos ABRD1062 digital
No longer listed, the D- major was the finest of
three Sibelius symphonies recorded for CFP
by these artists, and this work launches anew
cycle sponsored by General Accident. The virtues of the Chandos release are the naturally
balanced digital recording — no changes in
perspectives as the dynamic levels vary, a
rather recessed image — and a reading that
avoids
Tjeknavorian-like
extremes
of
excitability and lushness. Indeed, it is arather
inverted approach, Gibson seemingly looking
principally for subtleties of lyrical expression
and execution, with the symphonic argument
unfolding at ' its own' rate. It is so neutral that
one wonders what personal view the conductor has — maybe one must judge it in
context later on. Recommendation is also inhibited by the suggested £6.75 price, in
relation to more involving performances,
notably Szell's, Karajan's. The EMI Karajan
digital production sounds tremendous, and I
find his account increasingly awesome; note,
however, E.S's reservations in his Oct ' 82
survey. [
A:1/2]
Christopher Breunig

SMETANA: Dalibor
Depoltova,
Zitek, Smormova etc/Brno
State PO / Smetacek
Supraphon 1416 2921-3 (
3 recs) ( Bond
Street Music)
Dalibor is an heroic opera out of the same
stable as Tannhäuser. Smetana wrote it in
1867 immediately after The Bartered Bride,
but its ' teutonic' character brought astorm of
critical rebuke down on his head. Nowadays
its Czech qualities are as evident as the
Wagnerian affinities with which the composer's contemporaries quarrelled, and no-one
listening to the carousing of the mercenaries
at the beginning of Act 2 or the long lyrical
violin solo Daiibor dreams of later in the same
act could doubt the national character of the
music.
The plot has acore of historic authenticity,
though for dramatic purposes an unhistorical
romance has been grafted on to it. But in any
event Smetana clothed the story in music of
considerable dramatic power, his handling of
plot and character much more assured than
in his first historical opera The Brandenburgers in Bohemia. No doubt his adoption of the
leitmotif idea helped him secure this unity,
though it cannot be said to dominate the
work. Under Smetacek's baton this unity is
confirmed and the national Czech element
allowed its expression. An earlier recording
dating from 1967 under the direction of
Krombholc may still be available and make a
useful comparison, since it still sounds very
good and has a strong cast that can stand
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comparison with the new one. Krombholc's
view of the score is broader, more expansive
than Smetacek's, aview that some may feel
expresses the underlying nature of the work
better, though Smetacek's restraint tends to
emphasise the personal relationships more.
The Dalibor, Vilem Pribyl, is the same in
both sets. In the interval his voice has lost a
little of its power but has compensated with a
greater depth of understanding. Eva Depoltova ( who appears also in the new recording of
The Kiss) is a more direct, slightly less
passionate Milada than her predecessor
Nadezda Kniplova, whose vibrant singing is a
high spot of Krombholc's Prague Opera
recording. That version also had a good
Vladislav in Jindrich Jindrak, whose performance is not expunged by Vaclav Zitek's, or
Ha na Svobodova's Jitka by that of the rather
wobbly Nad'a Sormova. One sterling minor
role is that of Jaroslav Horacek, whose rich
bass gaoler graces both recordings.
Of the orchestral playing there is not agreat
deal to choose between the two versions, and
the Brno team can hold its own comfortably
with the Prague National Opera forces of
sixteen years ago. Given an improvement in
general balance and clarity of sound and
strength of the performance under Smetacek,
this is a worthy successor to Krombholc's,
and afitting tribute to one aspect of Smetana's art in this the centenary year of his death.
It is to be hoped that new recordings of The
Secret and The Two Widows are also on the
way. But please, will Supraphon get atranslator who really understands English. This
libretto is ludicrously silly at times. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

Famous Strauss Waltzes
STRAUSS: The Blue Danube, Op.314 E
Roses of the South, Op.388 E Vienna
Blood, Op.354 E Voices of Spring,
Op.410 E Artist's Life, Op.316 E Tales
from the Vienna Woods, Op.325
Emperor Waltz, Op.437
Johann Strauss Orchestra of Vienna / Boskovsky
EMI ASD 4178 digital
There is nothing very special about this latest
run-through of popular Strauss waltzes by
Willi Boskovsky and his crew. The sense of
style is still there, most eloquent at the
opening of Roses of the South, but the care
has gone. The string body is not quite so
uniform in its tuning as it was in yesteryear,
and the master no longer paces the climax
points with quite the same subtlety as before,
nor does he grade successive ones throughout each piece. Some of the performances,
Voices of Spring for examples, are simply
dull — even Boskovsky's singing cannot urge
his players on to greater things.
The recording is good in the way that poor
quality digital is good. The instrumental
timbres that are well captured are very well
captured, but that benefit is not afforded all of
the orchestra; the dynamic range is appropriately wide, but with fortissimo comes the
string sheen and coloration of the percussion.
The woodwind are particularly poorly served,
except in solo passages, and their positioning
is imprecisely delineated. If you want arecord
of these waltzes you would do much better
with a number of other issues already in the
catalogue. [
B/C:2/3]
Doug Hammond

JOHANN STRAUSS ( the younger) and
JOSEF STRAUSS: Waltzes and Polkas
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Vienna Boys' Choir / Franz Famberger, Josef
Doller 81 Helmut Froschauer (pno) / Uwe
Christian Hauer (cond)
Philips 6514 185 (
Digital)
VIENNA BOYS'CHOIR: Folk Songs &
Songs for Children
Vienna Boys' Choir / Vienna Chamber
Orchestra / Franz Famberger (pno)/ Adelheid
Miller (harp) / Uwe Christian Hauer (cond)
Philips 6514 188 (
Digital)
The famous Vienna Boys Choir has numbered among its pupils many boys who later
became celebrated musicians, including
Franz Schubert and Hans Richter. There ale
four separate choirs nowadays, each consisting of 24 carefully chosen boys, and they take
it in turn to travel the world giving concerts.
The two records reviewed here are very
different in character. Personally Ido not
greatly care for the vocal arrangements of
Strauss waltzes and polkas, and although the
choir sing well the result is rather disappointment. The digital recording is very good, but
the piano accompaniments are a trifle too
prominent in places. [
A:21
The second record, were the boys sing folic
songs, is really delightful. Here they sound
completely in their element and the music is
ideally suited to the bright fresh voices. The
recording too is quite splendid, with great
transparency and delicacy, and the orchestral
accompaniment is ideally balance with the
voices. Both performance and recording
certainly deserve stars here, and Irecommend this record unreservedly. [
A*/1*]
John Freestone

STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
Moscow Radio Symphony Orchestra /
Fedoseyev
EMI ASD 4271 digital
A far cry this is from Fedoseyev's disappointing Scheherazade of some two months back.
The competition, Ineed hardly add, is formidable, but here is plainly aRite to be reckoned
with — a touch unfinished perhaps, but a
performance of considerable physical impact
all the same. In general Fedoseyev sets a
markedly solid, weighty pace, but he certainly
doesn't pull his punches when it comes to
maximising some of Stravinsky's dramatic
tempo contrasts. Ritual of the Rival Tribes, for
instance, bursts in upon the preceeding
tranquillo to hair-raising effect. Just occasionally rhythms are not as taut or lethally
incisive as they might be — the heavy
reiterated string chords in Dances of the
Young Girls are disappointing tame — but
there is a tremendous sense of spontaneity
about the performance and the work's primary colours are liberally daubed, as it were,
onto the canvas.
Ideal, of course, are the raw coarse-grained
timbres of the Russian orchestra — apagan,
red-blooded sound if ever there was one. All
the wind voices, while capable of tremendous
penetration in the tuttis, also bear an austerity
in those mysterious, meditative solos that is
perfectly in tune with the primative character
of the piece. The brass, needless to say, are
absolutely thrilling: that lacerating piccolo
trumpet in Procession of the Sage, the
electrifying tonguing of the D trumpets in
Dance of the Earth, and the brazen road of
eight unison horns in Ritual Action of the
Ancestor. As I
commented when Fedoseyev's
Scheherazade came out, the digital process
has greatly reduced the distortion factor— or
'Melodiya glare' as Irefer to it — where the

brass are playing flat-out. The middle of the
orchestra is still subject to acertain amount of
engineering assistance, but there is plenty of
depth to this co-Japanese production and a
pretty high degree of tonal realism, too; the
all-important timpani and bass- drum parts,
for instance, carry bags of punch.
In all, then, the Abbado and Boulez versions
may prove more revealing and ultimately
more satisfying, but there are many moments
of all-out animal excitement here that I, for
one, am likely to return to often for that extra
charge of adrenaline. [
A/B:1/2]
Edward Seckerson

TALLIS: Lamentations O Mass: Puer
natus E Motets
Choir of King's College, Cambridge / Philip
Ledger
EMI ASD 4285 digital
The Lamentations of Jeremiah formed a
prominent part of the services of Tenebrae
during the days preceding Easter, and as such
provided inspiration for many of the great
liturgical composers. Tallis' contribution is
incomplete, but is certainly worthy of its place
within a canon which contains some of the
finest writing of that or any other period.
The Mass Puer natus est nobis is the third of
the three Masses celebrated on Christmas
Day ( midnight, dawn and mid- morning) and
has only recently been completed by ms.
discovery, though the Credo, if any, is still
missing. It is thought to be a Marian, and
shows Tallis under Continental influences
which produce an impressive, festal Mass.
The motets 0 nata lux, Salvator mundi, and ' If
ye love me' demonstrate different period of
Tallis' long creative life; and the whole issue
is a most valuable summary of that remarkable oeuvre.
As ever, the King's choir shows itself to be
amongst the world's finest: there is an
assurance and style about its work which
banishes anxiety and leaves one free to
concentrate on the music, which one cannot
do when trebles are just short of the note and
ensemble wanders. This is astudio recording
(Abbey Road) and thereby loses the King's
chapel aura which we know so well. A pity,
perhaps: this is, after all, essentially church
music. But as astudio production it does very
well: solid, intelligible, clear, with lots of
detail. There is nothing obviously ' digital'
about it, and while not ' impressive', it does all
one needs. This is a fine addition to the
repertory both of King's and the classical
polyphony. [
A:1]
Peter Turner

WALDTEUFEL Waltzes: España, Op.236
El Très jolie, Op.159 0 Estudiantina,
Op.191 E Les Sirènes, Op.154 0 Les
Patineurs, Op.183 E Dolorès, Op.170
Pluie de diamants, Op.160
Orchestra of the Vienna Volksoper / BauerTheussl
Philips 6514 069 digital
This third volume of the Vienna Volksoper
Orchestra's performances of famous waltzes,
conducted by Bauer-Theussl, easily lives up
to the high standard set by the first two
volumes. These popular Waldteufel waltzes
are already available elsewhere in the catalogue, but the quality of both their performance and recording on this Philips disc will be
hard to beat.
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ABBEY CHRISTMAS COLLECTION
IN THE PLEASANT surroundings of Eynsham, near Oxford, resides the Abbey Recording company, whence, since the midsixties, has emerged a series of issues
devoted to the choirs and organs of British
cathedrals and the larger parish churches. In
my student days Eynsham had a thrilling
association with witchcraft. Icannot say what
foundation such legends had, if any; but
there could be nothing more remote from
such practices than the activities of Abbey
Records, who have generated a highly valuable study of choral music during the latter
half of the twentieth century. Would that we
had similar records for earlier periods!
The series can truly be regarded as a
heritage, and future musicologists will be left
in no doubt as to what was done, and of the
attitudes, tonal preferences and interpretations of our lifetimes. There are other archival
series a- plenty, but they reflect what contemporary scholars suppose past sounds to have
been: the Abbey collection makes no such
suppositions.
Ihave listened to agreat number of Abbey
recordings. It would be fair to characterise
them, Ithink, as ' standard' recordings: Ihave
encountered none which could be classed as
of ' demonstration' quality, but none, either,
which could be dismissed as poor. This A/B
rating is continued in the series which is the
subject of this review.
To begin with, let us discuss an offering of
christmas records. Each year we get a spate
of these, and one speculates about who buys
them. Ican understand that many will wish to
have a carol record, and the life of any one
issue must be quite short — unless it comes
from King's or the Temple Church; but does
anybody collect them? I don't know the
answer to that.
But to our task: from Wells Cathedral
comes A Babe is Born, which is unusual in
that it concludes with Corelli's Concerto
Grosso No. 8, played by the Cathedral School
Chamber Ensemble. This school has an
admirable tradition of music- making, which
embraces much more than church music.
Unfortunately, this performance is rather
dull, and intonation is not universally perfect.
It seems a pity that the orchestra did not
combine with the choir for some of the carols,
which are of a general character, mostly
familiar ones, but rendered with great style
Here is acarol concert the subtitle of which is
'New and Traditional Songs and Carols',
which is certainly different. The LP Choir, with
a children's choir, the RLPO and the LP Hall
organ, produce a magnificent sound, with
some tremendous climaxes and a festive
atmosphere. What worries me about the
recital is typified by the first item, Ding Dong
Merrily on High, which is atraditional carol if
ever there were one. Dr. Walters has
'arranged' it— together with amajority of the
numbers — and chosen a jazzed- up, to my
mind tasteless, version which adds nothing
to the already jolly traditional tune, and puts
me off from the outset. Dr. Walters has a
penchant for sycopatory bouncing which he
clearly visualises as calculated to fit in with
contemporary taste. Ido hope he is wrong;
but if you like that kind of thing, here is afeast
of it. Fortunately, what most of us remember
as the normal way to sing carols is not
abandoned, and there are examples of extremely well- executed renderings, which
were a great relief to me.
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and precision. ( APS329). [A/B:2]
Thence to Chichester Cathedral for
Carols from Chichester (
ACA 504). Here the
choir is small — the cathedral is not large
either — but extremely good, with treble
intonation better than many. The choir has
the good sense not to undertake works which
would overreach it, and this largely traditional programme is one of the most pleasing to
come my way. [A/B:1] From Litchfield (
ACA
503) comes an offering with the title From
Darkness into Light, because it embraces the
season of Advent as well as Christmas, and
can be said to be musically more strenuous
than most programmes of this kind. Years
ago Iused to be able to go often to this
Cathedral for services, and my impression is
that the singing is now better than in those
days. This is certainly one of the choicer
offerings this year. [
A:1]
From the ( Catholic) Liverpool Metropolitan Cathedral comes aservice in which the
choir is joined by brass and recorders ( APS
336): a very pleasing sound and greater
musical variety than usual. [
A/B:1/2] St.
Michael's College, Tenbury Wells, has an
important place in the revival and sustaining
of the Anglican choral tradition. The Seasons
at St. Michael's (
APS 324) is not exclusively of
Christmas music, and includes what may well
be the first recording of Howell's Sequence
for St. Michael, despite some treble uncertainty, this is a goodly offering. [
A/B:2]
Finally, Christmas at Liverpool Cathedral
— ie, the Anglican one ( APS 330). This is a
collection of live recordings, with some
noises-off. It is a dignified, very Anglican
collection, mainly traditional and very beautiful. [
A:1]
More general issues just received include
ore very special, indeed unique, recording:
of the Papal Mass celebrated by Pope John
Paul II at Liverpool. This is a live recording,
and shows it, but that doesn't matter: the
issue retains vividly the charged atmosphere
of a once- in- a- lifetime spiritual experience,
and that is the whole point of it ( LPM 30582).
[A:1] Back to more quotidian things, Lincoln
Cathedral Choir under Philip Marshall
proves to have above- average soloists in its
number, and is given a nice, atmospheric
recording, notable for some superb low pipes
from the organ ( APS 331). [
A:1]
That very interesting mixed choir, Ex
Cathedra, presents Baroque Choral Music
on APS 333. This is a large group, of great
The
children have the usual slight
difficulties with intonation, but the general
standard of performance is all that one would
expect from the Philharmonic tradition of
Liverpool.
This is a good, clear recording, with nothing noticeably ' digital' about it unless it be a
trace of that failure to hold everything
together despite superb detail. [
A:1/2]
Peter Turner
GREENSLEEVES: Guitar Music of 16th18th century
Góran S011scher (girl
DG 2532 054 digital
Gifiran Stillscher is ayoung Swedish guitarist
whose rising reputation will certainly not be
endangered by this recital. He uses two
guitars: a ' standard' one, and another with
eleven strings, tuned as a Renaissance lute.
This, he says, enables him to play lute music
without transcription; but he is careful to use
it only where appropriate.On first hearing the
tuning is very obvious, the sound somewhat

accomplishment, which produces a full
sound, not least because it has better basses
than most. Some fine music, from Gibbons to
Kuhnau, is sometimes controversially presented, but never unmusically. [ A/B:1/2]
Back at Liverpool (
the Anglican Cathedral)
an issue comes out to celebrate the retirement of Mr. Ronald Woan, who has served for
more than fifty years as chorister and director
(APS 326). The programme of course reflects
his tastes, and is serious, well- drilled and
above all sincere. Joined by brass and organ,
the sound is sumptuous in that unique
acoustics [ A:11
Further north still, the University of St.
Andrews present Music of Light and Shadow — in the persons of its Renaissance
Group. This is no ordinary programme, and
includes some rare items. The whole is
accomplished, interesting, distinguished and
scholarly, with a recording full of presence
and detail — one of Abbey's best. There is a
hint of treble-trouble, but all else is joy ( APS
337). [
A:1] Another University, this time
Durham, has afine theological and musical
tradition which is well displayed by music
from the University chapels. The Norman
Chapel, in particular, has alovely sound, and
the organ is well imaged. Some ndifferent
Gregorian chant ( APS 327). [ A:1/2]
From the centre of the Church of England,
the Canterbury Cathedral Choir gives a
recital of music by Geoffrey Bush, who writes
in astyle which is clearly of our time but is not
way-out, and offers interesting variants to
enrich the repertory. The singing is beautiful,
but to my ears lacks bass richness. The organ
is nicely recorded, though the floor- shaking
pipes are not evident. There is acertain lack of
presence about the sound of this one ( ACA
502). [ B:1] The patronal festival at Lichfield
Cathedral will revive happy memories for
many. The recording is of good presence —
Lichfield seems a good venue for sound —
but cannot conceal acertain lack of balance in
the ensemble, where men's voices could be
fuller and richer. There is also some difficulty
with treble intonation ( ACA 505). [
A:2] Finally, the Southwark Cathedral Choir under
Harry Bramma gives a somewhat romantic
programme on ACA 506, showing little of the
Anglican austerity. The recording is high on
presence, and the fine organ shines out
beautifully; but there is again some treble
insecurity, and the soloist sound nervous
and alittle unhappy. [
A:2]
Peter Turner
hybrid effect is quite pleasing, even if it leaves
a measure of unease about the procedure.
The programme begins with a version of
the title melody, passes on to Dowland,
Gabrieli and of course Anon; but the major
items are Sor's ' Marlborough' variations (' For
he's ajolly good fellow') which are certainly a
tour de force — perhaps because the tune is
so familiar. We then have two Chaconnes:one the Bach movement from his second
violin Partita, played in Segovia's transcription, and one by Silvius Weiss ( 1686-1750)
which is of great distinction.
Sóllscher certaily has aformidable technique, and from that point of view his playing is
a joy to hear. Iam less certain about his
ultimate musicianship, as somehow his interpretations do not grip on that level — or
perhaps Ishould say that they do not grip me.
The recording is marred on my testpressing by a high level of hiss, and the
instrument tends to be over-wide, but the
overall sound is good and lively. [
A/B:1/21
Peter Turner
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Orchestral/
Concerto
R A arriner's emphatically classic"' al mid-70s reading of J. C.
Bach's 24 Symphonies, with the
ASMF ( Philips 6768 336, 5 recs)
attests to the disciplined enthusiasm so beloved of their admirers: neat, spirited Allegros, sensuously melodic slower movements,
and,
despite
the
Academy's unequivocally ' modern' sound, the music's charm
and appeal is obvious. The set
also contains the F- major Sinfonia
Concertante for oboe, cello and
orchestra, but this is performed
by David Zinman and the Netherlands Chamber Orchestra. The
recording has a flattering reverberance, although the first
violins are occasionally a little
shrill, and the very distinct separation leads to some uncomfortably
empty spaces. [ B:1]
R.B.
The years have done nothing to
dim the serene beauty of Arthur
Grumiaux's performances with
Leppard and the ECO of J. S.
Bach's Violin Concertos in aand E,
and Haydn's Concerto in C ( Philips 65271220, originally issued in
April 1965). On the Sequenza
label, and with remarkably good
sound quality, these readings will
continue to give much pleasure:
there is an infectious enthusiasm,
as well as stylistic insight and
warm, pure phrasing. The harpsichord continuo is less incisively
recorded than some might wish,
but this reissue is hard to fault.
[A/B:1]
P.B.
Claudio Arrau's ( Variously reissued) 1964 Concertgebouw cycle
of Beethoven's piano concertos
has passages unrivalled in eloquence, in stillness in the slow
movements, eg the coda to the
Fourth.
Haitink's
accompaniments are fresh, imaginative.
Transferred to four discs ( Philips
6770 014), the tapes have been
smoothed, and pressings are immaculate imports. However, the
Fourth Concerto has an ill-chosen
side-turn, just before (
Hi) where
Beethoven writes Segue il rondo.
Incidentally, Arrau plays the longer first- movement cadenza. This
is aprofoundly rewarding album,
marred by one decision over layout ( nothing as compared to the
'Heliodor'
arrangement
for
Kempff's 1953 cycle). [ B: 1*/1] CB.
Karl Biihm's account of Bruckner's Third Symphony ( Nowak
edition) appeared in October 1971
and it appears again now in Decca's Jubilee series ( JB 126). It is
an uneven reading, with unwarranted freedom of tempo and, in
the trio, an almost Mahlerian effusiveness. Báhm is supported by
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children's games beneath the anticipated from a young verPines of the Villa Borghese still tuoso on the threshold of a
international
career.
explode in a riot of colour, the meteoric
catacombs resonate darkly, and Especially memorable is the
the resplendent Roman legions warmth and concentration of
come very much alive again on Ogdon's quiet playing, nowhere
the Appian Way amidst blazing more beautiful than in those
martial brass and pounding tim- hushed arpeggios at the close of
superb playing from the VP0 and, pani. The organ pedals, by the the Rachmaninov, so tenderly
apart from one or two instances of way, still make a tremendous answered by the radiant Philharpre- echo, lifelike and spacious impression in the aforementioned monia strings. Both conductors—
Pritchard in the Rachmaninov and
B/C:11
recorded sound. The slow move- last two numbers of Pines. [
ES.
Barbirolli in the Tchaikovsky —
ment is finely sustained, the
Whether by reason of an over- perfectly complement Ogdon's
scherzo urgent. But in the opening
and closing movements Imiss the crowded market or simply poor approach and the recordings
grand, calm perspective and find timing, Tamás Vásáry's Rach- accordingly represent the warmest and richest of ' 60s EMI
myself admiring instead Biihm's maninov concerto cycle with
ES.
feeling for texture and detail. [
A/ Ahronovitch and the LSO ( 1976- [B/A:1/2]
To mark the 25th anniversary of
B:2]
P.B. 77) has, Ithink, been underrated.
Karajan's boxed set of Haydn's DG have now reissued No. 3 on the death of Sibelius, EMI bring
'Paris' Symphonies was generally Privilege ( 2535 493), and Ihope together nearly all the Bournemore warmly received than by me there are plans to reissue the mouth SO/Berglund recordings
when it appeared in October 1981. remaining discs. Characteristically (SLS5269, 4 recs), of various vinNos. 82 and 87 from thàt set were poetic touches abound, and the tages, of orchestral pieces. Not
reissued as a pair last July, and virtuoso pasages, though fully just the seven most popular
now 84 and 85 follow them ( 2532 commanded, are invariably well scores, the great symphonic
climaxes
intelligently poems, but rare items such as
038). These are rather plush per- shaped,
formances, thick of texture, yet built. It is a perfectly good Swan white, Scene with Cranes,
much wind detail emerges with approach ( though some will con- the King Christian Suite, etc. ( See
telling clarity, and there are tinue to prefer Ashkenazy's ' big- October's Sibelius feature, p.83
numerous perceptive touches. ger' style), especially when, as for a full listing). Ihave already
Since these two are perhaps the here, rapid fingerwork is so char- remarked that other, more inleast idiosyncratic of Karajan's acterful and clean. Ihave, though, spired readings can be had elsereadings of the Paris set, and the heard less edgy accounts of the where, but that is not to deny the
sound quality is less quirky than central section of the Adagio. The usefulness of this compendium; it
on the originals ( I noted slight recording has come up well, even does of course include both of the
reissue
distortion in the slow movement if some orchestral detail seems a recent ' Greensleeve'
A:1/2]
C.B.
of 85), Irevise my rating up to little vague behind a fairly close discs. [
A clear first choice for many, the
[A(B):1]
P.B. and bright piano image — notably
The Mussorgsky/Ravel Pictures a minute or two into the first Concertgebouw/Philips Stravinat an Exhibition spread over two movement. Or was it restraint sky ballet trilogy, conducted by
sides of a disc is not particularly from the rostrum? ( The conduct- Colin Davis, is boxed on 6725017.
good value even in the bargain ing is fully sympathetic, with none Firebird/PetrushkalLe Sacre appear in reverse order in this
price range, but the manifold of the agogic distortions which
box: corresponding with the
perceptions and excitements of mar Ahronovitch's Tchaikovsky).
Fritz Reiner's 1968 recording with In quiet music, one or two dis- 1977-79 single- LP catalogue sequthe Chicago Symphony — re- proportionately loud solo chords ence. ( Similarly, photos of Strahave transposed
appearing now on Victrola VICS at the beginning of phrases set me vinsky/Davis
2042 — certainly compensate for wondering as to how subtle some captions!) Arguably, the concerishort measure. Among numerous of the editing is; dangerous, I tions are too ' thoughtful' for cendelights Iwould cite a lumbering, know, to hazard such guesses, but tral recommendations, and Iprebone-crunching Bydlo, a Golden- the impression remains. And did fer Levine or the DG Petrushkas
burg and Schmuyle which truly Vásáry and Ahronovitch mean to — here the wind perspectives are
highlights the contrast between get such asudden move- on at bar inconsistent. The scale and imHartmann's characterful Jews 53 of the first movement? Little pact of the Rite, too, are better
(Goldenburg really does sound matter: this is a fine account by served on the DG label. But Firebloated with well-being in Rein- any standards. The Concerto is bird is a supreme orchestral reer's hands, while Schmuyle could played complete, and Vásáry opts cording, and my original ratings
Rachmaninov's
bigger, remain. The new transfers are
hardly be more emaciated), a for
ferocious Baba-Yaga (
timps and alternative first movement caden- clearer than before, with much
bass- drum superbly defined), and za. [ A:1]
A.K. improved surfaces. Hall ambient
A/
Now that John Ogdon
is information seems enhanced. [
the brassiest of Great Gates —
C.B.
though here Ifavour a broader appearing on the concert platform A*:1/1*]
From Philips comes another
approach. The RCA sound is once more after so long and tragic
adequate, but as in the case of an absence, it is timely that EMI reissue in their Colin Davis/LSO/
Toscanini's legendary account I should have chosen to reissue — Stravinsky series. The ballets Jeu
would tend to regard this as a and,
furthermore,
generously de Cartes and Orpheus are cousupplement to something more couple together on one disc: HMV pled together now, having first
sophisticated technically. [
C/B:1]
Concert Classics SXLP30552 — his appeared twinned with the symES.
1962 and 1963 recordings of the phonies in C and Three Moverespectively ( 6527
The same could be said of Rachmaninov
Second
and ments
another Victrola Reiner disc, cou- Tchaikovsky First concertos, the 159).This strikes me as afar more
match,
the
subtle
.pling Respighi's ultra-cineramic latter, of course, originally issued satisfying
tone- poems The Pines of Rome to celebrate his joint triumph muted shadings of Orpheus conand The Fountains of Rome — (with Ashkenazy) at the Moscow trasting vividly with the extravert
a long-time catalogue favourite Tchaikovsky competition of that rhythmic angularity of Jeu de
(VICS 2040). Again, though, Rein- year. Mellowness might be the Cartes with its raucous Rossinieser's performances conjour for us watchword in both cases, the que good humour ( complete, of
an illusion of sonic brilliance emphasis being placed firmly on course, with those bare-faced
through their orchestral opulence generous tone and supple easy- quotes). The performances are
and panache. The Fountain of flowing lines — in short, not at all splendidly taut, revealing the LSO
Trevi at Midday has lost little of its the kind of showy barnstorming at its most brilliantly incisive.
burnished splendour, the noisy performances one might have Characteristic Philips sound of the
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ARO

282 Harrow Road, Paddington, London W2. Tel 289-3102

FREE
DELIVERY
THROUGHOUT
UK

193 The Broadway Bexleyheath, Kent Tel 304-3272
Amplifiers
JVC AKIO
JVC AK20
JVC AX30
JVC AX40
JVC AX50
Marantz PM310
AD 3020

P0 A
P0 A.
P0 A
P0 A.
P0 A
P0 A
..... P.O.A.

NAD 2140
£125.00
NAD 1020
£59.00
Pioneer A5
£89.95
Pioneer A6
£119.95
Pioneer A7
£159.95
Pioneer A8
£239.95
Pioneer AS
£319.95
Rotel RA820 £79.95
Sansui AUD22 ' £104.95
Sansui AUD33
£ 124.95
Sansui AUD5 £144.95
Sansui AUD7 £169.95
Sansui AUD9 £289.95
Technics SUZ11
£69.95
Technics SUZ45
£89.95
Technics SUV3 £109.95
Technics SUV5 £129.95
Technics SUV7K £179.95
Technics SUV9K £279.95
Yamaha A460
£99.00
Yamaha A560
£139.00
Yamaha A760
£199.00
Tuners
JVC TK2OL
JVC TX3OL
JVC TX1L
JVC TX3
NAD 4020A
NAD 4150
Pioneer F51Pioneer F7
Pioneer F9

P0 A
P0 A
£79.95
£89.95
£98.50
£159.00
£89.95
£109.95
£159.95

Pioneer TX720L
£ 119.95
Sansui TUS33L £84.95
Sansui TUS5
£99.95
Sansui TUS9 £186.95
Technics STZ11L
£59.95
Technics STZ45L
f89.95
Technics STS6K £159.95
Yamaha T460
£85.00
'Yamaha T560
£107.00
amaha 1760
£ 143.00
Receivers
Akai AAR21L
£79.95
Akai AAR31L
£99.95
JVC R1XL
£89.95
JVC RS33L £109.95
JVC RS55L £129.95
JVC RS77L £249.95
NAD 7020
£169.00
NAD 7150
£289.00
Pioneer SX600L
£89.95
Pioneer SX700L
£ 129.95
Technics SA515L ....£259.95
Yamaha R300
£ 129.00
Yamaha
R700 £259.00
Tape Decks
Akai CSF14 £94.95
Akai GXF31
£149.95
NAD 6040
£109.95
NAD 6040A
£ 119.95
NAD 6050C
£ 149.00
NAD 6150
£199.00
JVC KDDI0/20
P0 A
JVC KDD30/40
P0 A
JVC KDD50/55
P0 A
Nakamichi N7002XE .£699.95
Nakamichi N700XL £899.95
Nakamichi BX2
POA
Nakamichi LX3
P0 A.
Nakamichi LX5
P0 A
Nakamichi N1000Z . ..P.O.A.

Threshold

Pioneer CT4/5
P0 A
Pioneer CT6R
P0 A
Pioneer CT7R
PO.A.
Pioneer CT9R
P0A
Sansui 0370
P0 A
Sansui 0570
P0 A
Sansui 0770R
P0 A
Technics RSM215 . £69.95
Technics RSM225 £89.95
Technics RSM216 ..... P.O.A.
Technics RSM226
P0 A.
Technics RSM226 ..... P.O.A.
Technics RSM228 ..... P.O.A.
Technics RSM255X . P.O.A.
Technics RSM265X ...P.O.A.
Technics FISM222 ..... P.O.A.
Technics RSM275X . P.O.A.
Technics RSM258R . P.O.A.
Yamaha K200 .. P.O.A.
Yamaha K360
P0 A.
Turntable
Ariston RD8OSL* ....£ 149.95
Ariston RD8OSL+1/13 £ 189.95
Dual CS505-1 181k) ....£69.95
Dual CS505-1 ( SIvr) .£69.95
Pioneer PL2/4
P0 A
Pioneer PL6/8
P0 A.
Sansui SR222 IV ... £89.95
Sansui PL50 £159.95
Technics SLB21
P0 A
Technics SLD20 ...... P.O.A.
Technics SLD30 ...... P.O.A.
Technics SL5/7 ....... P.O.A.
Technics SLCIL1 .
P.O.A.
Technics St.1200 ...... P.O.A.
Yamaha P300
£89.00
Yamaha P200
£69.00
ALL TURNTABLES FITTED
WITH
MANUFACTURERS
CARTRIDGE EXCEPT THOSE
MARKED'

Loudspeakers
AR18S*
£89.95
AR28S•
£119.95
AR38S*
£149.95
AR48.5*
£199.95
AR925*
£279.95
KEF CODA*
£89.95
KEF CANTOR*
£119.95
KEF CAPRICE*
£149.95
KEF CARLTON*
£219.95
KEF 101
P0 A
KEF 103.2
P0 A
KEF 105.4
P0 A
KEF 105.2
P0 A
Mordaunt Short MS20*
£89.95
Technics SB3030
£79.95
Technics SB3050
£99.95
Technics SB10
£99.95
Wharfedale L20 (1k) . £39.95
Wharfedale L40 crkl • £49.95
Wharfedale 160 (Tk) . £59.95
Wharfedale 180 Mcl . £79.95
Wharfedale 1100 (Mc) £99.95
Wharfedale E50 (Wnt) £199.95
Wharfedale E70 (Wnt) £299.95
Yamaha NS044 £49.95
Yamaha NSIOOM ....£259.00
Yamaha NS 1000M . .£620.00
* FREE SPEAKER STANDS
OR 20 METRES QED 79
STRAND
WITH
MODELS
MARKED *
Systems
Akai PROS11A
Akai PROS 22
Akai PROS 32
Akai PRO E42*
Pioneer XG1
Pioneer XG5
Pioneer XG7
Pioneer X333
Pioneer X555

£299.95
£399.95
£499.95
£599.96
P0 A.
P0 A
P0.A.
P0.A.
PO.A.

Pioneer X777
P0 A
Pioneer X999
P0 A
Sansui IS220
P0.A.
Sansui IS330
P0 A
Sansui IS555
P0 A
Sansui IS990
P0 A
Technics LA Mini... £299.95
Technics 80's
£699.95

Technics
Technics
Technics
Technics

Z25
Z45
Z65
315

OA
OA
OA
OA

AU.
SYSTEMS
INCLUDE
SPEAKERS EXCEPT THOSE
MARKED*

NEW BRANCH
NOW OPEN IN
BEXLEYHEATH
HOW TO ORDER BY POST

Simply send your cheque together with your name and
address and goods required to our Manor Park branch.
Delivery then takes about 7-14 days. All goods are fully
insured by us against loss or damage whilst in transit.
All items are brand, new and fully guaranteed for 12
months, optional 5-year guarantee available at extra cost.
*Please note, Access & Barclaycard orders subject to £3
per item delivery charge.

t
borougbbred amplification.

MODELS AVAILABLE: THRESHOLD STASIS PREAMPLIFIERS FET ONE ( illustrated) FET TWO
POWER AMPLIFIERS S/150, S/300, S/500, S/1000.
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period ( mid ' 60s): warm, immediate, slightly dry. [
B/A:1]
E.S.
Further refined since its ' Universo' appearance, the 1962 LSO/
Monteux
selection
from
Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake is reissued on Philips 6527 119. This
'Sequenza' transfer offers agenerous programme, rather muted in
sound but with the advantage of
divided 1st/2nd violins. The playing is affectionately guided, at
various times vigorous, glowing,
and delicately traced. [
B:1]
C.B.
Decidedly impressive, asuperb
recut
of
1968 ' Phase
Four'
Tchaikovsky Symphony 5( Decca
'Viva' VIV39) is cheap enough to
have, to ' dip into', as a reminder,
not just that Stokowski's NPO version was expressively overburdened, with mannered phrasing,
tempo manipulations, cuts —
most jarring the abolition of a
pause at 471 ( finalel— but that the
old wizard could enthral listener
and orchestra, equally, at will.
[A:1/4]
C.B.
Kondrash in's 1960 Tchaikovsky
Cappriccio Italienne (
RCA Symphony
Orchestra) sounds exceptionally
well in German transfer, Victrola
VICS 2041. For vitality, concentration and discipline, this is unmatched, but the total effect is
seriously jeopardised by the slow
speed at which the final ' big tune'
is suspended. On the reverse,
Rimsky
Korsakov's
Capriccio
Espagnol: richly enjoyable, not
quite as fine as LSO/Argenta
('Eclipse'). A powerful orchestral
sound, in abig resonant acoustic.
Outstanding value. [
A:1/1]
C.B.

'Golden' Americana
THE LATEST batch of releases
on Mercury's Golden Import
label offers some unexpected pleasures and an equal measure of
questionable joys. Take the pleasures first: Edward Macdowell's
reputation has sagged under the
weight of more familiar American
names, but his music is soundly
constructed, melodious and richly
orchestrated in its Euro American
romantic way. Howard Hanson's
mono ( now electronically enhanced for stereo) recording of
Macdowell's two Suites ( SRI
75026) offers a pair of late but
representative works in committed performances with his Eastman- Rochester Orchestra. The
Second Suite, Op. 48, known as
the Indian is a conscious attempt
to ' americanise' his music. It employs Red Indian themes and is a
kind of reposte to the claims made
for Dvorak's Americana. [ CA]
Another pleasure is the collection of band music played by the
Eastman Wind Ensemble directed
by Frederick Fennell. American
Concert Band Masterpieces (
SRI
75086) is another stereo enhancement, but the medium accepts the

is positively breathless — but no
pianist has surpassed her in the
range of tone, or in projecting the
sheer wildness and drama of
many of these pieces. To Argerich's way of thinking, the Preludes
are also to be looked upon as an
expressive unity: there is never
more than three seconds' pause
between any two, and frequently
much less of a gap than that.
There is also drama of adifferent,
more ghostly kind in the pedalhazed Finale of the Second Sonawaving reissued many of Martha ta. On the other hand (
pace a
Argerich's Chopin recordings
reader in France whose indignant
in dribs and drabs over the past letters are still vivid in my memfour years or so, DG have now ory!), Istill find the F- minor Congone the whole way and brought certo ( Washington/Rostropovich)
practically all of them together in
mannered and undisciplined; the
a box ( 2740 270 — 4 discs).
piano continues to seem too
Recordings range from the mid- closely balanced, and the orchessixties ( and
Argerich's
mid- tral playing is relatively undistingtwenties: Concerto 1 with Abba- uished. For the rest, though, here
do/LSO, Sonata 3, Polonaise 6, are riches indeed at mid price.
Polonaise fantaisie, and Mazur- Sound quality varies, of course,
kas Op. 59) to the mid- late seve- from the wiry (though acceptable)
ties, when sessions covered the F to the powerful, luminous and
A.K.
minor Concerto, the B minor refined. [ A/C:1*/1/4]
Sonata and Scherzo, and the PrePhilips have replied to DG in
ludes Opp. 28, 45 & posth. Arger- similar vein with a collection of
ich the tigress is most clearly in the bulk of Arrau's solo Chopin
(Waltzes 1-14, Preludes, 1-26,
evidence in the earlier recordings:
the E- minor Concerto and the Nocturnes 1-21, 4 Ballades and
Third Sonata are impulsive and Fantaisie Op. 49), about which I
spontaneous, and frequently fas- shall be fairly brief. Ido not doubt
ter than any rivals. Yet if this box for a moment the integrity of the
reminds us of anything, it is Chilean master's Chopin style,
Argerich's near- miraculous abil- which will be familiar by now to
ity to give life to every note that most collectors. The sound which
she plays, whether as part of a he conjures is of a sovereign
semiquaver run or in a simple depth and luminosity, and the
melodic line. The Preludes remain presence of a questing, original
my most often- played Argerich artistic personality can be felt at
disc, and they sound better than all times. Arrau's rubato, his disever in these new German press- tortions of rhythm ( or so Ihear
ings. Once again, speeds are fre- them) from weak to strong beats
quently on the fast side — No. 23 remain for me, however, a major

Chamber/Solo
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process rather better than Hanson's large orchestra, which
threatens to boom at one occasionally. It is the content that
commends the record: a spiky
Divertimento
by
Perischetti;
Schuman's
brooding
George
Washington
Bridge;
Barber's
solitary
exercise,
Commando
March, the earliest piece, dating
from 1943; Gould's reflective Ballad; Robert Russell Bennett's lively Suite of Old American Dances;
and finally Piston's scintillating
Tunbridge Fair. All marvellously
played; all nicely contrasted in
mood and texture. [
B/C:1]
Immediately
attractive,
The
Music of Leroy Anderson (
SRI
75013) will probably not retain the
interest as long as some of the
other music here. Side One contains seven of Anderson's popular
short pieces — Sandpaper Ballet,
Sleigh Ride, Bugler's Holiday, etc
— marvellously inventive scoring
dressing up basically simple and
sometimes almost naive ideas.
Side Two consists entirely of
arrangements of Irish Folk songs:
Irish Suite offers further evidence
of Anderson's skill as an arranger.
The quicker
movements
are

generally more satisfying than the
slow ones, where he tends to go
for broke, overloading the tunes
uncomfortably with lush harmony or burying them in counterpoint. The playing, by Fennell
with the E- R ' Pops' Orchestra, is
assured and polished, and the
recording full-blooded original
stereo. [
6:1]
Reactions to Fennell's Music of
George Gershwin (
SRI 75127) are
likely to be equally subjective. A
round dozen of Gershwin's most
popular show tunes sans words
promises agood deal. As Fennell
writes in the sleeve note, these
twelve tunes have been 'treated
and re-treated uncounted times',
so one might have hoped that this
time they could have been played
more or less straight. But for the
countless- plus- one
time
they
have been ' re-treated' — by Fennell himself presumably — and
struggle fitfully to free themselves
from the rhinestone outfits he has
dressed them in. One day someone will present these marvellous
songs without the intervention of
egotistic overlays, then we really
shall have a winner. [
A/6:1 (
performance only)]
K.D.

stumbling block. In short, Iadmire tive,
particularly
in
the
inthe sound, less so the sense, and strumental numbers. The Deller
would infinitely prefer to be Consort are superb, providing eleguided by Arrau through Brahms gant, poised performances which
or Debussy; the latter in particular are as striking as ever. The record
strike me as among the finest contains a fairly predictable mixinterpretations for several de- ture of Gibbons ' hits', including
cades. Recordings and pressings anthems, madrigals and fantaon the present reissue are of sias, and for those who do not
excellent quality ( 6768 233 — 5 know these recordings, the record
discs) and the artistic rating is, I would be an essential purchase.
must emphasise, very personal. [6:1]
C.E.
EA:3/4]
A.K.
Mendelssohn's
Piano Trios,
Dvorak's two Piano Quartets, Opp. 49 & 66, in genial 1967
Opp. 23 and 87 are, surprisingly, performances by the Beaux Arts,
not currently listed. The earlier of move over to Philips' Musics da
them is not particularly repre- Camera label, on 6570 885. The
sentative, though it has its mo- naturally relaxed approach of
ments, but the second is among these performers, which can lead
the few masterpieces of the to tameness elsewhere, is suited
genre. An occasional nod in the to these pieces, and their precision
direction of Mozart's E-flat piano and unforced phrasing are well in
quartet does nothing to detract keeping with the ambivalent style
from its overall originality. The of Mendelssohn's music. The PhiBeaux Arts version with Walter lips recording is likewise precise
Trampler ( Philips
6570
886) and unforced, but tameness here
appeared first in 1974. Then it allows the instrumental tone qualstruck one as being slightly unba- ities to blend too easily and some
lanced with the piano greatly to lack of top to the overall sound
the fore, and there was a certain gives aslightly encased feel to the
edge to the string soünd caused whole. [
B:1]
D.H.
no doubt by the closeness of the
Philips draw together from
recording. This initial impression other couplings IMusici's 1966
is much modified on rehearing, recording of Mendelssohn's Octet
though some doubts remain; but (0p.20) and the Berlin Philharmonic
they are insufficient to withhold a Octet's version of Spohr's Op. 32
recommendation,
especially Octet for 6570 884, on their Musisince, as when the record first ca da Camera label. Neither perappeared, there is no competi- formance is special, but while I
tion. [
6:1]
K.D. Musici can comfortably encomThe Deller consort and the Con- pass the technical difficulties of
sort of Viols of the Schola Cantor- the Mendelssohn, some sectionsof
um Basiliensis give some splen- the Spohr, especially in the last
did performances of Orlando Gib- movement, lie less easily in the
bons on Archiv Privilege 2547081. technical grasp of the Berlin playAlthough the recording was made ers. The Mendelssohn suffers
as long ago as 1955, the stereo from a confined acoustic and
transcription is surprisingly effec- some HF emphasis; the Spohr
103

SOMETHING IS HAPPENING AT:

248 LEE HIGH ROAD S.E.13
* Top quality systems
* 4separate demonstration areas
* 2appointment studios
* Free local installations
* Personal service

Recently opened at 248 Lee High Road is our new shop. Th,'s
is acomplete departure from our previous style of trading as
we now have '
SPACE'. The new shop has many new features and yet will still carry the character of relayed
cacophony that typified the old premises.

* Competitive prices
* Top Japanese & English brands
* Interest free credit available
(ring or write for details)
* Systems from f225 to £5225
* Mail Order service

THE FINAL INTERFACE
Listed below are some of the nice people
we deal with and in our new modified
shop we have many of their products on
demonstration spanning four areas so
you can have aquick blast or asecluded
demo all at prices that won't damage your
bank balance
A&R ( Cambridge) • AR Speakers • ARC Speakers
ADC Products • Aiwa (Centre) • Celestion • Dual
Elite • Heybrook • „NC • KEF • Linn Products
Meridian • Missions Nytech • Nairn Is NAD
Pioneer • Quad • Rega • Rotel

u

Sansui

Syrinx sZeta • Dynavector

BEST SELLERS

SYSTEMS TOP TEN
1Dual 505/C77 — NAD 3020 — AR18s
£269.00
2Dual 505/C77 — NAD 3020 — KEF Coda
£259.00
3Dual 505/EE1700 — NAD 3020 —
Mission 700
£299.90
4Dual 505/9200 — NAD 7020 — Mission
700
£369.00
*5 Rega 2/R100 — Nytech CA252 — AR18s
£425.00
6Dual 505 — NAD 3020 — Ditton 100s
£235.00
7Rega 3/R100 — A&R A60 — ARC 050
£575.00
8LP12/Basik LVX/R100 — Naim 42/110
KAN
£ 1168.00
9LP12/LV5 — Nytech CXA 252/XD —
AR18
£835.00
10 LP12/LV5 — A&R A60 — HB2s £795.00

*New Entry:

The systems ,isted here were our top
selling systems during July/August 1982

Billy Vee Sound Systems
248 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, LONDON SE13
01-318 5755

Mon Sat 10 00 7 00prn Thurs 10 00-MOpm

Buy ewIth Arrersi

Resnik/Kmentt/Zampieri/BerryNienna
SOPNPO/Ka raja n)
first
issued in 1960 is described as a
The Quartetto Italiano's recordgala performance, and indeed the
ings of the Mozart string quartets
list of guest artists included in
have been in circulation in one
Orlofsky's added- on party is very
context or another since the late
impressive. One has the doubtful
60s. Excellent then, they have
privilege of hearing Nilsson singnow acquired classic status.
MI have just released in their
ing ' Icould have danced all night',
There have, of course, been
1—' HMV Treasury' series a twowhile Simionato and Bastianini
numerous other versions since,
record album of solos by Isobel
forsake their usual operatic work
particularly of the six ' Haydn'
Baillie (
RLS 7703). There are 27
and sing ' Anything you can do'
quartets, though few have match- solos, including three items prefrom Annie get your gun. Other
ed these for insight. The reissue of viously unpublished. The earliest
guest artists are Tebaldi, Del
the D- minor ( K421) and the C- band is taken from an unissued
Monaco, Beçganza, Sutherland,
major ' Dissonance' ( K465) ( Phi- test recorded acoustically in 1924,
Bjorling, Leontyne Price and
lips 6570 888) offers an admirable and the latest is a folksong
Welitsch, and while it is amusing
opportunity to those who have recorded stereophonically in 1974
to hear these artists in light music,
not yet heard them to sample two when the artist was 79 and still in
it is perhaps doubtful if they serve
of the best of this series. Eloquent good voice. The album, which
much useful purpose added to a
playing unmarred by exaggera- contains most of the soprano's
complete recording of Johann
tion, coupled with a sound which justly famous mono oratorio reStrauss'
delightful
operetta.
sets the instruments in natural cordings for Columbia, has been
However, Karajan produces a
perspective and permits one to compiled to coincide with the
sparkling performance of the
savour the interplay between the publication
of
Miss
Baillie's
work, and all the soloists sing
parts, is a recipe for unqualified
memoirs Never sing louder than
well. The spoken dialogue has
success. [
A:1*/1]
K.D. lovely, and the transfers have
Colin Davis' recording of Hand- also been included, and without
Over the years the Schubert been expertly carried out by EMI.
1966) was a revela- this and the guests' sequence it
Octet has proved afortunate work An album to treasure. [ H:1]
J.F. el's Messiah (
tion in its textural freedom, its might have been possible to inon record: there have been
Louis Frémaux's fine version of display of a small rather than clude all the music from the
numerous impressive and enjoythe Berlioz Requiem (
with the mased choir, and its fine solo cast. operetta on two discs, instead of
able versions. The one by the
Now a single- disc selection of the three taken here ( Decca
Berlin Octet appeared in February CBSO/Chorus and Robert Tear)
had seemingly been displaced
eleven items ( Philips 6527 118) D247D). The set is shown as
1976 and is now reissued in Phibeen ' digitally
rerenews the superb effect in excel- having
lips's Musica da Camera series from EMI's catalogue by the relent sound. Heather Harper's ' I mastered', but the benefit of this
(6570 887). Ifind it rather too cent Previn/LSO digital release,
solemn and weighty a reading — but now reappears on ESDW 718 know that my redeemer liveth' is a is not immediately apparent.
(2 records). Lacking the recorded
pearl of pure tone and exquisite While the sound is very good
there is little Viennese charm. The
line, and John Wakefield's ' Ev'ry stereo for 1960, it cannot in any
resonant acoustic and slightly orchestral brilliance and dynamic
over- prominent bass line empha- clarity of the Previn, these 1975 valley' and ' Thou shalt break way be classed as a true digital
J.F.
size these qualities, and the horn discs nevertheless still offer a them' remind us of the loss incur- recording. [ II 1/3]
The reappearance of Tulio Serared by this tenor's later failure to
tone too is rather thick. Of course spacious reverberance and some
splendid bass to offset a slight sustain his career. Helen Watts, fin's 1960 recording of Verdi's
the Berlin Octet's playing is very
lack of immediacy, and are now John Shirley- Quirk, and the LSO Requiem is particularly welcome
good; but there is more to this
presented without the earlier SQ with its own chorus collaborate; for the performances of Fiorenza
lovely work than they find in it.
designation. The sound was, and
and though some of the orches- Cossotto and Boris Christoff —
[13:2)
P.B.
still is, very good. The perform- tral figurations are what Iwould both were in splendid voice and
Three Baroque issues from DG
ance emphasises choral rather call twiddles rather than orna- showed great artistry. The other
'Archiv Privilege' reflect the inthan orchestral aspects of this ments, the whole is most wel- singers are good, but not of the
creasing interest of collectors in
mighty work, with a sincerity and come. [
All
A.J. same high standard. Serafin's
this area. The first, devoted to
sense of devotion which — as I
Prepared in Karajan's charac- conducting has a simple clarity
Telemann's chamber music, reremarked in the original review— teristically
meticulous
way, which reveals this great work
minds us that Telemann was
might be expected in a genuine Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde, clearly. Less happy is the recordalready being recorded in the
rite for the recent dead. Istill find with
Ludwig/Kollo/BPO,
was ing, which was made in the Opera
early days of LP ( 1958 recording of
Frémaux's presentation of the lavishly spread over three sides. House in Rome and often comQuartet for winds and violin in G),
Lacrymosa, for instance, some of Now DG have recut it on one presses and sometimes distorts
and is interesting as an historical
the most compelling Berlioz on
record ( 2531 379). I see the the sound. Although it can only
record of changes in performance
record, while his interpretation of Philharmonie taping commenced merit [ C:112] this EMI record
practice and recording techniques
over the following five years. the work as a whole remains my Dec ' 73, with a final session held (SXDW 3055) deserves every Verfavourite — for its power to pro- until the following October. For di enthusiast's attention.
B.S.
Agreeable, if undistinguished,
duce emotion with massed hu- me the reading does not complaying throughout by South German voices rather than to produce municate much feeling — but
man ensembles ( DG 2547 043)
a more superficial orchestral ex- then the acoustic surrounding the
1H/C:21. On DG 2547 060 are five
citement. [
Al]
J.C.
contralto voice is strangely synthwind Concertos by Vivaldi (
RV
A/B:1]
C.B.
Among the less usual issues of etic. [
A n untitled collection of pieces
443, 439, 538, 570 & 539, including
The 1975 Archiv recording of Mbeginning with the famous
the flute version of ' La Notte' and Christmas Carols is one from DG
the two concertos for a pair of with the title ' Christmas at the the Monteverdi Vespers now Albinoni-Giazotto Adagio and
horns).
Recordings from the Time of Praetorius' ( Privilege appears on Archiv Privilege 2727 Pachelbel's Canon, both played
period 1963-1970 ensure a good 2547 080) ( 1963), with soloists, 018 and Ithink it still remains one .by the Richard Hickox Orchestra,
standard of sound, slightly un- two choirs and a considerable of the most successful perform- and continuing through three
instruments. ances on record. When Ireviewed orchestral items from Handel's
realistic in timbre, but balanced force of period
(
ECO/Bonynge)
and
and resonant; good perform- Praetorius himself is represented the original in these pages Iwas Rinaldo
ances from Munich and Zurich, by In dulci jubilo and Quern pas- impressed by the clean, open Mozart's Eine kleine Nachtmusik
though
rather
undercharac- tores laudavere. This is an in- sound, and that quality is very (Vienna Mozart Ens/Boskovsky) to
collection,
certainly evident on the reissue. The chor- the second of Rossini's String
terised by today's best stand- teresting
ards [
B1/2]. Finally, a single different from the usual popular al sound is transparent, and the Sonatas ( Academy/Marriner) ( Derecording of Bach lute music round- ups; but Ifind it somewhat vocal work of Paul Esswood and cca ' Viva' VIV 38) should make an
taken from his complete record- lifeless and over-careful ( carols Kevin Smith very commendable. attractive Christmas sampler. All
ing of 1973 ( DG 2547 063) shows are joyous, dammit) and the re- Hanns-Martin Schneidt gives a the performances are good; some
Narciso Yepes playing with fluen- cording does not help: the music- compelling account of this work, are even better than that, and
cy and grace. However, despite al instruments, of which there are which Ican unreservedly recom- though of different vintages the
C.E.
recorded sound stands up very
good recording standards the many, tend to be recessed in the mend. [A:1]
A recording of Johann Strauss' well. [ Generally
A/B:1]
K.D.
reading now strikes me as a little background, and the performers
Gueden/Koth/
Vladimir
Aslikenazy
dull; Ishould have preferred a don't impress me as enjoying Die Fledermaus (
fares better, with awarm, relaxed
recording. [
B/C:2/3]
D.H.

reissue of one of Konrad Ragossning's splendid European lutemusic records to this. [
A:21
S.D.

Vocal/Operatic

F

themselves very much, though
they do well enough in technical
terms. Still, this is abargain issue,
even though it shows its age in
recording terms. [
B/C:2]
P. T.
Here is still another re- issue of
favourite tenor arias sung by Placido Domingo. Deutsche Grammophon have chosen selections
from his recent operatic recordings, with the exception of ' The
Legend of Kleinsack' which dates
from 1972. There is one title
issued for the first time — ' Ach so
fromm' from Marta — and this is
one of the five digital recordings
included. Another is ' Celeste
Aida' sung with great authority
and power, and ' Nessun Dorma'
(Turandot) is equally impressive.
The least satisfactory is ' Una furtiva lag rima' (
L'Elisir d'amore)
which lacks sensitivity, but all- inall this is afine recital disc, and the
recording ( DG 2531 386) is of a
high standard. [A:1 /21
JE
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MAIL ORDER HOME & EXPORT
COUSTEAU HOUSE, GREYCAINE ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS WD2 4S8.
TELEPHONE 0923 47455

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

PHONE IN WITH ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD

CRAZY AUTUMN CARTRIDGE SALE

GRADO CARTRIDGES

UNREPEATABLE OFFER ON LATEST AMERICAN ACUTEX CARTRIDGE SYSTEM
Manufacturer's entire U.K. Stock must be liquidated at BELOW COST
The entire Acutex series is based on the newly developed
tri induced magnet cartridge design and will fit almost any
arm.
TriInduction: How it works
The tri armature attached to the base of the cantilever is
composed of three poles facing in three directions. One of
them acts as aneutral ground to avoid spurious crosstalk.
And the set of armatures pick up stereo signals and transmit
them to electric conversion system, while avoiding
crosstalk.
This unique Tri Induced Magnetic System is the basis for
ACUTEX International cartridge series manufactured in
Japan.
It provides outstandingly clear channel separation and high resolving power in addition to
rich tonal quality.

Acutex M310 III E

Acutex R4315 Ill SIR

Frequency Response 20 Hz - 25 KHz
Stylus
Compliance
15 x 10' cm/dyne
Tracking Force
1.0 - 2.09

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliant*
Tracking Force

£3.95
Acutex M312 III SIR

£8.95
Acutex M320 III STR

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

20 Hz - 35 KHz
STR
24 x 10' cm/dyne
1.5 - 2.3g

£5.95

20 Hz - 40 KHz
Perfect $TR
36 x 10 cm/dyne
1.5 - 2.3g

20 Hz - 45 KHz
Saturn V
Perfect TR
42 x 10' cm/dy ne Convert any Acutex to alow mass
1.5 - 2.3g
cartridge with the Saturn V

THORENS TURNTABLES (Carriage (5.00)
TO 160 " SUPER" Upgraded' " Audiophile" version of the popular TO 160
turntable. Without arm, but will accept most good quality arms. Now
available in Mahogany or Black
OUR PRICE£149.95
TD 160 11 BC. Turntable without arm, but will aecept most popular arms.
Mahogany or Black
OURPRICE£109.95
TO 166 MK II. Excellent performance at areally keen price Turntable complete
with low mass arm
OUR PRICE £102.00
TO 104 Mk II. Complete with arm.33& 45rpm with fine adjustment and strobe
OUR PRICE £88.75

TB lar
t
)
sN'AT
Z.MienT,à-eéleitgno?lersaieous

1115
I
Ck Pw
5e
strobe & speed control. Available with Thorens arm or without arm. Please
enquire for price.
Thorens Conversion Kit ( upgrades 160 Mk11)
£25.00 ( Post free)

HAFLER AMPLIFIERS
Literature Prices on Request
DH200 & DH-500 power amps

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £14.50; Double Albums£21.50 - Post Free
Full UK range -- ask for catalogue. Many new titles

DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS
Zerostat Pistol Red
£ 7.45
04 Record Cleaner
£ 8.45
Z Track Damper
£ 8.99
D4 Refills 1oz
£ 1.15
V.R.P. Sleeves, 10 for
£ 2.50
6oz £ 4.95; B16oz . £ 9.25
Disc Kit Complete
£ 27.95
Disc Organiser Box
£ 9.95
SC-2Stylus Cleaner
£ 4.75 " D-Stat II" Mat
£ 2.95
Disc Kit D-3 - D3 Record Cleaner - Zerostat Pistol - SC-1 Stylus Cleaner - D3
Fluid - all in Disc Organiser Storage Unit. Limited quantity to clear at £ 17.95
"Discfoot" Turntable Feet, set
£ 9.95

GOLDENS LEADS
2phono-2phono 0.5m £ 5.50
2phono 2phono 1m
2phono-2phono 2m
£ 7.25
5D1N-4 phono 1m
Post & Packing 50p per order

£ 6.30
£ 8.99

M117G

STAX
Lambda Junior

£99.95
£59.95
SR5`
f53.40
£102.35
SRX3*
SR LAMBDA* £ 115.00
SR SIGMA *
£159 .
00
*Energiser needed
SRESB Energiser £ 39.00
SRD7SB Energiser
£ 59.00
YAMAHA
YH100
£ 39.95
HP1
£ 32.95

To: Fotronix International Ltd., Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford
WD2 45.8.
Please send me

I
enclose cheque/PO for £
or chargemy Access/Barclaycard No
Name

Signature

Address

L--

ACCESSORIES

G.B. Record Clamp
£ 19.95
ADC "PRO-GRAM" Digital
Stylus Scales
£ 21.00
ADCLMG 1Headshell.. . £ 4.60
Shure Stylus Scale
£ 6.99
Monitor Audio 'Pod'
£ 7.50
GA Glass Soundisc £ 15.95*
"LE MAT" by Audio Ref . £ 18.95 .
Osawa Accessories
OM- 10 Diskmat
£ 8.50'
Diskmat SE-22
£ 9.50 .
Stylus Microscope
£ 2.95
Protractor
£ 2.95
Headshell - Mag Alloy
Copper Litz wires
E5.95
Nagaoka Accessories
GL601 Record Weight .. £ 12.99
RC410 Clamp
£ 9.99
AG99L Headshell Wires
3.40
RC100 Cleaner
RC200 Cleaner
f10.95
Record Sleeves ( 50)
£ 4.99
Record Sleeves ( 12)
£ 1.25
Pixall Roller
£ 5.75
Pixall Refill or II
90p
Permostat Kit
£ 4.50
Permostat Refill
£ 3.50
Permostat Jumbo Refill £ 6.95
Audio Technica
AT6006A 'Safety Raiser' . £ 9.90
AT637 Stylus Cleaner £ 9.95
AT605 Feet
£ 15.95
*P&P (1. Other items 50p

SATIN M.C.

HEADPHONES ( P&P £ 1.50)
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01
Post Free £ 9.50
ATH03
£ 13.95
c17. 05
ATH05
£29.95
ATH5
SENNHEISER
HD40
£ 11.50
HD222
E32.00
HD410 (400)
f14.50
HD420
£ 27.00
HD430
f37.00
HD230
£ 51.00

HUNT E.D.A. Record Brushes
(Post Free)

Mk 6Carbon Fibre & Velvet £6.95
Mk 4Carbon Fibre £5.95
Sweep Arm - Carbon Fibre £7.95

HFN/12/82

CARTRIDGES
£32.00

M117Z
MI17S

£ 29.95
£ 39.95

PICK-UP ARMS
FIDELITY RESEARCH
FR64S & FR64FX
POA
AUDIO TECHNICA
AT110
E89.95*
AT1120
£ 85.00'
HADCOCK
GH220'S/S .... Sp.Off. E87.00*
GH228 Export
£ 68.00'
MAYWARE (post Free)
Mayware Mk1V
f79.35
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill
£ 113.50*
SME Series IIIS
£ 81.50*
Damper for IIIS
12.75
CA-1, Improved type ... £ 17.95
£130.40.
SME 3012R
£ 136.75.
300911 Fixed Head £ 64.95.
3009 II Detachable
£ 69.95.
Flexible Link
£ 14.35
S2 Headshells
£ 7.50
S2R Headshell
£ 9.00
S4 Headshell
£ 10.00
FD200 Fluid Damper
£ 19.95
Damping Fluid Refill
£ 3.55
Reducing Fluid
£ 2.14
ADCALT-1
£ 36.75.
*Post £1. Other items 50p

Previous
Discount Price
£8.95
£10.95
£14.50
£24.95
£35.95
£16.00
£21.00
£29.00

Post 50p

Only £2.30

£11.95

KITFORM OR ASSEMBLED
DH- 101 & DH110 pre- amps

adynamic, solid and

Sale
Price
FTE + 1
£6.95
FCE+ 1
£7.95
F3E +
£10.95
F2 +
£15.95
F1 +
£24.95
GTSuper
£8.95
GCSuper
£11.95
GF3 Super
£17.95
G2+
. f66.95
Gemini Gold.. .. £ 55.00

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI

Genuine article in Ma ker's Box. Post 50p

CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI

ADC
ADC
ADC
ADC

PhaselV
£ 39.00
Phase III
28.00
£
Phase II
18.00
£
1:00
0
Phase I ....... £ 1
90

Elite EEI
EE1800
700

£49.00
£1

Elite EEI 500
£36.00
EliteEEI400 £23.00
EliteEEI 300H
£ 13.99
.0
3.
.
99
.A
5
.
0
Fidelity Research FR101SE £ 1
Goldrin G900'IGC'
Goldring
G900E

Sp.Off.
6

GoldringG9201GC £29.95
GoldringG9101GC
Nagaoka MP10
SE
P-If
.00
ff .
Nagaoka MPI 1
15.00
£
Nagaoka MP15
£31.00
Nagaoka MP20
£37.00
Nagaoka MP30
£46.00
Nagaoka MP50
£74.00
Stanton 881S
£59.95
Stanton 681EEE £32.00
Stanton 680EE
£19.95
Stanton 500EE
£12.70
Stanton 500E
£11.75
.Stanton 500A/AL
10.25
£
Ortofon VMS 3011 £29.90
OrtofonVMS20E11
23.50
£
Ortofon VMS 10E11
£ 15.00
OrtofonVMS5E11 £8.90
Shure M44-7
Sp. Off. £7.95
Shure M44E
So. Off. £8.95
Shure M55E
£ 15.10
Shure M75EJ Type 2
£ 12.95
Shure M75H-EJ Type 2 £ 15.35
Shure M75ED Type 214.85 £
ShureM75HEType2
£16.50
Shure M95EJ
16.15
£
Shure M95ED
Sp. Off. £ 17.95
Shure M95HE
£ 26.70
Shure M97EJ .. £ 30.55
Shure M97HE
£ 39.95
Shure M97HE AH43.95
£
ShureV1511I
Sp. Off. £49.95
ShureV1511IHE £57.95
Shure V15IV
Sp. Off. £69.95
Shure V15 Mk5
£ 110.00

REPLACEMENT STYLI

RSIV
£ 27.99
RS Ill
E19.25
RS II
£ 12.50
RS I
£ 8.15
EEI850
f15.00
EEI750
£29.00
EE1550
£23.00
EEI450
£11.00
EE1350
£7.00
S1Q1SE
£26.50
O140E
f10.75
131401GC
£ 31.00
D170IGC
£ 17.75
D160IGC
£ 31.00
N-10MP
£5.50
N-11MP
£7.00
N-15MP
£22.00
N-20MP
£25.00
N3OMP
£35.00
N5OMP
£52.00
081
£33.60
D6800EEE
£18.80
0680
£13.99
D5100EE
£10.40
05100E
£8.80
D5107AJAL
£6.60
O3011
£21.00
D20E11
£15.50
D10E11
£ 10.00
05E11
£6.50
N44-7
£7.50
N44E
£8.25
N55E
£9.50
N75EJ Type 2
E8.60
N75H-EJ Type 2
611.80
N75ED Type 2
£ 11.30
N75HE Type 2
£ 12.90
N95EJ
£ 11.30
N95ED
£ 13.99
N95HE
£ 18.25
N97EJ
£ 15.55
N97HE
£ 24.60
N97HE
£26.35
VN35E
£ 25.25
VN35HE
£ 25.95
VN45HE
£ 32.00
VH5HE
% 52.45

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

ADC NC1.5
£ 149.00
AudioTechnicaAT3200XE £26.95
Audio Technlca AT3100XE £24.95
Audio Technics AT31E . £39.95
AudioTechnica AT32E £65.00
AudioTechnica AT33E
£97.00
AT630T/former
£31.95
AT650T/former
£85.00
£62.95
AT31E+AT630
£87.50
AT32E+AT630
£138.00
AT32E+ AT650
£119.00
AT33E+AT630
AT33E+AT650
£169.95
Mayware MC- 2V
£69.00

Post 50p
ZennMC-Z7
POA
£99.90
Ortofon MC200
Ortofon MC2011
Sp. Off. £75.00 •
Ortofon MC1011
£39.90
Ortofon MCA 76 Preamp
£65.00
Ortofon MCA- 10
£58.40
Dynavector 10X MK3
f49.90
Dynavector 20A Mk11
£86.25
DynavectorDV50A £76.95
Dynavector Karat Ruby £82.50
Dynavector DV23R
POA
Fidelity Research
P.O.A.
EliteMCPre-AmplMains) £82.00
Tenorel TMC-10 £ 34.95

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES P&P 50p
Dynavector 'MAUD
£ 29.95
Dynavector Karat Ruby ... £ 59.95

Dynavector 20A Mk11
Dynavector DV23R

£53.95
POA

EIJTE PARABOLIC STYLI P&P 50p
ADCXLM/VLM
Stanton 500 Series
Stanton 680/681

£ 26.00
£ 17.00
£ 23.00

Ortofon M15 Series
Ortofon VMS20/30
Ortofon FF 15E II

£ 23.00
£ 23.00
£ 17.00

'Favourite
Concertos' ( Decca
D271D 3) is hardly an original
format for collected reissues, but it
works well enough. Chopin 2
with LSO/Zinman is the least interesting of the 3- record set, despite
some
translucent
and
pointed travelling passagework
from the soloist: the ornamentation is heavy, the expression
stilted in the flowing melodic
lines, the Polish elements underplayed. Tchaikovsky 1 ( with LSO/
Maazel), delightfully playful and
original, and Beethoven '
Emperor' ( with CSO/Solti) are best, the
latter not profound but stylish and
with excellent orchestral accompaniment. Rachmaninov 2is most
notable for the intense commitment of Previn's symphonic view
of the work ( LSO here again), and
the Schumann, with LSO/Segal, is
a well above average performance, with finely controlled balance
between soloist and orchestra.
Although all the recordings are
acceptable, the Chopin ( 1965)
sounds the most dated, with congestion in forte sections. The
close, slightly harsh sound of the
Beethoven ( 1973) is in contrast
with the natural placing of the
piano in the Rachmaninov ( 1972),
and its over- emphasis of the
work's dark scoring. The last
movement of the Beethoven has,
in common with others of these
recordings, a noticeable change
in ambience, the result of editing.
A mixed bag. [
B /C:1 / 1 /2/3] D.H.
Clearly aimed at the kids in time
for Christmas, Decca ' Viva' VIV 40
re- couples the 1970 Sargent/LSO/
Ralph Richardson version of Peter
and the Wolf with Dorati's ' Phase
Four' version of Britten's Young
Person's Guide to the Orchestra
— minus Sean Connery — and
Reiner's blistering Till Eulenspiegel (
Strauss) with the VP0
(originally RCA, 1959). Just how
the modern child will react to Sir
Ralph's rather grand, frightfully
precise delivery of the Prokoviev
P&W narration, Ihave no idea (/
was certainly amused by his
Edmund Kean- like projection: benevolent,
but
ever- so- slightly
sinister!), but the orchestral contributions — still sounding remarkably vivid— are well brought
off. Good, too, is Dorati's efficiently played YPG — tonally brilliant
from the recording point of view
but somewhat king-sized in the
percussion department. Prokofiev
B/A:2/1], Strauss [
Cl
& Britten [
B:1]
E.S.
Pablo Casals is the unifying link
in CBS' collection ( 79602, 6 records) of mono recordings, mostly from the 1950s, first reissued in
1974. He plays in the Schubert
Quintet Op.163, the Brahms Op.18
Sextet, Bach's three ' cello' sonatas BWV 1027-9, and Schumann's
first Piano Trio. He conducts Stern
with Tabuteau in the Bach Violin
and Oboe Concerto BWV 1060,
with Schneider in the 2 Violin
Concerto BWV 1043, and with
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Primrose in the Mozart Sinfonia
Concertante K.364; he conducts
Dame Myra Hess in Mozart's
Piano Concerto No.9, K.271, and
Rudolf Serkin in No.22, K.482. The
Schubert performance is spellbinding, in spite of a few recording hiccups, and the Schumann
has an ardour that makes it`l
afine
performance by the standards of
any age. The piano records better
here than on the other discs, where
the hollow ring of age is present.
The Bach performances are of
their era, great playing in astyle becoming increasingly alien to us,
but both Hess and Serkin bring to
the Mozart Concerti a purity still
appreciated. The orchestras used
are not top-notch, but Casals lends
to them his amazing rhythmic
vitality. [
C/D(H):1 / 1 /2]
D.H.
Yet another collection of repetitious old-timers appear as Great
Organ Works (
Decca ' Viva' VIV
36). Handel might have been a
trifle surprised to find part of his
Water Music and ' Largo' described as great organ music, and
Bach might have felt similarly
about ' Jesu, joy ...', but they
were practical men, and money is
money, isn't it? All nine items are
excerpts from earlier discs, played by five organists on four
organs. Performances range from
quite good to very good, and the
sound quality is also good if a
constantly changing panorama of
different tonalities and ambiences
is acceptable. [ 13:1 /2]
TA.
Decca have reissued six works
for violin and orchestra in aboxed
set ( D266D 3), entitled ' Favourite
Concertos', with Kyung Wha
Chung as soloist. She begins
Bruch's G minor somewhat haltingly, but soon warms to the
piece and together with RPO/
Kempe gives a very commendable performance. From 1970
come the Sibelius and Tchaikovsky concertos. In the former the
soloist is too well integrated with
LSO/Previn, and struggles for
power and tone. Her performance
of the Tchaikovsky, however, is
much more secure, benefiting
from a more natural concerto
positioning.
The. RPO
under
Dutoit ( 1979) gives admirable
support to a most sensitive interpretation of Chaussons Poe.me
and to alively and jocosely enthusiastic performance of SaintSaëns Introduction 81 Rondo Capriccioso. But the cream of the set
is the Beethoven D- major Concerto. Kyung Wha Chung's tone here
is beautiful and gloriously restrained, her interpretation one of
poetry and subtle nuance. Equally
persuasive are VPO/Kondrashin,
and the purity of the digital recording ( 1980) adds the final
touch of excellence. Only the
Sibelius and Tchaikovsky concertos really suffer from a dated
sound, with limited dynamic
range and a somewhat clogged
texture at forte. A desirable collection. [ A/B/C: 1 / 1/2]
B.J.
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On their Greensleeve label ( ESD Alphorn Concerto, played on a
7164) HMV have reissued Richard garden hose- pipe. A splendid set
Rodney Bennett's 1976 perform- with, mostly, very presentable
B/C(H):1 / 1]
ances of Constant Lambert's . sound for mono. [
D.H.
Piano Concerto ( with nine players
The late, lamented David Mun from the English Sinfonia, conducted by Neville Dilkes), and row was not only a fine inother pieces of jazz- inspired Brit- strumentalist who did much to
ish Piano Music of the ' 20s and popularise medieval music, he
'30s by Bliss, Lambert, Gerrard was also a modest and talented
Williams, Eugène Goossens, and presenter. CFP ( 4384) have reisOld Sir Faulk knowingly sued an Oryx disc, on which he
Walton (
arranged by Bennett). R.R.B. is introduces and demonstrates a
most at ease in the Walton; the wide variety of instruments, with
Concerto is well judged but the the help of Christopher Hogwood
smaller pieces fail to swing and and Gillian Reid — two other
are bass heavy. The sound is foremost authorities.
The result is delightful and valurichest in the Concerto, and the
piano well reproduced, but it is able for all those interested in the
still warm in the other pieces, and period. The main snag, of course,
overall good, if not exceptional. is that one will not wish to listen to
[A/B:2/3]
D.H. even acharming commentary evDecca ' Viva' VIV 37 offers ery time one plays the disc; and
another of those seemingly ran- trying to skip through some thirty
dom compilations of ' Orchestral items would be a tedious task.
Showpieces'. This time it's Liszt, Perhaps aprinted text would have
Wagner and Tchaikovsky featur- been better in the end — but as a
ing the Vienna Philharmonic and souvenir of the artist this is avery
PT.
Los Angeles Philharmonic under nice record to have. ( A:11
Richard Baker's radio programZubin Mehta. Notwithstanding
the beefier tonal quality of the mes These you have loved have
1971 & ' 72 Los Angeles record- proved extremely popular, and
ings ( Liszt's Mazeppa with all the the corresponding series of discs
stops out and a rather routine issued by EMI on their ' Classics
Marche Slave), the Vienna side of for Pleasure' label have been
the disc brings superior music- equally successful. The latest to
making. Liszt's Les Preludes is appear is Vol. 6 ( CFP 4385). All the
rich and extravert, the VP0 strings selections are well recorded, the
ensuring optimum mileage from earliest being the ' Seguedilla'
its syrupy pastoral theme ( excel- from Carmen sung by De Los
lent recording of the crucial tim- Angeles
and
conducted
by
pani part, incidentally) while the Beecham, which dates from 1960.
Meistersinger Prelude, if not There are fine versions of ' Un bel
especially noble, is youthful and di' (
Madama Butterfly) sung by
Le
sinewy. VP0 side [
B/A:1 /2], Los Scotto and ' Non più andrai' (
Angeles side [
A:2/1]
ES. Nozze di Figaro) sung by Taddei,
The superb artistry of Dennis but possibly the best of all is
Brain is vividly recalled by EMI's Schubert's ' Ave Maria' sung by
latest 3- disc compilation of re- Janet Baker. Altogether there are
cordings from the late ' 40s and eleven popular favourites, and
'50s, RLS 7701. Disc 1 has trans- they have been carefully chosen
fers from 78s with Mozart 1( Hallé/ to make an interesting and varied
Sargent, mov.1/Laurance Turner, programme. Among the nonmovs. 2 & 3) and Strauss 1 vocal items are piano solos by
(Philharmonia/Galliera) on LP for John Ógdon and Daniel Adni, and
the first time. Mozart 2, Siegfried's orchestral favourites include a
Horn Call (
Wagner), and a fine very nineteenth century arrangeTrumperformance of Beethoven's Horn ment of Jeremiah Clark's '
J.F.
Sonata Op.17 with Denis Matth- pet Voluntary' [ 13:1 /2]
From IMusici ( Philips 6768 337)
eWs on piano form side 2. Disc 2
has a smooth, elegant perform- comes a box .of six records entiance of Mozart's ' Musical Joke' tled The Splendour of Baroque.
K.522 from Phil/Cantelli, issued The set includes Concertos by
for the first time in an unrestricted Albinoni ( 4), Bach ( 2), Bonporti
and easy- on-the- ear stereo ( all the (4), Corelli ( 1), Manfredini ( 1),
other recordings in the set are Torelli ( 1), Locatelli ( 4) and Vivaldi
mono). The Divertimento K.270 (4 ' Seasons'); soloists are disting(Brain Ensemble), Strauss 2 ( Phil/ uished ( Garatti, Holliger, GazzeloSawallisch) and amoving account ni, Ayo, Accardo, etc.) and all play
of the Nocturne from Mendels- at their very best for this ensemsohn's A Midsummer Night's ble, which, despite my doubts
Dream
(
Phil/Kletzki)
complete about bowings, balances and
these LP transfers. The final record accentuations, remains as popular and as committed as ever. A
has Berkeley's Horn Trio ( with
Parikian and Colin Horsley), Hin- pity we had to hear the famous
demith's horn concerto, con- Albinoni/Giazotto Adagio before
ducted oy the composer, lbert's the real programme starts. Good
Trois Pieces Brèves, and Dukas' recording by Philips — and fierceVillanelle, with Gerald Moore. The ness of attack here is the result of
whole is rounded off with the playing techniques rather than
famous Hoffnung Festival per- poor microphone disposition. [
A/
formance of Leopold Mozart's B:1/21
S.D.
107

Jerusalem, Faithless and The
Sweetest Girl having provided
Green with pin-up status in the
likes of Smash Hits and similar
publications. So, though I still
insist that Songs to Remember is
merely some kind of superior
demo issued after the event rather
than
before
it,
the
album
remains
an
intriguing
yet
accessible proposition and one
that should not be passed up in
favour of more glossily produced
turntableware. [
B:1*]
One item in the latter category
is Michael McDonald (
Warner
Brothers K57018), an album by
The Doobie Brothers keyboardistvocalist. Little more than just
another U.S.. recording industry
battery hen, bred by accepted
process to fill the demands of
the McDonald's takeaway known
S USUAL, Scritti Politti are as American AOR, it contains no
being
hellishly
awkward. surprises. What you expect is
Their new album, Songs To what you get, a not inedible diet
Remember
(
Rough
Trade of
routine
professionalism
ROUGH 20) is actually not new at served up by McDonald with the
all, having been pieced together aid of such much- utilised shortat the rear end of 1980. The order chefs as Steve Gadd, Willie
songs too are deceptive, being Weeks, Dean Parks, Tom Scott,
as full of bubbles as an Aerobar, Edgar
Winter,
Jeff
Porcaro,
though these particular aerated Christopher
Cross,
Kenny
chocs are sometimes too full of Loggins and others. There is one
lyrical grit to be chomped upon wishbone to be tugged at —
without due care. Then there's namely / Can Let Go Now, a
the group itself — non existent wistful ballad served neat on a
really. Just guitarist-vocalist and discreet background of strings —
song-toting
handyman
Green but,
in
the
main,
Michael
backed by friends of talent if, McDonald serves a musical dish
Robert Wyatt apart, boasting lacking something in the way of
little in the way of names to real substance, and rock Ronays
conjur with. Given the aforemen- are advised to search elsewhere
tioned tally of info, it's not for something on which to
surprising that the album often squander their cans of cook- in
sounds somewhat half-finished. sauce. [
A:2/3]
Green has a tendency to rough
Between burps caused by the
hew a song, swathe it in a com- last review, it's worth reflecting
bination of folksy-jazzy- soulful upon the way in which John
trimmings and then, just at the Martyn's
status
as
one
of
crucial moment, let it tall apart, Britain's most individual rock
fearing perhaps that someone figures has been, as the title of
might be tempted to chalk a his current album suggests, a
'commercial sell-out' accusation Well Kept Secret (
WEA K99255).
on his bedroom wall should At least, that was much the state
things really hinge together in of play until the advent of this
coherent manner. Yet, oddly, Sandy
Roberton
production,
these
self- same
songs
have which has gained Martyn a Top
already proven their value in the 20 Album Chart position. Just
world of chart returns and dolly why today's record buyers have
dancer TV pop shows, such taken a shine to the tumble-dry
wayward winners as Asylums in voice of ' 67 is something of a
mystery. Granted that Secret is
every bit as gutsy (
Gun Money),
as full of love ( a re- run of Nat
Cole's Never Let Me Go), as
tastefully funk-filled
(
Changes
Her Mind) and as good a use of
vinyl as anything the Glasgowborn guitarist has ever had on
offer before. But that still doesn't
explain exactly why Joe Public
has cottoned on at this advanced
state in the Martyn career. I
guess that there's hope for us all
yet. In the meantime, may you
never, John, may you never!
[13:1*]
While on the subject of surprises, it must be noted that
Angel Heart (
CBS 85757), heralds
the first album from singer-songwriter Jimmy Webb since 1977.
James White

Fred Deliar
A
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A song-set that touches on the
diverse subjects of religion and
crude sex, it makes rewarding
listening even if two of the
strongest cuts, Scissors Cut and
In
Cars,
have already been
covered by Art Garfunkel. Nevertheless, Webb's version of In
Cars,
which
comes
in
an
arrangement that might easily
have
been
styled
by
Brian
Wilson, is well worth hanging
onto despite the line 'watching
radio' which, bless Webb's cakeout-in-the-rain
tradition,
still
sounds like a leftover from the
script of Movie, Movie. [
13:1 /2]
Over in cinema three, the
Berlin connection rears its head
once more, thanks to IAssasin
(Beggars Banquet BEGA 40), a
release which casts Gary Numan
as some kind of snazzily dressed
Harry Palmer, prone to providing
coded
messages
instead
of
lyrics. In reviewing such synthful
doings, critical cliches spring to
mind as readily as Numan's
musical
counterparts.
Once
again it's the bow to Bowie, the
courtesy to Kraftwerk, the stoop
low to Eno. Little has changed
since black mac Numan passed
on a file for your eyes only.
Admittedly the production and
packaging of each song could
have been the work of some billion dollar brain, while some
have
proven
dance-floor
potential, the album boasting
three hits in White Boys and
Heroes, Music for Chameleons
and We Take Mystery To Bed.
However, give or take the odd
unusual blueprint like The 1930's
Rust
(
R&B
mouth- harp
and
booting
sax
egad!)
there's
really nothing that stays in the
mind long enough to warrant the
use of truth drug treatment!
[A:2/3]
While Numan has been lurking in the shadows, the spirit of
unadulterated rock has been
happily thumbing its way down
the road once more in the
company of George Thorogood
and
The
Destroyers,
whose
Rounder album Bad To The Bone
has been given a British release
on
EMI-America
AML
3024.
Thorogood's borrowed goods on
this occasion include material
penned by Dylan, Chuck Berry,
The lsleys, Jimmy Reed and
John Lee Hooker, all of which
benefit from some of the best
strong-arm guitar playing in the
business,
plus some emerythroated vocals that languish
only fractionally behind the axework in terms of
quality and
sheer joy of rockin'. There are no
frills, just thrills. It's the kind of
record that'll almost certainly
having you toting an imaginary
Les Paul in front of the bedroom
mirror. Could you ever visualise
yourself turning your back on
such a 12" vitamin pill? No, I
thought not. [ B:1]
Less worthy of attention is
James White and The Black's

Sax Maniac (
Animal CHR 1401)
on which the talents of several
excellent
musicians
are
squandered while the vastly
overrated
White
once
more
seeks to prove that anything
James Brown can do he can do
wetter. As on previous occasions,
his inept sax playing and distraught vocals come allied to an
amalgam of funk, free-form jazz
and even noodles of Ellington
and Carmichael with the aim of
shaping
what
New
Yorkers
would have us believe is a trend
to contend with. However, as
Willard Robison sang, back in ' 28
(hell, the references
in this
column get more obscure every
month!) Tain't So, Honey, Taint
So. Therefore, only those who
have already purchased certificates attesting to ownership of
the Brooklyn Bridge need really
take notice. [A:3]
If mutants must arise on
Animal, Chris Stein's new label,
hopefully they'll be less like
White and more in the manner of
The Gun Club, an outfit who
garnered much praise with their
debut album on L.A.'s Ruby
Records and now continue their
nuclear- powered blues thrashing on Miami (
Animal CHR 1398).
Playing the category game, it's
easy to slot The Gun Club into
place somewhere between the
swamp stomp of Creedence
Clearwater
Revival
and
the
leering death's-head rockabilly of
The
Cramps,
the
Creedence
comparison being made all the
easier by the inclusion of John
Fogerty's
Run
Through
The
Jungle on this album. Other
influences
are
apparent —
vocalist Jeffrey Lee Pierce often
echoes Morrison, especially in
his more controlled moments —
though, in finality it may be said
that The Gun Club sound like
nobody as much as The Gun
Club. Which is no bad deal at all.
[B:f]
Quickly
winding
up,
due
mention should be afforded Kim
Carnes, the lady with the Brillo
pad throat, whose Voyeur (
EMIAmerica
AML
3026)
is
as
fashionable as a page from IT.
The synth- dominated arrangements frame the Carnes rasp
admirably, the album's sound
quality is equally praiseworthy
and though the quality of the
songs is variable, there should
be acouple of hit singles in there
somewhere. [
A*:11 Finally, may
I be the first to suggest that
Bruce Stringsteen is the old
Dylan? Those in doubt are
hereby pointed in the direction
of Nebraska (
CBS 25100) on
which the Asbury Park hero
stays home with his four-track,
strums
acoustic
guitar,
harnesses his mouth- harp and
peruses his round-the-campfire
songbook. All very enjoyable, all
very ' 63, all very Freevvheelin'. A
link- up with Joan Baez now can't
be all that far away [
B:2] •

I— VEN BEFORE the concept of recognised.
It's
changing professionalism. And where the
a world music became fash- though, and the Dutch radio sesrhythm section often had a
ionable,
one
musician
was sions released about a year ago tendency to lessen the orchesalready doing it in a way which are selling well in the record tra's impact, there's no real
has yet to be exceeded in terms shops. This new release should
problem here. Throughout the
of
an
all-embracing
totality.
help spread Ayler's message and proceedings a feeling of goodWhere some musicians and jazz pave the ground for the next jazz
humoured happiness is apparent
musicians in particular, used dif- revival — 1960s jazz. The recordmaking this one of the most enferent folk forms in their music, ings are pretty rough by today's
joyable re-releases for some
one at a time, Albert Ayler's standards, but it's all there. The
time. [
H:1*]
music was marvellously non- group spirit is strong and there is
Because the last few albums
specific in the impressions it a constantly changing form to under his own name have been
nitely
North
African/Middle
conveyed. What he seemed to the music which alternates direcso stunning, I was expecting Eastern. His playing gives the
do was to get past the form of tions
of attack quickly and more than Paul Motian delivers
impression of an ethnic musician
various musics and into their dramatically.
The
empathy on Psalm, ECM 1222. The five
opening out rather than of a
emotional
centres.
What
he between the players as they
piece band on this album in no Western
musician
becoming
played was universal music, a follow each other round this
way matches the authority and ethnic. He also plays flowerpots.
music of the heart and spirit. The musical switchback is stunning.
musical maturity of the trios of The cover shows a collection of
themes he created sounded like Drummer Beaver Harris gives Le Voyage and Dance. The space
flowerpots
of different sizes
anything you wanted them to be, the band a harder edge than
of the previous albums is still which he plays percussively.
from nursery songs to tunes of units with Sunny Murray. Harris
there,
created
by
Motiah's They sound pretty much like
religious devotion. But again it rumbles along
knocking
out compositions and his approach
dampened bells or a bright
wasn't the themes that created accents which keep the mixture
to drumming, but the notes in sounding marimba. It's a remarkthe impact of Ayler's playing, it bubbling, where Murray would
between the spaces don't add up ably gentle record and everywas the way he played them. His have induced floating. The front to much. The guitar, although it's
thing is taken at a peaceful,
musical career was short-lived in line is particular interesting, with
the only electric instrument on relaxed
pace.
For
me,
it's
the
way
that
many
jazz brother Don Ayler on trumpet
the album,
intrudes with a perhaps too exquisite and too
musicians' lives are ended sud- being right inside the music and
blatant
artificiality
of
sound preciously pretty. [
A:2]
denly, and so every document of playing with
a vibrato and which refuses to gel with the
It's been a year when the jazz
his performances has to be presence which wouldn't be out
acoustic instruments. His new world has gone through a few
received with thanks. The radio of place in a Salvation Army
young sidemen do all the right changes, with the jazz rock boom
recordings on Albert Ayler: Lor- band. Michel Sampson makes
things without making them subsiding, and the underground
rach /Paris 1966 on Hat Musics the album different with his
sound as convincing as they rock scene espousing perhaps
3500 form awelcome addition to unusual
violin
playing.
The should. Perhaps because of this
momentarily, the more avant
any collection of Ayler's music. circumstances of his linking up
Motian appears to be trying to garde elements of jazz. Avant
It's an album and a half, in that with Ayler are perhaps worth
hold it all together. Not one of his gardists like Sun Ra for example
one of the discs is at 45 rpm and noting. The Dutch Violinist was best albums. [
A*:2]
have been filling rock venues,
is of short duration. It's also an on tour with the New York
Ran Blake and Jaki Byard are but still the overall jazz comalbum and a half in its musical Philharmonic when he accidently
both inventive and still under- munity is beset by the kind of
content, for there's more hap- heard Ayler. As soon as he
rated pianists with a lot to offer bigotry which says that there's
pening on one track than on could, he left the orchestra and
individually, but on Improvisa- nothing of value in old fashioned
most
of
any
one
month's joined Ayler. His contribution on
tions on Soul Note SN 1022 jazz, or that any real creativity
releases
put
together.
What this album is unique. Unlike
there's the stimulating experi- stopped with Lester Young. I'm
always surprises me is how many classical players trying
ence of hearing them together in always suspicious of people who
those people who don't like his their hand at jazz, Samson
a piano duet. It's a marvellous run their brains on such narrowmusic completely misunderstand doesn't sound out of place, yet
album of quite different pieces minded
principles,
for
it's
it. It's often described as aggres- the qualities he brings to the
and
approaches.
There
are certainly the easy way out to
sive and a torrent of jumbled music stand out. He seems to
standards like Tea For Two and refuse to listen to anything that's
frustration. And some of that concentrate on the top of the
Green Dolphin Street which are unfamiliar. I'm sure it will be
mistaken anger has often been range where Ayler heard so
turned inside out with dexterity possible for anybody to satisfy
taken up by emulators who end much potential. And like Ayler,
and humour, and there are chal- their predilections in this year's
up playing freak- out assaults on he plays with a confident attack
lenging pieces coming from best-of-the- bunch roundup, but
the audience. But that's not what which can simultaneously sound
music's left wing. Either way, maybe it would be more interesAyler
intended,
or
actually soft and hard, bitter and sweet.
each player brings a breadth of ting to take a dip into unknown
played.
Perhaps his use of Ayler himself sounds particularly
experience and imagination to waters.
Anyway,
here's
my
harmonics was taken for musical at home here for there are few
the proceedings. Blake is the personal selection of the year's
violence and his bands' loosen- occasions when he needs to lead
more oblique player with a more releases — Snapshot (
a compiing of the rhythmic rein was in- the music, such is the empathy
introspective
turn
of
mind, lation of East German musicians)
terpreted
as
unprofessional among
the
performers.
The where Byard is jovially up-front
FMP R5 [
A:1/2]; Lester Young in
jumble. In the sleeve notes performances
are
carefree and direct. They. play with each
Washington DC 1956 Vol III,
Joachim- Ernst Berendt argues expositions of most of the standother and for each other without Pablo 2308-228 [
H:11; The Tatum
that Ayler may have been what ard Ayler tunes and together the
any hint of attempts at upstaging. Solo Masterpieces Vol Eleven,
John Coltrane was aiming at, constitute a spiritually uplifting
This is not a cutting contest. It's Pablo 2310-864 [ H:1*];
Fats
while everyone else was aiming experience. Records like this are
not a contest at all. And what Waller, African Ripples RCA INTS
at Coltrane. It's certainly true that rare. [
H:1*]
comes
across
more
than 2095 [
H:1*];•Evan Parker Six Of
while Coltrane was to a certain
From something special to anything else is each player's
One, lncus 39 [
A*:1*]; Max
extent in awe of Ayler, Ayler had something special, this time
satisfaction with the situation Roach Conversations, Milestone
a much tougher ride from the courtesy of Affinity records who
and the relaxed confidence they M 47061 [
6:1*]; Sun Ra, Sunrise
jazz public. Ayler would say: 'the give us another chance to dip
have in each other. [
6:1]
in Different Diminsions, Hat Hut
message I bring you is one of into Duke Ellington and The Jeep
Stephan Micus is one of those 2R17 [
A:1*]; John Coltrane Live
spiritual love, peace and under- is Jumpire — AFF 91. This 1956
musicians who delves into dif- at
Birdland
Featuring
Eric
standing. There must be peace romp through a dozen pieces of
ferent ethnic musics and stays Dolphy Affinity AFF 79 [ H:1*];
and joy on Earth. Ibelieve music finely
balanced
Ellingtonia, there. His pieces tend to stay
Diamanda Galas, The Litanies of
can help bring that into being including a few standards like In
true to the particular music Satan Y Records Y18 A:1/2];
because music really IS the heal- A Mellow Tone, is sheer joy.
which
inspired
them,
even Miles Davis, We Want Miles CBS
ing force of the universe'. Yet Each piece is short by today's
though he may be using instru- 88579 [A:11; Keith Tippett and
there were those who thought it standards, yet there's so much
ments out of that particular Louis Moholo No Gossip FMP
was a put-on. Even now, eleven happening on each title. It's as if
context. On Wings Over Water SAJ 28 [
A:1*]; Bud Powell Inner
years after Ayler's death, when every number is a suite in itself.
on JAPO 60038 for example he Fires EleIctra Musician MUS K 52
Coltrane records provoke little In spite of the material being uses
Egyptian
and
Balinese 363 [
H: 1*]; plus the Albert Ayler
difficulty to most jazz listeners, well used by the band, the tunes
flutes and an Indian sarangi as and
Duke
Ellington
albums
this music of spiritual love has are played with a freshness and
well as a guitar and zither, but reviewed at the beginning of this
yet to be fully accepted and verve which is more than mere
the musical area is most defi- column •

Ken Hyder
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EAUTIFUL MUSIC— and why not? Beauty
is truth, truth beauty — or so it presumably
seemed to Keats in 1820. Labelling arecorded
selection ' beautiful', however, could be an
indication that the music consists merely of
melodious snippets. In fact Beautiful Music
(ASV ABM 751), the second in aseries, largely
ignores the hackneyed favourites. True, the
Strauss waltz which opens the selection is
familiar — but it is Wiener Blut, probably
ranking around sixth in an imaginary top-ofthe-pops table of his most played wa ltzes. The
polka on the other side, by brother Josef, is
Feuerfest, acomparative rarity; good fun,with
hammering noises and by no means ' beautiful'. There are unusual Chopin and Purcell
items, and although the prelude to Grieg's
Holberg suite, the Rosamunde ballet music
and the Nocturne from the Midsummer
Night's Dream music could all be regarded as
typical popular classics, the balance is sharply
tipped towards originality of choice by along
movement from aTelemann flute suite, Ingrid
Dingfelder being a captivating soloist with
limpid tone. The orchestra with her is the
English Chamber Orchestra, who also play a
Handel minuet. John Lubbock conducts the
orchestra of St John's, Smith Square, in the
Grieg, the Mendelssohn, the Schubertand the
Saint-Saëns Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso, with Maurice Hasson as soloist, which,
running ten minutes, is no mere snippet. The
dozen varied tracks resemble aBaker's Dozen
on aSaturday evening broadcast— and none
the worseforthat. Amost satisfying record ata
budget price, offering classics that come well
within the ' popular' ambit of this page. The
recordings vary in date from 1977 to 1982 and
are naturally variable. [
A/B:1)
Popular is the word for Ella Fitzgerald too.
Long schooled in jazz and partnered in latter
years by such great jazz names as Peterson
and Pass, she is now so completely accepted
as astar that her records are likely to be found
under her own name in the racks in the shops
rather than with the jazz. Many readers
probably own several of Ella's fanious
Songbook collections, and tracks from her
Gershwin and Rodgers albums are often presented on radio as the definitive versions.
The only trouble with those classic albums
was that there were, between the gems,
some decidedly inferior choices quite wrong
for Ella's style — notably in the two Gershwin
albums. One can have an interesting time
picking out sixteen of the gems from the bestknown albums — and that was exactly the intention of the producers of Bewitched (
Verve).
The title track is from 1940, with Lorenz Hart's
creativity at its peak before drink finally dragged
him down and before Rodgers' talents turned
gradually towards operetta. Rodgerstakesthe
prime share of this compilation, with seven
tracks; there are six by Cole Porter and amere
three by Gershwin, including Summertime
from the Ella and Louis album. You can probably name sixteen equally good tunes from
your own favourites — real Gershwin buffs
always prefer the relatively neglected tunes
like Soon and Who CareslThe average listener,
not already possessing the Songbookalbums,
may be used to the usual Rodgers or
Gershwin radio selection and will know just
the chorus snippets. For him (or her), Ella has
surprises in store. On six out of ten tracks she
sings the verse— and Bewitched not only has
two superbly witty Hart verses; it has two
clever choruses from Ella as well. Who but
Hart could start a ballad with the heartfelt
words: 'After one whole quartof brandy'?This
record may be old hat to some listeners— but
imagine being ayoung collector discovering
those lovely verses for the first time. The
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Denis Argent considers the lighter side
meagre sleeve note is the only poor aspect of
this classic collection. IA:1*]
In the August issue I
hailed the expansion of
George Shearing's piano virtuosity into wider
areas and now he appears in yet another
specialism: accompanist to astar singer. An
Evening with George Shearing and Mel
Tormé (
Concord CJ 190) catches a live
performance in San Francisco last April,
complete with applause and introductions.
What a cabaret act — a special charity
occasion for jazz fans, and although Mel
indulges himself with rather too much scatting
for my taste the record is full of more musicianly
delights. The sleeve note credits George with
following 'the classical piano forms of Frederick
Delius' in his solo ( plus Brian Torff's bass) of
Good Morning Heartache — but it is during It
might as well be Spring that George slips in a
few bars of 'Walk to the Paradise Garden'. Mel
also plays the quotation game, during Born to
be Blue, Give me the Simple Life and Love, in
which George plays an exciting fast accompaniment behind Mel's slow singing. The fun
all ends with, inevitably, Lullaby ofBird/and—
treated disrespectfully. Considering the club
ambience the recording is good, but naturally
not at astudio peak.[B:11
Less familiar in this country than Mel
Tormé are the vocal duo Jackie Cain and Roy
Kral, whose High Standards (
Concord CJ 186)
offers jazz standards old and new: from
Gershwin and Rodgers ( again!) via Gerry
Mulligan and Clifford Brown to a recent film
theme by Richard Rodney Bennett. The
singers could be labelled as the thinking
man's Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gormé, and
for modern-styled singers their treatment of
older songs is reasonably respectful, yet
decidedly astringent in some of the phrasing.
Thei rAm / Blue is as modern-styled as I
care to
hear, and Clifford Brown's Joy Spring is given
the vocalese treatment. Bidin' my Time is
music to my ears because it features asuper
Ira Gershwin verse which nods apologetically
in the direction of his fellow lyric writers by
quoting Tiptoe through the Tulips, Singing in
the Rain and others. Jackie and Roy also take
the verse of / Got Rhythm at slow tempo, then
double it for the chorus; Stardust too gets the
full treatment with verse, and that track is a
solo for Jackie. Just to prove that my ears can
be attuned to recent music, my star selection
from this disc is / Watch You Sleep, Richard
Rodney Bennetesthemeforthefilm 'Yanks' —
a subtle melody well sung solo by Jackie.
Could the com poser be our British Sondheim?
Ihave not mentioned that Roy Kral is the pianist on this record; he could hold his own in any
solo company short of the Peterson/
Shearing peaks, and bass, drums and vibraphone are well enough recorded to make this a
solid rhythm section of the type agrees with
the song rather than arguing with it— in short,
it phrases. LA:11
Another 1982 West Coast album is Indiana
by theJeff Hamilton Quintet (Concord CJ 187),
but although the title tune dates from 1920, its
treatment is in the jerky style of post- bop, with
typical alto-and-tenor sax duets. Quite
different is the one vocal track, by Mark
Murphy, ajazz singer well known over here.
His Split Season Blues rides with the straightforward traditional beat, and the words defy
blues tradition by being about baseball rather

than marital miseries. So if you want to know
'the way it was in '81 when Fernando was the
Dodgers' key', the story is here, set to familiar
chords. Much of the record seems to belong
on Ken Hyder's page rather than this one, but
there is enough fluent playing to enable the ordinary listener to enjoy it for sheer musicality.
[A:1/2]
The same cannot, I
fear, be said for Carmen
Macrae in Heat Wave (
Concord CJ 189). This
much-praised jazz lady here also deploys her
usual talents in the direction of LatinAmerican themes, and connoisseurs of
percussion such as conga drumswill have ahifi feast. But when Kurt Weill's smooth valedication Speak Low is sung against a 6/4
rhythm Ican only say that Iprefer straighter
styles. That jazz mentor of my formative yea rs,
Leonard Feather, writes apersuasive sleeve
note, but does not convince methatthis album
will appeal to anyone who is not already on
Miss Macrae's wavelength. [
A:21
Pure Getz, by the Stan Getz Quartet
(Concord CJ 188) is aptly titled. The style is unmistakable throughout, and since he made a
popular hit of Desafinado, his 1982 reappearance with that style is equally likely to appeal,
though this album includes some more
modern-styled themes by Bill Evans and Bud
Powell. There is an eight-minute version of an
unfamiliar Harry Warren tune, / Wish IKnew,
which is full of good things, especially Jame.;
McNeely's piano, which is perfectly in character
with the saxophonist who is described by a
fellow tenor man (who should know) as ' a
master technician, abrilliant melodic improvisor and an artist of impeccable taste'. And
that tribute does not come from the sleeve
note, either; it comes from Ronnie Scott.
However, Philip Elwood's sleeve note is worth
quoting as well. He writes of Getz: ' He is
impatient with the esoteric avant-garde in jazz
who, to him, go out of their way toavoid performing communicable music'. This album is
entirely communicable — which means
popular, in our terms. [
A:1*1
A mono record which, being of guitar music,
does not suffer unduly from the absence of
stereo effect and lack of 'width', is The
Swinging Guitar of Tal Farlow (
Verve 2304 211)
This is aFrench Polydor pressing, but with the
original 1956 sleeve note. This starts with the
challenging statement: 'Ask any professional
guitarist — in jazz, that is — to name his own
favourite guitarists and it's ten to one he'll
name, in this order, Segovia, Charlie Christian
and Tal Farlow'. Well, Segovia is, at time of
writing, alive and well and playing in Croydon,
having lived nearly four times as long as poor
Charlie Christian, whose records Istill play
occasionally. But, as Iwrote in the October
issue, there seems to be no end to the procession of great guitarists across this page;
many stars have risen since 1956, and Tal (for
Talmadge, did you know?) can now be seen as
afounding father of the modern style in this
selection, recorded when he was 35. The tu nes
include Gershwin, Porter and Vernon Duke's
Taking a Chance on Love, which appears on
the label as Taking aChange on Love — and
that could make sense too! The tunes are well
concealed, admittedly, and perhaps Farlow
was more in sympathy with Charlie Parker's
style in Yardbird Suite. But it all makes rewarding listening, despite its age; no rating •
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...but first an epilogue to
Alvin Gold's column on
amplifiers last month.
IREFERRED briefly at the end of last month's
Icolumn to the Exposure amp Ihave been
listening to. Here is the promised write-up.
Exposure Electronics' amplifier system
takes abit of explaining. Essentially there are
two basic units: the IV power amplifier and the
VII preamp. If the IV power amp is boughtwith
the integral preamp power supply, then the
two together are all you'll need after you've
hung something on the input and output ends
to make apre/power combination that works.
But the preamp can also be powered from a
separate power supply called the Exposure VI
(gotthat?). Or it can be powered from two such
devices, one per channel. Going back to the IV
power amp ( remember the IV power amp?)
you can, if you wish, buy adual power supply
version with output VA rating raised from
250VA for the single power supply version to
400VA — though the 8ohm power output
rating is the same 80watts per channel — in
both cases.
Naim owners may have followed al I
this, but
probably noone else. Don't get paranoid ifyou
didn't; I
don't think I'll be able to rememberthe
set-up this time next week either. For those
determined enough to follow the details
through, prices run something like this: the IV
power amp with preamp supply costs £300, or
£250 without the internal preamp supply. The
dual supply version ( that is, with dual supplies
for its own use, but no power supply for the
preamp) costs £400. The preamp itself costs
£200 in single supplytrim and £50 more in dual
.
supplyform. Finally,the power suppliesthemselves cost £ 150 a piece. All prices are VAT
exclusive, and active system builders can
further buy 2- or 3-way active crossovers for
Linn Sara and Isobarik speakers, though these
need separate power supplies.
The amplifiers Ihave been trying out at home
are the bottom of the range IV single supply
power amplifier and built-in preamp .supply
with the VII preamp; and the next version up
which has one separate preamp power
supply. The cheaper version costs £450 less
VAT and the next one up £600 VAT extra
(deduct £50 if you miss out the first stage). The
manufacturer's preferred method of improving the performance of the amplifier is by first
'upgrading' the preamp with separate power
supplies, and only then the power amp, but
I've yet to hear the dual supply preamp to
confirm this.
For the sums involved, you get a very
basically equipped amplifier. The preamp has
the usual phono, tape and auxiliary inputs (with
the phono input quaintly labelled ' gram'),
plus aphono stagethatwill accept MC and MM
cartridges via different input sockets and a
rear panel changeover switch. The MC input
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has an input Z=470ohms, which is high
enough to be more or less universally useful,
but the flat inputs, which have a 10k ohm
impedance, may cause treble roll-off with
some
equipment
where
the
output
impedance is high, or where the connecting
leads are long. Note too the absence of true
tape monitoring, which may annoy users of 3head tape recorders, but few otherwise. The
only signal processing facilities are separate
gain controls for each channel, along with a
'master gain control'. Tone controls and filters
were neither fitted, nor missed — though a
mono switch would have proved handy.
The Exposure electronics were well put
together and adequately if not beautifully
finished; there were no operational problems
like noisy controls or large DC off-sets to upset
loudspeakers. The potential buyer can take
further encouragement too from the fact that
Exposure have taken great pains over their
dealer network. Maybe ' network' is too grand
word for the small number of dealers they
have appointed, but quality is the name of the
their game, and their dealers should be well
able to help the buyer make the most of
whatever expenditure he has decided on.
I
have already said thatthe Exposu re sounds
good, but not how good. Nor does this bare
accolade explain that the quality of its music
making turned out to be very different from
that expected. All the hallmarks of a good
amplifier are there: the Exposure is clean,
detailed and powerful sounding, and givesthe
kind of well- integrated and coherent musicmaking that eludes many seemingly well
designed amplifiers at all price levels. But
there's more.
In a recent piece about .amplifiers in HiFi
Answers Adrian Orlowski referred in passing
to the Naim amplifier as producing aneutral
but ' grey' sound, aword that caught my eye at
the time. Certainly it serves to locate the
distinguishing quality of the Exposure: a
very vivid sense of tonal colour, and an
equivalently broad and ' positive' stereo
sound stage. The effect is up-front, almost
larger than life.
One of the most extraordinary abilities of
the Exposure is the way it can be used happily
at almost any volume setting. It can go very
loud indeed, well' beyond the capabilities of
normal 80watt amplifiers into some loudspeakers ( Iused Heybrook HB2s, Linn Saras
and some new biggies from AR to be reviewed
in this journal shortly); butwhilst playing loud,
the sound never seems to press you back in
your seat. The lazy slope, for example, that
underpins Billy Joel's 'Just the way you are' is
well rendered: see how most amplifiers treat
this track at normal volumes, and then at very
high ones. The Exposure passed more
stringent tests than thistoo. The extraordinary
concentration and beauty of the violin and
quartet passage of the ' Sanctus' from Beethoven's Missa Solemnis (
Klemperer/NPO)
retains all it essential qualities: the hush of the
recorded acoustic, the singing quality of the
violin, and later the understated power of the
chorus.
These features make the Exposure very
relaxing to listen to, mostly because it requires
no great mental effort to follow what is being
said ( for want of a better expression). This is
especially true of the amplifier in its higher
specification guise. The preamp power supply
though helps solidify and stabilisethe illusion,
and is well worth having. Still, even in this
form, the Exposure is no match for the Naim
32/250 in the end— and at half the price of the
latter, this should be no surprise. The power
and authority of the latter is not within the
Exposure's compass.

The ' greyness' referred to earlier in connection with the Naim is acomponent characteristic, not asystem one. Used with its preferred
turntable and speakers, but particularly when
using the Linn Asak cartridge, the Naim is
clearly
right
and
the
player/amplifier
combination system asymbiotic one. In such a
system, the Exposure can sound a little over
thetop, and there is amarginally metallic edge
to its performancethat Inoted attimes too. But
the Exposure remains excellent value for
money, and deserves astrong recommendation.
As apostscript to this postscript, Ihave just
had a sneak preview of a brand new power
amplifier to match the Musical Fidelity
preamp discussed last month. It's aMOSFET
design with what is claimed to be quite an
exotic driver stage. It is designed to pump out
120watts per channel, and continuous
currents in excess of 20 amps. The cost of this
little
Christmas
present
you've
been
promising yourself should be just under the
£500 mark, and l'm told it will be in the shops
just in time. Sound? It's obviously too early to
say for sure, but what Ican say is that the
breadboard prototype Ilistened to for about
an hour was very good indeed. But the task of
converting potential into actual is full of
pitfalls...

Cassette decks
Part two of this month's sermon is taken up
with a brief discussion ( monologue?) about
two very capable and expensive cassette
decks. In the left hand corner, we havethe B&O
9000, achic European deck of great sophistication. In the right hand corner, we have a real
heavyweight, the Nakamichi ZX-7. The two
are equally matched for price; the last time I
checked, both were being sold around £675,
which is about the same as a really good
record deck, and considerably morethan most
tuners, even up-market ones.
Both justify their high prices with broadly
similar features and specifications. For
example, both incorporate internally means
of adjusting the important electrical variables
affecting tape performance, and of course
head azimuth. Both are three head designs,
naturally, which means that the configurations
of the record and playback heads can be
optimised for their individual and quite
different tasks. Surprisingly though, only one
of these decks allows off-tape monitoring —
the Nakamichi. Finally, both models incorporate Dolby-C in addition to Dolby- B.
However, the means the two companies have
chosen to achieve what is broadly the same
end make afascinating contrast. It also shows
clearly the real difference between them,
which in a nutshell is that they are aimed at
quite different buyers.
A typical customer profile for the B&O
would show that he or she probably doesn't
read hi-fi magazines, and certainly isn't into
the technology of the beast. Aesthetic considerations make up amajor part of his or her
choice of equipment. The two most important
criteria in choosing hi-fi afterthis would beease
of use and sound quality, in whatever order
you like. He or she is quite likelyto already own
aB&O system.
The Nakamichi customer profile would look
rather different. It would be unfair to say he
(and it almost certainly would be a ' he' on this
occasion) is a technofreak, but the ZX-7
certainly comes festooned with enough knobs
and buttons, and requires alittlefiddling to get
the best results. But he would want something
adaptable and flexible that required adegree
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A full description of the abilities of the two
recorders is beyond the scope of this piece,
which must be treated merely as ataster— an
incentive to go and find out for yourself if
you're on good terms with your wallet. Suffice
it for now to say the B&O measures such
things as tape length, informing you when it
nears the end; that it will measure accurately
and quickly what kind of tape you've inserted,
regardless of what kind of formulation you've
inserted— even if the tape identification lugs
label the tape incorrectly for some reason or if
you try and measure the leader! It also has
superb memory and programme identification
facilities that go much further than any
recorder yet marketed by anyone else.
Nakamichi have trodden a different path,
offering the user automatic fades and a
sophisticated tape transport section, which is
probably superior to the B&O in some ways,
and allowing such things as ' punch in'
recording and tape cueing. If you're prepared
to put alittle more into using the machine, the
Nakamichi offers barely less than the B&O
in most areas, though I
was alittle surprised by
the absence of such simple but useful features
as tape type sensing, using the lugs that most
tape manufactures now fit for just this
purpose. One thing that the buyer need have
no qualms about in either case is build quality.
Without being able to examine more than one
machine of each type, and then for amatter of
weeks rather than months, there is every
reason to expect long term service of the
quality they start off with.

of user- input to produce the goods, and
apparently he would record through a hi-fi
system rather than from microphones — a
microphone mixer is an extra cost item.
•Two important technical features distinguishing these machines are worth noting.
Whilst both decks have built-in methods of
setting the electrical parameters that adapt
machine to tape, the system used by B&O is
fully automatic whereas the Nakamichi
system is less comprehensive and manual.
The Nakamichi covers bias and sensitivity
with three fixed equalisation levels for ferric,
chrome bias, an d metal tapes, to which the
B&O adds fully adjustable equalisation and
distortion measurements to set the OVU point
on the meters to 2% distortion.
It is over simplifying somewhat to say that
the Japanese machine is manual — aid is
given by some very clever computer circuitry
that has been included — but by comparison
the B&O computer ( and I'm not using the term
'computer' loosely) is vastly more powerful
and comes equipped with some smart software. The Beocord 9000 is very user-friendly
after a short acclimatisation period (!) and
B&O make the claim that anyone without
preconceived ideas of how a cassette deck
should operate would find it logical and easy
to use. It's a claim Iwould go along with but
with the added caveatthat some experience of
a computer keyboard woud make the task
easier still.
The other important technical difference is
the provision by B&O of thei rDolby HX Professional system. This was developed by B&O and
will shortly be licensed by Dolby Laboratories
to other manufacturers. It is avery simple and
elegant piece of electronics which alters the
record bias current fed to the tape head to take
account of the fact that the music signal itself
has abiasing effect on the tape, and moreover
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an effect that varies with the music itself.
Dolby HX aims to keep the ( real world)
dynamic bias cu rrentconstant, where conventionally the bias fed to the record head is a
static setting. In practice, the circuit removes a
distortion mechanism that can only be
described as an automatic compressor whose
effect is most marked with lower bias tapes
because the music signal with these tapes is a
greater percentage of the total bias current.
What Ifind totally remarkable about HX Pro
is that nobody seems to have thought of it
before. On reflection it seems like avery basic
piece of audio engineering that stems
logically from asimple understanding of the
recording process. The fact that no-one
appears to have come up with it before
(though Dolby Labs themselves came close
with the original but more complex and less
effective Dolby HX) indicates clearly how far
we are from fully understanding even the
fu ndamentals of sound reproduction. Incidentally, the problem that Dolby HX Pro clearly
highights also neatly explains the observation
that metal tapes generally sound sharper and
clearer than their ferric counterparts. Think
about it — it cannot be explained adequately
simply by pointing to metal tapes' inherent
headroom advantage at high frequencies.
The system works, too. It can do little for
genuinely poor ferric tapes, but good ones it
can and does elevate to a performance level
very close to that of agood metal tape in the
same machine. It also shows a measured
advantage in that where the frequency plots
are made at OVU instead of the usual ( and
much less testing — 20VU) the result is that
high frequency response still continues in a
more or less straight lmeto 20kHz and beyond,
on some tapes at least. There is very little sign
of the HF squash that usually results in
muddling of information.

Performance levels are unlikely to cause
many qualms either, providing the inherent
limitations of the medium are borne in mind.
Both recorders mimic the source they record
from well. Used with atop class turntable in a
good system ( fortest purposes only— recording of copyright material may be an offence)
the B&O was on alot of material all but indistinguishable from the original. It was a pity
that I
was not able to usethetwo recorders side
by side for this piece, but such acomparison
would, Ibelieve, show the Nakamichi to have
an even more stable mechanical performance
than the B&O — and the latter is quite simply
superb. On the other hand, the Nakamichi had
a slight but distinctive coloration on all the
tapes tried, which can be described as a
forward, metallic effect.
Where the two machines differed most
obviously though was in the way they worked
with lower bias tapes. Dolby HX Pro predictably
gives the B&O a distinct edge here, and the
sharpness and clarity of TDK MA was all but
equalled by chrome bias SA,which in turn was
not all that far from the performance level
attainable using a good normal bias ferric
tape.
It has become conventional totreat B&O as a
fashion brand, and one which does not give
value for money. To agreat extent, this image
is not completely erroneous — many B&O
products are not especially competitive in
strict price terms. The situation is changing,
however, and the 9000 is one of several
productsthat can hold their own in almost any
company. The 9000 also disproves another
old wives' tale of the high-fidelity world: that
you can't have automation with the best in
sound quality. With this one you can. The
Nakamichi ZX-7 would stand head and
shoulders above almost any other cassette
deck at the price, and certainly is more than a
match forthe Danish machine in itstapetransport ( which B&O import from Japan)
especially for the creative recordist. But in
general terms, it has more than met its match
in this comparison.
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4-budget"
amplifiers
A

LL THE AMPLIFIERS in this review fall into
the ' budget' price slot, and as judged by
the manufacturers' data, they are of similar
power rating. You will see, however, that under
certain test conditions some of the models
were capable of delivering more power to the
chosen load than others.
By tradition amplifiers are rated for output
by how much heating power they can transfer
to a purely resistive load over a frequency
range, usually of 20Hz to 20kHz, referred to a
stated level of distortion. It is only when the
load is purely resistive that the voltage and
current remain in step.
As I
have mentioned in these pages before,
the speakers which we connect to our
amplifiers are never purely resistive at all
frequencies. They may appear to the amplifier
as resistance at some frequencies, but at others
as aresistance in conjunction with capacitance
and/or inductance. In other words, they tend
to areactive load, so the signal voltage across,
and the signal current through, the speaker
fail to remain in step with each other at all the
frequencies into which music can be analysed.
It seems inadequate, therefore, to assess
technically the output ability of a hi-fi
amplifier using only resistive loads. Although
an amplifier might well be rated at, say, 35W
per channel into 8ohms, the power actually
taken by the load when it is reactive would be
very different. Moreover, it is impossible to
determine the precise power taken by thé
load without knowledge of its power factor!
More realistically one can measure how
much voltage the amplifier is capable of
producing across the load, whatever its
characteristics, to the point where the
waveform of the voltage becomes distorted,
or is clipped at its peaks, or is mutilated in any
other way. Thus, for example, if the load is,
say, 8 ohms the signal across it for 35W
continuous power would be 16.73V RMS. The
power into areactive load of 8ohms with that
voltage across it would not be 35W.
Expressing the output of amplifiers as a
voltage across a specified load also links in
nicely with the expression of speaker sensitivity,
leading to a greater ease of choosing a
speaker for compatibility. You will see from
the lab charts that I have adopted my
previous technique of giving the measured
output for the 8 and 4 ohm loads in watts,
•along with the measured output in volts for all
the test loads employed — both resistive and
reactive ones. Although expressed as a dB
ratio, it is nevertheless avoltage ratio ( not a
power ratio) with OdB referring to 2.828V
RMS, which is the voltage required to
produce 1W of continuous power intci apure
resistance of 8ohms.
An ideal amplifier constituting a perfect
constant voltage source would be capable of
doubling its power delivery into a resistive
load each time the load value were halved.
Thus such an amplifier rated at 35W per
channel into 8 ohms would give 70W per
channel into 4ohms, 140W per channel into 2
ohms and so forth. This would mean that the
voltage output ( my dB value) would be the
same regardless of load value. You will see
that all the amplifiers tested gave areducing
voltage output with decreasing load value,
and that some exhibited a greater decrease
than others when the load was reduced from
8to 4ohms.
Theoretically, doubling of power with
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halving of the load impedance would mean
with a 0 ohm load a corresponding current
rise to infinity, if you could find such athing.
Even so, some amplifiers are better equipped
to provide significantly increasing power
with reducing load value up to the point
where the rising load current either triggers
the protection circuit or blows afuse ( or the
output transistors!)
At some frequencies speaker impedance
can fall below the nominal impedance, and
there
are
species
whose
impedance
drops to almost as low as 2ohms. It is thus
desirable to assess the behaviour of an
amplifier when it is driving into a load
considerably lower than the rated value. It is
not very fair to undertake this sort of test,
though, on continuous sinewave signal since
music signals are typically much different. I
thus used 20ms bursts of 1kHz signal with a
period between bursts of 480ms, dropping
down to 2.7 ohms resistive ( even lower for
certain experimental tests). Iwas happy to
find that the load voltage was relatively well
maintained on some models.
Sensitivity to reactive loading was assessed
by my ZL load at 16kHz, whose modulus of
impedance is close to 5 ohms and phase
angle 60 degrees. Least reactive loading
sensitivity at 16kHz is signified by the output
voltage across Z1 being close to that across
pure resistance, the respective figures being
adjacent in the tabulation of measured
results. You will see, for instance, that the
Sansui had 2.4dB difference while the Frotel
showed barely any difference at all.
Among these low price amplifiers the Rote!
and NAD both had high burst current and
burst power capability. Also, from the Rotel
review you will see that as an experiment I
reduced the load to avery low value to find
out just out much burst current Icould get
from that model.
Nevertheless, an amplifier cannot be
evaluated on these factors alone. In fact, as
with the Sansui, the design may be deliberately engineered to provide current
limiting as ameans of protection. Auditioning
is important too, and this was conducted
through updated IMF TSL80 Ils in a room
70m 3 volume and 0.4s average reverberation
time. Iam being encouraged to change our
auditioning speakers but so far Ihave been
reluctant to do this since my listeners have
become accustomed to how they sound in the
auditioning room; in any case, Ilike the
speakers!
Headphones were also used for detailed
comparative appraisal or for the detection of
low-level residual distortion. Program sources
were gramophone records and open-reel tape,
the former using a previously tested Yamaha
MC1S moving-coil cartridge mounted in an
Audio Technica AT1010 arm with the motive
force being applied by amodified Leak 2001
turntable ( now sadly extinct — and Iregret
that Icannot supply details of the conversion),
and the latter from a lab-optimised Pioneer
RTU11/TAUll
38cm/s two-track stereo
recorder. The record and tape playing
equipment and the amplifiers were located in
a room isolated from but adjoining the
auditioning room. Comparator switching
systems were avoided, and low- loss, heavy
gauge speaker cable was used.
When an amplifier was not equipped with a
m-c pickup input Ihad available the Signet

MK12T step-up transformer, and this was
also used to assess the performance of the
moving-coil preamplifier stage of these
amplifiers with facilities for such cartridges.
At the conclusion of the review you will find
atable of the various technical findings and
auditioning impressions. An ordinal ranking
was used to ' derive the overall technical
placements which, as you will notice, takes
account of the power measurements separately. This makes it possible to judge which
models were particularly 'weighted' in terms
of power in the overall technical placement. I
have also given scores for relative auditioning,
but Imust stress that these were the impressions of the listeners concerned. Different
listeners could well have had different
impressions, while different software, program hardware, speakers and room acoustics
again could have slightly rearranged the
results.
The table should thus be regarded more as
a guide than an irrefutable statement of
fact, and it should be consulted in conjunction
with the various reviews themselves which
discuss factors that are not necessarily
tabulated. Price, too, can vary from source to
source so it could be to your benefit to shop
around.

Sansui AU-D22
OUTPUT of this Sansui is being given as
35+35W into 8ohm loads from 20Hz to 20kHz
•
for a THD of no more than 0.006%. The
sample submitted for review was of all-black
finish, but a ' silver' case version is also
available. Volume is controlled by a large
knob at the top right-hand corner of the fascia
which turns against resetting numbers and
lines, while smaller knobs along the lower
part of the panel operate balance, bass and
treble, each with a centre indentation and
having resetting numbers printed in white on
the panel.
A six- position rotary switch, also operated
by one of the smaller knobs, selects the
recording of any connected source ( pickup,
aux or tuner), while also enabling copying
from one tape machine to another either way.
It is thus possible to record one source, while
listening to adifferent one. Source for normal
auditioning is selected by vertically elongated
press-switches, there being one each for
pickup, tuner, aux, tape 1and tape 2. They are
located towards the middle of the top section
of the fascia, next to the volume control knob,
and they accommodate the extra space in the
top section, giving an acceptable ergonomic
balance. Smaller press-switches select m-m
or m-cpickup, operate filtering and loudness,
provide tone control defeat and 20dB of
muting, and select speaker pair A or B, with
another button switching the selected pair on
or off.
It is not possible to operate both pairs of
speakers simultaneously with this amplifier.
The engaged speaker pair is indicated by the
glowing of ared light. A similar light flashing
on and off signifies operation of the protection circuit or tells you that the amplifier
has not yet stabilised, while above each
source switch there also lies an indicator
which glows when the appropriate source is
selected. A small light shows too when the
muting switch is pressed. Mains power is
switched on/off by asquare button at the left,
above which is the protection light and below
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is not very fast, though it did have some effect
on transient reproduction.

the usual headphone socket.
All sources and tape signals are interfaced
to rear RCA phono sockets ( no DIN sockets),
while the two pairs of speakers are connected
to rotating lock terminals. A small terminal
resides by the sides of the pickup sockets for
earthing the turntable unit/arm. In common
with some of the other models of the group,
the speakers are connected to the power
amplifiers by relay contacts — the relay
proper providing both short-circuit and offset
yoltage protection, as well as holding the
speakers off the output stages while the
amplifier stabilises after switch-on.
Although essentially a ' budget' amplifier,
this little Sansui is well constructed, nicely
designed and adopts some components of a
quality more usually found in amplifiers of
higher price. Design is based on Sansui's
'Super Feedforward' circuitry which was first
included in theAU-09 [ review May '81], which
is also present in the higher power AU-D33
(50+50W). The technique combines both
ordinary negative feedback and feedforward,
the latter assisting the reduction of distortion
in the upper reaches of the audio spectrum,
the former having more impact in keeping the
distortion down at the low and middle frequencies.
Dimensions are 430x112x334mm (WxHxD)
and weight 6.8kg. Price lies in the region of
£109.
Lab results
Load impedance is stated as 8 ohms and at
that value with 240V mains input Ihad no
problems in raising the rated power, and right
up to the clipping point the distortion was
remarkably low. Using a Hewlett Packard
spectrum analyser the resistive load distortion
was less than 0.003% in all modes at 10dB
output, which includes ( MD of both 2nd and
3rd orders from a twin-tone 19 and 20kHz
drive. By notching out the fundamentals to
enhance the dynamic range of the instrumentation Ifeel sure Icould have recorded
distortion well below the normal 0.003%
measuring floor. There is little doubt in my
mind, therefore, that the AU-D22 is one of the
lowest distortion amplifiers on the market
today.
Driving into the ZL with 16kHz signal the
distortion was atrifle higher, but still very low
at 0.007%. Small-signal frequency response
was nicely tamed and this, along with the
high switching speed power transistors,
resulted in aslew factor greaterthan 5, so TID
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should certainly not be a problem under
normal conditions.
However, it was found that the output was
limited relative to the onset of more substantial distortion when the amplifier was
connected to loads of 4ohms and less — and
also to the ZL so restricting the 2.7 ohm burst
of power and current. You will see from the
test results that the 4 ohm power was less
than the 8ohm power, and further, that there
was little difference on this parameter
between driving one or both channels
together. This appears to be not so much a
'soft' power supply as a limiting function,
since the dynamic headroom ( bursts relative
to continuous drive) was pretty well OdB!
However, the headroom at lkHz was greater
into 4than 8ohms.
Recovery from burst overload was very
swift, but under certain conditions I
did detect
avery slight tinge of instability when the load
was 8ohms resistive and the drive constituted
bursts into heavy overload. Dynamic ripple
was low up to peak clipping, the hum
harmonics rising thereafter quite substantially
but to asmaller degree than some of the other
models. You will also see that both power
amplifier residual hum and noise and
weighted noise alone were very diminutive.
Offset voltages across the loaded speaker
terminals were also reasonably low, though
on the sample the voltage was greater across
one channel than the other.
I detected no problems with speaker
damping
(
eg
output
impedance was
low at all frequencies within the spectrum),
while pickup signal/noise ratios were
acceptable as well. Stereo separation with
input to m- m pickup was veering towards
60dB at 1kHz, but not much more than 35dB at
20kHz. Pickup overload margins were acceptable at all frequencies and should not cause
trouble. Intrinsic 1kHz m-m input sensitivity
was close to 2.5mV ( 47k-ohms) which increased to 236µV when the m-cbutton was
pressed, the load then changing to 100 ohms.
You will judge from the pen chart that the
RIAA equalisation was competently engineered there being hardly any variation at all
in gain over the important part of the
spectrum. With the input to tuner and the
output from the left speaker terminals across
8ohms there was aslight difference between
the tone control centre and the defeat modes,
but Ifavoured the nicely tamed lift and cut
responses. Loudness characteristic was
typical, while the high filter eventually
gathered a rate of 6dB/octave roll-off, which

Auditioning and Value
From disc source the results were considered
best when the m-ccartridge was fed to the
m- m input through the Signet MD12T step-up
transformer. This is not meant to imply that
the amplifier failed to perform properly when
the reference Yamaha cartridge was connected direct to the m-cinput; but rather that
on nth-degree assessment the definition of
the subtle detail known to be present on the
test records was more satisfying portrayed.
This applied particularly to complex orchestral
music which sounded less confused when the
gain lift of the pickup preamplifier was not
exploited.
This amplifier was capable of high peak
sound pressure levels without undue quality
impairment, but when the peaks were
approaching the clipping output on the
particular speaker load — or probably just
venturing into clipping — the quality deteriorated significantly especially at the bass end, the
reproduction then becoming diffuse and
devoid of cohesion, leading to acollapse of
natural ambience. Although similar results
were detected from open- reel tape source,
the lack of influence of the pickup preamplifier could be appreciated and in general
the reproduction was then preferred. Background noise was low, however, even on
pickup, and stereo imagery was quite
acceptable. Mild tonal coloration was detected
but mostly from disc source.
Sansui's 'Super Feedforward' technology,
where the feedforward part of the system is
arranged to detect the signal distortion only
and pass that back to the input for cancellation, seemed to be doing its job well, for
there was no doubt that using high quality
master tape material the auditioning was
very satisfactory. However, taking account
also of the disc reproduction the overall
results on auditioning amounted to 3.7 marks
out of 5.
For the price, the amplifier was thought to
be particularly well built, with good quality
components. The loudness and high filter
facilities might not be used much for serious
applications, but they are there if you can
make use of them. My judgement of 'value',
therefore, is 4marks out of 5.

Rotel RA -820
THIS is a fairly small amplifier whose
continuous power rating is given as 25+25W
into 8 ohm loads from 30Hz ( not the usual
20Hz) to 20kHz for a THD of no more than
0.08%. The DIN standard rating is also stated
as 35W per channel at lkHz into 4 ohms for
1% THD, while music power is specified as
120W. The amplifier is labelled ' impulse
current drive' for reasons which will become
apparent later, and the sample had a matt
'silver' fascia finish with ablack centre section
and light-grey finished metal enclosure
carrying the usual ventilation slots. Styling is
'slim- line', facilitated by a well designed,
squat mains transformer located on the lefthand side of the electronic works.
Volume is controlled by a large, easilygripped knob at the extreme right-hand side,
while at the extreme left are the mains on/off
switch with red LED indication and asmaller
press-switch which introduces speaker circuit
B along with circuit A. Circuit A is permanently and directly connected to avoid the
undesirable presence of switch contacts —
which can oxidise, act as semiconductor
junctions, and hence evoke distortion on lowHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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was essentially 2nd harmonic and 2nd order
IMD, though some 3rd order was observed on
the 19+20kHz test.
No serious shortfall in power yield was
detected due to premature protective action,
not even when driving into relatively low
value loads of wide phase angle. The power
supply was not particularly 'soft', though you
will see that the steady-state output voltage
fell from 13.9dB to 11.6dB when the loads
were changed from 8 to 4 ohms, both
channels driven. Residual mains ripple was
low, the 3rd harmonic predominating, up to
the full specified output of the amplifier, but
there was adramatic rise in ripple when the
drive was advanced into peak clipping.
Imeasured an infinitely high slew factor,
mainly due to the single-pole filtering to the
input of the power amplifier, this leading me
to suspect that a UK engineer's auditioning
had something to do with the electronic
design of Rotel's new amplifier range. With
ordinary program signal, therefore, it is
unlikely that you would be bugged by TID
(transient intermodulation distortion).
From the pen chart you will see that the
small-signal response (tuner input) was down
by just over 1dB at 20kHz with the tone
controls at centre, this resulting from the lowpass filtering just mentioned. Tone control
characteristics, too, were well tamed and not
vicious in operation, though there was a
0.5dB rise in response in the upper bass
with the controls at centre. These responses,
along with loudness — which was quite
reasonable if such is your low-level listening
requirement — were taken from across the
speaker load (8ohms resistive).
The pickup response was taken from the
recording output to avoid showing tone
control error, which is my usual method.
Signal was applied through RIAA tailoring.
Lab Results
Output was quite flat to 40kHz but with an
With 8 ohm loads Icouldn't quite raise the
upper treble rising tendency, while at the low
rated power over 20Hz-20kHz, but from 30Hz I frequency end the response was approaching
could. 1kHz headroom was almost 0.7dB at 8 3dB down at 20Hz, indicating the inclusion of
single-pole, high-pass filtering in the pickup
ohms ( higher at 4ohms) which adds another
preamplifier which, for abudget amplifier, is
17% making the 1kHz 8ohm power 29+29W.
not undesirable in my opinion. There was a
Single channel dynamic headroom was
little RIAA error starting around 50Hz but not
0.5dB, while IHF bursts driving into 2.7 ohms
produced 72W and 5.17A per channel — very
much more than 0.5dB, which is close to the
good for amini-amplifier. When I
dropped the
specification. Iwould, though, have favoured
load to 1ohm Iobtained 10.4dB, equivalent to
a single-pole roll-off at the extreme high
frequency end.
88.4W and 9.4A.
This design gave the impression of being
Damping factors over the spectrum were
adequate, as were the pickup overload
capable of driving shorter duration but even

level signal. Speakers on circuit B are
automatically disconnected when a headphone set is plugged into the jack socket,
which is located at the extreme left-hand side
of the black section.
This section also accommodates smaller
knobs for bass, treble and balance along with
elongated press-switches for loudness, tape
play ( monitor) and pickup ( m-m only), aux
and tuner source selection. The controls have
associated resetting numbers printed on the
fascia and those for volume, bass, and treble
have ratcheted operating over soft indents.
The centre setting of the balance control is
likewise indented.
Sources are connected to rear RCA phono
sockets (no DIN socketry) while spring-loaded
connectors clamp the speaker conductors
fairly tightly. An earthing terminal is present
beside the pickup sockets. A couple of
accessible speaker fuses reside behind a
screw-fitted cover on the rear panel, and here
the amplifier proclaims to emanate from
Taiwan, the Republic of China!
Although fairly basic• in features, the
amplifier is nicely constructed and well
insulated from the mains point of view,
seemingly passed to BEAB class 2 standard
since there is no earthing conductor in the
mains cable. The mains transformer is
substantial
and
essentially free from
mechanical buzz. Primary electronics are
built upon one large printed circuit board,
while the output transistors are well heatsinked on a mass of U-shaped metal
running along the back of the metal housing
aside the pcb.
Dimensions
approximate
430x66x271
(WxHxD) and weight 5.5kg. Price lies around
£75.

higher current pulses into a substantially
lower load value, so as an experiment I
dropped the load to 0.1 ohm and used very
short duration pulses ( about 2p,$), and was
very encouraged to measure — 1.8dB, corresponding to 52.8W and 23A! An academic
exercise, perhaps, but interesting!
Distortion below clipping was close to spec
and the design was found capable of driving
into a reactive load without distress, albeit
with aslight rise in 16kHz distortion. Distortion
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margins, and Ireally can't complain too much
about the pickup signal/noise ratio ( loaded
with a m-m cartridge). Residual noise+ hum
was reasonably low and noise only (with
CCIR/ARM weighting) very low, background
fizz from the power amplifier being negligible. DC offset across 8ohm loads was very
low, so no problem area here. Input sensitivities
were
average,
around
2.5mV
(47k-ohms) pickup and 150mV other sources,
with asuitable value output for tape recording.

Pickup stereo separation could have been
better: 51dB measured at 1kHz and 34dB at
20kHz.

oh

Auditioning and Value
Although the peak sound pressure level was
limited by the steady-state power of the
amplifier Iwas, nevertheless, heartened by
the intensity of sound that could be produced
before the onset of distress symptoms.
Compared with some of the other models the
low bass lacked alittle depth, but the general
frequency balance was good. Organ music
sometimes suffered minor upper bass coloration, especially from disc, but intermodulation symptoms were minimal provided
the reverberant field spi was not peaked much
above 64dBA.
Best renderings were obtained from
master tape source, but the high quality of the
program material in this format undoubtedly
had abearing on this finding. For disc source
trials both the Yamaha m-c cartridge (fed
through the MK12T step-up transformer) and
one or two top-flight m- m cartridges were
used. On the whole the m-c results were
preferred, especially for the accu rate portrayal
of complex orchestral music.
Although the reproduction was considered
to be very good for an amplifier selling below
£100, the restricted continuous power made it
necessary to ensure that the volume level
was adjusted to keep the peaks of sound
within the dynamic power range. Indeed,
results were far from discouraging under this
condition. Background noise was low and no
mains ripple or mains harmonic 'tizzle' was
encountered when using the m-cpickup and
step-up transformer when the system was
earthed correctly to the rear terminal.
The lack of switchable filters didn't bother
me, and Ihad no call during the trials to use
the loudness button; but I would have
favoured a button for defeating the tone
controls and hence ensuring the flattest
response. With an amplifier of limited power
it seems to me that there is dubious merit in
the provision of two speaker circuits,
especially when one circuit is permanently
active.
However, as already intimated, Rotel's
design team planned to avoid the inclusion of
any switch contacts in series with speaker
circuit A. This circuit is thus fed from the
power amplifiers direct to the speaker
terminals through heavy conductors, while
the headphone jack switching only operates
in speaker circuit B. This scheme has my full
backing, for research Iundertook some years
back indicated that the distortion on low-level
signal can certainly rise when conveyed by a
circuit exhibiting relatively mild non-linearity.
The effect due to contacts can. be insiduous
since the' oxidation gradually builds up with
time and the non-linearity progressively
worsens, affecting mostly the low-level
signals below the potential barrier of the
'diodes' — which are responsible for the
subtle information of the music message!
lam confident that Rotel have taken specific
steps to develop a rewardingly auditioning,
low price amplifier, and one which in addition
is capable of delivering remarkably high,
though short-lived peak currents. From my
lab tests and listening experiences Iam of the
opinion that they are right on track. Overall
auditioning totalled 4marks out of 5.
Although sparse in features compared with
some of the other models of the group, it was
still felt that the amplifier warrants ahigherthan-average score for value. It certainly has
no price premium at £751 My judgement of
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Cassette Decks

Hi -Fi Systems

Ike!
ONLY
Sharp RT30

£43.95

Aiwa AD3150
£ 71.95
Aiwa AD3250
£ 91.95
Akai GX-F31
£ 143.95
Akai CFS 14
£89.95
Hitachi DE10
£ 43.95
Hitachi DE33
£ 89.95
JVC KDD10
£ 63.95
JVC KDD5
£ 144.95
JVC KDD40
£ 124.95
Sansui D55M
POA
Sansui D99D
POA
Sharp RT100
£47.95
Sony TCFX20
£ 94.95
Toshiba PCG2T
£ 72.95
Technics RSM216 £ 83.95

Akai ProS12
JVCG101
Panasonic SU2800
Pioneer X3331SL
Pioneer X55TL
Sony Si
Sony S2

Centre

Mini Hi -Fi Systems
£339.95
£329.95
£259.95
£279.95
£389.95
£369.95
£419.95
All above
systems
complete with
rack and
speakers.

Technics Z25

Aiwa M303
Aiwa V1000
Aurex SYS10
Hitachi ACTOR
JVC E30
Pioneer F5
Sony FH7
Technics 3151

ADC 1700
ONLY

£67.95
••••

Aiwa LX100
Akai APL45C
Hitachi HTR10
JVC LA31
Sharp RP114

Hi -Fi Separates
£54.95
£74.95
£89.95
£89.95

Tuners
JVCTK1OL
Sansui T80
Technics STZ1

£54.95
£63.95
£39.95

Technics STZ45

£89.95

(Limited, end of line)
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rs

'Turntables'

£234.95
£669.95
£239.95
£219.95
£419.95
£319.95
£269.95
£289.95

Amps
JVC AKIO
JVC AK20
JVC AX30
Technics SUZ45
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/---Visit our modern showrooms today or order by pos:. State the
goods you require and enclose cheque/postal order Cr give your
Access/American Express/Barclaycard or Diners Card number
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value, therefore, taking all things
account, resolves to 4.2 marks out of 5.

into

Marantz PM-520DC
WITH ITS GOLD-tinted fascia and enclosure
this latest Marantz is an expensive- looking
amplifier. Its colour and style gave the
impression that the amplifier would not
appear to be out of place in any contemporry
domestic scene. Its specifications are
DIN-expressed, the per channel power yield
being stated for 1kHz as 84W into 4 ohms
(79W RMS) and 62W into 8ohms ( 55W RMS).
Both the THD and IMD are given as 0.03%, the
former at 8 ohms RMS! However, my
measurements were made in accordance
with the established procedure common to all
the amplifiers of the group.
An unusual feature of the fascia is alarge
window ( not unlike that found on radio
tuners) through which are displayed a
multiplicity of LEDs. The amplifier includes a
graphic equaliser with centre frequencies of
50, 200, 800, 3.2k and 12.8kHz, and 5vertical
columns of 11 LEDs each indicate their gain
settings over ascaled range of ± 10dB in 2dB
steps. Below each column on the fascia
proper are two press-switches, one marked
minus and the other plus, and asingle press
gives a2dB change in response in either the
down or up direction.
Instead of the ordinary happy volume
control knob, the Marantz employs a small
internal electric motor to operate the
potentiometer. Rotation is slaved to two
elongated front panel press-switch, one increasing the volume, the other reducing it. If
the upper half of either switch is pressed the
volume change is more rapid than when the
bottom half is pressed. Thus you are
provided with a two-speed down or up
volume action! For channel balancing there is
additionally a slider control disposed
horizontally beneath the volume setting
press-switches.
A vertical column of 5 LEDs indicates the
relative setting of the volume control. Two
more LEDs are present on the display at the
opposite ( left-hand) side, and these show the
switching of speaker circuits A and B, there
being two press-switches below making it
possible to select A or Bcircuit separately or A
and Btogether; or, indeed, to switch out both
pairs for headphone listening. A standard 1
/
4
in. headphone jack socket resides at the
bottom left-hand corner of the fascia.
Also included are press-switches for
subsonic filter, for defeating the equaliser, for
loudness, and muting. Source selection is
also by press-buttons, each with an adjacent
LED which glows red when the source is
selected; tuner, PU m- m, aux, tapes 1and 2,
and dubbing from tape circuit 1 to 2. The
dubbing action is independent from the rest
of the amplifier which means that it is
possible to dub while listening to adifferent
program source.
Equipment interfacing is by RCA phono
sockets and the speaker conductors are
secured by spring-loaded connectors. There
is also the usual earthing terminal close to the
pickup sockets, along with an extra interface
for connecting aremote volume control.
Internal electronics are well assembled on
alarge printed circuit board, and agood-sized
mains transformer is used. ICs are employed
extensively in this design, including an STK
2250 dual power amplifier, which is in
thermal communication with an excellent
multi-finned heat sink. A relay holds back the
speaker connections until the amplifier has
stabilised after switch-on.
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Dimensions approximate 416x100x300mm
(WxHxD) and weight 7.5kg. Selling price is
around £ 139.
Lab results
Into 8ohm resistive loads Ihad no trouble in
raising 50+50W to the clipping threshold
over 20Hz to 20kHz. Distortion below clipping
fell swiftly, so that at 1dB below clipping the
19+20kHz IMD was well within the specification. THD was also low at a 10dB signal
output level regardless of the input to which
the signal was applied. The highest distortion
was measured with the reactive load (4) at
16kHz, but even then it was barely above the
0.03% specified for ( presumably) resistive
loads.
Tests indicted a wide power bandwidth
with hardly any measureable lkHz headroom
when both channels were driven. But with
single channel drive the 1kHz headroom did
approach 0.7dB at 4ohms loading, so that the
output per channel is close to the 4 ohms
RMS value specified. Dynamic headroom
was not very great either, based on 20ms IHF
bursts, but the output voltage did fall when
the load was reduced from 8 to 4 ohms,
though there was a mild rise in 20Hz-20kHz
power as you will see from the lab chart. A
good 13.9dB of output was maintained when
the amplifier was driving into 2.7 ohms,
indicating agood peak current capability, and
there was very little difference in the output
voltage across ZL compared with that across
8ohms resistive to clipping threshold. These
results suggest that the amplifier won't buck
significantly when partnered with speakers
whose impedance falls to alow value over the
spectrum.
Recovery from burst overload was extremely
quick and clean, and the result was good even
when the burst was deliberately asymmetrical.
At full 300Hz drive dynamic mains ripple was
not high, though it did fall by about 10dB
when the drive was removed. Slew factor was
satisfactory and I also considered the
damping factor adequate at all the frequencies
measured despite the fact that Iwas unable to
match the specified value using my BSI
method of measurement. Residual power
amplifier noise was low, but the hum + noise
(unweighted) was veering towards the high
side. There were no problems with offset
voltage at the speaker terminals.
Pickup overload margins were reasonable
but Ithought the signal/noise ratio could
have been a trifle lower; it did improve,
though, by using a 1k-ohms resistor for
loading rather than real m- m cartridge. The
pen chart shows that the pickup RIAA
equalisation was very well engineered with

just atrace of roll-down from 20Hz and alittle
up- lift from 20kHz.
Ihave also plotted the equaliser responses
each at towards maximum lift and cut and at a
plus and minus lower setting. These are well
shaped and correlate fairly closely with the
indicated frequencies. There was barely any
difference between the responses plotted
with the equaliser switched out and with it
active when the controls were set to OdB. In
both cases a mild roll-off started around
20kHz which, in my opinion, is not undesirable. Indeed, Iwould have favoured a
degree of ultra-treble tailoring in the pickup
preamplifier itself!
The pen chart also shows the responses of
the low filter and loudness, the latter with the
volume control adjusted for 30dB attenuation.
Excluding pickup, the plots were made with the
signal applied to the tuner input. Measurements indicated that the muting switch gave
more than the specified 20dB of attenuation,
but this is not all that important.
Input sensitivities were 2.7mV pickup (47kohms with 100pF of capacitance) and 150mV
others. Sufficient drive was available for
cassette deck recording. Stereo separation at
pickup was about 56dB at 1kHz and 34dB
20kHz.
Aucrationing and Value
Good sound pressure levels were available
from the IMFs prior to the onset of transient
clipping, and in the reverberant field we were
able to raise 96dBA without apparent distress,
though in general listeners were happier when
the volume was set for alower intensity. The
Yamaha m-c cartridge through the step-up
transformer highlighted the amplifier's clean
and particularly well controlled lower bass,
though aShure V15IV connected direct to the
the pickup input gave a ' smoother' and less
harsh upper treble, especially at high sound
intensity.
Impressive results were obtained from well
recorded organ records, but more complex
orchestral music tended to lose out on
absolute definition, and instrument ' muddle'
became more apparent as the sound level
was raised. Improved frequency balance was
noted when the source was changed to openreel tape, and comparison with the disc
source favoured tape regardless of the pickup
cartridge employed; but even from the tape
source the amplifier possessed a tonal
character of its own which was difficult to
define but seemed to be focused on the
middle frequencies. Results were not
unpalatable by any means — just a slight
'coloration' effect.
Stereo imagery was fairly stable, depending
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on the program ( I), and most of the
listeners were reasonably happy with the
low-level ambience, though again that
'forward projection' effect that some of the
more expensive amplifiers are able to evoke
was largely missing.
The graphic equaliser worked well, the
press-switches making it possible to obtain
very subtle response changes, which can
then be compared with 'flat' by pressing the
defeat button. Overall for auditioning the
score was 3.4 marks out of 5.
The amplifier is not all that expensive and it
packs afair power. It is also equipped with a
graphic equaliser and elaborate LED display.
In terms of sheer electronics, therefore, its
value is undoubtedly above average. However,
agraphic equaliser and electric motor volume
control may not be for you. Indeed, Icouldn't
help feeling that it is easier to adjust the
volume by a knob than by pressing buttons,
and it was frustrating having to move from
one switch to another to get the volume just
right! A single two- mode press-switch would
be better — the upper half giving an up
change and the lower half a down change;
but then, of course, you wouldn't have the
two-speed action! Iwould thus judge the
value as 3marks out of 5, but ahigher score
here would be warranted if you can justify the
equaliser and motorised volume control.

NAD 3020
THIS is probably one of the most extensively
reviewed of integrated amplifiers and has
been successfully marketed for many a
moon. I
was pleased to have the oppo rtun ity of
including it in this project, not to serve specifically as areference but because it falls neatly
into the price range and typifies what Iregard
as a very fair design at this price level. The
original was first reviewed by Martin Colloms
for HFNIRR Jan. '80.1
Mechanically it is adequately durable,
though it does lack some of the robustness of
more costly and powerful hi-fi hardware. But
electronically it proved to be successfully
protected, and automatically closed down by
the action of an internal circuit breaker when
test conditions got too tough for it. As a
special feature it is fitted with aso-called 'softclipping' circuit, introduced by arear switch.
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This prevents the signal from bashing hard
against the output stage rails should the
amplifier peak into overload. It provides asort
of electronic resilience at the top of its
dynamic range, thereby allowing the NAD
3020 to run into overload more gracefully.
The amplifier is devoid of an m-c pickup
input and neither is it endowed with switchable
high- or low-pass filtering; but it is equipped
with the inevitable loudness button. Other
features, which to some might be regarded as
being in the gimmick category, are abutton
called ' audio muting', which reduces preamplifier sensitivity by around 20dB, and a
short line of five LEDs directly above the
volume control which are calibrated in terms
of their conduction and illuminate at 1, 5, 10,
20 and 35 watts into 8ohm loads. Front panel
is of a non-metallic medium, finished in
NAD's characteristic dark grey which blentls
pleasantly with the black-finished metal
enclosure and black knobs and buttons.
Rear is engineered into asort of flat shelf on
which reside multiple pairs of RCA phono
sockets for the various input and outputs. A
DIN socket presents an alternative interface
for a tape deck, while spring- loaded pressterminals for one pair of speakers tightly
clamp the cable conductors. Although there
is no speaker switch, the speakers are
disconnected when ajack plug is inserted for
headphone listening.
A large volume control knob lives at the
extreme right and on the fascia are printed
resetting dots. Smaller knobs, each with
centre indentation, operate bass, treble and
balance, while chunky square press-buttons
switch power, select source ( including tape
play) and operate audio muting and loudness.
Source inputs exist for tuner, aux and m-m
pickup; and by extracting apair of links on the
rear it becomes possible to interface other
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Lab Results
I must confess to not finding it easy to
determine the manufacturer's power rating
as no detailed specification was provided.
Into 8 ohms at 1kHz Imeasured 42.3W with
one channel driven and 34W both driven. Into
4 ohms the yields were respectively 61.6W
and 44.9W. However, you will see from the
lab chart that over the spectrum 20Hz to
20kHz the power deliveries were below the
1kHz values mainly because of low-frequency
limitation. This would be improved, no doubt,
by the use of larger electrolytic capacitbrs in
the power supply. [ From the photo above, it is
hard to see quite where all that ' urge' comes
from — Ed.]
A good 0.5dB of 1kHz burst headroom was
measured, and Iwas still able to raise 14.5dB
(about 15V RMS) on IHF bursts across 2.7
ohms with single channel drive. This is avery
acceptable result for a relatively small
amplifier, corresponding to aburst power of
81.6W and a burst current of 5.5A over a
period of 20ms. By reducing the load to 1ohm
the burst power fell to 62W and the burst
current rose to 7.9A. Reducing the pulse
period and the load value even further a
greater short-term current could be drawn,
which is an interesting result.
The amplifier could not be encouraged to
buck even when delivering its full 16kHz
output voltage across my difficult ZL. Idid
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gear with the preamplifier output and power
amplifier input — handy for introducing a
graphic equaliser or signal processor. An
earthing terminal is next to the pickup sockets.
It would appear that the insulation is to
BEAB Class I since a separate earthing
conductor is included in the mains cable.
Dimensions approximate 420x100x260mm
(WxHxD) and price lies around the £89 mark.
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ROTEL RA-820

MARANTZ PM-5200C

NAD 3020

38/15.8
30.25/11.8
50/17
30.25/11.8

24.8/13.9
29/11.6
31.6/15
48.3/13.8

50/17
51.8/14.1
60.5/17.8
59/14.7

27.4/14.4
30.3/11.8
37.8/15.8
49/13.9

Headroom lkHz 8ohms/4 ohms (dB):

0.2/0.5 ( both ch. driven)

0.69/1.6 ( both ch. driven)

0/0 ( both ch. driven)

0.94/1.7 ( both ch. driven)

Dynamic headroom IkHz 20ms IHF bursts
4ohms one channel driven (dB):

0 (0.5dB 8ohms)

0.5

0

1

Output per channel max 1kHz IHF bursts
2.7 ohms one channel driven (dB):

9.5 (eq. to 26W on bursts)

13.85 (eq. to 72W on bursts)

13.9 (eq. to 72.6W on bursts)

14.4 ( eq. to 81.6W on bursts)

Recovery from 10dB IHF burst overload (ms);

virtually instantaneous
(signs of instability 8ohms)

virtually instantaneous

virtually instantaneous

virtually instantaneous

Output per channel max 16kHz one driven
8ohms ZL(dB):

17/14.6

15.5/15.5

17.8/17.6

15.9/15.8

<0.003%
0.007

0.0125 (2nd harmonic)
0.0794 (2nd harmonic)

0.0063 (2nd plus 3rd)
0.037

0.006
0.005

<0.003

0.01 (2nd harmonic)

0.011

<0.003

-86 (greater at overload)

-77

-78

-80
>5

MAKE AND MODEL
Output per channel max 20Hz-20kHz
8ohms both channels driven (W/dB):
4ohms both driven (W/dB):
8ohms one driven (W/dB):
4ohms one driven (W/dB):

SANSUI AU-022

Dist worst channel 10dB output 8ohms 300Hz 1%1:
Dist worst channel 10dB output Z1 16kHz (%);
Dist worst channel 10dB output 8ohms 1kHz
50mV input to MM pickup (%):
Vector sum of 50,100 and 150Hz mains ripple
at maximim 300Hz 8-ohm output (dB):
Slew factor IHF at 8ohms and rated output (dB):

>5

>5

>5

Damping factor 3dB output ( BSI) 40/1k/20kHz;

50/57/44 .

40/40/36

40/40/33

Pickup overload input
10Hz MM/MC ( mV):
lkHz MM/MC fm1/1:
40kHz MM/MC ( mV):

16/1.8
160/15
1300/140

•
36/-122mV 20Hz)
150/2200/-

13
130
1300

29/290/,
,
‘3000/-

Pickup S/N ref OdB output ( inputs loaded IHF)
MM ref 5mV input ( dB):
MC ref 0.5mV input (dB):

77
67

73.5
-

72
-

74 ( PU cartridge loaded)
-

Residual hum + rtoise wideband (
ifV):

340

560

950

260

Residual noise (µV(:

95

170

260

70
11.5/15.2

be;

44/44/40
•

Offset voltage at output L/R(d.c.mV):

8.6/17.2

-5.6/6.5

-36/-28

IMD 19±20khz 1dB below clipping (%):

<0.003 2nd & 3rd orders

0.08 2nd-order; 0.014% 3rd-

0.016 2nd-order: 0.012 3rd-

0.008 2nd: 0.013 3rd

MC gain ref. MM at 1kHz ( dB):

20.5

no MC input

no MC input

no MC input

Manufacturer or
Distributor

Sansui Electronics (U.K.) Ltd.,
Unit 10A, Lyon Way, Rockware
Av., Greenford, Middx.

Rotel HiFi Limited, 2-4 Erica
Road, Stacey Bushes, Milton
Keynes, Bucks.

Marantz Audio U.K. Ltd., 15/16
Saxon Way Industrial Estate,
Moor Lane, Harmondsworth
UB7 OLW Middlesex.

Hi Fi Markets, Cousteau House,'
Greycaine Road, Greycaine
Estate, Watford, Herts. WD2 458.

Notes: Max output refers to clipping point, dB output refers to 2.828V rms across stated load. Noise weighting CCIR/ARM. Unless otherwise stated output continuous sinewave into 8ohms
resistive, 500mV input to aux or tuner and tests made with control preamplifier and power amplifier sections coupled together as for normal operation.
ZL corresponds to areactive load for speaker simulation of 5ohms modulus of impedance and 60 degrees phase angle at 16kHz approx.

manage to cause the thermal cutout to
activate, but things restored to normal after
switching the amplifier off for awhile to cool
down. Incidentally, the cutout contacts lie in
the feedback loop. In all modes distortion
pure and simple, as well as more complex
IMD, was very low as you will see from the lab
chart, and there was no significant increase at
relatively low output showing that when new,
at least, the contacts in the speaker circuits
were not having any adverse effects on
linearity.
Iwas pleased with the small-signal frequency response tailoring and the relatively
fast output transistors, which together resulted
in aslew factor greated than 5.1n-band damping
factor at all frequencies was adequate. Good
values were also obtained for residual
hum+noise
and
noise-only (weighted)
output across 8ohms with the volume control
turned to zero. Dynamic ripple too was low,
comprising primarily the higher ripple
harmonics at full drive. Offset voltages at the
speaker outputs were also commendably low. I
was pleased with the pickup preamplifier
overload capability. Pickup signal/noise
ratio, though, was improved by using a
simple load resistor instead of a real pickup
cartridge. Pickup stereo separation was well
above that which can be expected from the
best cartridges, so no problems here. I
measured just over 60dB at 1kHz and more
than 40dB at 20kHz.
Sensitivity of the m- m pickup input' was
marginally lower than average at just over
3mV ( 47k-ohms), and just over 200mV for the
higher level non-equalised inputs.
The pen chart shows well tailored RIAA
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equalisation with atrace of low- bass dip and
extreme treble lift - output from tape socket,
remember! Front-end tailoring is shown by
the tuner input response, especially that
plotted with the tone controls centred. You
will see that both high- and low-pass filters
are included which provide avery acceptable
audio passband, albeit at the expense of
about 1dB lift centred around 50Hz which
undoubtedly results from the high-pass filter
action. Tone control characteristics are good
and well tamed while the loudness response is
what we have all come to expect by now!
Auditioning and Value
Within the dynamic power available the
reproduction was noticeably stress-free, and
apeak sound intensity of about 96dBA could
be raised in the listening room from the IMF
speakers, depending on the program material.
In fact, under audition the amplifier appeared to
be more powerful than the measured steadystate power would indicate. However, bass
end quality deteriorated fairly quickly when
the drive was advanced further, and this was
particularly apparent on wide- range organ
music, when low bass lost its clean impact
and
higher
frequency
intermodulation
products were introduced into the signal.
Iwas not personally particularly excited by
the 'soft clipping' feature, although technically it
performed as the designers undoubtedly
intendéd. Ihad the impression that the attack
of music was diminished and the reproduction
made alittle 'warmer' when it was switched on.
But it could be useful with the amplifier driven
fairly hard on program material containing

peaky transients, when the resulting distortion
should be more palatable and it could also save
many a budget speaker from premature
expiry at parties.
Operating within its power capabilities and
without the soft clipping option generally
high marks were awarded by most listeners.
Best results were obtained from open- reel
tape source, but using the step-up transformer with the Yamaha m-ccartridge results
were equally as good as from the best of the
group. Detail of complex orchestral music
came through quite well, though slight upper
bass colouration was detected by some ears
which could be reduced, though not complet6ly
eliminated, by adjusting the tone controls.
Results were thought to be on a par with
those obtained from the Rotel but with
possibly a slight advantage on dynamics.
Stereo imagery was stable and clarity good,
but as with the Rotel, I
would have preferred a
switch to defeat the action of the tone
controls. Icouldn't help feeling that the main
limitation was at low bass, possibly having
something to do with the high-pass filter.
Nevertheless, for a low-cost amplifier the
sonic performance was most acceptable,
though Imust question the sonic 'value' of
the soft clipping feature and the power
indicating LEDs. On the auditioning stakes
the amplifier scored 4 marks out of 5, and
my judgement for value worked out to 3.8 out
of 5.
CONCLUSIONS
The accompanying table is styled to complement those in my group amplifier reviews
published in the January and May 1982 11122
121

• issues of HFN/RR. It includes a number of
lab- measured parameters as well as the
auditioning assessments and ajudgement of
At ' value'. However, because both the lab tests
and the auditioning assessments were
conducted at different times a direct com@pi parison between the results here presented
Pai and those of the previous group reviews
should be attempted only with caution,
especially with respect to the auditioning
impressions.
You will find that the overall technical
placement entry takes account of power
capability, which means that the more
powerful the amplifier the greater the power
'weighting'. The degree of weighting, though,
can be judged from the results of the different
power mode tests, which are entered separately. Iam not suggesting that the parameters
selected for inclusion in the table are the most
important ones or, indeed, the only ones which
should be considered when working out a
purchasing conclusion. Neither does it
necessarily follow that a relatively high
overall technical placement automatically
endows an amplifier with acorrespondingly
high sonic appeal.
Power needs can differ quite substantially
depending on your room and speakers. It is
always best not to drive an amplifier too close
to its power maximum. This is why some of
the larger amplifiers sound less stressed than
smaller designs; that is, when the two are
auditioned at the same sound intensity with
the power capability of the smaller using the
same speakers in the same environment.
Peak overload is responsible for a very unpalatable ' harshness' and is one reason why
NAD have included their 'soft clipping'
feature ( see review).
More attention is now being directed
towards the peak current output of amplifiers,
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AMPLIFIER GROUP ANALYSIS
Parameter

—
Resistive power 8ohms continuous*
Resistive burst power 2.7 ohms
Burst o/p to continuous o/p factor**
Reactive Z1 o/p
IMD 19+20-kHz
Dynamic ripple
MM PU S/N ratio
MM PU S/N ratio
Slew factor***
Residual noise
Overall technical placement incl. power
Auditioning impressions
Approximate price

Ma ra ntz

NAD

Rotel

Sansui

PM-520DC

3020

RA-820

AU-D22

4
3
2
4
2

2
4
3.5
3
3
3
3
3
2.5
4
4
4
f89

1
2
3/5
2
1
1
2
2
2.5
2
1
4
f75

3
1
1
1
4
4
2
4

2

1
1
2.5

1
2
3/4
f140

2.5
3
3
37
£109

•
Both channels driven 20Hz-20kHz.
•• 20ms bursts across 2.7 ohms in ratio to continuous output 8ohms.
••• Ordinal ranked to maximum of 5.

for as discussed in the introduction, at certain
frequencies the speaker load seen by the
amplifier can fall quite significantly below the
nominal load rating of the speaker. It is
thought desirable that drivé current should
be maintained under such conditions.
Pulse tests are thus being used driving into
very low value loads to see just how much
current over a short period of time can be
obtained from the amplifier. One has to be
realistic in this, of course, because the
duration of a transient is related to the
bandwidth of both the program signal
source, the source material itself and the
bandwidth of the amplifier. Also to measure
high, very short duration currents the load
needs to be decreased to a value which is
much below the lowest va lue of most speakers.
Nevertheless, the test is instructive and it is
good to see, on a relative basis, that the
majority of the amplifiers in the group were
capable of high, short duration current

capability. My tests in the main, however,
referred to 20ms bursts driving into a load
down to 2.7 ohms. For a particularly small
amplifier Iwas impressed by the results from
the Rotel whose power factor of 2.7 ohms
burst output relative to 8 ohms continuous
output was 2. Although slightly more powerful
on acontinuous basis, the NAD also provided a
factor of 2. Owing to deliberate current limiting
for protection the factor for the Sansui was 0.25,
while the Marantz gave 0.6.
Iam reluctant at the present time to infer
what the sonic relationship of such measurements is, but it is noteworthy that both the
NAD and Rotel were regarded as good
auditioners. Though having said that, the
Sansui was not far behind either, and this had
the lowest factor of all four amplifiers!
Obviously many other factors are involved,
and an aspect of the Sansui is the Super
Feedforward circuitry and remarkably low
distortion in all modes •

You can't be serious
You can't be serious about hi fi if you .haven't
listened to Stax Lambda earspeakers.
• The earspeakers that Alvin Gold in Hi Fi
Answers described as, ' truly remarkable
headphones by any standard.'
He wrote, ' The Stax Lambda remains perhaps
the most satisfactory headphone known to me —
and stakes afair claim to the title of the Best
Headphones In The World.'

Enthusiastic words about the semi- panoramic
sound of the famous Stax electrostatic ear
speakers.
Yet the Lambda is not even the top model in
our range. That honour goes to the Sigma which
is afull ' panoramic' earspeaker. Truth to tell,
Alvin Gold prefered the sound of the Lambda.
We can only comment by again quoting from
Alvin's article.

'And finally, the unique nature of
the Lambda and Sigmas means —
even more than is normally the case
—you should audition both carefully
for yourself.'
STAX EARSPEAKER CENTRES
Audio AN 52 George Street. Edinburgh. 031 226 3979
Audio T190 West End Lane. London NW6. 01-794 7848
Cosmic Radio 246,256Station Road. Addlestone.
Weybridgu. Surrey. 0932 51753
Donoington Audio 16 Swan Street. Kingsclere. Hants.
0635 297479
Eutipion Audio 81 Wilmslow Road. Rusholme.
Manchester 061 225 4448
The Gramophone Wireless & TV Company
The Pedestrian Precinct. 121 Rose Street. Edinburgh
031 225 9535
KJ Leisure Sound 48 Wigmore Street. London Wl.
01-4868263
Lintone Audio 7-11 Park Lane. Gateshead.
0632 774167
Midland Hi Fl Studio Royal London Buildings.
Wulhuna Street, Wolverhampton. 0902 771774
Reading Hi Fl Centre 6Harris Arcade. Friar Street,
Reading. Berks. 0734 585463
The Music Room 221 St Vincent Street. Glasgow
041 221 2527
Unilet 35 High Street. New Malden. Surrey.
01-9429567
Unilet 270 High Street. Guildford, Surrey. 0483 71534
Unilet 1413.,ite Street. London SW? . 01-589 2586
WA. Brady 401 Smithdown Road. Liverpool.
Lancs. 051 733 6859

STAX
Sole U.K. distributors. Wlmex Ltd, Compton House, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. 01-949 2545
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HE SUBJECTS of this review comprise
five cassette decks of different makes and
facilities spanning an exceptionally wide
price range. In order of cost we have aclear
leader in the Nakamichi LX-5 (£539); coming
down the scale by some £200 is the Sony
TC-FX1010 (£359.95), followed closely by the
Technics RS-M275XC at £332.95. Next there is
the Alpage/Alpine AL80 at just under £300,
while the Aurex PC-G6R at around £ 120 completes the line-up. It mig ht well be thoug htthat
the relatively low cost Aurex machine is 'out
of its class' when compared to some of the
other very much more costly appliances.
However, it has always been my opinion that,
just as a piece of equipment should not be
treated with reverent awe just because it carries ahigh price label, so it would be equally
hypocritical to dismiss alow cost machine as
unworthy of consideration. During the course
of previous projects of this kind it has been
my great pleasure to report excellent performance characteristics in budget machines.
We will see if that continues to be the case.
It must be stressed that whatever the results and conclusions of this review might be
they can be regarded as specific only in
relation to the actual samples tested. In the
same way, measurements on tapes are specific only for the individual cassettes used. It
has been my practice in previous reviews to
use a wide selection of tapes of different
makes and types, reporting fully on laboratory measurements and, where appropriate,
publishing tables of optimum bias settings. In
recent months, however, there have been a
number of subtle changes in many tape
formulations and these changes are not
necessarily indicated in the type number of
the tapes concerned. It would therefore be
only too easy to mislead the readersince there
is astrong possibility that the actual cassette
he owns or purchases may in fact contain
tape of a slightly different formulation and
performance to the particular cassette used in
the review. Accordingly, and with no little regret, I
have decided it is no longerappropriateto
give such detailed information; the sincere
attempt to be helpful•could have the reverse
effect of confusing further what is already a
highly confusing state of affairs.
Under practical conditions of home use,
without access to laboratory instrumentation,
the best advice that can be given is for the
owner to form his own judgements through
trial and error so long as his experiments are
limited to those well known brands whose
names will be all too familiar to the enthusiast. Avoid tapes of dubious origin that are
likely to be substandard in both magnetic and
mechanical performance. At best, their
results will disappoint, while at worst they
could clog record and playback heads, or
even bring about the cdmplete loss of a
valued recording.
As usual Ihave been given an entirely free
hand to use my own discretion in the selection of parameters to be investigated during
the course of this review and also to determine the extent to which any particular investigation should be pursued. Itherefore
accept full personal responsibility for omissions of which Iam only too well aware.

Measurement procedure

The playback characteristics were established
for each machine by plotting the playback
response from TEAC test tapes— MU-216 Fe
for 120µs playback equalisation and MU-316
for Cr02 70µs playback equalisation. This
latter time, constant is also used for the duallayer FeCr tapes of Group III and the metal
tapes of Group IV. Where such facilities were
available on the machine under test the
playback equalisation under those conditions
of use was confirmed. Plots were taken for
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both channels to show what imbalance, if
any, was present.
Overall frequency response performance
requires the investigator to record a swept
tone ranging from 20Hz to 20kHz and then to
play back the recording whilst plotting the
output on a level recorder so as to give a
graphic representation of the result. From an
examination of this plot it is possible to
comment that at given frequencies the output
(which should be identical to that at 333Hz) is
so many dB up or down. In every case the
level used for overall frequency response
plots was 20dB below OVU indication as
shown on the meters in the machine under
test.
For evaluation of noise, the cassette was
first bulk-erased and then a section of tape
recorded with the record gain controls set to
minimum. The resultant noise on that section
of tape was measured on playback relative to
the standard IEC reference level of 250nWb/m.
Linear and A- weighted measurements were
taken both with and without the various noise
reduction systems in operation.
Distortion measurements were taken by
recording a 333Hz signal at alevel to give 0
VU indication on the internal meters in the
cassette deck. The third harmonic content of
that signal was noted when the tone was
reproduced. Recording levels were then increased until the third harmonic content on
playback reached just 3%. The output level of
that signal was then related back to 250nWb/m
so the result is quoted as a3% third harmonic
distortion content within a recorded tone
whose playback is so many dB above or
below standard reference level.
Other measurements include wow and
flutter which in every case is quoted to the
DIN quasi- peak standard, long term speed
stability obtained by counting out electronically the actual playback frequency of atone
recorded on alaboratory calibration cassette,
etc., etc. All measurements were taken from
the phono line- in and line-out sockets.

Alpine ALSO

The AL80 is a sophisticated cassette deck
manufactured in Japan for Alpine Electronics
Inc. and distributed in the UK by the Seltronics Division of Shure Electronics Ltd. of
cartridge and microphone fame. Ihad discussions with Shure executives about the
time that the Alpine range was first introduced by them under the name Alpage, and
they explained thatthey had been considering
the addition of cassette recorders to their
catalogue for some time but had been concerned to ensure that the standard of the
product to be handled would in no way
compromise their existing reputation for outstandingly high quality. They were confident
that by acquiring the Alpine agency they
were fulfilling that prime requirement.
The AL80 certainly incorporates all those
facilities that we have now come to expect.
The 3-head system provides true A/B monitoring through the use of a record/playback
combination head with stated gaps of 5
microns for record and 1micron for playback.
The tape transport is controlled by asolenoid
logic system with soft-touch keys on the front
panel and the Dolby Noise Reduction System
is of the C type which also incorporates a
conventional B type characteristic, giving a
choice between the two.
The metering arrangement is interesting. It
claims to be ' Peak Reading'. The device does
not use either a mechanical, a fluorescent
or an LED system, but is described as an
'optical' device using only a beam of light.
Registration on parallel left-hand, and righthand channel indicators is between — 30 and
+10dB.
Tape selection is provided by means of a

single rotary control switching between all
four tape groups and a fine bias control is
provided. This latter is not associated with
any internal bias metering arrangement and
so the Instruction Manual quite rightly recommends the owner to set the bias subjectively
by recording FM interstation noise and comparing source to signal by A/B comparison.
This is very simple and quick with a3-head
deck that will provide instantaneous comparisons. If the interstation noise should be of
a brighter quality than that of the sound
source, this is an indication that the bias setting is too low for the tape in use and so the
fine adjustment control should be turned
clockwise to increase its value; conversely
should the sound appear to be dull, then a
reduction in bias is called for which is simply
obtained by turning the knob in the opposite
direction.
There is, however, an internal oscillator;
this is to calibrate accurately to Dolby level so
as to avoid quality degradation due to tape
sensitivity differences when using the noise
reduction systems. Separate rotaries are
provided, one for each channel, together with
an oscillator press-key switch.
The position counter gives adigital readout
which can be switched between logic function and elapsed time. This is linked to a
complex 4-key memory system, together
with automatic play and automatic rewind.
No fewer than 16 different memory functions
are displayed graphically in the Instruction
Manual. The cassette housing is air-damped
and the rear panel carries the usual two pairs
of line- in, line-out, phono sockets, with an
additional socket for an optional remote control. The mains lead is fixed. The solidity and
quality of construction of the deck can only
inspire confidence in the user.
After plugging in and switching on for the
first time, it was noted that the mechanics of
the deck were delightfully quiet and the logic
of the tape transport system worked sweetly
without imposing strain on the tape itself. It
was alittle disappointing to find that acertain
amount of movement could be obtained from
the cassette when placed under finger pressure whilst in the run mode. The danger is the
correct position in relation to the heads: there
is arisk of changes in azimuth alignment that
will result in a loss of high frequency output
when previously recorded tapes are played
back. It was therefore with some interest that
playback performance characteristics were
investigated.
Lab Performance
Using the ferric oxide 120µs calibration tape,
the performance was exemplary with less
than 1dB variation up to and including 10kHz
which is the highest frequency recorded tone
on this tape. No problems at all there. Switching to the chromium dioxide Group Il position, the 70µs cassette was played back and
the output levels were recorded. Right-hand
channel performance was again exemplary
(fig.1), with the maximum deviation from flat
never more than 1dB, and that only at the
extremes of the spectrum. As this calibration
tape extends up to 14kHz, that is quite an
achievement. Results on the left-hand channel were not quite so good. The 14kHz tone
was 2dB down, with both 12.5kHz and 14kHz
showing slight signs of instability in the level
of output. This, however, is regarded as a
minor criticism in what was an otherwise
extremely pleasing performance, particularly
in what was to me a previously unknown
machine.
Recording swept tones for overall frequency response tests gave me my first
opportunity to observe the operation of the
optical peak meter. This is really quite fascinating. It comprises two vertical bars of
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will only be achieved by the owner provided
he is meticulously careful in his choice of tapes
and if he is conscious of the fact that indelicate
use of the bias fine adjustment control can
very easily degrade that performance to an
unacceptable level.
On the basis of these findings, further tests
were undertaken using both Dolby- Band -C. It
was interesting to note that slightly less deviation from flat occurred with — Cthan with — B;
the former produced asmall shelf of + 1.5dB
above 2kHz, whereas with — B, this was
increased to about + 2dB. Nevertheless, both
curves were regarded as satisfactory.
Tapes of other groups also gave exemplary
results provided the bias control was properly adjusted. For example, Super Avilyn recorded with the bias set centrally at zero ( Fig.2)
gave as good acurve as TDK D, as did Sony
Metallic, also with acentral zero bias position.
Problems relating to bias setting occurred
again
when
undertaking
the
noise
measurements. This was because of the lack
of anumeric scaleengraved on the escutcheon
plate against which the control travels. Strangely, such areference is provided for the variable output level where its presence is less
critical. This, however, is little more than an irritation, and it is pleasing to be able to report
that the actual noise measurements themselves were very good indeed.
The ferric oxide tapes of Group Iproduced
from tape erased within the recorder an A
weighted noise level of around — 62dB,
250nWb/m with Dolby- B, while this improved
to nearly — 69dB using Dolby-C. The 70p.s playback equalisation fortapes of Groups II, III and
IV gave the expected improvement of
between 2 and 3dB, producing results of
between — 64 and — 65dB with Dolby — B and
between — 71 and — 72dB. Dolby-C, both A
weighted. An analysis of the spectrum failed
to reveal any significant 50Hz mains hum or its
harmonic derivatives.
For distortion measurements, it is necessary accurately to record and playback tones
of fixed frequency. This operation revealed
the wisdom of incorporating an internal oscillator and record calibration system which
enables the user to balance input and output
levels to take account of sensitivity variations
in different tape formulations. Although the
Instruction Manual refers only to the effect of
changed sensitivities on the noise reduction
circuitry there is also an important relationship between tape sensitivites — and therefore peak displayed levels after record — and
distortion. For example, by recording aferric
oxidetapeat random without alignment itwas
found that there could be as much as 3dB difference in indicated signal levels between
source and off-tape. By setting the recording
level at an indicated OVU from source before
recording it was found that the recorded tape
could contain asignal as high as 2dB above
reference level where the third harmonic distortion content in the 333Hz tone was as h;gh
as 5.5%. After proper alignment and resetting
Y
ALPINE/ALPAGEof levels, the same 0VU indication gave an
10 d8
AL-80
output that was just ldB below reference level
_t_
with 2% third harmonic distortion. Subsequently level had to be increased to give an
output of 1dB above reference level to reach
the standard 3% third harmonic distortion.
This was fairly typical of ferric oxide formu315
315 40
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lations, with tapes of Groups II, Ill and IV giving
FIG 1
CHROME EQUALISATION REPLAY RESPONSE ( MIT - 316)
slightly better results of around 1.5dB above
reference level.
10118
Wow and flutter performance ( measured to
the DIN weighted standard) was found to be
exemplary in the Alpine AL80. Measurements
of 0.08% were returned consistently at the
10k
20k
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beginning, middle and end of the cassette.
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Long term speed was not so good with the
FREQUENCY IN Hz
FIG. 2
RECORD/REPLAY RESPONSE
machine running 1.3% fast at the beginning
Fig. 1taken from RHchannel: note stabilityattop of each block.
and then slowing to + 1.1% at the middle and
Fig. 2taken with bias control central, minus Dolby noise reduction. ITOK SA tape).
+1% at the end. Such aspeed variation could
produce unpleasant acoustic effects for users
and either the manufacturers or the distriIn order to pursue matters further, I obtained it is quite obvious that we have a
butors should be a little more careful when
frustratingly sad state of affairs. This recorder
attempted to record atape of known low coerundertaking their pFe-sales checks.
is capable of a standard of performance in
civity, BASF LH Super. From the results
The functioning of the meters closely approterms of overall frequency response that is as
obtained with TDK D it would obviously reximates the standard for peak reading
good as any Ihave ever seen. Unhappily, this
quire minimum biassetting and my guesswas

light ( upper and lower, one for each channel)
travelling against a pleasantly blue shaded
background in association with apair of slider
type gain controls, which themselves travel
against numeric scales. Since the travel of the
beams is not segmented, as with so many
bargraph type meters, their precision of indication is virtually as good as that of the
old-fashioned mechanical needle, whereas
their speed of response is electronic thus
giving us the best of both worlds. The dB
calibration shows up brightly with the + side
was impressed.
of the scale coloured orange. I
The manufacturer's named selection of
recommended tapes printed within the Instruction Manual embraces a vast number of
materials of widely ranging coercivities,
apparently without regard to availability in
the UK. Ambitious as this might be in providing the most catholic choice, such ambition
does not extend to offering guidance on
appropriate settings of the fine bias control
apart from the subjective assessment test
already referred to.
Accordingly Itook atape of approximately
midrange coercivity, TDK D, and checked the
overall frequency response with the fine bias
control set in its central zero position. Ideally
this should have produced areasonably flat
response curve, instead of which the plot
began to fall at 5000Hz to read — 2dB at 10kHz
and — 3dB at 15 and 20kHz.
Somewhat puzzled Ireset the bias control
to its minimum position when Iwas staggered to find that TDK D produced under
those conditions one of the flattest curves I
have ever seen extending ± 0.5dB right up to
and including 20kHz.
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that even this would be much too high. How
right I
was! The curve began to fall from about
3kHz to read — 3dB at 10kHz and — 4dB at 15kHz.
This of course is very reminiscent of TDK D
recorded at too high abias level and is fairly
typical of such results.
Taking now the other extreme Iused one of
the highest coercivity tapes available — TDK
AD. Iwould expect to get acceptable results
from such atape with the bias control turned
firmly towards the upper limits of its range of
travel. However, in order to identify basic
parameters the first plot was taken with the
control in its central zero position. There was
no need to go any further. This curve was
found to be exemplary giving asensibly flat
response all the way up to 20kHz in very much
the same way that TDK D provided with minimum bias setting.
The conclusion from these investigations
must be that the range of bias adjustment
available within the review sample was by no
means adequate to cover either the range of
ferric oxide tapes currently commercially
available or indeed even those recommended by the manufacturer to the user. It
would be quite wrong to attempt to use any
ferric oxide tape with acoercivity lower than
that of TDK D because it would be bound to
result in a falling high frequency response.
Because there exists to my knowledge no
commercially available tape with acoercivity
higher than that of TDK AD, it also followsthat
for ferric oxide applications the plus side of the
fine bias adjustment scale is useless since it
will always be too high.
If we now consider this in relation to the
exemplary characteristics of the curves
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devices. Unfortunately there was found to be
1dB difference between channels when reproducing areference level tape of 250nWb/m.
The left-hand channel read + 1dB high. As
expected, it was found that a 50ms attack
signal was accurately indicated, showing
adequate rise time while the decay is sufficiently slow to provide convenient ease of use.
To summarize the technical findings on the
Alpine AL80, it must be said that in most respects the performance exceeded expectations.
Playback and overall response measurements
left very little to be desired, as did noise and
short term speed stability. The distortion performance of the machine was very acceptable
and logically consistent over awide variety of
tapes, while wow and fluttercould hardly have
been better. If more attention had been paid to
long term speed and to the proper marking of
the bias control, acouple of minor irritations
would have been alleviated but these complaints should be regarded as hairsplitting
rather than tragic. A machine of impressive
performance standards.

Some time was spent checking instrumentation to make quite sure that the hum was not
laboratory generated. It was at this point that a
frantic SOS to Frimley resulted in the very
prompt delivery of asecond sample.
Playback response tests on the second
sample produced results that can only be described as excellent. The output from the MTT316 70,./..s calibration tape at 14kHz was not
grossly down as before, but was, in fact, as
much as 1dB up ( fig.3), with only one of the
four plots taken showing the slightest trace of
instability. What acontrast! Similarly, overall
frequency response plots showed a vast
improvement with, for example, 3M Metafine
only about 2dB down at 17.5kHz. It was,
however, worrying to note that the 50Hz
'wiggle' persistently appeared in every case.
Turning to noise measurements and
analysis it was soon found that the 50Hz mains
hum was as persistently present in the second
sample as it had been in the first.
It was only after further telephone conversations with Toshiba that the penny dropped

senior executives from Toshiba travelled
down from Frimley to South Wales with a
second machine and a lot of explanations.
This is what inspired such areaction:
The measured playback response of thefirst
sample was acceptable when using the 120ps
TEAC tape. Output was down by about 2dB at
10kHz on both channels, and there were the
signs of the beginnings of instability at that
frequency. Bearing in mind the purchase price
of the machine, however, Iwould have
regarded such aperformance as not too bad.
Because of the automatic reverse function the
test had to be repeated in the reverse direction
of travel (that is, from right to left) when there
was a distinct improvement with the upper
limit 10kHz tone only about 0.5dB down.
Unfortunately, the 70µs tape gave very different results, with, at worst, the upper frequency band of 14kHz showing gross insta bil ity and
areduction of output by about 10dB. Again it
was noted that the reverse direction of travel
(right to left) improved matters, but even then,
with better stability, HF output was down.

Aurex PC-G6R
The Aurex brand name was introduced by
Toshib'a afew years ago when it was said that
only the top flight high fidelity equipment
manufactured by them would carry the Aurex
name. Since then there has been achange of
company policy, so that now the Toshiba
name is applied to complete systems, and the
Aurex to separates. This is why the PC-G6R,
selling at around £ 120, bears the Aurex,
rather than the Toshiba, name.
This budget-priced cassette deck is a2-head
device using a touch- button logic control
system for tape transport. It is outstanding in
that it providesan unusual feature: both recording and playing back can be undertaken in
either direction of tape travel and this reverse
operation is linked to an automatic or manual
switching system. Consequently, if the
machine is left unattended it can record orplay
back either one side only, both sides in sequence, or can be set to give continuous operation. This facility, which is available only on a
very few machines at higher cost, produces its
own mechanical and technical complications.
These have been economically overcome by
Toshiba through the provision of ahead which
automatically moves to scan either the upper
or the lower half of the tape, depending upon
the direction of travel. This might be thought
to be valuable for background music but it is
not, in itself, conducive to high fidelity sound
reproduction. On the contrary, the problems
associated with maintaining identical performance standards in both modes of
operation are unlikely to trouble unduly the
owner whose prime requirement is for acassette deck that is the approximate analogue of
the automatic changer in the disc world.
A great deal of thought has obviously been
devoted to the layout of the controls on the
front panel. Tape selection is by an array of
three press-keys to give a choice between
'normal', ' chromium dioxide' and ' metal'
formulations. Another adjacent press-key
selects between Dolby- Bor Off. Record gain is
by apair of vertical sliders travelling against
nu meric scales and these are adjacentto apair
of bargraph meters described as ' peak'
reading. Four more press- keys select the
various automatic reverse functions and these
are associated with a 3-digit mechanical
counter. Power On/Off, atimer control and an
eject key complete the complement of front
panel facilities. The rear panel carries two
pairs of phono sockets for line in and line out, a
pair of microphone sockets and a remote
control socket. The mains lead is fixed.
So there we have what is afairly basic cassette deck with adequate tape selection plus
the mandatory Dolby- B circuitry, with the
highly unusual reverse operation facility. How
did it perform in the laboratory?
Lab Performance
Frankly, the first machine examined produced
so much technical consternation that two
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AUREX PC-6GR
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Fig. 3made with second sample (L-R direction of travel. Note firm outlines to the tone blocks.) Fig. 4shows 50Hz
disturbance common to all plots taken from both samples. (Max& UDXL Itape; RH channel; second sample.)

This was not an encouraging start. As soon
as overall frequency response plots were
taken, it was noted that an ominous 'wiggle'
occurred in every curve at 50Hz; furthermore,
the high frequency output was well down
with, for example, 3M Metafine metal tape
showing — 4.5dB at 10kHz and — 7dB at 15kHz
(without Dolby- B). Such errors would, of
course, . be
compounded when
noise
reduction circuity is used.
Such a poor high frequency performance
was hardly unexpected in view of the inadequacies of the playback response plots.
However, it was felt necessary to investigate
more deeply the 50Hz instability and so accordingly a series of noise measurements was
undertaken together with an analysis of the
noise spectrum.
It was found that the fundamental mains
frequency of 50Hz was present at a level of
around 40dB below standard reference level
(250nWb/m). Such a high hum component
made A-weighted noise measurements, with
or without Dolby- B, completely meaningless.

and Irealised what was happening. The casework of this deck is plastic, not metal. The
internal screening is hopelessly inadequate.
As aresult if the deck is positioned anywhere
near any other mains appliance it is highly
susceptibletothe pick-up of induced hum. I
had
been guilty of overlooking this possibility
because it happens so very rarely with modern,
well-designed high fidelity appliances. In the
G6R the effect is so bad that the hum level can
be varied by merely placing the hand on the
deck. As I
pointed out to the manufacturer, the
owner who places his cassette deck on top of a
tuner-amplifier is almost certain to be in very
deep trouble; in truth he is going to be in
difficulty when he attempts to find any acceptable operational position where the deck will
be unaffected by other appliances. Toshiba
(UK) Ltd. have promised to take up this matter
with Toshiba Japan as a matter of extreme
urgency. The phenomenon is in part
explained by the fact that a similar deck
without the reverse facility is incorporated in a
Toshiba complete system where the position125

ing is, of course, predetermined by the manufacturer and where presumably it is not
susceptible to hum pick- upfrom its associated
appliances. The mistake that has been made is
to take the deck out of the system, add the
automatic reverse featu re and then encase it in
plastic and market it as afree-standing separate
under another model name.
In view of the above findings it is not appropriate to quote detailed noise measurement
figures since they are so very variable. It
should be said that under ideal conditions when
isolated from induced hum effects they can be
quite good. The owner who fails to isolate in
this way is likely to be extremely disappointed
with noise performance.
Despite my overall depression brought on
by these findings it was decided to continue
the programme of laboratory measurement
and so distortion was next investigated. It was
reassuring to find that in this respect the deck
performed admirably. Using Maxell UDXL I
the output of a 333Hz tone at an internally
indicated level of 0VU produced on playback
atone that was just 4dB below standard reference level with a third harmonic distortion
content of 0.35%. To bring the distortion
content up to the standard 3% third harmonic
level the input had to be increased to give an
output 4dB above reference level. The figures
for tapes of Group II were about + 2dB whilst
the metal tapes of Group IV were about + 3dB,
all highly acceptable results.
Speed stability was exemplary. The DIN
weighted wow and flutter measurements
were as low as 0.09% at the beginning and
middle of a cassette, improving slightly to
0.08% at the end. So far as long term speed is
concerned the maximum error at any point in
the tape was only 4Hz in 3000Hz and so that
could be regarded as being so close to
absolute accuracy as to make no practical
difference whatsoever.
The bargraph meters use blocks of dots
arranged in six segments. Since they operate
by the block instead of by the individual line of
dots, it follows that there are only six stages of
indication to cover the full range of levels. This
is felt not to be adequate for precise level
setting, although such precision is hardlyto be
expected in adevice of this class. In operation
transient signals of 50ms duration are accurately shown, thus justifying the claim to peak
reading, but their calibration more closely
follows the VU characteristic with a steady
tone of 333Hz recorded at standard reference
level displaying an indicated + 3dB on both
left-hand and right-hand channels on
playback.
In summarizing the technical performance
of this machine Ihave to bear in mind its low
typical price compared to the other decks in
this composite review. Despite that price,
however, Ican see no justification whatsoever for releasing amachine that is so susceptible tothe high level pick-up of mains interference hum. I
regard this as agreat pity because,
if properly modified, the machine potentially
has an outstandingly good performance. In its
present form, as seen and examined by me, it
has so many disadvantages that Iwould not
recommend its purchase. Finally in the
interests of objectivity Ishould disclose that I
was personally employed by Toshiba ( UK)
Ltd. in aconsultative capacity afew years ago
but my work for them in no way related to the
subject of this review.

Nakamichi LX-5
The name Nakamichi rightly stands by reputation at the very summit of the list of cassette
deck manufacturers. Generally regarded as
almost synonymous with Rolls Royce, one
would not expect such areputation for quality
to be associated with low cost. In fact the
subject of this review, the Nakamichi LX-5, is
priced at just £539. But from acursory glance
the styling alone, quietly but unashamedly,
reveals its aristocratic pedigree.
Large in size, heavy in weight, the black and
126

silver finish to the front panel inspires opulent
confidence. Discreetly housed within the
upper black band are: the pair of bargraphtype meters; LEDs to indicate whether record
mute is On or Off and to showwhether Dolby-B
or Dolby-C noise reduction systems are in
operation; further LEDs to show whether the
master fader control is Down or Up; and afour
figure digital LED position indicator. Centrally
positioned on the main part of the panel
adjacent to the cassette housing are substantial keys providing the master fade and record
mute functions at the top, the tape/source
monitor switch and counter reset beneath
them, with very large controls and associated
LED indicators to provide rewind, play, fast

On/Off and for selection between record and
play undertimer operation and multiplex filter
On/Off. The hinged lid itself has been
designed in such away that if it should come
under any undue pressure it is at once
released from its housing but can be replaced
very simply.
Phono type line- in line-out sockets are
provided in the rear panel, with asocket for an
optional remote control unit. The mains
power lead is fixed and the voltage change
switch is permanently sealed by ametal plate
so that it cannot be accidently changed.
The tape transport system used is the
closed-loop dual capstan arrangement and it
is, of course, completely logic controlled.
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Fig.5, taken from LH channel shows slight HP emphasis, together with traces of instability at 12.5 and 14kHz. RH channel
race was steadier. Fig s6was output of LH channel without noise reduction. (MK SA lape). Note ± 0.5cdi limits to response
flatness.

forward, pause, stop and record. These, together with the flush mounted power On/Off
switch and eject control, provide all the
immediately visual features of the deck.
To the right of the bank of press- keys is a
simple plain panel. Pressure at the top causes
it to hinge back and beneath are found all the
other knobs and push-buttons arranged in two
longitudinal rows. Firstly there is the tape
selector switch, a 3-position rotary control
with its settings somewhat confusingly
marked EX, SX and ZX. Translating from
Nakamichi language to English, EX means
Group I
ferric oxide tapes, SX meansGroup Il
chromium dioxide type tapes and ZX means
Group IV metal tapes. A push-button selects
between 70 and 120µs equalisation, while the
next pair of push-buttons are On/Off for Dolby
Noise Reduction and selection between — C
and — B. There are apair of black rotaries, one
for each channel,foradjusting recording level.
It was surprising to note that these do not
travel against any numeric reference scale.
Similarly, an identical rotary provides fine bias
tuning but again no reference figures are
provided. The same styling and approach is
adopted for the variable output control, again
without references. The remaining pushbuttons provide for memory On/Off, for timer

Lab performance
After first wiring up and switching on the
machine one could not help but be impressed
by the silent efficiency of its mechanics.
Delightfully sweet in operation the highly
sophisticated engineering behind this deck
has all the power of a ' gentle giant', treating
the delicate band of recording tape with the
greatest respect. Laboratory tests began by
plotting the 120µs fenic oxide playback. The
resultant plots were very similar for both
channels with aslight rise in output of about
1dB at 10kHz, with a slightly wavy trace
at that frequency revealing just a hint of
instability. Results were very similar from the
MIT-316 70µs tape ( fig.5), which again
showed aslight rise in high frequency output
together with alittle wavering at both 12.5 and
14kHz.
This small increase in high frequency output is extremely interesting since several
years ago there was some highly erudite
debate on the subject of what is right and what
is wrong in terms of output levels as related to
the commercially available laboratory calibration recordings. It was my understanding at
the time that the policy of Nakamichi was deliberately to introduce a fractional high
frequency emphasiswhich was considered by
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them to be more proper than working strictly
to aflat output from the recorded tones. This
argument was deeply academic but knowledge of the controversy leads me to believe
that the measurements that Ihave described
above are much more likely to have been by
design than by accident.
When performing the overall frequency
response tests it became necessary to
consider the operation of the biastune control.
This knob has acentral click stop position with
unnumbered graduation points marked '—' to
the left and '+' to the right. The recorder itself
does not incorporate test oscillators or
metering arrangements and the advice in the
Owner's Instruction Manual is not terribly
helpful unless the user has in his possession a
Nakamichi T-100 audio analyser or similar
device. The analyser referred to produces test
signals of 1kHz and 15kHz and the advised
procedure is to record and play back signals at
each frequency at alevel of — 20dB, adjusting
the bias until they balance up. This is the kind
of procedure used in the laboratory but one
must not anticipate that the majority of
owners will have such equipment available.
The other advice is merely to rotate the knob
while
listening
to
program
material,
increasing the level if the off-tape sound is
brighter than the source or decreasing if it is
not bright enough. Again, I
would recommend
use of FM inter-station noise as the best possible source of signal material forthis purpose. If
your judgement is good and your touch delicate, a very accurate bias setting can be
achieved in this way. However, once achieved
the lack of anumeric scale becomes extremely irritating when one wishes to return to that
precise point at alater date.
Investigation showed that the variation in
bias level was more than adequate to cope
with tapes of extreme coercivity such as BASF
LH Super for low bias and TDK AD for high
bias. It is usual to find that much less variation
is required for tapes other than the ferric oxide
materials of Group I. It was also established
that the central click stop position isadmirably
located. For example, when recording Super
Avilyn the curve was sensibly flat to within
±0.5dB from 20Hz to 20kHz ( fig.6). That was
probably the best curve obtained during the
course of these overall frequency response
tests. Provided the bias is correctly adjusted,
any good quality tape from Groups I, II or IV
should produce these ruler straight curves
that are flat right down to the lower limit of
20Hz and either flat or within adB or two of flat
at 20kHz. Tests were repeated using both
Dolby- Band -C, and although these do provide
greater variation, the resultant curves were
amongst the very best that have been obtained in this laboratory on any cassette deck.
The usual procedure was adopted for noise
measurements. Tape recorded in the machine
with minimum gain was played back and the
output level of that signal related to standard
reference level of 250nWb/m. Linear and Aweighted measurements were taken both
without noise reduction operative and then
with - Band -C in turn. The ferric oxide results
showed that the A-weighted noise level with
Dolby- Bswitched in was 61dB below standard
reference level while Dolby-Cgave afigure of
—66.5dB. For the 701.es Group II and Group IV
tapes the A-weighted noise was found to be
around — 63.5dB below reference ( Dolby- B)
and nearly — 70dB (-C). Analysis of the noise
spectrum showed no significant hum components.
Some interesting facts emerged from the
distortion investigation. With tapes of Groups
Iand II, the 3% third harmonic distortion content in a333Hz tone was reached when the
recorded level was such as to give aplayback
level of between 2and 2.5dB above reference
level. Using Maxell MX metal tape ( Group IV) a
level of as much as 5.75dB above reference
level could be recorded before the 3% point
was reached. All these fig ures relate to record/
playback without noise reduction. In every
case there was asignificant improvement to
this parameter with Dolby-C. For example, in
the case of ferric oxide an additional 3dB could
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LED bargraph types which display an indicated + 3dB on both channels when a tape
recorded to standard reference level is
reproduced. 50ms attack signals were accurately displayed and the general visibility of the
meters was good without being outstanding.
The technical performance of this machine
leaves very little indeed to be desired. Iam
mainly concernedthat despite all the attention
to styling and design, the manufacturer did not
think it necessary to include numbered
reference scales against any of the very important rotary controls beneath the main
instrument panel. In general, the machine
lived up to its reputation as adeck of the very
highest engineering and performance integrity.

be accommodated to bring the 3% point up to
+5dB; with Super Avilyn in Group II it became
i
m possi ble to measu re accu rately beca use the
recording had run into saturation effects at
around the 3% point. It has been found before
that some manufacturers are using the DolbyC system to confer quite important advantages in terms of distortion performance
below 1kHz, in addition to the extra headroom
that is obtained at the high frequency end.
Since the art of recording lies in achieving
maximum output levels ( and therefore lowest
possible noise) in conjunction with minimum
distortion, it follows that one can take liberties
with the Nakamichi LX-5that would not be perm issiblewith some other machines in termsof
level setting.
Wow and flutter measurements surprised
me. They were good — around 0.1% DIN
weighted — and they were consistent throughout the length of acassette, but as readers will
be aware, rather better figures have been
produced from very much cheaper machines.
However, the one story that cannot be told in a
review is just how any particular machine will
perform after anumber of years' heavy use. I
suspect that the Nakamichi will still be returning the same wow and flutter figures when
other decks with less prestigious engineering
will have deteriorated to an audible degree.
Unfortunately I
cannot state this as afact. Will
owners who wish to dispute it please write to
me in 1987.
I
was disappointed with the long term speed
measurement. This is taken by counting out
electronically the precise frequency of a3kHz
cal ibration tape as played back on the machine
under test. At all three points of the test, that is
the beginning, the middle and the end of the
cassette, the recorder was runniog just 1%
slow. The specification quotes aspeed van-

Technics RS-M275XC
At the beginning of this review Imust make it
clear that the sample submitted to me for
examination was a110 Volt model which had
to be run via an appropriate mains transformer. As such it cannot be regarded as being
identical in every way to the production run
destined for sale in th is country. Nevertheless,
the measurements and findings should be
valid, apartfrom the factthat if the240 Volt version were to produce asignificant amount of
50Hz mains hum, this might well not be fully
revealed when working at the lower voltage.
The M275XC is aconventional 2-head deck,
with an erase head and acombined record/
playback head, and therefore does not provide
A/B monitoring. This might be thought to be
surprising at aprice of around £330. What it
does provide, however, is the most comprehensive noise reduction facility that has yet
been included in any machine I
have handled.
Not only do we have Dolby- Band Dolby-C, but
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Fig.7 taken from LH channel. Unusual fig.8 response obtained from BASF LH Super with bias set at minimum. 'Knee' above
15kHz frequently appeared with tapes recorded on this machine. .

ation of no more than ± 0.5% and so in this
respect the review sample was outside the
manufacturer's claim. Rectification would require only aminor service adjustment but the
point is that the recorder should not have been
supplied in that condition.
The action of the meters is typical of modern

we can also switch to dbx and in yet another
position of the selector switch it is possible to
decode dbx discs. This would seem to be the
machine for the man who is paranoid about
noise.
The tape transport is fully logic-controlled,
with an array of press- keys positioned central127

e

ly on the front deck panel. Beneath these are
six smaller keys all related to the function of
the sophisticated memory/music select/
search/counter system. The counter itself
provides a3-digit LED readout of tape position supplemented by an additional rather
strange little character that revolves as the
tape moves. One complete revolution of the
symbol equals a change of one digit in the
counter. At the touch of akey the function is
changed to elapsed time shown in fourfigures
as minutes and seconds. The stop bar is also
placed within this control bank.
To the right are three small rotary controls:
the first is the 5- position noise reduction
switch, then the bias adjustment control with
its central click stop position and properly
numbered reference scale, and finally the output level control, also numbered. On the far
right is the double ganged rotary providing
record gain, also with anumbered scale. Immediately above is aline of very clear indicators that will illuminate to show which, if any,
of the noise reduction systems is operative,
whether the search system is switched on or
off, and then finally ( and most important)
which tape type has been automatically selected. The choice here is limited to tapes of
Groups I, II and IV and there is no manual override provided. Th is should present no problem
with ferric oxide and chromium dioxide types
but with the metal tapes of Group IV the owner
might well have an existing stock of cassettes
withoutthe necessary cut-out in the spine that
is required to activate the automatic mechanism ( alternatively he might find that he has
bought brand new cassettes of metal tape
without that feature). So owners beware!
Check your purchases of Group IV tape very
carefully indeed, or you will find you are
making recordings using acompletely incorrect bias level which will inevitably produce
disappointing results.
The meters are of electronic bargraph type
using blocks of dots for indication. The rear
panel houses arecessed compartment for the
two pairs of line in and line out phono sockets.
The mains lead is fixed.
One of the featu res of all the decks discussed
in this composite review has been the efficiency and quietness of the various logiccontrolled tape transport systems. The
Technics M275XC is most certainly no exception in this respect. Compared to the old
fashioned piano key type of mechanical
operation of afew years ago they really are a
joy to use. On the purely practical side the tape
itself now enjoys far more protection than it
did in the past.
Lab Performance
The investigation into playback response performance began with the 120µs ferric
cassette. Results for both channels were exemplary; deviations on the left-hand channel
were no more than 0.25dB whereas on the
right-hand channel the upper frequency tone
of 10kHz was just + 1dB, with aruler straight
outline revealing complete signal stability.
The 70µs chrome tape, too, showed excellent
performance, ( fig.7) with stable signals
showing just aslight high frequency emphasis but with the output firmly maintained to the
upper limit of 14kHz.
This playback performance can only be
rated as first class.
Before undertaking overall response investigations it is usual to refer to the Owner's
Instruction Manual to check on advice
regarding choice of tapes, bias adjustment,
etc. In this respect Ifound myself to be at no
small disadvantage since the booklet
enclosed with the machine was in Japanese.
Although its many little sketches provided
some amusement, its text was incomprehensible. English language editions will of
course be included with 240 Volt models sold
in this country. The list of tapes did make
sense, however, and the very familiar types,
letters, names and numbers were there in
profusion.
As an experiment Ideliberately chose a
notoriously high coercivity tape, TDK AD, and
128

proceeded to measure its overall response
the figures quoted above were — 56dB for
performance with the bias adjustment in its
Dolby- B with precisely the same result for
central click stop position. The curve Iwas exDolby-C. This is because the Csystem has no
pecting was one of extreme high frequency
effect on low frequency noise. However, the
emphasis which would have been sublinear measurement for dbx was — 78dB.
sequently corrected by increasing the bias
These
results
explain
the
subjective
level with aclockwise rotation on the control. I assessment between the two systems when
was quite wrong. The curve produced was
comparison will always show that the slight
satisfactorily flat to apoint just short of 15kHz
residual noise remaining in a — C recording is
when there followed the familiar ' knee' that
not present in its dbx equivalent.
gives a slight high frequency emphasis
Finally acareful analysis of the noise specimmediately before the curve falls sharply
trum was undertaken because of concern that
away to return to flat at about 17.5kHz.
the low voltage model examined might underBecause TDK AD is an exceptionally high
statethe level of hum that could be found in the
coercivity formulation, it follows that so far as
higher voltage version. This analysis showed
ferric oxide ta pes are concerned the amou nt of
that 50Hz arid its harmonic derivatives were so
useful adjustment provided by the variable
far down amongst the noise as to make resobias control is limited to the half segment of
lution virtually impossible, so there should be
travel between minimum and the central click
no problems encountered in this connection.
stop zero position. To test the other end of the
Distortion measurements showed that perscale Iselected BASF LH Super as an example
formance was consistent within the th ree tape
of low coercivity material and was pleased to
Groups I, II and IV. It was found that using ferric
find that with the bias control set to minimum
oxide, the 3% third harmonic point in a333Hz
(that is the extreme anti-clockwise point) the
tone was reached when the output was just
resultant cu rve was vi rtu aI
ly identical to that of
3dB above reference level. The figures for
TDK AD, even includin9 the small knee at the
Groups II and IV were + 3.5dB. These results
extreme upper end ( fig.8). It was therefore
refer to recording and playing back within the
established that commercially available casmachine without any of the noise reduction
sette tapes covering an extremely wide range
systems operative. Further tests were underof coercivities can be satisfactorily handled in
taken using Dolby- B, Dolby-Cand dbx.
this deck, provided care is taken in bias
The results were interesting. In all cases the
adjustment.
distortion point using either the — Bor the — C
system was either the same, or veryfractionalIf you use my recommended method of
ly better, than that achieved without any noise
recording FM inter-station noise and then
reduction at all. When dbx was used it was
comparing source and off-tape signais the
found in each case that we were running into
procedure will require more time and patience
saturation problems before the 3% point was
with a2- head machine, such as the M275XC,
reached. If this fact is considered in conjuncthan would be the case with a3- head machine
tion with the very low noise floor that dbx
providing A/B monitoring. May I
assure you it
provides, it logically follows that a permiswill be time well spent. Gross errors in bias
sible technique when using this system would
setting are bound to result in gross degrabe slightly to reduce recording levels which
dation of quality — which is not what high
would have the effectof eliminating completefidelity sound reproduction is all about.
ly any danger of running into distortion while
It is equally important that quality should
still maintaining minimal signal levels above
not be degraded in terms of overall frequency
the noise floor.
response when noise reduction systems are in
Speed stability ofthe Technics M275XC was
use. Consequently tests had to be repeated
found to be outstandingly good. Wow and
using Dolby- B, Dolby-C and dbx. All three of
flutter to the DIN weighted standard,
these systems have as an unfortunate side
measured at the beginning, middle and end of
effect the propensity to increase by up to
a cassette, were 0.07%, 0.065% and 0.06%,
double any deviation from flatthat might have
respectively. Long term speed was very close
existed in a recording taken without noise
indeed to absolute accuracy, with the deck
reduction operative at all; hence the need to
running consistently 0.03% slow. This slow
achieve as flat acurve as possible in the first
running is so marginal as to be quite beyond
place. This deck has the advantage of produthe limits of audibility.
cing satisfactorily intrinsically flat curves, so
The operation of the meters follows the
the deviations produced by any of these three
action to be expected from electronic devices
noise reduction systems should have been
with 50ms attack signals being displayed
m inimal. This indeed was found to be the case.
accurately. The calibration of the meters
Excellent curves were also produced from
follows the VU rather than the peak charactertapes in Groups II and IV where it was found
istic with a steady tone of 250nWb/m disthat optimum results were obtained at bias
playing + 3dB on both the right-hand and leftsettings varying from — 2 to + 2 on the enhand channels.
graved scale. The results of these overall freFrom the point of view of laboratory
quency response tests showed aconsistently
measurements this deck performed so well
high standard of performance throughout the
that criticism would be out of place. Its pervery wide range of tapes used. My only reformance in all departments can only be
servation is that in every case the curve fell
classified as either excellent or exemplary.
away just short of the 20kHz point, but this is of
academic, rather than practical, interest.
The evaluation of noise levels in this
Sony TC-FX1010
machine proved to be afascinating, if somewhat complex, process. Measuring the output
The TC-FX1010 from Sony is one of the most
of atape recorded in the machine and relating
advanced cassette decks available today.
that to standard reference level, typical AMany of the conventional functions have been
weighted measurements were: without any
removed from the control of the operator and
noise reduction at all — 55.5dB; with Dolby- B
have been taken over by a microprocessor.
—64.0dB; with DolbyC — 69.0dB; and with dbx
Many new functions and facilities have been
lower than — 80.0dB (the limit of the measuradded.
ing equipment). In fact, the quoted figures
This is a 3- head deck with completely
relate to aferric oxide formulation and very
separateerase, record and playback heads but
similar results were obtained for tapes of the
it does not provide conventional A/B monitorother two groups.
ing. Instead it incorporates what is described
Noise levels have always been of critical
as a 'self monitor function', in which the playimportance and cassette tape manufacturers
back of the recording being made is compared
have regarded the lowering of the noise floor
to the source signal and if the quality is poor ( at
by asingle dB for aparticular formulation as a
too low a level or distorted) a warning
significant achievement. Yet now, with dbx,
indicator blinks to advise that all is not well.
the noise floor could be said to be in the baseTape selection is automatic for tapes of
ment. A very interesting aspect of dbx
Groups Iand II and for Group IV metal, properformance lies in the vast improvement to
vided the cassette has the appropriate cutthe linear measurement. For example, the
outs on the spine. A manual override permits
comparative linear measurements relating to
operator selection between Groups Iand Ill
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and between Groups II and IV.
Tape selection is also linked to an automatic
distortion indicator associated with the bargraph meters. It comprises arow of red dots at
the upper end of the scale with the number of
red dots changing in relation to the characteristics of the tape group selected. The idea is,
for example, that because the metal tape of
Group IVwill accept higher signal levels than
the ferricoxide tapes of Group 1, ashorter line
of dots appears for the former, so reminding
the user that program peaks can extend
further into the + range of the meter before
producing unacceptable distortion.
A ' beep' key with its own LED indicator
provides ashort musical tone when any of the
operator controlled touch buttons is activated
or even when, for example, tape selection type
is changed by the insertion of acassette of a
differenttape group. In practicethis was found
to be amost useful facility since it remi nds the
operator of what is going on and also confirms
to him that the automatic function has been
satisfactorily completed.
As might be expected, automatic evaluation and setting of bias levels is provided. The
automatic calibration key carries three LEDs
with the legends 'AUTO CAL', 'OK' and ' NG'.
When the control is activated the tape fastwinds to avoid the leader tape, assumes its
calibration function wh ich proceeds whilstthe
LED is blinking, and then finally the tape is
rewound and the OK signal appears. No
manual override is provided for this system
and so the operator is completely in the hands
of the microprocessor.
The automatic setting of bias istaken astage
further by the provision of another control
called ' MOL BALANCE' that makes asecond
adjustment to trim the response curve to suit
different categories of music. The categories
(each with its own LED of course) are ' normal',
'sharp' and ' soft'. ' Normal' is for normal
recording, ' sharp' provides a slightly lower
bias level so as to accommodate the more
intense high frequency energy to be found in
jazz or syntheziser music, whilst the 'soft'
setting increases the bias so as to tailor the
maximum output level to accommodate low
frequency energy such as might be found in
classical music.
Far from having exhausted the automation
provided by the FX1010 we have hardly
begun. Automatic recording level attenuation
is provided when the 'AUTO An"' is set to ' On'
with its pilot indicator illuminated. This
attenuates the recording level if an input level
higher than the permissible maximum output
level should occur. The system operates by
the cassette deck storing in its memory the
standard MOLs of each of the four types of
tape in both the high frequency and low frequency ranges. Comparisons of levels are
made during the recording process and if a
level exceeds the memorised MOL the automatic attenuator brings down the recording
level appropriately and retains it there.
Record gain controls comprise a pair of
touch-keys associated with the bargraph
meters and an LED read-out attenuation
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indicator. The keys are marked with a '+' on
one side and a '—' on the other. The attenuation
indicator shows very clearly in dB the attenuation below maximum imposed by the gain
controls. To increase the signal the '+' key is
touched which, of course, results in less
attenuation and in a lower figure being displayed in the panel; conversely the '—' key
decreases the level and increases the figure in
the panel.
Immediately beneath these keys are the
record balance control keys for right-hand and
left-hand channels with an array of LEDs
above giving acentral illumination for equal
balance with additional LEDs on either side to
show when the emphasis is to the right-hand
or left-hand channels. Even the variable
output to the rear phono I
ine outsockets and to
the front panel headphone socket is adjusted
in a similar manner by touch- keys together
with LEDs to show relative output levels.
Further press-keys with associated LEDs
provide switching functions for Dolby- Band -C, multiplex filter, timer record or play,
counter re-set ( digital elapsed time), and
memory re-set.
In addition, there is integrated within the
FX1010 acomplex 'status memory function'.
There exists within this deck the possibility of
so many different adjustments and function
settings that the manufacturer has very wisely
simplified the whole thing. Four status
memories, labelled A,B,C and D, are provided.
Each individual memory will store the recording and playback settings as set by the
following: tape select key; Dolby noise reduction key; the multiplex filter key; the auto
calibrate key; the auto attenuate key; the
record level control key; the record balance
control key; the line in/headphones level
control key; the beep key; and the MOL
balance key. The idea is that once all the settings have been made for a particular tape
groupthey can then be held indefinitely in one
of the four memory banks.
Lab performance
Somewhat overawed by such a profusion
(confusion?!) of sophistication, the rather
mundane task of checking playback response
performance had first to be undertaken. It was
at once noted that although the cassette deck
has a main On/Off key this need never be
touched by the operator. The power comes on
by merely touching the eject key, the function
keys, the counter re-set key, the counter
memory key or the status memory keys. The
machine is then automatically brought into
the standby mode in a few seconds. If the
machine is left unattended with power on for
about 60 minutes it will automatically switch
itself off.
But ashock was in store! When the very first
cassette was inserted and the cassette housing closed, the machine obdurately and
utterly refused to do anything else. Sony UK
Ltd were frightfully apologetic and explained
that a microprocessor must be faulty and
promised to submit asecond sample immediately. Asa reviewer lwas irritated; had I
been
acustomer Iwould have been furious.

The second machine arrived in due course.
At last it would be possible to begin work.
When plotting the playback output levels I
was more than a little disappointed. On the
left-hand channel the 10kHz trace was down
by between 2 and 3dB with signs of slight
instability. On the right-hand channel the
10kHz output was down by 1dB. The results
produced from 70s MU-316 tape could only
be described as excruciating. On the left-hand
channel the highest frequency of 14kHz was
down by about 20dB with a devastatingly
wavey outline. The trace from the right-hand
channel was far from good but not so appallingly bad.
Hastily operations were stopped and the
heads cleaned. It could be argued that it would
be right and proper for the reviewer to clean
the heads before he starts his work. Itake the
contrary view that the heads should be clean
when the machine arrives, whether it is being
delivered to areyiewer or acustomer, and it is
therefore a legitimate part of the reviewing
programme to commence measurements
with uncleaned heads specifically so as to reveal the state of it as received. That is what I
did
and why Idid it.
Iwould have been very surprised indeed to
find that Sony had sent out adeck with dirty
heads and at first it seemed as if that must have
happened. But we were in trouble again with a
severe loss of high frequency output. The next
stage of remedial action was to apply manual
pressure to the cassette housing to see if
azimuth alignment has been lost because the
cassette was not being held rigidly in place.
And that was precisely what was found. The
application of gentle pressure to the cassette
housing immediately brought the output up.
Through the use of this ploy Iwas able to
obtain very respectable plots from the ferric
tape for both channels, both of which were
marginally, but only marginally, down at
14kHz. Iwill not quote the figures since it is
presumably
related
directly
to
hand
pressure...
Plotting overall frequency response curves
through the use of acomputerized bias setting
system should be ,a tediously boring operation
from the reviewer's point of view. Since everything is set automatically in relation to the
magnetic properties of each tape inserted the
resultant curves should identically follow the
same pattern. Alas,there wasyet more trouble
to come!
After playing around with the automatic
calibration device for afew minutes the first
ferric oxide plot was produced. It was very
disappointing, showing an output down by
about 2.5dB at 10kHz and down about 4dB at
15kHz. This was inexplicable. Further investigation spread over many hours, including
leaving the equipment switched off overnight, revealed that the first time the automatic calibration system was used after a
period of non-use it was liable to produce an
incorrect evaluation and therefore an incorrect setting of that bias current. Because no
manual override is provided, it was quite
im possible to take what would otherwise have
been very simple remedial action. This fact,
coupled with the playback problem, caused
double irritation from me as a reviewer; it
would have caused double fury in acustomer.
Yet another call to Sony produced the
information that I
must haveyet another faulty
microprocessor, a phenomenon which they
claimed to be hitherto unknown to them. With
profuse apologies arrangements were made
for athird machine to be submitted.
It is my duty to report, with as much astonishment as regret, that when the third sample
FX1010 eventually arrived it was found that
this machine too was faulty. The problem here
arose in the automatic tape selection switching. Chromium dioxide type cassettes of
Group II did not properly trigger the mechanism and resolutely displayed themselves as
Group I
types. As the manual override permits
only switching from Group Ito Group III, not
from Group Ito Groups II or IV, it was impossible to continue the review programme. .
Whilst working on the second machine, the
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full series of laboratory measurements was
completed but it is felt inappropriate to quote
figures since it had already been established
that the machine was not functioning
property. It can be said, however, that the
measurements for noise, distortion, wow and
flutter, etc. gave rise to no further queries and
would have been regarded as very acceptable
under normal circumstances.
The sorry tale of the Sony FX1010 has more
in common with a 'That's Life' script than a
cassette deck review.
The reaction of Sony executives to my
stream of telephone calls can only be described as one of 'shocked horror'. A decision
has been taken at the highest level to freeze all
deliveries of the FX1010 and to institute an
immediate 100% quality control check. By the
time this review appears in print the whole of
this work will have been completed and it is
hoped that we shall all know just what went
wrong.

Subjective report
For the subjective assessment of the five cassette decks, selected musical repertoire was
recorded and reproduced with the addition of
the
following
associated
equipment:
Technics SL110 turntable with aShure V15/IV
cartridgetracking in aSME arm; aTrio KA7300
amplifier and apair of KEF R105 loudspeakers.
The music included extracts from full orchestral performance, operatic selections, solo
piano, solo organ, string quartet and solo
soprano with piano accompaniment. In
addition, commercial recordings of aknown
quality standard were reproduced.
Working through the list alphabetically, a
start was made with the Alpine ALBO. It was
noted that the moving light beams of the
optical meters provide an outstanding clarity
of visual indication. After afew hours' use, recording and playing back from the wide range
of repertoire referred to above, two significant
points clearly emerged. Firstly, the action of
the meters is not only clear and fascinating but
could also be hypnotic. I
should not like to use
this deck in a confined domestic situation
where the compelling attraction of the
dancing light beams could not be avoided.
What is needed is avariable dimmer control
for the level of illumination, but this has not
been provided. The second phenomenon
noted was that when very, very short transient signals of only afew milliseconds duration
are handled by the meters they tend to overshoot violently. This principally occurs under
conditions of practical use when picking up
clicks from gramophone records or from
broadcasttransmissions. lftheseoccurduring
silent passages, such as in the pause between
movements of aclassical work, the indication
is as violent as it is extreme. It was interesting
to note that at no time did this give concern
during the recording of actual repertoire and it
is doubted if this would cause any real
problem for the user.
The machine did unhappily provide a real
problem for us. Towards the end of the subjective test afault developed and one channel
went dead. This was traced to the action of the
source/tape monitor switch which had
become faulty. Very light finger pressure on
the switch could bring the missing channel
back again, but as soon as the pressure was
released the signal disappeared. There are
two possible reactions to this catastrophe: it
could either be said that it was just unlucky to
have happened in the last few minutes of
testing, or it could equally well be said that
whether the breakdown occurred in the last or
the first few -minutes is immaterial since the
desire of the purchaser is that it should work
without fault foryears ratherthan hours. Had it
not been forth is fault I
would have been onlyto
pleased to rate the AL80 very highly indeed; as
it is, Iam bound to regard it from the point of
view of this review as afailure.
Taking the next machine in alphabetic notation we come to theAurex G6R. This was wired
up with more than alittle trepidation and considerable time and effort was devoted to en130

suring that induced hum pick-upwas minimal.
Underthose conditions it was really capable of
performing quite well; the main disadvantage
was that the bargraph meters were not liked
because of their coarse indication. Under no
circumstances can the customer be expected
to take the kind of trouble that we took in order
to isolate apiece of free-standing equipment
which should function satisfactorily under a
reasonably wide range of domestic environments, and so from the point of view of this
review the G6R must also be classified as a
failure.
It was with some relief that attention was
turned to the Nakamichi LX-5. Even here there
were things that were not liked. The concealment of controls beneath a smartly styled,
hinged, metal plate might have great design
appeal but it has little value in terms of practical use. The sin is compounded by setting all
black rotary and push-button controls against
a black background and by omitting, what I
regard to be absolutely essential, reference
scales. This is all agreat pity. It is abeautifully
engineered machine that performs very well
indeed but for this user its high standard of
musical reproduction was completely spoilt
by inconvenience of operation. Th is is apurely
personal opinion and any reader is entitled to
take adirectly contrary view, as presumably
does the manufacturer.
Now we come to the Sony FX1010. Let me
say at once that no serious attempt was made
to assess this recorder subjectively for the
reasons given in the technical part of the
review. Instead some thought wasgiven to the
philosophy underlying its entire concept. The
more one considersthevariety of facilitiesthat
this machine provides, the more one has to
contrast it with the original concept of the
Compact Cassette which was for asystem of
such simplicity that it could be used without
thought by any one. This deck embodies the
ultimate antithesis of the original idea. Many
of the features of the FX1010 would be described as brilliant had the machine functioned
as it should have done. Which of course, leads
one to ask the academic question of how far
should the microprocessor be allowed to take
absolute control without providing the means
for the operator to impose his own intelligent
will through the use of manual over- ride
systems? Microprocessors are highly reliable,
consistent and efficient, provided their first
initial period of unreliability has been satisfactorily overcome. They are not mindless
because they impose the will of the designer's
mind rather than demanding mental and
physical effort by the operator. Which is all
very well provided the requirements of the
designer and the user coincide; when they do
not the user has to accept what he has been
given ( bought?) and can do nothing about it.
Conversely, in the hands of an inexperienced
or unskilled operator the microprocessor
should give better results than would be likely
to be achieved by uncaring operator control.
So far as the model in question is concerned,
it provided what I
can only claim to be the most
spectacular, and at the same time most unfortunate, failure Ihave ever encountered in all
my years of reviewing tape recording
equipment.
At the end of the alphabetic list is the
Technics M275XC. This was bound to be a
difficult machine to assess in terms of musical
quality since its provision of dbx as well as
Dolby- B and -C places it in the centre of the
debate regarding noise reduction and
dynamic range enhancement systems.
Opinions here are not only highly personal,
but in many cases are very strongly held. Let
me try to explain the difficulty.
There is no doubt whatsoever that the dbx
system does some very wonderful things. I
have previously described the noise floor as
being dropped ' into the basement', while at
the same time the maximum output level is
significantly extended. If these conditions of
operation were to remain rigorously constant
while recording and playing back every conceivable kind of repertoire, then there would
be no debate about the value of the system. It

would be wonderful. But things don't happen
like that in real life. There are circumstances
when the noise floor takes the lift from the
basement to the first floor! This can happen
when a low level signal is present and the
effect is described as ' breathing' or ' pumping'
as the noise rises and falls. The important
question is whether or not you the purchaser
are going to bedisturbed by it? On agreat deal
of repertoire it is completely inaudible. The
area in which it can show up is inthose delicate
pianissimo passages which are precisely the
points where it is likely to be most obtrusive.
So my advice is not to be guided by me or by
anyone else, but in the true knowledge of the
facts to find out fer yourself what your own
reaction is likely to be. This can easily be done
during the course of a demonstration
provided you use aretailer of good reputation
who is qualified to assist.
Ifound that Iliked the machine. Peak displays are momentarily held for afew seconds
by the bargraph meters, so assisting in level
setting. My chief disappointment was the lack
of off-tape A/B monitoring. Having become
accustomed to the use of this facility, it is sadly
missed when not present. The dbx disc
encoding facility is something of agratuitous
extra that will only be useful to those who
already own dbx discs, or those who propose
acquiring them in the future. During the
course of listening tests it was confirmed that
the provided facility functions satisfactorily.

Conclusions
The final part of this review must be dominated by the failures rather than by the successes. Whatever the causes, the fact remains
that out of the five cassette decks dealt with in
this composite review three have to be
regarded as failures. Again, whatever the
reasons, a failure rate of 60% must be
regarded as totally unacceptable and can only
indicate a very sad state of affairs in the
industry.
There was one aspect of this sorry tale that
should be reported because it is positive
rather than negative. Whenever problems
have arisen Ihave personally advised the distributors by telephone. In no case was there
the slightest hint from any of the three firms
concerned that any steps should be taken
other than complete disclosure of all the
events with i
nthe text of th is review. Apologies
were profuse; regret was profound. A complete understanding that the integrity of the
review was of over-riding importance,
together with solid promises of immediate
action to remedy the situation, was personally
encouraging to me. Itwould be appropriatefor
me to add that within my very long experience of reviewing tape recorders, not asingle
machine manufacturer or distributor has ever
even so much as hinted at the possibility of
malpractice, let alone attempted to impose
improper pressure. It is hoped that this statement will renew faith in those readers who
might have cyn ical ly, but mistakenly, believed
that all reviews are of no more value than
publicity handouts and are therefore not to be
trusted.
So far as recommendations are concerned
we are now down to achoice of two machines,
the Nakamichi and the Technics, out of the five
from which we started. Were I
personally looking for adeck, I
would buy neither. Apart from
cost, which would rule out the Nakamichi LX-5
for me but perhaps notfor you, I
would find the
concealed control panel to be an intolerable
irritation, although Iam confident that the
standard of musical reproduction and general
reliability would leave little to be desired. My
reason for not buying the M275XC is very
different; the advantages of A/B monitoring
are so great that Iwould not acquire any
machine without it. But if you have different
thou9hts on that matter then Ido suggest that
you investigate the M275XC very carefully
indeed. From the very mixed bag of five decks
that Ihave -been discussing in these pages I
believe it will give you the best value for
money •
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DISCOUNT
HI-FUVIDEO

Radio Television and TN. Rental
Photographic • Electrical and Gas Appliances

LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at alower price
elsewhere - let us know and ... WE

WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...

on all brand new current merchandise in stock

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AMU 110 2x 22
AMU 41 2x55 ' Zero Drive'
AMU 61 2x75 ' Zero Drive'
DT100 24 hour timer
DT110 24 hour timer
EAG 30 Graphic Equaliser
EAG 90 12 Band Graphic Equaliser

Comet Price
inc. VAT
59.90
199.90
249.90
29.90
39.90
69.90
139.90

ALBA
3035 2x30

39.90

FISHER
CA77 2x40

89.90

MARANTZ
PM310 2x 25
PM450 2x50 with cross fade for
two turntables and mic. mixing
PM750 2x 80
EQ 20D graphic equaliser
NEC
A230E 2x25
A420E
x40
A520E 2x50
PIONEER
SA 420 2x20
SA 520 2x30
SA 620 2x45
SG 300 Graphic Equaliser
SG 530 Graphic Equaliser
DT 530 Digital Timer
A5 2x35 non-switching power amp.
A6 2x60
SANSUI
A5055 2x30
RG7 graphic equaliser with reverberation
and mic./guitar mixing
AU- D22 2x35 Super feed forward
AU- D33 2x50 Super feed forward
SONY
TAAX22 2x30
TAAX3 2x40
TAAX4 2x55 2speed feather-touch
volume control
TAAX44 2x40
TENSAI
TA 2720 2x22

AKAI
ATK 110L LW/MW/FM
ATS 6IL AM/FM Quartz Synthesised
ALBA
3000 AM/FM
FISHER
FM 77 3Band Quartz Synthesised
MARANTZ
ST310 AM/FM
ST450L LW/MW/FM digital display
ST520L Quartz Synthesised. 7pre-sets
FM/7 pre-sets AM
NEC
T330E LW/MW/FM
T530E LW/MW/FM
PIONEER
F5L LW/MW/FM digital display
TX 520L MW/LW/FM
TX 720L MW/LW/FM
SANSUI
T505LS LW/MW/FM
TU -S33 AM/FM. To match AU- D22/
AU- D33
SONY
STJX2L LW/MW/FM
STJX22L LW/MW/FM
STJX4L LW/MW/FM digital display,
8station pre-sets, synthesised tuning
STJX44L LW/MW/FM Quartz synthesised
digital tuner
TENSAI
TT 3745 LW/MW/FM

TUNERIAMPLIFIERS
Comet Price
AKAI

inc. VAT

AAR21

2x26 AM/FM

PIONEER
SX400L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc. 5pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc 7pre-sets
SANSUI
R7 2x45 AM/FM
SONY
STRVX2L 2x25 LW/MW/FM
STRVX4L 2x40 LW/MW/FM

69.90
79.90
94.90
124.90
69.89
79.90
129.90

64.90
99.90
199.90
129.90
59.90
69.90
79.90
57.90
84.90
124.90
79.90
89.90
47.90
92.90
119.90
64.90
97.90
119.00
139.00
79.90
84.90
97.90
129.90
44.90

59.90
199.90
14.90
89.90
62.90
79.90
134.90
49.90
64.90

TURNTABLES
AIWA
AP- D35 belt drive inc. mag. cartridge
AKAI
APB 110C belt drive inc. mag. cartridge
APD 210C direct drive inc. mag. cartridge
APQ41C quartz locked direct drive
inc. Ortofon VMS cartridge

49.90

32.90

FISHER
MTI25 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge

89.90

NEC
P335/P325 belt-drive, auto return, inc. mag.
cartridge
PIONEER
PL2 belt drive inc. mag. cartridge
PL120 belt drive, inc. mag. cartridge
PL320 direct drive, auto arm return,
inc. mag. cartridge
PL620 quartz locked direct drive,
auto arm return with high output
PC 3MC moving coil cartridge
PL720 quartz locked direct drive
fully automatic high output
PC 3MC moving coil cartridge
SONY
PSLX2 direct-drive, semi auto, inc.
magnetic cartridge
PSLX22 direct-drive, semi- auto inc.
mag. cartridge
PSX55 direct-drive X-tal lock, auto record
size selection. Cartridge extra
PSX600 direct-drive, fully auto, quartz
locked. Biotracer electronic tone arm,
automatic record size selector, Cartridge
extra
PSFL Ifront loading, draw system, direct
drive, fully auto, inc. mag cartridge
TENSAI
TD862B belt-drive, inc. mag. cartridge

49.90
69.90
119.90

39.90
54.90
54.90
79.90

99.90

129.90

59.90
69.90
89.90
109.90
39.90

32.90
44.90
52.90

SONY
SSE 44 2way
SSE 50 Mk 2 3way

49.90
64.90

TANGENT
Excelsior III 2way
XLR2 2way

74.90
139.90

WHARFEDALE
'New' Demon 2way
'New' Linto'h 2way
'New' Glendale ABR 3way
Laser 60 2way
Laser 80 2way
Laser 100 3way
E20 high power 3way

39.90
52.90
79.90
64.90
79.90
99.90
109.90

CARTRIDGES
AUDIO TEC1LNICA
AT 70

3.25

GOLDRING
G8C0
G950 inc. head shell
G950E inc. head shell

5.90
8.90
11.90

ORTOFON
VMS 3E in rated headshell
VMS 5E
VMS 10E
VMS 20E Mk II
Concorde STD
MCI 0Moving Coil

5.90
9.90
15.90
24.90
19.90
27.90

SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED

13.50
14.90
15.50

SONY
XL 158
XL MM1
XL MCI moving coil
HAT 10 mini step up transformers ( pair)

9.90
19.90
14.90
16.90

59.90

STYLI
GOLDRING
D110 ( G80I1

3.90

ORTOFON
NF15E Mk. II for FF15E Mk. II

4.90

79.90

99.90

SHURE
N75EJ
N75ED
N95ED

8.50
10.50
12.90

129.90
39.90

HEADPHONES
AKG
K40
K41
K130

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS

GOODMANS
Quartet Q30 2way
Quartet Q40 2way
Mezzo 3way
Magnum 3way

199.90

SOLA VOX
50 2way
60 3way
70 3way

69.90

64.90

CELESTION
SPIO 2way
SPIS 3way
SP20 3way

249.90

ROTEL
RL 915 2way Bass reflex

149.90

ALBA
3002 belt-drive, semi- auto inc. mag. cartridge .

MARANTZ
TT1200CT belt-drive, semi-auto, inc.
mag. cartridge
TT4200 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge
TT520CT belt-drive, linear tracking, fully
auto, inc. mag. cartridge

MARANTZ
LD300 3way

49.90
79.90

92.90
62.90
127.90

99.90

Comet Price
inc. VAT

Speakers - continued

57.90
79.90
99.90
32.90
39.90
129.90
149.90

8.90
12.50
19.90

PIONEER
SE2
SEL4
SE4
SOLA VOX
SH100
SONY
MDR4L IS inc. 6.3mm plug adaptor

12.90
14.90
18.90
5.90

SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP 15
SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP 24

9.90
9.90
14.90
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Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. rvt.cv-e''

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS

BLANK TAPES

Comet Price
AIWA
inc. VAT
AD3150 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
77.90
AD3250 with metal tape facility soft-touch
and switchable Dolby B & C
98.90
AD3500 with metal tape facility, 3heads
and switchable Dolby B & C
148.90
AD3800 micro processor controlled,
automatic bias + equalisation, 3head,
Dolby B & C, automatic head demagnetising
system, metal tape facility, IC logic control
267.90
AKAI
CSFI2 with feather touch logic controls,
metal tape facility, Dolby NR
CSF14 Dolby B & C, metal tape facility,
feather touch logic controls
CSF21 feather touch logic controls, metal tape
facility, switchable Dolby B & C
GXF 31 Computer controlled, feather
touch logic controls, Dolby B & C
GXF 51 Computer controlled, Dolby B & C
GXF 71 Computer controlled, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto tape selection
GXF 91 Computer controlled, Dolby B & C,
3head, motorised tape loading, auto
tape bias, electronic tape counter,
auto fader, memory play
ALBA
3300 with metal tape facility & Dolby NR
FISHER
CR77 Dolby B & C, soft touch controls and
metal tape facility
CR155 double cassette deck, metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
MARANTZ
CD 320 mains/ban. Dolby NR
SD 1030 with metal tape facility & Dolby NR
SD 320 Dolby B & C, metal tape facility
SD 420 Dolby B & C, two motor logic control,
microprocessor compuskip & auto repeat
NEC
K450E metal tape facility, Dolby NR
K525E computer controlled, 3motor,
Dolby Ne, metal tape facility
PIONEER
CT200 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
CT320 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
CT4 Dolby C NR ( Dolby C gives 10dB
extra NR) also switchable to Dolby B
Soft touch control, 1button record
and metal tape facility
CT520 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
CT720 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
with Ribbon Sendust head

79.00

2.40
0.70
1.95
0.90
2.50
1.30

0.67
0.89
2.50
1.20
0.95
1.25
2.30
1.85
1.50
1.90
1.50
1.99
1.20
1.65
2.75
1.35
1.75

59.90

OR - BUY 5, GET ONE FREE!
i.e. 6for only

8.75

74.90

MAXELL METAL TAPE
MX C60
MX C90

2.50
3.50

MAXELL SPOOL TAPE
UD 35 90 ( 7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10%," 3600')

3.75
10.95

SONY CASSETTE TAPE
CHF 60 3pack
CHF 903 pack
CHF 120
AHF 60
AHF 90
AHF 90 twin pack
UCX-S 60
UCX-S 90
UCX60
UCX90
Metal C60
Metal C90

1.95
2.25
1.25
0.99
1.25
2.45
1.85
2.50
1.50
1.90
2.50
3.25

329.90

399.90
49.90

89.90
119.90
94.90
59.90
89.90
139.90

59.90
49.90
54.89
59.89
69.90

SONY
TCFX2 metal tape facility, Dolby NR,
full logic control
TCFX20 metal tape facility, Dolby B & C,
2motors, full logic control
TCF X5 metal tape facility,
logic control and Dolby NR
TCF X5C metal tape facility,
logic controL Dolby B & C
TCF X6C metal tape facility, switchable Dolby
B & C, automatic music sensor, 32 segment
LED level display

139.90

TENSAI
TFL 816/814 metal tape facility & Dolby NR .

49.90

69.90
89.90
94.90
109.90

DOLBY B & C

49.90

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AICAI
GX77 6head, auto reverse, EE tape
capability, micro computer logic controls,
auto tape loading
GX747 Auto reverse, 3motor, direct drive,
micro computer logic control, EE tape
capability, auto record mute, cue and
review facility
MM77 Mic. mixer

0.99
1.40

MAXELL CASSETTE TAPE
UL C60
UL C90
UL C90 triple pack
UL C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD C90 twin pack
UD C120
XLIS C60
XLIS C90
XLIIS C60
XLIIS C90
UDXL IC60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL1 C90 twin pack
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90

159.90
199.90

159.90

ROTEL
RN560 Dolby B & C Noise Reduction
unit enables you to add Dolby
B or C to your tape system.
(Dolby C gives approximately 10dB
improvement over Dolby B)

BASF LB EXTRA I
C60
C60 3pack
C90
C90 3pack
C120

1.25
1.60

1.20
1.80
2.90
2.50

119.90

92.90
109.90

SHARP
RT I2H with metal tape facility & Dolby NR
RT 10E with metal tape facility and Dolby NR.
RT 20H with metal tape facility and Dolby NR
RT 3IH with metal tape facility,
soft-touch, APSS and Dolby NR

Comet Price
inc. VAT

BASF LH SUPER I
C60
C90
CI20
BASF CHROMDIOX1D II
C60
C90
C90 twin pack
C120

99.00

77.90
69.90

ROTEL
RD560 metal tape facility, Dolby NR,
IC logic control

PIONEER CASSETTE TAPE
Cl fine grain Berldox
C60
C90
N2 fine grain pure Ferrix
C60
C90
M1 Pure metal Alloy
C60

349.90

599.90
59.90

113K DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60
D C90
D C90 triple pack
D CI20
TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C120
AD X60
AD X90

0.95
1.35
1.80

0.70
0.95
2.50
1.30
0.70
1.30
1.80
1.30
1.75

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
SA C90 twin pack
SAX C60
SAX C90
TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90
MAR C60
MAR C90

1.90
2.80
2.90
3.90

TDK OPEN REEL
LX 35-90
LX 35-180

3.75
9.90

ACCESSORIES
ALLSOP CASSETTE CLEANER
ALLSOP REFILL FOR CASSETTE
CLEANER

All offers subject .to availability

1.40
1.90
3.50
1.10
2.20

2.50
0.95

Comet Price
COMPACT SYSTEMS
inc. VAT
AIWA
M502 2x20 watts with AX- S50 tuner/
amplifier, LW/MW/FM quartz synthesiser,
SD- L50 Dolby cassette with metal tape
facility, inc. SC- G303 loudspeakers
199.90
ROTEL Micro 82 2x30 watts, LW/MW/FM, Dolby
cassette with metal tape facility and
2way speakers
199.90
IENSAI
2800 2x24 watts LW/MW/FM, Dolby NR
cassette deck with metal tape facility and
2way speakers
149.90
HI-FI RACK SYSTEMS
A/CAI
PRO S11 2x 22 watts AM-UI 10 amp., AT- K
110L tuner, AP- B IIOC belt-drive turntable, CS- Fl 10 Dolby cassette, SR- H110
speakers and rack
299.90
PRO S12 2x22 watts AM- U110 amp.,
AT- K IIOL tuner, AP-D21CC direct
drive turntable, CS- F 110 Dolby
cassette, SR- H110 speakers and
RV- 540W rack
FISHER
System 100 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM tuner,
Dolby cassette deck, semi auto belt-drive
turntable, speakers and rack
MARANTZ
DC250L 2x30 watts SR25L tuner
amplifier LW/MW/FM, SD25 Dolby
cassette deck with metal tape
facility, TT1200 belt- drive auto
return turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
VR100 rack and SP225 speakers
DC350 2x25 watts LW/MW/FM tuner, Dolby
NR cassette deck, TT1200 belt-drive
turntable, V100 rack and HD250Ioudspeakers
PIONEER
XGI 2x 20 watts SA- 130 amp., TX- 130L
tuner ( 1..‘17/MW/FM stereo), PL- 130 beltdrive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 363
speakers and rack
XG5 2x38 watts SA- 530 amp., TX530L
tuner (LW/MW/FM stereo), PL-430 directdrive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 565
speakers and rack
XG7 2x70 watts SA- 930 amp., TX930L
tuner ( LW/MW/FM), PL930 direct-drive
turntable inc moving coil cart., CT- 730
Dolby cassette deck, CS 767 speakers
and rack
OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR ABOVE
PIONEER SYSTEMS
DT530 Digital Timer
SG530 Graphic Equaliser
ROTEL
RCX820 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM belt drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge. Dolby NR
cassette with metal tape facility, rack and
2way speakers
RCX 840 2x30 watts LW/MW/FM, digital
tuner with 10 presets, belt drive turntable
inc. mag. cartridge, Dolby NR cassette with
metal tape facility, rack and 2way speakers
RCX 860 2x40 watts. Full infra red remote
control. LW/MW/FM digital tuner with 10
presets, belt-drive fully automatic turntable
inc. mag. cartridge, logic Dolby NR cassette
with metal tape facility, rack and 3may
speakers
SANSUI
IS 220 2x20 LW/MW/FM, R303LS
tuner/amplifier, D55MS Soft touch Dolby
cassette deck with metal tape facility,
PD105 direct drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge, plus GX52 rack and S310
loudspeakers
SONY
HI 2x15 watts LW/MW/FM. Cassette with
auto level recording, one touch record, directdrive semi automatic turntable inc. mag.
cartridge, SSE24 speakers and SUS1 Irack
ZR1WL 2x 25 watts STR-VX2L LW/MW/FM
tuner amp., PS-LX2 direct-drive, semi auto
turntable inc. mag. cartridge, TC-FX2
cassette deck with metal tape facility, Dolby
NR plus full logic control, SU -L27 rack plus
SS- EM loudspeakers
Z22WL 2x40 watts TA-AX3 amp., ST-JX2L
LW/MW/FM tuner, PS-LX2 direct-drive
semi auto turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
TC-FX2 cassette deck with metal tape facility,
Dolby NR plus full logic control, SU -L27 rack
plus SS E44 loudspeakers
IENSAI
Compo 102 x16 watts LW/MW/FM, Dolby
cassette, metal tape facility, belt drive
turntable inc. magnetic cartridge, rack
and loudspeakers

359.90

299.90

199.90
249.90

299.90

399.90

499.90

47.90
89.90

249.90

289.90

499.90

279.90

249.90

299.90

399.90

179.90
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

AIWA

CASSETTE DECKS
I=1

i

di

AD-3150 CASSETTE DECK

AD-3250 CASSETTE DECK

AD3150 CASSETTE DECK
The eye-catching appearance of this elegant Dolby deck is
matched by aperformance that places it high in the value-formoney bracket. Powered by an accurate and reliable DC
servo motor, and employing a new `micro-grain' surface
capstan, the AD-3150 keeps wow and flutter to aminimum.
Another state-of-the-art feature is abias level adjustor to
ensure aflat response from any brand of LH/normal tape. It
will also bring the best out of metal and Cr02 tapes, and the
new 'peak step' LED metering system ensures accurate and
easy-to-read monitoring of input levels. Other features
include: soft-touch controls, auto replay facility, independent
right/left record level controls, high performance DX head,
and atimer stand-by facility for use with añ optional timer unit.

COMET PRICE £77.90 inc. VAT

AD-3800 CASSETTE DECK

AD 3500 CASSETTE DECK

AD-3800 CASSETTE DECK
(with Dolby B/C noise reduction)
For total performance that comes only with total engineering
know-how, the AD-3800 represents Awia's most impressive
achievement in cassette audio design. Through the amazing
capability of its microprocessor-controlled DATA ( Digital
Automatic Tape Adaptation) circuitry, optimum tape/deck
compatibility is ensured for virtually every cassette tape
brand now available. Aiwa has also equipped this deck with
an ADMS circuit to ensure that the high-performance DX
combination head remains in a de-gaussed condition.
Additionally an exclusive dual capstan transport system
gives astandard of mechanical performance unmatched in
its class, and the inc orporation of the amazing new Dolby
'C' noise reduction system ensures incomparable sound
quality. Other advanced features include DC recording
amplifier, esoteric metering and optical mode display, IC
logic controls with cue/review operation, and memory
function.

COMET PRICE £267.90 inc. VAT

AD-3250 CASSETTE DECK
(with Dolby `B/C' noise reduction)

AD-3500 CASSETTE DECK
(with Dolby 'WC' noise reduction)

The stylish AD-3250 offers not only Dolby 13', but also the
incredible Dolby 'C' noise reduction system, which gives 20dB of
noise reduction above about 1kHz, compared to the 10dB above
4 kHz achieved by Dolby `B'. Both systems are compatible,
although a '13' recording played back on 'C' wâ1 only give '13'
performance — just as a `C' recording played back on 'B' will also
give '13' characteristics. Add to this features and facilities such as:
newly-developed stable tape transport, 'peak step' LED metering
displays, metal, Cr02 and LH tape selector switch, LH bias fine
adjustor, switchable MPX filter, auto replay, and soft-touch
controls with cue/review operation; and you have a very
comprehensively-equipped cassette deck indeed . . . at aprice
that brings it well within your budget.

Acombination of outstanding good looks and incredibly-high
performance places this Aiwa front-loader in the very top
bracket of high fidelity equipment . . . yet the price is
surprisingly modest for such state-of-the-art engineering.
Heading the facilities of the AD-3500 is the new Dolby 'C'
noise reduction system which gives afantastic 76dB signal-tonoise ratio with metal tape — closely followed by the 3-head
design which incorporates Aiwa's automatic demagnetising
system (ADMS), afeature which comes into operation every
time the unit's power is switched on. An eye-catching array of
multi-coloured LEDs on the front panel indicate peak input
levels, function and mode settings — and other features
include: soft-touch controls, REC/MUTE edit facility,
metal/Cr02/LH tape capability, LH bias fine adjuster, MPX
filter, tape monitor, and timer-activated record/play switch
for use with optional unit. A Dolby 'B' switch is also
incorporated for playing back your existing tapes.

COMET PRICE £98.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 148.90 inc. VAT
3424
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CASSETTE DECKS

CT 200 Dolby Cassette Deck

CT 520 Dolby Cassette Dec k

CT 320 Dolby Cassette Deck

CT 720 Dolby Cassette Deck

CT 200 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK

CT 320 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK

Powered by asmooth DC motor, this slimline Dolby frontloader literally bristles with advanced Hi Fi features. The CT
200 is equipped with electronic IC full- logic control, long- throw
VU meters, and tape selector switch for standard, Cr02 and
metal tape. Now you can take full advantage of the super HiFi
performance offered by metal tape — at aprice to suit your
pocket.

Sleek, superbly styled and easy to use — this is the Pioneer CT
320. With its metal tape capability it brings anew dimension to
your recordings, and it incorporates settings for standard and
Cr02 tapes too. Other features include: soft touch controls,
music search facility, LED peak meters, Dolby B noise
reduction and timer stand-by.

COMET PRICE £77.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

CT 520 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK

CT 720 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK

The feather-touch full- logic controls of this elegantly- designed
Dolby deck make operating adelight, and Pioneer high fidelity
engineering ensures faithful reproduction whether using standard, Cr02 or metal tapes, plus FLT peak meters, make this
Dolby front- loader asuperb value- for- money buy from Comet.

A3- motor direct drive for outstanding reliability, plus Pioneer's
unique Ribbon Sendust record/playback head which offers
superb response, wear characteristics and matching quality for
metal tape. Add to these all the facilities and features of the
previous three models — not forgetting continuous playback of
both sides of acassette without removal from the machine —
and you have aHiFi buy you'll be proud to own.

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 159.90 inc. VAT
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

CASSETTE DECKS
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TC-FX5 Cassette Deck

TC-FX2 Cassette Deck

There's Dolby, of course — plus metal tape capability, S & F head,
auto- peak hold and a32-segment LED record level display. With
the TC-.FX5 you get agreat deal of cassette deck for your money,
with features including: 2- motor full logic operation, memory
counter, timer stand-by facility for use with optional timer, DC
amplifier system, auto- space record mute and working stand-by
indicator. The deck can also be operated by an optional remote
control unit.

Two motors for reliable operation, Dolby noise reduction, full logic
soft-touch controls and metal tape compatibility — these are some
of the features of this fine Sony deck. Add to these an SD head,
twin VU meters, and a timer stand-by mechanism for use with
optional timer.

COMET PRICE £94.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT.

TC-FX20 Cassette Deck
(With Dolby `13/C' Noise Reduction)
This 2- motor, full logic deck incorporates the superb Dolby'C'
system, which provides 20dB of noise reduction above lkHz, as
opposed to the 10dB above 4kHz offered by Dolby '
B'. The
Sony TC FX20 features both systems, and these are compatible...
provided you remember that a 'B' recording played back on 'C'
will only give 'B' performance, and that a 'C' recording played
back on ' B' will also be reproduced with ' B' characteristics. Other
features of this outstanding front-loader include: metal tape
compatibility, SD head, twin VU meters and a timer stand-by
mechanism for use with optionally-available timer.

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

TC-FX5C Cassette Deck
(with Dolby `13/C' noise reduction)
With the Dolby '
B' switch on, this sophisticated front- loader
sounds superb. Yet switch over to Dolby ' C' and you get an
incredible 10dB of noise reduction above the already- high level
provided by Dolby '
W! Both systems are compatible, although
the ' C' level can only be achieved by ' C' playback on a ' C' recording.
This fine Sony cassette deck bristles with other advanced features
too . . . 2 motor full logic operation, 32-segment LED record
level display, auto peak hold, S & F head, optional remote
control facility, fine feather touch switching, DC amplifier system
and working stand-by indicator. Other value-for- money facilities
include: memory counter, metal tape compatibility, damped
flywheel and timer stand-by function for use with optional timer.

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc, VAT
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CASSETTE
DECKS
CS- F14

Cassette

Deck With Dolby

B/C Noise Reduction

CS- F21 Stereo Cassette Deck

AKA!

CS- F12 Cassette Deck

GX-F31 Microcomputer Controlled Cassette Deck With Dolby B/C Noise Reduction System,

GX-F51 Microcomputer Controlled Cassette Deck With Dolby B/C Noise Reduction System

CS-F12 Cassette Deck
CS-F14 Cassette
Noise Reduction

Deck With Dolby ' 13/C'

The superb sound of Dolby ' C' has to be heard to be believed,
delivering an incredible 20dB of noise reduction above about
1kHz, compared to the 10dB above 4kHz achieved by Dolby ' B'.
Add to this the metal tape capability of this outstanding Akai deck
and you have aunit that brings anew meaning to the term ' high
fidelity'. Both Dolby systems are compatible, although the ' C'
level can only be attained by ' C' playback on a ' C' recording.
Amongst the other features of the CS- F14 are: high density
metallic head, 12-segment FLD barmeter, normal and Cr02 tape
positions and atimer start function for use in conjunction with an
optionally- available audio timer. You'll like the sound of the
Comet discount price too!

COMET PRICE £99.00 inc. VAT
CS-F21 Cassette Deck
With Dolby B/C Noise Reduction System
With electronically controlled DC capstan drive, and choice
of Dolby B and C NR systems, this slim-styled high-performance
deck is an asset to any stereo system.
Feather-touch IC-logic
controls provide smooth, fast and positive mode switching in any
sequence, and Hands-off Auto Play facility allows you to enjoy
same-side playback from the beginning, automatically. The 3position tape switch has settings for metal, chrome and normal
tapes, and the CS-F21 is equipped with Akai's own superb HD
recording/playback head to handle the stronger bias current and
higher signal levels demanded by metal tapes. 12-segment FL
baragraphs provide instant verification of recording and playback
levels, and timer start facility — used with optional audio timer —
permits you to record aprogramme in your absence, or wake up to
music every morning. Other features of the unit include soft
oil- damped ejection system and 3- digit tape counter with reset
button.

COMET PRICE £ 119.90 inc. VAT
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This impressively styled Dolby front- loader comes to you at an
impressively low Comet discount price. There's metal tape
capability of course, and a 12-segment FLD barmeter adds new
levels of accuracy to your recording techniques. A host of Hi Fi
features includes: high density metallic head, feather-touch IC
logic controls, normal and Cr02 tape facility, filter — and atimer
start function when used with the optional audio timer. A great
example of Akai quality.. . and agreat buy from Comet

COMET PRICE £79.00 inc. VAT
GX-F31 Microcomputer Controlled Cassette
Deck With Dolby B/C Noise Reduction System
This distinctive twin head cassette deck incorporates Akai's
Twin Field Super GX Heads, whose gaps have been reduced to
improve the magnetic characteristics. Superior sound is ensured
by aDC amplifier and the choice of Dolby Band C noise reduction
systems, and the combination of microcomputer controls and
Quiet and Quick mechanism gives swift, smooth and silent
operation. Motorised tape loading and drive mechanisms are
included in the unit, and intro scan, auto play and instant programme location systems provide outstanding ease and convenience. Other features of the GX-F31 include auto tape
selector, 12 segment FLD barmeter, maximum input level
indicators and electronic digital tape counter.

COMET PRICE £ 159.90 inc. VAT
GX-F51 Microcomputer Controlled Cassette
Deck With Dolby B/C Noise Reduction System
Featuring Dolby ' C' noise reduction, aTwin Field Super GX head,
microcomputer logic control and Akai's exclusive tape tuning
facility which ensures optimum performance from all brands of
metal, chrome or normal tapes. The tape tuning computer senses
both the type and optimum bias requirement of the tape, automatically adjusts to the correct bias — and gives perfect tape
programming every time. Other features include: Quiet and Quick
drive mechanism, FL display system, auto fader, 2-colour 12segment FLD bar meter, REC cancel, memory auto play.

COMET PRICE £ 199.90 inc. VAT
356
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GX-F71

GX-F91

GX-77

GX-747
MM- 77

GX-F71 COMPUTER CONTROLLED CASSETTE DECK
WITH DOLBY B/C NR SYSTEM

GX-F91 COMPUTER CONTROLLED CASSETTE DECK
WITH DOLBY B/C NR SYSTEM

This superb system, with motorised loading and drive mechanism, is a three head
stereo cassette deck with record and playback housed - but spaced apart - within
the single Super GX Head block Made from crystal ferrite cores, the heads have afour
micron gap for recording and aone- micron gap for playback, giving ideal magnetic
field characteristics. The closed-loop double capstan tape transport system matches
perfectly the requirements of this three head system, and two motors provide the
precision to direct drive the capstans, minimising wow and flutter. Sound quality is
ensured by advanced Dolby B/C noise reduction, and the mechanics of the system
are supported by the GX-F71's microcomputer brain. Incorporated into this computer
is Akai'
s original tape tuning technology, producing superior tape programme
performance: once the machine is fine-tuned to the tape characteristics the data
is stored in the memory, and tuning takes place effortlessly. Included in the host of
other advanced features are instant programme location, auto tape selection.
Quiet and Quick mechanism and intro scan system.

An outstanding stereo, cassette deck with motorised tape loading and drive mechanism. The three head system uses Akai's original Super GX heads to give highest
obtainable sound quality, and the auto tape tuning bias system - using a microcomputer - gives fine tuning of the bias to optimise the performance in relation to the
tape MOLcurve. Tape drive has the added precision of a quartz- lock PLL servo
DD motor, and the ultimate in noise reduction is provided by aDolby-C NR system.
giving afull 20dB in noise reduction. The amp block is completely separate from the
Dolby block and the DC design means there is no capacitive component to introduce
distortion. Another advanced feature of the GX-F91 is the Quiet and Quick mechanism, each mode being activated by aspecial cam and silent mechanism combined
with the motor. Developed by Akai, the system ensures quiet operation and eliminates
any sudden shocks. Other features include electronic tape counter, auto fader,
memory play system and 24- segment FLD barmeter.

COMET PRICE £329.90 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 399.90 inc. VAT.

GX-747 6-HEAD AUTO-REVERSE STEREO TAPE DECK

GX-77 6-HEAD AUTO-REVERSE STEREO TAPE DECK

A top-of-the-line open reel deck with precision-aligned, ultra-stable 3- motor direct
drive transport system, feather-touch full microcomputer logic controls and a
sophisticated yet simple-to-operate electronic counting system that automatically
regulates a host of memory, location and timing functions. The uncommon luxury
of Auto Reverse with continuous playback is made possible with the GX-747's six
heads, and the unit has the innovatory refinement of EE tape compatibility. Created
jointly by two of the world's leading tape manufacturers, in conjunction with Akai.
EE ( Extra Efficiency) tape is aremarkable breakthrough in open reel tape technology offering unmatched dynamic range, higher frequency response and greater output
level. The Akai/EE combination means incredible new performance highs, and of
course the GX-747 also gives superior results with any other fine conventional open
reel tape. Auto rec mute, cue and review facility, timer start switch and many other
features give the GX-747 unparalleled convenience and versatility.

The stylish exterior of the GX-77 conceals awealth of innovation and technological
know-how. EE Tape compatibility is one example - the unit has aspecial setting to
ensure optimum performance with this remarkable Superrape. Then there's Akai's
Lambda Loading, areal breakthrough that brings cassette convenience and efficiency
to open reel. The GX-77's 6- head system makes possible Auto Reverse - tape travel
being automatically reversed in either playback or record - and the Reverse Selector
switch gives the options of one-way or two-way recording/playback or continuous
playback for tremendous long- play capability. Microcomputer logic controls give
feather-touch command over all functions, easy-to-read 16- segment LED Bar
Graph Meter gives accurate level monitoring without delay or overshoot, and
elapsed time digital counter permits complete recording accuracy. Other features
include cue and review functions. Source, ,tape monitor switch, and facility for
optional remote control unit.

COMET PRICE £ 599.90 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £349.90 inc. VAT.

MM-77 STEREO MICROPHONE MIXER
A versatile and sophisticated unit that enables you to produce your own creative
recordings - easily and expertly. A 3- channel mixer with inputs for 2 microphones
and 2 guitars, the MM- 77 puts a whole new dimension of audio pleasure at your
fingertips. With the microphone reverberation facility you can electronically enhance
your voice, or you can mix aline input with aguitar input, adjusting the stereo sound
field with panpots. With features including line/tape input selector and individual
channel level controls, the MM-77 allows you to give free rein to your creative talents,
and to produce audio material to areally professional standard.

COMET PRICE £ 59.90 inc. VAT.
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AKAI

ESOTERIC RANGE
AKAI AM- U41

EA G90
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AKAI AM- U61

.
AKAI AT-S61/L

AKAI AP-Q41C

AKAI AM- U41 STEREO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

EA- G90 STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALISER

An outstanding example of Akai original technology. the AM- U41 offers
astable output of 55W RMS per channel, and features an array of advanced
refinements including 'Zero Drive' - aspecially developed subtraction circuit
which reduces to zero the IIM distortion which occurs as aresult of the back
emf in the speakers. Similarly crossover distortion, switching distortion and
distortion due to non- linearity have all been eliminated, and the heat dissipation normally associated with solid state power amplifiers has been solved
by the incorporation of a thermal loop radiation system. An MC cartridge
can be directly connected to the AM- U41 and the amplifier also has feathertouch controls, electronic speaker protection circuit, audio muting, subsonic
filter, tape dubbing switch and tone controls with defeat position.

A valuable and impressive addition to your audio system - that's the EA- 090
12-band equaliser. This advanced and sensitive unit enables you to compensate
precisely for the inevitable audio imbalances caused by such factors as speaker
position and the acoustic properties of your room. Additionally it allows you
to tailor your recordings to suit your personal preferences. Designed to bring
out the very best in your Hi Fi system. the EA- G90 divictes the frequency
spectrum into separate bands. covering 16, 31.5. 63. 125 and 500 Hz. and
1. 2. 4. 8. 16 and 32 kHz. It's the ideal instrument for shaping the sound of
your Hi Fi equipment exactly to your liking.

COMET PRICE £ 199.90 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 139.90 inc. VAT.

AKAI AM-U61 STEREO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

AKAI AT-S61/L AM/FM QUARTZ SYNTHESISED
STEREO TUNER

A powerful 75W RMS per channel amplifier that is simple to operate and
capable of achieving faithful recording and playback of the original sound.
Dual Pole DC Servo circuit produces low distortion, and this innovation
combines with Akai's advanced 'Zero Drive' subtraction circuit to give greatly
improved tone quality. Amplifier stability is also improved, and circuit element
distortion remarkably reduced. The unit's line straight switch design provides
high gain and high stability, and built-in thermal loop radiation system effectively
solves the heat dissipation problem. REC selector allows you to listen to one
source while recording another, and use of the tape input selector allows you
to dub from tape to tape while enjoying your favourite FM station or other
sound source. MC Cartridge can be connected directly to the AM- 061, and
other features include subsonic filter, tone controls with defeat position.
electronic speaker protection circuit and slider volume control.

Akai's original pure electronic- controlled tuning system and dual-gate MOSFET front end ensure the highest sensitivity in the AT-S61/L and provide
excellent S/N characteristics. All frequencies are locked in with pushbutton
ease, and the versatility of Akai's microcomputer application facilitates 4- mode
tuning: automatic, random. 10 presets or manual. Circuits for detecting.
stereo decoding and amplifying FM/AM signals are all DC to ensure improved
audio quality, especially at the lower end of the spectrum. iN11 frequencies are
digitally displayed in large. bright FLD numerals along with band and frequency
identification. A super capacitor provides the necessary backup to retain
memory contents, and the unit's other features include pre-set tuning for
timer control, stereo/mono' selector, 5- LED signal strength indicator. LEDs
for stereo and tuning indication, and detachable AM loop antenna.

COMET PRICE £249.90 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 199.90 inc. VAT.

AKAI AP-Q41C QUARTZ LOCK DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE
The perfect turntable for the audio enthusiast who wants asophisticated unit with high performance
and simple operation. The low- mass straight tonearm's microcomputer controlled auto- homing
system prevents incorrect positioning of the stylus, automatically locating the lead-in groove - even
if the tonearm is manually placed in the incorrect position. The Discolith coil DC servo motor
generates super-smooth, strong torque, and the quartz-locked direct drive system provides accurately controlled turntable rotation. Platter braking is fully electronic, for swift and accurate
cancellation, and the front- mounted feather touch controls permit fingertip control of manual and
fully automatic operations. Other features include 2-speed cueing control. high-performance
Ortofon VMS cartridge, non-resonant cabinet and auto disc size and speed selector.

COMET PRICE £ 149.90 inc. VAT.
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SA 420 Stereo Amplifier

SA 520 Stereo Amplifier
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SA 620 Stereo Amplifier
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TX 520L Tuner

TX 720L Tuner

SA 420 STEREO AMPLIFIER

SA 520 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Delivering 21 watts RMS per channel, with arich full sound
even at low volume, the SA 420 is the ideal amplifier for the
average listening room. This slimline unit is packed with
features, including: LED function indication, click stop
controls, loudness switch, inputs for tape, turntable, tuner and
auxiliary ( headphones) — plus switching for two pairs of
speakers and AC outlets.

With its output of 31 watts RMS per channel, the SA 520 offers
even more flexibility for the home HiFi system. In addition to
LED function indication, click stop controls and multiple
inputs, you also get: electric blue fluroscan 12-segment power
meters ( incorporating function display), 2- deck tape monitor 1
to 2, and low filter. An impressive amp ... atan impressively- low
Comet price.

COMET PRICE £57.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £84.90 inc. VAT

SA 620 STEREO AMPLIFIER

TX 5201_ FM/MW/LW TUNER

There's all the power you need — and agreat deal more to spare
when the 45 watts RMS per channel SA 620 is at the heart of
your HiFi system. Distortion is low, and the visual display
fluroscan power meters give fast reaction time and improved
.reliability. Together with all the facilities of the SA 520, this adds
up to outstanding value for money.

Pioneer have kept it simple with the TX 520L ... no frills or fuss,
but an elegantly designed tuner offering crystal-clear receptiOn
on all three bands. Featuring manual tuning, the TX 520L also
incorporates LED stereo beacon, LED signal_ strength
indicator, and a "tuned" indicator to confirm correct
adjustment for spot-on reception.

COMET PRICE £ 124.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £62.90 inc. VAT

TX 7201 FM/MW/LW TUNER
With the TX 720L you get all the HiFi qualities of the TX 520L,
along with 14 electronic pre-sets ( FM/MW/LW) to give you atatouch station recall. And that's not all . . . An impressive
specification includes voltage synthesized digital tuning, 5-LED
signal strength meter and an FM local switch with autoscan for
holding transmissions of weak signal strength.

COMET PRICE £127.90 inc. VAT
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TUNER AND AMPLIFIERS
SANSUI TU-533 AM/FM TUNER

SANSUI AU-D33 AMPLIFIER

SANSUI AU-D22 AMPLIFIER

SANSUI TUS33 AM/FM TUNER "
After sifting through many
tuners Ifound that the Sansui TUS33 is certainly one of the best
at the cheap end"
•
HI-FI ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982
Here's the perfect complement to either the AU- D22 or AU- D33 amplifiers —
aunit incorporating aservo-lock tuning system which automat'cally detects
and compensates for drift and tuning error. And that's not all. There's also a
"just tuned" pointer/indicator featuring two arrow- shaped indicator LED's
which light in unison when the station becomes optimally tuned. The FETequipped FM front end includes a double-tuned quadrature detector and a
PLL ( phase- locked- loop) multiplex decoder that combine to give high signalto-noise ratio and wide stereo separation. Finished in the same elegant silver
styling as the two Sansui amps, the TUS33 also gives you noise-resistant
loop antenna for AM reception, FM noise canceller, muting/mode switch,
5- LED signal strength meter and LED stereo beacon.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT.
SANSUI AUD-22 AMPLIFIER "The new
Sansui AUD-22 is now going to take alot of
beating as it offers 35 w.p.c. and comprehensive facilities"
HI-FI ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982

SANSUI AUD-33 AMPLIFIER "The 'Superfeedforward' AUD-22 and 33 bring Sansui
back to the forefront of £100+ Japanese
amplifiers"
WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, 1982

With an output of 35 watts RMS per channel, total
harmonic distortion is down to an incredible 0.006% —
thanks to Sansui's unique Super Feedfon,vard System,
which combines common negative feedback circuitry
with the feedforward technique in the power amplifier
section. Add to this such refinements as: Darlingtonequipped final output stage, dual- bridge rectifier
circuit for producing more than the rated power,
ultra-wide range phono equaliser and speaker
protection circuits .. . and you have an amp that really
delivers. Other features include: direct access inputs
with LEDs, MM/MC phono switches, record selector
with bi-directional tape dubbing, muting and high
filter. The Comet discount price makes Sansui value
for money even better.

If you need more power, the AU- D33 delivers 50 watts
RMS per channel — yet the total harmonic distortion
is even lower than the AU- D22 at an unbelievable
0.004%! Again, this is achieved by the Sansui Super
Feedforward System and the other advanced technical
developments incorporated in the AU- D22. Direct
access inputs include: PHONO, TUNER, AUX, TAPE 1
and TAPE 2, and amongst a host of other facilities
are MM/MC phono switches, bass/treble tone controls,
20bB muting, high filter and speaker selector switches.
A record selector enables one programme source to be
fed to aconnected recorder while you are listening to
another, and also offers bi-directional tape dubbing.
The Sansui AU- 33 . . . a great buy from Comet.

COMET PRICE £ 119.00 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 139.00 inc. VAT.
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TA-AX3 Integrated Amplifier

TA-AX4 Integrated Amplifier

A punchy 40 watts RMS per channel output is assured by aLegato
Linear DC power amplifier with distortion at less than 0.01% —
which is low even by Sony standards. And yet another factor in the
TA-AX3's incredibly high performance is the output IC which is
directly mounted on the heat pipe which aids heat dispersal. The
specification is impressive throughout, with: soft-touch selectors,
sliding volume controls, pulse power supply, loudness control,
low filter, tape copy 1to 2, and loudspeaker switching A, B, A + B.
Check out the TA-AX3 at Comet.

Output is arobust 50 watts RMS per channel — a performance
belying the slim compact lines of this Sony- engineered unit. There's
power to spare ... yet distortion is down to only 0.007%, thanks to
the Legato Linear power amp at the heart of the TA-AX4. With
features and facilities including: pulse power supply, heat pipe,
FET buffer power amp, and MC/MM cartridge input — not forgetting subsonic filter, tape copy 1 to 2, 2- speed feather-touch
volume control, short-stroke switches and speaker selection
A, B, A + B — this is an amp to enhance any Hi Fi system

Comet Price £84.90 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £97.90 inc. VAT

STJX4L Stereo Digital Tuner LW/MW/FM

STJX2L Stereo Tuner LW/MW/FM

Attractively designed and brilliantly engineered to give top quality
reception on FM, MW or LW, the slim STJX4L features 8-station
preset non volatile memory, covering both frequency and tuning
conditions, synthesized tuning, calibration tone and LED digital
display. A compact unit giving great performance.

The slim front panel design of the STJX2L makes for outstandingly
handsome appearance, and the performance is matchingly
impressive. Stable and accurate reception on FM, MW and LW is
made easy by the soft-light dial pointer. A superb example of
Sony's mastery in combining style and simplicity.

Comet Price £89.90 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £59.90 inc. VAT.
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TUNER AMPLIFIER AND
TURNTABLES

STR-VX2L FM/MW/LW RECEIVER
The simple, elegant styling of this 3-waveband receiver is representative of Sony Hi Fi engineering 'at its best And its classic good
looks are complemented by an equally outstanding performance.
The amplifier section delivers an ample 25 watts RMS per channel.
and the tuner section incorporates a 3-step signal meter and a
tuning indicator. Other features include a mode switch with FM
muting, and loudspeaker switch A,B.A + B.

Comet Price £79.90 inc. VAT. •
PS -LX2 TURNTABLE

PS-X55 DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

It's slim, it's elegant — and it gives you all the high performance that
you've come to expect from acompany like Sony. The PS-LX2
is a semi-automatic with an impressive specification . . . directdriven by alinear BSL motor, and featuring alow- mass straight
tonearm with Sony XL 150 magnetic cartridge, servo lock
indicator, Magnedisc servo control and a record setting guide.
It's a combination that ensures superb sound.

Record reproduction reaches incredible heights of perfection with
the elegantly-designed, fully-automatic PS-X55. Direct-driven by
a BSLDC servo motor, and incorporating quartz lock and
Magnedisc servo control, its impressive specification also includes
feather touch operation and auto record size selection. Fitted
with a de-luxe straight, low mass tonearm the PS X55 is superb
in sound, appearance and price.

Comet Price £ 59.90 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £ 79.90 inc. VAT.
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TURNTABLES

PL 120 Turntable

PL 320 Turntable

,

PL 620 Turntable

144

PL 720 Turntable

PL 120 TURNTABLE

PL 320 TURNTABLE

Slimline styling and front panel operation for ease of use — this
is the Pioneer PL 120. Belt driven by aDC servo motor, this
elegant semi-automatic features coaxial suspension and full
auto- return convenience. High tracking ability is ensured by a
straight, low- mass Polymer Graphite tonearm, which is fitted
with aPioneer PC 210 magnetic cartridge.

The direct-driven PL 320 keeps wow and flutter to the absolute
minimum — due to acoreless DC motor incorporating astable
hanging rotor. Other features of this value- for-money turntable
include: auto return, front panel operation, coaxial suspension,
and straight low- mass Polymer Graphite tonearm with fitted
PC 210 magnetic cartridge.

COMET PRICE £54.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

PL 620 TURNTABLE

PL 720 TURNTABLE

Direct driven by acoreless, quartz controlled DC motor, and
featuring Pioneer's stable hanging rotor, the sleekly designed
PL 620 gives unwaveringly true musical pitch. A superb semiautomatic with all the features and facilities of the preceding
models — and coming to you complete with aPioneer PC M3
high output moving coil cartridge.

At the top of this range of Pioneer turntables is the impressive
PL 720, an impeccably-engineered HiFi unit that gives you full
automatic operation and the low wow and flutter
characteristics of direct drive. The output of the fitted PC M3
moving coil cartridge is so high that it mates directly with the
phono input of most amps.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 129.90 inc. VAT
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PS X600

"Biotracer" direct - drive turntable

Here's a fully automatic, direct- drive turntable that gives superb performance — even by
Sony standards. It's powered by asmooth and silent BSL DC motor . . . it incorporates the
unfailing accuracy of a quartz lock magnedisc servo system . . . employs micro processor
all- electronic control . . . and it comes to you at aComet price that puts it well within the
scope of any HiFi budget.
Record reproduction takes on anew meaning with Sony's unique ` Biotracer' motional feedback
low-mass straight tonearm. This is controlled by separate linear motors in both vertical and
horizontal directions for optimum tracking and tracing.
To match the fantastic sound quality is an equally fantastic array of user-advantages. For
example, there's a quick repeat facility which enables you to enjoy your favourite records
over and over again.
If you wish to skip certain tracks, there's no need to touch the tonearm because this can be
electronically transported to any desired point on the disc. A further time- saving advantage
is aquick lead-in/lead-out facility.
With the PS X600, Sony have thought of everything. Even the controls are front-mounted so
that you can operate the turntable with the lid down to avoid damaging your records.
An impressive specification also includes: electronic stylus force and anti-skating force
adjustments, auto record size selector, auto zero balance and muting.
In June 1982, this state-of-the-art turntable represented outstanding value for money
at aComet discount price of £ 1179.90. Today, at the unbelievable price of £99.90, the
Sony PS X600 just has to be one of the most fantastic HiFi bargains of a lifetime!

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT
CARTRIDGE EXTRA: A full range of cartridges suitable for use with the PS X600 is
available at Comet.
357
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CARTRIDGES
VMS5EMkII

VMS 3E

CONCORDE STD

VMS le EMk II

VMS 20 E Mk 11

VMS 3EMAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE/HEADSHELL
All the quality and expertise of Ortofon comes to you at
an unbelievably low price with the VMS 3E, an integral.
cartridge/headshell that fits easily and conveniently onto
your tonearm and — with its Elliptical diamond stylus —
brings you truly superb sound.

COMET PRICE £5.90 inc. VAT
VMS 10 EMk II MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

This robust and versatile model is suitable for the majority
of tonearms, and offers the built-in VMS advantages,
including low moving mass, high channel separation,
low distortion, minimal record wear, and asuperb threedimensional sound. It's the ideal model for manual and
automatic turntables — and the Comet price is ideal too!

COMET PRICE £ 15.90 inc. VAT
VMS 20 EMk HMAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

MC 10

VMS 5EMk II MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
A perfect match for the widest range of turntables, this
cartridge — like all Ortofon's magnetic models — is based
on the patented VMS ( Variable Magnetic Shunt)
principle. In this design the stylus cantilever is attached
to alight tubular armature which moves between the coils
in the field of aminiature ring magnet. When the stylus
moves, the movements of the armature cut the flux lines
of the magnet, functioning as a magnetic shunt. The
result is anew dimension of sound satisfaction. Supplied
with Elliptical diamond stylus.

COMET PRICE £9.90 inc. VAT
CONCORDE STD INTEGRAL
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE/HEADSHELL
An integrated magnetic cartridge weighing 15 grams,
the Concorde STD is designed to plug directly into all
tonearms with standard sockets, making mounting a
quick and easy process. Like all . Ortofon magnetic
cartridges it uses the famous Variable Magnetic Shunt
principle, and incorporates an Elliptical diamond.

COMET PRICE £ 19.90 inc. VAT
MC 10 MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

Here's a magnetic cartridge for critical listeners who
own the highest quality manual or automatic turntables.
Supplied with nude elliptical diamond, its high compliance
enables it to track faithfully at low tracking weights. This
cartridge sounds superb — and so does this Comet
discount price.

Enjoy all the benefits of amoving coil cartridge for the price
of agood magnetic model. The new cantilever design,
together with an elliptical diamond stylus, combine to
give excellent tracking, easy handling of transients and
minimal record wear.

COMET PRICE £24.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £27.90 inc. VAT
353
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RACKED HIfl SYSTEMS
SONY HI RACK SYSTEM
Here's acompact rack system based on the Sony X03 cassette receiver, a
combined unit that helps to keep the overall dimensions to aminimum.
Delivering 15 watts RMS per channel, theX03 incorporates automatic tape
position selector, automatic level control one-touch recording, FM/MW/LW
reception and soft-touch operation. A direct-driven semi-automatic PS-LX22
turntable brings the best out of your records. With features including adisc
centring guide and low- mass straight tonearm, it comes complete with its own
XL 150 magnetic cartridge. Enclosed in ahandsome walnut-finish SU-Sil
rack fitted with castors and glass door, this easy-to-operate system is
completed by apair of SS-E23 2-way speakers, each with apower handling
capacity of 22 watts.
COMET PRICE £249.90 inc. VAT

„
age

SONY ZR-1WL RACK SYSTEM
'
At the heart of this superb system is an STR VX2L receiver
which produces 25 watts RMS per channel, pin-sharp reception on
FM/MW/LW wavebands, and incorporating 3-step signal meter, tuning
indicator, mode switch with FM muting, and loudspeaker switch A, B, A+B.
The PS-LX2 semi-automatic direct-drive turnable features alow-mass
straight tonearm complete with Sony XL 150 magnetic cartridge, and
Magnedisc servo control and servo lock indicator. With two motors for
reliable operation, the TC-FX2 Dolby cassette deck offers metal tape compatibility
— plus full logic soft-touch controls, SD head, twin VU meters and timer stand-by
mechanism for use with optional timer. Fitted with asingle mains lead to
eliminate complex wiring problems, abeautifully finished SU L27 walnut-effect
rack with tinted glass front and lid houses the system . . . which includes a
pair of SS-E34 loudspeakers with apower handling capacity of 30 •

.fflammalk

watts RMS.
COMET PRICE £299.90 inc. VAT

SONY Z-22WL RACK SYSTEM
The TA-AX3 amplifier delivers 40 watts RMS per channel of low-distortion power,
and amongst its host of features includes: aLegato Linear DC power amp, pulse
power supply, subsonic filter and feather-touch slide volume controls. An
ST-JX2L tuner provides the perfect complement — offering accurate and easy
tuning on FM/MW/LW wavebands — thanks to asoft-light dial pointer. High
quality record reproduction is ensured by the direct-driven semi-automatic
PS-FX2 turntable with its Sony XL 150 magnetic cartridge .. . and aTC-FX2Dolby cassette deck with its metal tape facility, and features including atimer
stand-by function for use with optional timer, enhances the performance of this
outstanding system. Wiring problems are eliminated by the single mains lead of the
elegant SU L27 rack which displays the components to their full advantage — and
apair of SS-E44 loudspeakers with apower handling capacity of 40 watts RMS
ensure superb sound quality.
COMET PRICE £399.90 inc. VAT
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RCX 840 RACK SYSTEM
All the quality you'd expect from Rotel,
as experts in the sound equipment field.
The main feature of the system is the
RCX 840/L Integrated Stereo Cassette
Receiver, comprising powerful 30 watt
amplifier, a sophisticated digital tuner
and a cassette deck with Dolby noise
reduction. The ' Liquid Crystal Display'
doubles as aFrequency Readout for the
radio and a twenty-four hour digital
clock There are 5 preset station selections for FM, and 5 more divided
between MW and LW. Cassette deck
features fast acting peak level LED's
that can be switched to display amplifier
power. Equalisation is provided to get
the best out of metal, special and
normal tapes. Records are catered for
by the RP 820 semi-automatic belt
drive turntable, and the twin RL 820
loudspeakers can be supplemented by a
second pair if required. The handsome
RK 830 rack adds the final touch to a
high quality system that comes at a
really appealing price.
COMET PRICE £ 89.90 inc. VAT

RCX 860 FULL FEATURE
INFRA-RED REMOTE CONTROL
RACK SYSTEM
Conveniently packaged, perfectly
matched, this advanced HiFi system
is a combination of sophisticated technology and practical efficiency. The
RCX 860/L Integrated Remote Control
Cassette Receiver features 40 watts per
channel amplifier, receiver with 10 presets shared between FM stereo, medium
and long wave, and logic cassette deck
with Dolby noise reduction and separate
equalisation for metal, special and
normal tapes. And all this '
can be operated from the
comfort of your chair —
thanks to the ingenious
RRT 2infra-red transmitter.
The RP 860 fully automatic,
FG servo belt drive turntable
complements this unit perfectly, boasting large aluminium platter,
strobe light rotation monitor and low
mass tonearm with sensitive magnetic
cartridge. Add té, this apair of RL 840
3-way loudspeakers with a power
handling capacity of 50 watts, and you've
got asystem that's outstanding in every
way. Completing the system in suitable
style is the RK 840 rack, with durable
woodgrain finish, hinged glass door and
glass top, and fitted dastors for maximum
convenience. It's ari outstanding specification, and it's matched by the outstanding Cornet priçe!

.1

j

RCX 820 RACK SYSTEM
The largest number of useful features
at a down-to-earth price — that's the
Rotel philosophy. And it's admirably
demonstrated in the RX 820. Central to
the system is the RCX 820/L Integrated
Stereo Cassette Receiver — combining
powerful 20 watt amplifier, LW/MW/FM
radio receiver and front loading Dolby
cassette deck LED signal strength indicator gives easy tuning on all three
bands, and the cassette has selection
facility for metal, special and normal
tapes. For your records there's the
handsome RP 820 semi-automatic belt
drive turntable, with magnetic cartridge
equipped low mass tone arm, and
making the sound come alive are twin
infinite baffle loudspeakers with maximum power input of 25/35 watts.
There's even the facility for adding two
further speakers, so you can have music
in different rooms. Completing the
system is the compact and stylish RK 830
woodgrain finish rack with record storage
space and hinged glass top and glass
door. The RX 820 Rack System — it
looks good, it sounds great . . . and the
price will be music to your ears!
COMET PRICE £249.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £499.90 inc. VAT
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X-G1 Racked HiFi System

X-G5 Racked HiFi System

X-G7 Racked HiFi System

Pioneer technology brings you outstanding
HiFi value for money.
At the heart of the system is an SA- 130
amplifier delivering 20 watts RMS per
channel, and incorporating logically laid.
out controls and mode indicator lights.
The TX- 130L tuner gives high tuning
accuracy over LW, MW and FM stereo, and
features an FM muting switch, LED tuning
accuracy indicator and LED stereo beacon.
Superb record reproduction is ensured by
the PL130 belt- driven turntable, with its
static balanced straight tonearm, automatic
anti-skate and PC-220 magnetic cartridge.
From the CT-330 Dolby cassette deck you
get metal tape capability — plus settings for
Cr02 and normal tapes. Other features
include: music search, LED recording level
meters and record mute switch.
Completing this competitively- priced
system, which is housed in a rosewood
coloured cabinet, is apair of CS-363 bass
reflex 2-way speakers.

Superbly styled and finished in rich black
and champagne gold, Pioneer's new
X-Series racked systems sound even better
than they look.
Powering the X- G5 system is an SA-530
amplifier which delivers 38 watts RMS per
channel.
The TX 530L tuner offers needle-sharp
tuning on LW, MW and FM stereo
wavebands, and includes an FM muting
switch, LED tuning accuracy indicator and
3-point LED signal strength meter.
A host of features combine to place the
direct-driven, auto-return PL-430 turntable
high in its class. These include aco-axial
suspension system and apolymer graphite
straight tonearm for improved tracking. A
PC-220 magnetic cartridge is fitted.
With the CT-330 cassette deck you get
Dolby, a3-position tape selector ( including
metal), music search, record mute and LED
recording level meters.
The system is housed in an attractively
styled cabinet and is completed by apair of
CS- 565 bass reflex 3- way speakers
handling a maximum input power of 40
watts.

This system literally bristles with advanced
HiFi features.
For example, the 70 watts RMS per channel
SA-930 amplifier has its own ' brain' — a
micro-computer acting as nerve centre to
synchronise all the system's operating
functions with the amplifier.
The TX-930L tuner is equally sophisticated
. . . featuring quartz frequency synthesised
tuning, digital frequency read-out,
Autoscan on all three wavebands, and 16
memory presets (8for FM, 8for LW/MW).
Fitted with aPC-3MC moving coil cartridge,
the ful:y-automatic direct-driven PL-930
turntable incorporates quartz PLL speed
regulation, polymer graphite straight tonearm, co- axial suspension and stable
hanging rotor on the drive mechanism.
The CT-730 Dolby cassette deck offers full
logic control, metal, Cr02 and normal tape
capabilities, music search and LED level
meters. Like the CT-330, it can be
programmed for unattended operation
with the optionally-available DT-530 timer.
Superb sound is ensured by the CS- 767
bass reflex 3-way speakers which have a
maximum input power of 80 watts — and a
matching cabinet houses a HiFi system
you'll be proud to possess.

COMET PRICE £299.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £399.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £499.90 inc. VAT

SG-530 Graphic Equaliser

DT-530 Timer.

(Optional extra for above systems)
Add this superb graphic equaliser to your Pioneer X-System, and
you can not only highlight your favourite instrumental passages —
but also shape the sound to suit the acoustics of your room.

(Optional extra for above systems)
A 24-hour digital clock is incorporated in this timer which will turn
your tuner on and off and operate your cassette deck without
supervision. There's even asleep facility.

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £47.90 inc. VAT
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FISHER

RACKED
HUI SYSTEM
AND
MICRO SYSTEM

FISHER 100L RACK SYSTEM
Here's aHiFi system that's ideal for the average listening room, with apower
output of 20 watts RMS per channel, a3-waveband tuner, and ametal tape
compatible cassette deck. It comes to you complete in its own elegant rack...
at avery competitive Comet discount price.
CA 100 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
The slimline CA 100 delivers 20 watts RMS per channel of low-distcrrtion
power, and the dual LED output indicators make power monitoring simple.
Other features include loudness control, tape monitoring, A or B speaker
selection — and afull complement of inputs and outputs.

FM 100 FM/MW/LW TUNER
The matching tuner is equally well equipped, and alarge tuning scale plus
10- segment LED signal strength display makes spot-on station selection easy.
Amongst its other facilities are FM interstation muting and astereo beacon.

MT 100 TURNTABLE
Belt-driven by a DC Servo motor, this superbly styled semi-automatic
incorporates anti- skate control and viscous- damped cueing. The straight
tonearm is fitted with amagnetic cartridge.

CR 115 CASSETTE DECK
Metal tape compatibility is amajor feature of this Dolby front-loader, which
also includes settings for normal and Cr02 tapes. Dual LED indicators ensure
accurate recording levels, and the soft-touch powered mechanism makes
the CR 115 easy to operate.

FISHER PH 430K PORTABLE HI-FI SYSTEM
It's Hi Fi wherever you go with this superb battery/mains
portable system from Fisher. Whether you use it in the home or
carry it with you on picnics, you'll enjoy the rich stereo sound of
this compact, 20 lb. high fidelity package.
Output is8 watts per channel, and there are four broadcast bands
— FM/MW/SW1and SW2. The2-way speakers can be detached
for enhanced stereo imaging, and agraphic equaliser with five
level controls enables you to tailor the sound to suit the
surroundings and your own personal tastes.
The front-loading Dolby cassette deck section incorporates a
metal tape capability and asetting for normal tapes too. .. and
other facilities include auto search function, 5- LED recording
level/output meter, separate record level volume control,
microphone mixing and tape counter.
Add to this impressive all-round specification such features as
built-in condenser microphones, tape monitor switch, stereo
beacon, AUX setting ( for use with turntable) and built-in
loudness contour — and you have aHiFi system you'll be proud
to take around with you.

COMET PRICE £ 169.90 inc. VAT

ST 100G LOUDSPEAKERS
Completing afine system is apair of ST 100G speakers to give crisp, accurate
sound reproduction. And, of course, a beautifully-designed wood effect
finished rack on easy-glide castors, and fitted with glass door and hinged
protective glass lid.

COMET PRICE £299.90 inc. VAT
355
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AIWA

M502 MICRO SYSTEM

Here's amicro system that's compact enough to sit on your bookshelf — yet it's packed
with features that many full-sized systems would find hard to match. The amplifier section
delivers 20 watts RMS per channel of low- distortion sound. .. the tuner section boasts onetouch tuning and a10- station ' memory' ... and the logic- controlled cassette deck is designed
to bring the best out of all existing types of tapes, including metal. The Aiwa M-502. A
marvel of micro engineering — at amarvellous Comet price.
AX-S50 FM/MW/LW STEREO RECEIVER This diminutive, 20 watts RMS per channel receiver has aspecification that
makes many of its larger competitors out of date. Incorporating ahigh quality pre-amp with phono equaliser, it gives you fully
electronic one- touch tuning — thanks to aquartz PLL ( phase- locked-loop) synthesiser which selects t
he station ei t
her au tomat ically
or manually. What's more, you can programme up to 10 stations into the tuner's `memory' and select them at random, irrespective of
band. There's a4-digit LED tuning display and yet another refinement is atuning strength indicator that can be switched to display
peak power output when used with the tape deck or other components. With features including: FM muting, loudness, FM stereo
beacon, click-stop bass/treble tone controls, and facility for wireless remote operation with optional unit, the AX- S50 represents
micro-engineering at its beautiful best
SD-L50 CASSETTE DECK Despite its compact dimensions, this sophisticated front- loader is packed with top-of- the- line

features and facilities. A dual- motor drive ensures stable tape transport, and the IC logic controls operate at atouch. There are bias
and equalisation setting for metal, Cr02, FeCr and normal tapes — and the optional peak display incorporates easy- to- read greenj
yellow/red LEDs for accurate record input adjustments. Add to these refinements Dolby noise reduction, REC/SYNC operation
with Aiwa turntables, auto rewind/replay and atimer start facility for use with optional timer — and you have acassette deck that
will easily outperform units twice its size.

SC-G303 LOUDSPEAKERS Rounding off asuperb system are apair of 2-wayspeakers with apower handling of 25 watts.
British made, and in elegant rosewood finish with matt black grilles, they're the perfect match for Aiwa components that are big in
everything but size and price.

COMET PRICE £ 199.90 inc. VAT

OPTIONAL AP- D35 BELT- DRIVEN
TURNTABLE FOR M-502 SYSTEM
If you're thinking of adding arecord-playing facility to your M-502
system — this beautifully styled semi-automatic belt-driven
turntable is the unit for you. Complete with its own magnetic
cartridge, and with front panel controls for easy operation, the
AP- D35 incorporates a stable AC synchronous motor, large
diecast platter, low- mass straight tonearm, anti-skating, cueing
and auto-return. The low Comet discount price is yet another
worthwhile feature.

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT
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Goodmans

SPEAKERS
MEZZO
The Mezzo's elegant cabinet houses
speaker engineering at its best — a3-way
reflexed system that combines low distortion
with maximum sensitivity to give optimum
performance throughout the frequency
band. Handling up to 75 watts RMS of
power, the Mezzo is made in carefully
matched pairs to give acrisp, clear stereo
image that will add anew dimension
to your listening pleasure. At the heart of the
system are a280mm bass driver, a114mm
mid-range unit and a25mm dome
tweeter — and an added refinement in
the form of variable contour controls
enables you to modify the output of both
mid-range and high frequency drivers
to tune the speakers to your own particular
environment. An eye-catching 5- LED display
gives you an at-a-glance peak power reading.
Exceptional value for money at Comet.
NOW.

COMET PRICE £ 129.90 inc. VAT.

MAGNUM
Handling up to 90 watts RMS of power,
and designed to the same superb
specification as the Mezzo, the
Magnum literally brings the concert hall
into your listening room. Nearly
sixty years of Goodmans' loudspeaker
technology has resulted in aspeaker
that will enhance the sound of any
worthwhile Hi Fi system — and add an
elegance that will please the eye too.
Even the drive units are manufactured by
Goodmans
330mm bass driver, 114mm
mid-range unit and 25mm dome
tweeter . . . and careful ' mirror
imaging' of each pair of models gives a
stereolalance that clearly locates
instruments and voices. Overall efficiency
is as high as the price is low, and when
you add for good measure contour controls
and LED power indicators — you have a
loudspeaker system that's definitely
worth listening to.

COMET PRICE £ 149.90 inc. VAT.
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
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SPEAKERS
In line with the Comet policy of bringing you the best hi-fi equipment at the
lowest possible price, we introduce two superb new speakers into
our range. They bear the well-known name of Tangent, they're British made
throughout — and in both performance and finish they compare with
speakers costing agreat deal more.
You're going to hear agreat deal more about the Tangent Excelsior III and
the Tangent XLR2. They look good, they sound even better — and the
Comet discount prices speak for themselves.

EXCELSIOR III
Beautifully finished in real wood veneer, the
strongly made cabinet of the Excelsior III
houses British loudspeaker engineering at its
best. A 25mm dome tweeter, ferrofluid-filled
to help increase power handling, produces
pure high frequency sound . . . and a170mm
doped pulp cone woofer handles the lower
frequencies. These are very competitively
priced speakers indeed, capable of handling
up to 50 watts of power and compared with
other speakers in a similar performance
bracket they offer a great deal for your
money. They have to be good — to meet the
high standards of Comet!

COMET PRICE
£74.90 inc. VAT
XLR2
Since its introduction, the Tangent XLR2
has received many enthusiastic reviews from
leading Hi Fi experts on performance, price
and sheer quality of finish. With a power
handling of up to 85 watts programme, its real
walnut-veneered cabinet incorporates a
25mm ferrofluid hard dome tweeter, and a.
200mm damped pulp cone mid/bass unit.
Inspired design has created a2- way speaker
system that produces afull and open sound
with no clouding of detail, preserves an
outstanding stereo image, and which is easily
driven by small, high quality amplifiers
because of its high sensitivity. The Tangent
XLR2 has to be heard to be believed. It's the
equal of many loudspeaker systems twice
the size . . . and at this Comet discount price
it certainly costs agood deal less.

COMET PRICE
£139.90 inc. VAT
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
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SPEAKERS
SOLA VOX 70

SOLA VOX 50

SOLAVOX 70

The realistic sound of this two-way
speaker system makes the Solavox 50
aworthy addition to your HiFi installation — and the realistic Comet price
makes it an outstanding value- formoney buy. Power handling is 50 watts,
and the totally enclosed acoustic
suspension system incorporates a
165mm dia. long- throw free edge bass
unit and a 70mm dia, treble speaker
which has adomed paper dust cover to
give outstanding high frequency dispersion. The Solavox 50 ... easy on the
eye, easy on the ears — and coming to
you at a price that's even easier on
your pocket.

If you're looking for an even bigger
power handling capacity, then this
70- watt bass reflex sound system is
the one for you. Thanks to Comet's
discount pricing policy, apair of these
sensational loudspeakers is well within
the scope of your HiFi budget. There's
a 220mm dia. long- throw free edge
bass speaker, a144mm dia, mid- range
unit and a105mm dia. tweeter with high
frequency dispersion domed paper
dust cover — acombination that adds
up to superb sound. And remember...
Solavox loudspeakers are made
exclusively for Comet. They have to
be good to meet our own high
standards!

Here's a three-way loudspeaker
system that del vers high fidelity sound
of aquality that makes nonsense of the
Comet discount price! The bass reflex
design ensures maximum sensitivity,
and the elegantly- finished cabinet
houses a 165mm dia, long- throw free
edge bass speaker, a144mm dia. midrange unit and a 105mm dia. tweeter
with domed paper dust cover. With a
power handling of 60 watts, the
Solavox 60 is the sound system you've
been looking for — at aComet price
you can easily afford.

COMET PRICE £32.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £52.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £44.90 inc. VAT

SOLAVOX 60

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
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THE CELESTION SP SERIES
SPECIAL PERFORMANCE

SPECIAL PRICES!

Here's an offer that's exclusive to Comet . . . amagnificent trio of loudspeakers, each delivering
aperformance that's special, even by Celestion standards!
They're special because they're computer designed by the world leaders in laser technology —
using unique scanning techniques which actually ' see' what the speaker is doing.
And they incorporate the very special high performance HF1002 woven-fibre soft-dome tweeter
which gives smooth, controlled and extended HF response.
Celestion SPs . . . very special speakers at very special prices. Only from Comet.

,7eetesem
/

,

SP15

CELESTION SP10

CELESTION SP15

CELESTION SP20

Despite its compact dimensions, this is a
bookshelf speaker capable of handling the
output from amplifiers in the 10/40 watts
range. The new 170mm long throw fibre cone
bass unit is fitted with aspecial neoprene roll
surround to give tight controlled bass
response . . . and the superb new 25mm soft
dome tweeter handles the high frequencies.

Enclosed in an 18.7 litre walnut effect
finished cabinet, the SP15 uses the same
active system of transducers as the SP10 —
but with the additior of a 170mm auxiliary
bass radiator to give a smooth, punchy,
extended bass end. This combines with the
new HF 1002 dome tweeter to extract outstanding performance from amplifiers in the
10/60 watts range. An acoustically- transparent reticulated foam grille ensures that you
hear all the detail — whatever your choice
of music.

Top of the new range is the SP20, a loudspeaker system that will handle the output of
amplifiers delivering from 10/80 watts. Inside
its elegant cabinet is a200mm fibre cone bass
unit with PVC roll surround to ensure good
linearity, a200mm ABR piston, an HF 1002
tweeter with front plate coined to concentrate
flux density, and atwo- layer voice coil wound
on a double helix former for stability and
reliability. It's acombination of components
representing the art of loudspeaker design
at its best.

COMET PRICE £57.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
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WHARFEDALE LASER 60

WHARFEDALE LASER 100

WHARFEDALE LASER 80

If you appreciate craftsmanship and
high value engineering at a realistic
price you'll certainly appreciate the
new Laser range from Wharfedale.
Developed with the aid of Laser
Holography techniques, they sound
even better than they look. The
Laser 60 is a 2- way infinite baffle
system incorporating a 200mm
computer optimised paper cone
bass/mid-range driver and 19mm
L.M.P. soft dome treble unit. Power
handling is 50 watts DIN — at aprice
you can easily handle.

Yet another feature of the new
Wharfedale Lasers is the fitting of
aluminium voice coil ' formers to all
bass, mid- range and treble units to
allow a high power handling capability. With its 250mm computer
optimised paper cone bass unit,
100mm M.F.H.P. mid- range driver
and 19mm L.M.P. soft dome tweeter,
the Laser 100 handles 70 watts DIN
with ease. See the Wharfedale Lasers
at Comet . . . they offer superb sound
at discount prices even the most
cost-conscious enthusiast can afford.

Enclosed in high quality walnut
veneer cabinets with removeable
acoustically- transparent black grilles,
Wharfedale Laser speakers are
examples of British acoustic engineering at its best. The Laser 80 is a
3- way infinite baffle system featuring
a 200mm computer optimised
paper cone bass unit, a 100mm
M.F.H.P. mid- range driver and 19mm
L.M.P. soft dome treble unit. Capable
of handling 55 watts DIN, the Laser
80 also delivers outstanding HiFi
value for money.

COMET PRICE £64.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

All. SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS l'AIRS
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SPEAKERS

NEW WHARFEDALE GLENDALE

NEW WHARFEDALE LINTON

NEW WHARFEDALE DENTON

NEW WHARFEDALE GLENDALE
A new range of Wharfedale speakers is always amajor HiFi event
— and the outstanding performance of the new Glendale
enhances an already famous name. Power handling is 15-70 watts,
and aspecially developed treble unit features ahigh temperature
voice coil, which is complemented by asuperb 200mm bass/
midrange driver. And with the new Glendale, Wharfedale have
incorporated an auxiliary bass radiator (ABR) to give even better
bass response. Take alook at the discount price — and then take
alook at the elegant new Glendale at Comet!

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT
NEW WHARFEDALE DENTON
The high quality walnut effect veneered finish of the new
Wharfedale Denton's cabinet, and the acoustically-transparent
brown jersey cloth grille, house British speaker engineering at its
best. .. and at its most competitive. Power handling is 15-40 watts
— thanks to Wharfedale's specially developed treble drive unit,
and awide frequency range 170mm bass/midrange driver, which
utilises a low mass cone with doped cloth edge and a high
temperature long throw voice coil.

COMET PRICE £39.90 inc. VAT

NEW WHARFEDALE LINTON
Meet the new Linton, aworthy successor to the Linton XP2.
Handling 15-60 watts of power, it delivers smooth natural sound
with afidelity that puts it high in the value- for- money bracket.
Inside the attractively styled cabinet is a specially developed
treble drive unit, incorporating an ultra-low- mass paper cone with
integral dome and coil suspension for increased power handling.
This is complemented by a200mm bass driver featuring ahigh
sensitivity cone with self damping PVC surround and ' flapping
edge' to absorb unwanted cone resonance, plus a high
temperature 4-layer voice coil ventilated to increase its
cooling properties.

COMET PRICE £52.90 inc. VAT

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
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You now have the option to extend
your guarantee to 5years

AFTER- SALES SERVICE
.1

prornise you 12 months' service, including parts and labour on all goods and 2years on all colouriVs - without
dontestic appliances
and
colour
C
harge

televisions are serviced in
your oWn home. After the initial free
guarantee period you can still rely onus
to ensure that your purchases are kept
in working order. All service is carried
out by Comet's oWn engineers
,
or manufacturers

:j

Cr.rrnan

You can now extend your
guarantee to five years when you
buy from Comet. The option is
yours. For just one modest payment at the time you make your
purchase you can now have
complete peace of mind - and
protection against rising repair
costs for afull five years!

(including parts & labour)

for one small
single payment
with

The 5-year Guarantee Option
is as simple as it is beneficial.
Should afault occur during the
5year period you merely ' phone
your nearest Comet Service
Department. It's that simple. The
Guarantee covers all parts and
labour, giving you perfect
product protection.
This is the ideal purchasing
package, the best value for money
with Comet's discount prices,
the widest range of top-branded
products, and protection
against escalating repair charges.
It's alow price to pay for
perfect product protection...

comer
FIVE STAR OPTION

year
guarantee
Just one single payment,
when you buy almost any
item, brings you complete
peace of mind for five years
- and perfect protection
against rising costs!

How much does it cost to extend
your guarantee to 5years?
HI- Fl
Complete Hi Fi Systems
Music Centres

£ 25.95
£ 20.95

Amplifiers
.
£ 8.95
Tuners
.
£ 8.95
Turntables teen cartridge & stylus) . £ 8.95
Tuner/Amplifiers
. £ 9.95
Tape Decks ( cassette and reel)
£ 10.95
Pair of Speakers
£ 10.95
Separates bought together to form a
complete system
£ 25.95
AUDIO
•Citizens Band Radio
•Car-Radio & In- Car Hi -Fi

£ 12.50
£ 12.50

•excludes aerials
CAMERAS
Cameras inc« lenses

.

TELEVISIONS
Black and White
Colour up to, and including, 16"
Colour, over 16"
Teletext Sets

£ 9.95

£9.95
£ 24.95
£28.95
£ 28.95

VIDEO
Video Recorders ( 2nd & 3rd year only)E39.85
Video Recorders ( 5years)
£79.95
Video Colour Cameras ( 5 years)
£ 20.95
WASHERS/DRYERS/DISH WASHERS
Auto Washers
£ 27.95
Auto Washers with built-in Tumble
Dryer
£ 37.95
Twin Tub Washers
£ 23.95
Tumble Dryers
.
£ 16.95
Spin Dryers
£ 12.95
Dishwashers
£ 27.95
REFRIGERATION
•Refrigerators
£ 13.95
•Fridge Freezers
£ 17.95
•Deep Freezers
£ 17.95
•All Refrigeration includes £ 200 food
COOKERS
insurance cover
Free Standing ( gas/electric)
Built-in Owens ( gas/electric)
Built-in Hobs ( gas/electric)
Microwave Ovens
VACUUM CLEANERS
GAS FIRES

£ 18.95
£ 15.95
£ 12.95
£ 16.95
.

.

£ 9.50
£9.95

The FIVE STAR OPTION is also ay .
ailable on Cooker
Hoods. Food Mixers & Processors, Fan Heaters,
Clock Radios, Transistor Radios, Cassette Players,
Radia Cassette Players and Stereo Radio Cassette
Players.
Major domestic appliances and Colour TV's
will normally be serviced in your home.

This Insured Scheme is underwritten by
The Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd.

IT'S WORTH TAKING THE OPTION
12/82
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There's abranch
near you

All branches are opendailytothe public
Monday Friday 9 a.m. 8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. 5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.00 p.m. (with the exception of branches marked s)
-

SCOTLAND

Telephone
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031-554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
0698 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
0224 29434
0292 262284
§AYR
§DUMFRIES.
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
. 0383 735136
EDINBURGH
031-346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041-334 4667
§GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
§KIRKCALDY
0592 268405
PERTH
0738 29117/8
SHAWFIELD ( Nr. Rutherglen). . 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
BRADFORD
GRIMSBY
HULL
JARROW
LEEOS
LIVERPOOL
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
ROCHDALE
SHEFFIELD
SPEKE
STOCKPORT
STOCKTON
SUNDERLAND
WIGAN
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
BARNSLEY
BARROW-IN-FURNESS
BLACKBURN
BOLTON
BRIDLINGTON

051-647 5555
0274 45384
0472 59023
0482 4644-1
0632 892211
0532 440551
051-928 6688
061-682 6016
0632 .86 8811
0706 50606
0742 341721
051 494 9933
061-477 2000
0642 612311
0783 59993
0942 34741
061-308 4225
0226 83358/9
0229 31520 or 31595
0254 57813
0204 387153/5
0262 72050

BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
• WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

-

0282 35214
0228 38441/2
0244 313724
0246 71390
0270 214328
0325 57361
0924 461203
0302 69520
0405 3449
0422 59434
0423 67312
0532 588679
0484 40261
0482 20681
0535 67021
0524 62904
0942 670711
051-708 7170
0625 610030
061-8341861
061-998 1183 or 1657
0977 704249
0772 21909
0709 61901
0723 75537
0724 669615/6
0704 31813
0924 371499
0900 63476/7
0904 21654/6

MIDLANDS

WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
COVENTRY
LEICESTER
LINCOLN
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
W1LLENHALL
WYLDE GREEN
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON- ON- TRENT
DUDLEY
GREAT YARMOUTH

021-472 6181
021-706 0684
0203 440151/440176
0533 530236/7/8/9
0522 37437/8
0603 411831
0602 396116
0902 60411
021-382 8866
0283 45751/2
0384 214511
0493 58828/9

'DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES
EXCEPT WHERE STARRED

See your local Telephone Directory
For the address of your nearest COMET Branch

SPECIAL
AN
COMET'S NEW CREDIT TERMS - HIRE PURCHASE

10% DEPOSIT
up to 3YEARS TO PAY

£70 to £ 1,000
with

by equal monthly instalments.
FLAT RATE 14% A.P.R. 27.3%
g1,000 and Over
with up to

-

LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01-595 5111
HACKBR1DGE ( Sr. Croydon)
01-669 4321
HAYES ( Middlesex)
01-573 1841
NEASDEN
01-459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
01-301 1881
BROMLEY
01-464 0430
CATFORD
01-690 8611/2
CHELSEA
01-352 4846
FINCHLEY
01-444 5150 or 6159
HOUNSLOW
01-572 5013 or 5023
KINGSTON
01-549 8799
PUTNEY
01-785 9891
WIMBLEDON
01.542 2201/2

WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY
BASILDON

WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CLEVEOON
EXETER
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH
SWANSEA

0273 692421/6
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 248232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
TAUNTON
TORQUAY
WREXHAM

0296 28771/2
0268 556299 or 556349

0272 559841
0222 394016
0272 876041
0392 76435
0633 50431
0752 29501
0792 463332

0225 64302/3
0272 293395/6
0222 566138/9
0242 25786
0452 411233
0432 59259
0823 86116
0803 211581/2
0978 357115

MAIL ORDER

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS, BARCLAYCARP or COMET CARD include
your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET
CARD".
Securicor Delivery. All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add £ 5.25 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 70p, Styli 55p, Headphones £ 1.60,
Microphones £ 1.30.
Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity, Spool tapes 80p. Cassettes
55p, Video tapes 80p.

MAIL ORDER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF
Comet
Discount Price
Description
Model
Manufacturer
Qty.
-

10% DEPOSIT

5 YEARS TO PAY

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS ALSO AVAILABLE
You may apply at any Comet branch to open aBudget Account. Ask for written details.
Interest of 1.75% of the balance outstanding will be chargedtoyour account each month.
(
Bankers Order repayment)

Camel se Credit Broker lot inn serve,
Comet Radiovision Services Ltd.

0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

WALES AND SOUTH WEST

SOUTH

by equal monthly instalments.
FLAT RATE 12 1
2 % A.P.R. 23.2%
/

A.P.R. 23.1%

BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

HANLEY
0782 264495
KETTERING
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME . 0782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
•PETERBOROUGH
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

George Moose. George Street Hull

hae7g-r 1

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551, using ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery.

All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to press.

Securicor Delivery
P+ P"
Ienclose my cheaue/oostal order for TOTAL f
made payable to Comet or debit my
ACCESS` El /BARCLAYCARD' I: / COMET CREDIT CARD" ID
Mick

appropriate box) CARD No.

Name
Address
Signature
HFN
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WEST MIDLANDS
DERBYSHIRE

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY
Demonstration facilities and specialist service for awide
range of carefully selected items including
ADC, Akat AKG, Alphason, A&R, Ariston, Audio
Technica, B & W, Beyer, Calrec, Castle Acoustics,
Celestion, ChaffweII, Crimson, Dual, Dynavector, Elite,
Glanz, Goldring, Harbeth, Heybrook, Hunt LOA.
KEF, Lehtek, Linn, LNS, Lowther, Mayware, Meridian
MESL, Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, QED, Quad, Quantum
Electronics, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Sheffield
Lab, Shure, SME, Spendor, Sugden, Systemdek,
Tandberg, Tannoy, Technics, Telarc, Thorens, Trio,
Uher, Colin Walker.
Fiyawaye High Fidelity Ltd., 12 lelington Row,
Edgb , Birmingham emito.
Telephone, 021-456 OUT
9. 30-6.00 Tuesday- Saturday

ELECTROPHONIC IF

*Technics *Had
•Optonica * Dual
*Pioneer *Sony
'AR.
*Sansui
'KEF
*JVC
*Celestial *Ortoton
*Panasonic *8 & W
*Quad *Sennheisser
36 Minster St. Reading 583730 *Trio *Hitachi
Priory Rd. High Wycombe 35910 *Aiwa *To«
62 NorthbrookSt Newbury32474 *Auras *Nlordaunt
49 Wellington St. Luton 27758 •Ariston
Short etc.

WALES FOREMOST 'QUAD' DEALER

B&B

Full Range Available

ALSO: DUAL, ROGERS, KEF,
FM ACOUSTICS, TANNOY, MISSION,
THORENS, FERROGRAPH, DYNAVECTOR, WALKER, etc.
10 Forge Road, Port Talbot
Tel: 0639-882068

HI - FI

HERTFORDSHIRE

WALES

RADLE77" AUDIO
For all that's best in real Hi- Fi

Hi Fi News
helps local
dealers reach
their public.
Ring 686 2599
and ask for details.
ITS CHEAPER THAN
YOU THINK!!

O

Rega, Linn Products, ProAc, Oracle, Koetsu,
Threshold, Audio Research, Celef, A&R, Kiseki,
Sumiko, Lentek, Fidelity Research, Electro,
Michell, Systemdek, Syrinx, Helius, Quad,
Quantum, Heybrook, Meridian, Elite, Mirage,

Linn Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Arc, Dual,
Heybrook, Nad, Thorens, Nakamichi,
AR, KEF, Celestion, SME, Quad, A&R,
Mission, etc
All demonstrated correctly in our
comfortable listening room.
Closed all day Monday. Tues. Sat. 10.00-5.30

Albarry, Tresham, Dynavector, Gale, Nifty
Gritty, OLN, DCM.

Phone Radlett 6497 or 3773

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street,
Radlett, Hens

13 g,NGS ROAD CARDIFF CF19BZ
TELEPHONE ( 0222) 28565
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Mecom Acoustics
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Spaldings
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Super Fi
Swisstone Electronics
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Tandy Corporation

58

4
OBC

TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd

32

Teac

40

Tech & General Publications
Tek
Teledyne
Thomas Heinitz

100
114

20

Wharfedale

Myst

18

Wiley, Eric
Wilmex ( Stax)
Wilmslow Audio

Watts C.E. Ltd

Wilson Stereo Library
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Phase 3Hi Fi
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Unilet
University Audio

Monitor Sound Hi Fi Studio
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131
42

Mission Electronics
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Top Tape
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131
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Five Ways High Fidelity

7
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Syrinx Precision Instruments
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Nakamichi
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131
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Electrophonic Hi Fi
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Sound Control
Sounds Supreme

Epsilion Recordings Ltd
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Eulipion Audio
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid.
The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £5.50 Box Nos. £2.00 extra.
Trade rates 27p per word, minimum £6.75.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in FEBRUARY issue must reach these offices by 10th December addressed to:
The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA.

NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Repliesto Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi-Fl-News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job adve-tisernent which indicates o- can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of aprimate householder or ( 2) it ina business employing less than six persons or
(a) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to app4.

FOR SALE- Private
QUAD ESL 63's Brand new in manufacturers sealed cartons. Guarantee transferable. £ 151. under
new list price. Delivery possible phone 021 4277970
evenings. ( M)
DENON DP4OF turntable £ 150. Kenwood (Trio)
LO7 CH pre- amp, Hitachi HMA 7500 MkII
power amp offers. Nakamichi 480 £ 120. Grace
G707 /60. Aldershot 22521 ext 282 working hours.
(M)
REVOX Reel to Reel Recorders; A 700 at £700; A
77 at £350; Pair Tannoy LSV/HF/12/8 Monitor
Speakers; Radford FMT2 Tuner; Radford SC2
Control Unit; Radford STA 15 Amplifier: All in
good condition; Sensible offers please to 01 940
6930. (M)
QUAD 405 Power Amp £ 155, Technics direct
drive SL150 Deck £45. Aurex Px6AD Adres N/R
cassette deck £85. Phone Evenings. Dartford
25662. (M)
REGAR PLANAR 3fitted with dynavector 10 x2
cartridge £ 150. Nytech CTA 252xD £250, Arc 101
Speakers £230, All equipment as new, Upgrading,
Tel. 0509 30698 evenings. (M)
Pair Mordaunt Short Carnival II Speakers £65,
Pioneer SA7300 40 w.p.c. Amplifier £55, matching AM/FM Tuner TX 5300 £50, All mint
condition, £ 160. the lot. 061 980 7810. (M)
REFERENCE MASTER 40 & 40 watts amplifier,
very sparingly used. Reason for sale. upgradin
£199 ono. Dr. K. Alagesan, Royal Infirma
Derby DE1 2QY. ( M)
SONY TC 765 3motor 3head as new quick sal
£250. ono. Ring Chesterfield (0246) 590560 wil
deliver within reason. (M)
SONY TC-765 71
2 /3 3
/
4
/
quarter track ster
recently serviced by Sony. Immaculate conditio
complete with remote control and original pack'
£385. Telephone Boston (0205) 65340. ( M)

SUPERB PAIR Lowther Audiovectors. Virtually
unused matrimonial harmony forces sale offers.
May take smaller quality speakers in Exchange
also Decca Gold less than 20 hours use £45. 0386
6756. (M)
HITACHI D950 cassette deck, good condition,
originally over £250. £ 100. ono. 01 942 67
evenings/weekends. (M)
SYSTEMDEK with clamp and oracle mat FR645
Tonearm and Rosewood Koetsu £650. Tresham
SR202 160 wpc Power amp £300. Lux T110 Tuner
£125. Will include FUBA 5Element Aerial. All
items perfect. Telephone 01 868 5344. (
M)
LINN SONDEK LP 12 latest Valhalla model.
Fitted Linn Ittock Arm with Supex 901 Super High
Output MC Cartridge. £500 ono. Possible
delivery. Tel. 0928 718957. ( M)
REVOX A77 4TK £.300. TD 124/11 Turntable and
plinth £50. SME 3009/52 DET/Thorens HEAD
£40. Sony TCI385D Dolby Stereo Deck. Line/
Mie mixing £50. Koss Pro5LC Headphones £ 15.
Reslo Ribbon microphone and cable £ 15.
Carriage extra. 52 Kendal Street, Barrow in
Furness, Cumbria. (M)
TECHNICS 205C Mk3 cartridge. New and
unused £45. Warwick 0926 497 240. ( M)
ACTIVE MERIDAN M2 Speakers £450. Linn
Azak Cartridge £90. 041 637 4676 after 6pm. (M)
QUAD VALVE AMPLIFIERS I (EF36) and II
(EF'86) 22 control unit ( RT. Channel Faulty).
SME Arm Shure V1511I Garrard 301. Lowboy
cabinet (Teak finish) West Somerset Offers Box
no.
.....
_
Q.i.ar44..control unit (in-m PU module), £ 130.
Quad FM3 'Inner, £45. Ortofon SME3OH
cartridge, £35. SIMit-V.15 Mk 4cartridge, £25.
Stanton 881S cartridge, £25-:
Laize 6ft. teak equipment cabinet, space for everythsag,y1us some
records, £30. P.W.B. electrostatic hhones
(with energiser box), £ 10. Will demonstra all
(near Croydon), tel: 01-656 9148.

btlfAliti 722 1
2 track recorder, built in
/
wer amps, £230; two Reslo RBL microphones,
GARRARD 301 turntable; original fixtures, hand- / st nds accessories. £50; Nakamichi 580 cassette
book, test sheets; excellent working condition
r order £ 150. GKD Southdown cabinet £30.
offers around £35. Leak stereo 30 amplifier plus
esign Furniture EQC 22 coffee table cabinet (for
; stereo tuner £35, the pair. Telephone 061 9413293.
uad equipment) £30, two Thorens 124 Mk. II
urntables, complete overhauled, offers. All in
(M)
mint condition. Phone 051 648 4276. evenings
Monitor Speakers by Parmeko. Beautiful pair o
weekends.
•
(M)
large infinite baffles, consisting 12 inch bass, 8inch
preamp & -FM3 tuner in mahogany
midrange, 4inch tweeter. Cabinet 30 inches by 20
sleeve £50. Tandberg 330 3 head. cassette deck
inches by 8inches magnificent sound. £225. 01 904
£140. Hayes 01 651 1797. (M)
5466 evenings. (M)
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RADFORD FTA25, 8 valve 20W per channel
amplifier, and SC22 pre-amp, both good
condition £ 100 the pair. Tel. Brighton 732827.
MERIDIAN M2 speakers, with 101 pre- amp.
Immaculate condition. Original Boxes. £875.
ono. Tamworth 894321. ( M)
QUAD FM 3 tuner. Mint condition. £65. Eastbourne 0323 29435. ( M)
RADFORD VALVE AMPLIFIER. SC22/
STA15 Excellent condition. Spare Valves,
Manuals boxes etc. will demonstrate £ 160. ono.
Telephone 0730 61565 evenings and weekends,
(Hants - 50 miles London). ( M)
DECCA GARROTT GOLD £ 110; IMFTLS8011
£330. IMF MkIII improved professional monitors
(new B139's) £300. All items are in mint
condition. Telephone ( Evenings) Wivenhoe 5264
(Near Colchester Essex). ( M)
REVOX A77 4 track 71/2 33/
4 late model mint
condition £550. ono. Scotch classic tape 2400 +
3600 £ 15. each Phone Nottingham 383213. (M)

A4,4YWARE Mk IV'+ MC-2V

TONE ARM & CARTRIDGE

'Vital' stylus

Reviewed Nov '82 Gramophone
Sounds as good as the most
- expensive for very much less.
Demonstrations versus Ittok/Koetsu
Mayware P.O. Box 58 Edgware, Middx.
Phone: 01-958 9421

NY TC 755 three head 10 1
4 - reel, four
/
ack tape deck. Solenoid control includes five
tapes £ 150.00 0704 33177 ( Southport). Pair
Lowther Acousta speakers with new PM6 MkI
units £200. 0704 33177 ( Southport). Pair ( Rogers)
R. 149 speakers £70. 0704 33177. JR ( Rogers)
PA Sub Bass speaker with amplifier £90. 0704
4853 (Southport). SME 12" detachable shell arm
5. 0704 33177. Sugden C 51 plus two P51
plifiers with wooden sleeve £300. 0704 74853.
ogers cadet MkIII valve amplifier £35. Formby
4334 (Lancs) Quad FMI mono valve tuner CO.
Formby 74334. Jason J4 fm tuner and Jason VHF
TV + FM tuner £ 10. each, collectors items!
Formby 74334. ( M)
161

SME Arm Series 2 fixed head with FD200
Damper. Din and Phono leads, Ortofon Fl5E Mk
II, and Rote! RP1500 Belt drive turntable. £65.
complete. Leak 2002 top loading cassette deck;
chrome, dolby line/mic mixing. £45 ono. Sugden
C51 preamp £65. Rega R200 tone arm £25. Quantum 102 preamp with 402 power supply £90. All in
first class condition. Could deliver Bristol,
Birmingham. Phone 0905 772417 evenings.

BAND II PREAMP! Our HDRA95u offers (literally)
unequalled performance see Hi Fi News July
1982. HDRA 95u £29.90 inc. vat, PPSU 012
(mains power supply) £6.90 inc vat, p&p £ 1.00 inc
vat. SAE for data sheet. Access/Visa available.
MuTek Ltd, Bradworthy Holsworthy Devon,
EX22 7TU Tel. (040924) 543. (J)

ATTENTION British and European Audiophiles!
We are an AMERICAN enterprise speciahsmg in
the direct sale of JAPANESE cartridges tonearms transformers cables interconnects (yes
DENON DP 3500 Turntable, Dynavector Ruby/
BANSEI available) accessories etc. All manuKarat 100R. Both perfect. Offers 01 458 6271. (M) facturen lowest prices. Advice your requirements we'll quote immediately. INTERSONICS,
TANDBERG TDC 440A Cassette Deck £250.
PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440, JAPAN (C)
Shure V15 Type IV Cartridge £25. Both little used.
Telephone 01 348 1864 (Evenings.) (M)
NIGHTINGALE NMI Loudspeakers (White).
Serial Numbers 00292 and 00293. Perfect condition. £ 195 for quick sale. Telephone Rochdale
(0706) 524068 or (0706) 57485. ( v')
TEAC A 6300 stereo reel to reel tape deck. Auto
reverse play facility, in excellent condition. £200
Buyer collects. Telephone 01 660 5659 Kenley
Surrey. (M)
MIXER IDEAL FOR Starting Studio. 36 channel
Ex Broadcast, full Specification & facilities 4
groups, Independent, Foldback, P.A. Echo, Cue,
PPM Spares. 01 567 7653 evenings. (M)
IMF TLS 80 speakers. Immaculate condition.
Offers invited. Phone 0829 52236 or 0244 676740.
(M)
BEARD P50 valve power amplifier in perfect
condition. Telephone Leicester 26871 daytime.
(M)
QUAD 44 control unit, with headphone facility,
excellent condition, £200, SME 3 Spare CA1
Arm, £ 10; Phone Mr. Neville, Leatherhead
374151. ext 259. (M)
SONY TCI775D 3 head dual capstan cassette
deck. Serviced, overhauled by Sony New heads
motor capstans, belts. £ 160. Harlow (0279)
419261. (M)
SMC SUPER SATURN Loundspeakers £80.
Sansui AU2900 stereo amp £40. Yamaha HP!
Stereo Headphones £20. or the lot for £ 130.
Wellingborough (0933) 663350 evenings. (M)
KOETSU Rosewood boxed unused. Genuine
reason for sale. A chance to buy this rare cartridge
at abargain price £350. for quick sale. 022957023.
(M)

RECORD-BAGS AND SLEEVES

Heavy:duty polythene outer sleeves and polythene- lined
inner bags available by mail-order at aprice of £3.95 fora
pack of 100 of one sort or 50 of each, cash with order, inclusive of postage, packing and VAT.

Record Pak, York House, Oxford Road,
Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 1XA.
Telephone: 04946-77483
WHY DO T'HE THREE (
Virtually unknown
Walco Cartridges outsell our other moving
magnet types put together? Details only from
Christchurch Cartridges, The Old Forge Tedbum
St. Mary, Exeter, Devon, England. EX6 6EH.
Exclusive UK and European Distributors
Enquiries welcome from continental distributors/
dealers as well as the general public (A)
KOETSU Kiseki Kamikazi? Mayware MC2V/MKIV Best for much less Demonstrations 01
958 9421 (J)

PERSONAL
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years ago,
this Society provides ameeting ground for people
who love the music of Hector Berlioz and are
interested in the highways and byways of his life
and work. Monthly meetings in London,
quarterly Bulletin. Send s.a.e. for details to: Hon
Secretary, 2nd Floor Flat, 115 Harley Street,
London W1. (X)

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings.
Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-3460033. X
Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35 years'
experience. Extensive facilities enabling High
Standards with Official Approval from QUAD,
RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and elsewhere
QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT. Restored
close to design wherever possible. 7days personal
service. Location: Woodford Essex. Tel: 01-504
5467. X
CONTACT AUDIOCORD RECORDS For
that small cassette production, Duplicating, label
and Inlay card printing. Write for rate card;
Audicord Records, 59 Mayfield Way, Barwell,
Leicester LE9 8BL (M)

SITUATION WANTED
AUDIO DESIGNER, ex Garrard, Celestion
seeks entrepreneurially minded partner(s) preferably with amarketing background with aview to
manufacturing up-market audio. Box no 0695.
(M)

WANTED
RADFORD DSM valve preamp circuit diagram
and Thorens 124 handbook, Phone 031 337 7520.
(M)

Hi Fi News Classified,
your immediate contact
with the Hi Fi World.
Ring 686-2599 for
details.

SITUATION VACANT
HI El SPECIALIST

SALES PERSON
Southern England, London and Home Counties

FOR QUAD ESL-63
A custom designed Quad approved
stand, recommended in Hi Fi News
March 1982. Suggested price £ 59
inclusive, available from Quad dealers.
In case of difficulty; or for literature,
contact the manufacturers:

Stand & Deliver
P.O. Box 8
London NW6 1BT

A new and challenging opportunity to promote top quality goods is
offered to someone with experience in the Hi Fi Market.
The Ariston range of turntables have extremely high specifications
and are subject to respect and admiration from both customer and
trade.
However, competition is great and the successful applicant will
need determination and ability to maximise the full potential of
outlets in the designated area.
In return we offer a Hi-finance package in keeping with the
importance of this position.
In the first instance send abrief resume of career to date and relevant
personal details to:Mr. John Carrick M.D. Ariston Acoustics Ltd., Unit 176 Brieryside,
Prestwick Airport, Prestwick, Ayrshire KA9 2RB.

Published by Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd on behalf of Link House
Publications P.L.C. Robert Rogers House, New Orchard, Poole, Dorset BH15 ILU
Typeset in Great Britain by Artwork Group.
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To the competition, it's ason of abitch.
When Sansui
launched their AU217
amplifier, HiFi Choice
•
voted it " Best Buy".
In fact, all the
leading hi-fi magazines
praised its natural sound quality.
But time moves on.
Having turned the hi-fi industry

of pure sound and the AU- D33
50 watts per channel. The fine
standard of construction and finish,

Shown here: the matching tuner ( TU S33) and AU- D33 amplifier.

on its head by successfully
incorporating negative feedback
and feed forward circuitry in its
Super Feedforward AU- D9 and
AU-Dll amplifiers, Sansui set
about bringing this advanced
technique to their popular priced
amplifiers.
The result:
the AU- D22 and AU- D33.
The AU- D22 gives you 35 watts

the natural undistorted sound of
both models, and their low price
tags makes them unbeatable value.
But we wouldn't expect you to
take our word for it. Stan Curtis
said in HiFi For Pleasure,
"A well engineered and nicely

styled unit, the
Sansui AU- D33 will
undoubtedly be
ideal for many
hi-fi listeners.
Its measured
performance was good and
notable for the high power output
possible into 8ohm loads. The
auditions showed the AU- D33 to
have many of the characteristics
of the far more expensive AU- D9...",
and What Hi-Fi's report said,
"The Super Feedforward AU- D22
and 33, bring Sansui back to the
forefront of£100 + Japanese
amplifiers". See them at branches
of Laskys, John Lewis, Comet or
over 200 hi-fi specialist dealers.
To us, the new AU- D22 and
AU- D33 are proud additions to the
Sansui family.
Rival amplifiers are simply poor
relations.

Relax.You know you've chosen right.
Sansui Electronics ( UK) Ltd, Unit 10A, Lyon Way Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex.

235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow. G45 9SZ. Tel: 041.634 0371(10 lines).
Telex : 77301 Ans. Bk. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck

